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The Zork Trilogy has become a legend in its time,

selling nearly one million copies! Now the legend

continues with an extraordinary new Zorkian universe

that breaks ground in computer gaming. For the first

time, the character-building and combat of role-playing

games joins the masterly prose and puzzles of Infocom s

interactive fiction.

Beyond Zork s sophisticated new interface makes

interaction more natural than ever, plunging you into a

world teeming with magic and peril. The vast and varied

Southlands of Quendor come alive as you seek fantastic

treasure and combat the vicious monsters who haunt

the streets and wastelands.

Challenge yourself to a quest that's far beyond anything
you ve ever experienced. Beyond Zork. The incredible new

interactive story from the master storytellers at Infocom.

OnegLmce at Beyond Zork will show vou that
it's unlike any inicrjcti ie story you've seen before.
Onscreen mapping. Window displays. A character
thai grows in strength Midpower. You vet all the

excitement ofrole-playing games, skillfully blended

utlf} thefabulous puzzles mid award-winning prose
ofInfocom i interitcuvefiction.

Screen shown isfor the Commodore 128 version.

inpocom
125 CambridgdRark Drive, Cambridge, MA 02140

Beyond Zork a available at your local dealerfor die Apple II series, Macintosh, Commodore 128,
Amiga,JBMPCarid 100% compatibles, andAtari STTo order direct, call t-800-262-6868.
Coming soon: Apple HGS.

Zork is a registered trademark ofInfocom, Inc.



You're Werdna.

You're alive.

You want revenge.

f

Adventure

on your

le II Series

1M
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THE RETURN OF WERDNA

1 rOURTH SCENARIO
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TREBORSUX!

He and his band of do-

gooders have stolen your

magical Amulet, drained you

into a coma, and imprisoned

your indestructible body in a convoluted

prison maze. But your seething lust for

revenge reanimates you. You want your

Amulet back!

Your magical powers are as weak as a

babe. Your monster allies are untrust-

* Note: this is an Expert level Scenario!

Registered trademark of Sir-lech-Software. Inc.

Copyright by Sir-tech Software, Inc.

worthy. Ultimately, to escape and wreak

revenge you must depend on your wits

and skills as the Grand Master of

Wizardry*.

Only then, with luck, perseverance

and cunning, will you overcome your

jailers - five hundred tough Wizardry

Adventurers who fear but one thing -

The Return of Werdna!

Sir-tech Software, Inc.,

P.O. Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669

(315) 393-6633

MAY IT TO THE HILT!
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Welcome to the new COMPUTED

Apple Applications.

This is the first bimonthly is

sue of Apple Applications. Pre

viously a newsstand-only

magazine that appeared twice a

year, Apple Applications has proven

so successful at delivering the

information and programs Apple

users want and need, we're now

turning it out six times a year and

offering subscriptions for the very

first time.

In all modesty, we think this

is a unique publication—one that

mixes Apple II and Macintosh

coverage, combines features with

the highest quality ready-to-type-

in software, and offers informative

applications tutorials and accurate

hardware and software product

reviews. By all indications—more

than a quarter million people have

bought the magazine—you like

the flavorful blend that's made

Apple Applications what it is. We're

only going to make it better.

Apple Applications is expanding

as we turn it into a bimonthly.

Regular columns like "Apple

News and Notes," "Reader's

Feedback," "Tips, Tricks, and Tid

bits," and Dan Gutman's game

column, "Just for Fun," debut in

this issue.

We're also continuing to offer

impressive Apple II programs.

Each of the seven programs in

this issue is a winner. Try the

fast-paced arcade game "Vulcan

Mines," an all-machine language

game that lets you create the game

boards. "ProDesk" is a superb

program launcher and file mainte

nance program. "The Clipper" is a

sophisticated graphics system that

makes it possible to create custom

clip art from any hi-res picture

and lets you paste clippings to

gether to make new computer art.

We publish applications for

the home, school, and even the

office. And we publish more full-

featured programs than any other

magazine. Among our past efforts

have been a fast and easy-to-use

80-column word processor,

animation packages, a disk editor,

programming utilities, and educa

tional games and programs. We'll

continue to publish the best Apple

type-in software in every issue.

That's why Apple Applications

is sponsoring a $10,000 program

ming contest (see page 38 for de

tails). With six possible prize

winners, ranging from a First

Prize of $5,000 to three Honor

able Mentions of $500 each, it's

the largest programming contest

ever sponsored by an Apple

magazine. Even if you don't win a

prize in the contest, your program

could be bought for publication,

with generous payments headed

your way. If you program, or you

know someone else who does, get

in touch with us.

Advertising Sales Hrpri-si*maiin^

Nen t.ngland & Mid-Alluntir

Bernard Tficobald. Thomas Link: 112-315-1665

MJdmsl & Soulhwesl
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713-731-2603 (Texas). 303-595-9299 (Coloradoi.

(< alilbmia]

VitSL Nortimsl 4 British Oilumliia

Jitta Thompson. Lucille Dennis: 415-3484222

Siiutheast & International

Harn Blair 'II1-27S-9MW

All the Apple II programs in this issue are available on our companion Apple Applications

Special Disk. This S'A-inch disk, formatted for both DOS 3.3 and ProDOS, runs on any

Apple 1I + , He, or He. You can order this disk ($12.95 plus S2.00 shipping and handling)

only through COMPUTE! Publications, either by using the card bound in this issue or by

calling toll-free 1-800-346-6767 (in New York,'1-212-887-8525).
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AppIeWorks, Where

Are You?

The Apple IlGS is an innovative

computer that runs most of the

existing Apple He and He soft

ware. But most people who buy

an Apple IlGS (and the numbers

are increasing) usually don't want

to run Ile/c software—they want

to run IlGS-specific programs that

make use of the machine's terrific

sound and graphics,

But the fact remains that

AppIeWorks is the best selling Ap

ple program ever. It's the reason

thousands of people bought Apple

lie and He computers.

A IlGS version of AppIeWorks,

or an integrated package like

AppIeWorks, could galvanize the

machine's sales. The IlGS's speed,

one of its strong points, and its

easy-to-add memory make it a

perfect computer for large and

sophisticated applications.

Yet many developers have

taken the IlGS's Macintosh-like

appearance too much to heart.

Frequently, the result is programs

which, though colorful and com

plete with pull-down menus and

zooming windows, suffer from

slow speeds. Graphics manipula

tion, whether in a drawing pro

gram or in a graphics-extensive

environment like a Mac-style

desktop or window, needs high

processing speeds. Without such

quickness, redrawing screens

slows to a crawl and typing fails

to keep up with the typist.

As if to compensate, the IlGS

Coming Attractions

Coming in the February 1988 issue of COMPUTEI's Apple Applications:

AppleFest. Our firsthand report from the biggest Apple II fair of the

year.

Laser Chess™. This machine language, double hi-res strategy pro

gram is a powerfully original, futuristic strategy game.

Computers, Cameras, and Composition. Apple computers, video

cameras, audio equipment, and desktop publishing combine to create

multimedia classrooms.

Rat Race. A fast-paced arcade game where speed and dexterity is of

the essence. Run your rats and avoid the traps.

Mastering MacDraw. Hands-on information about the most popular

drawing program for the Macintosh.

NewsWriter. A printing and formatting utility that turns the plainest

Apple II text files into multtcolumn newsletters.

Locker. Secure your disks from prying eyes with up to four levels of

protective passwords.

has a lot of memory—more than

twice what's found in a He or lie.

Adding memory to the IlGS is

both easy and inexpensive. And

large amounts of memory means

the machine can run large programs.

The Apple IlGS needs a pro

gram like Microsoft Works for the

Macintosh—an integrated package

of word processor, spreadsheet,

database, telecommunications,

and graphics. This hypothetical

GSWorks doesn't need color; writ

ing, calculating, filing, charting,

and telecommunicating don't re

quire color. GSWorks should be

fast—scrolling through a word

processing document or across a

huge spreadsheet should be at

least as fast as in AppIeWorks.

Multiple windows must be sup

ported; you should be able to

open at least four at any one time.

Pull-down menus and mouse sup

port are needed, but the interface

should not be bogged down with

countless fonts or unnecessary

graphics. In all, GSWorks should

look clean and run fast.

GSWorks could be the pro

gram that opens the doors to

acceptability and a significant in

stalled base. Without GSWorks (or

something like it), the IlGS may

well languish. That would be a

shame.

Gregg Keizer

Editor

ZM/ICO
INTERNATIONAL INC.

85-39 213 St.. Queens Villaqe. W IH27

* * * ALL KINDS OF HARDWARE I * * *

Applied Engineering Ramworkl III 256* Sthi . ,.w/S12k SIVO

App. Eng, RGB Option 599. Tlmcmaitcr S79 .Viewmajter SI 09

App. Eng. ZRam ULTRA *1-S14fl, #1-1197. #3 for tic »40

App.Eng.Ramfactor256K/S170;5l2K/«05:GSKAM 51ZK/S161

APPLE lie MOUSE SI 19 A PLUS MOUSE-IK. Mai S79

AST Villon Plm for GS I22S

Cooling Fan with surge protector S24

DISKETTES (Box or l 0| • 57 DISK STORAGE 100*111

KRAFT 3-Button Joystick S26 Joystick for lie SI9

KENSINGTON System Saver 161 IlGS model S79

LASER 128EX Computer J44?

20 Mln. Power B.icKup S399 Z80 Card 141

OM Pro-Grappler ■ .J79; Buffered.il 15: Serial I .174: IIC.S79

Printer Interface ParalJel*14O ... Graphic] Printer Card-SS5

BO Column Card B+ 159 Extended 60 tul lie S29

I6KRAM CARD S3S SUPEH SERIAL CARD IS9

Surge SurpresiCK - 6 outlet w/tlrcult breaker $24

THUNDERSCAN for Jmagewrfter S190

* * * MONfTONS * * *

Apple Color Analog Monlioi 1399.. Apple Monochrome Si;9

Amber Monochrome Monitor SW

TOMP5ON RGB E4Oi2*O high resolution 12*0

NO EXTRA CHARGE

For Visa/MasterCard

APPLEWORKS vi.O

ASCII EXPRESS ProDoi

. 519)

. 570

BANK STREET WRITER PLUS lit c S4B

BAUOVILLE 8!i PAINT

CUPART vol.1.... SI4. vol.!.

DEFENDER O1 THE CROWN.

DELUXE MINT IlGS

FANTAV1SJ0N Brodtrbund ..

FONTWORKSAUTOWORXS.

GRAPHIC WRITER IlGS

...540

.123

...111

...173

..Mb

MUSIC STUDIO IlGS

NEWSMAKER GS

NEWSROOM

PAINTWORKS PLUS IlGS.

Peathiree Acig. Gen. Lgr

PINPOINT , .

■ *

149

iSS

133

[48

»M

Ml

Pinpoint IlGS Starter Pack 197

Pinpoint Spell Checker GS 167

,517 Print Shop COLOR

. 1109 it in: Shop Compan

133
523

FREE SHIPPING

On All Orders

laser 128 Computer... $365

Apple IlGS $799 • 3.5" drive $299

Apple Color Monitor... $399

Apple Imagewriter II... $465

CMS Hd.Drive 20M $699 40M $799

GnpmciEdgt

HACKER IlGS

HITCHHIKER I GUIDE Infmorn .

INSTANT MUSIC IlGS

«N0 Of CHICAGO MlrxScape.

MANZANfTA BUSINEISWORKS:

SYSTEM MANAGER

GrnKtfgerARAP.Im....

Payroll Mrtule

Managing Your Money MEW

MIGHT t MAGIC IlGS

MlndSUpe KING OF CHICAGO

MJSJC CONSTRUCTION IlGS ..

.169 Print Shop Gr. LJb.1/2/3... IIS

.125 PREP. FOR SAT |lle/cj 139

.118 Sensible Grammar S53

.137 Sensl&Je Speller PtoDoi...l64

.129 SHANGHAI 127

SIDEWAYS Funk Software 543

.162 Talking Teitwrlrer JIGS. .1150

122» TASS TIME In TONETOWN 125

5)5? THINK TANK lie MO

590 TOP DRAWER IlGS Jtl

534 VJSUAU2EH IlGS 1S4

. 5» WIZARDRY Slrtech 130

.138 WORDPERFECT IIGS.e.C... S8S

* * * DRIVES * * *

CENTRAl POINT 3.5 Drive 1187 Controller S69

CMS Hard Dfives for He IlGS SC1O !72S SC4O 1B2S

Dltk Drive - Apple II Serlci compatible S'M 190
PICO Apple II ! j■ -.i- Drive SV* • 1 yr.warranty SI 29

□Itk Oilve Controller card 135

Apple 315 BOOK IlGS Drive S299

* * * PRINTERS * * *

APPLE LASERWRITER S37OO

CITIZEN 120D JI89 MSP-10 S2B9

EPSON FX-BGE 1315 Epson FX-2B6E S4S9

Epiun EX-BOO 1399 Epion LQ-BOO S469

OKIOATA 192 ■ p. 1286, 1 1344; #193* p. S412 1.S470

PANASONIC KXP-tOBOl 1169 . KXP-1592 J*3S-KXP-1595 1465

Panasonic KXP-10911 S199 STAR NX-10 Parallel it90

SILVER REED EXP420 Letter Quality 1229 ,

* * • MODEMS* * *

APP. ENG. OATAUNK 300 1200bps Int. for II • leIGS 5 160

HAYES SmartModem 300 [llc| SIS2

Hayei SmartModem T20QA i2*2Hsytt SmartModem 24O0 SS2B

Hayei Compatible External UOObpi 1119 24O0bp» J289

US ROBOTICS Courier 2400-1359 24O0E*S4Z9

^1-800-227-6647
Inquiries, Tech Support & New York:

Call 718-479-7888

Free shippinq offer valid in continental US only. Purchase orders accepted. We carry everythinq for your Apples, Mac's, or IBM s.

We cannot quarantee weather or prices; both do tend to chanqe. Call for current prices & catalogue. Minimum restocking fee 15%.



From the crow's nest, your topman bellows,

"Enemy ship ahoy!" You immediately order

battle sails, your guns loaded and prepared to

fire. You change your course in anticipation

of your enemy's next move. Now, the wind is

in your favor, and so is lady luck. Before the

enemy captain can bring the ship about, you

level a broadside amidship; crushing her main

mast, taking sails and rigging down with it.

She's dead in the water, gunports blocked by

the fallen mast and sails. Your next broadside

explodes into her hull, ravaging her decks;

then another until finally, she strikes her

colors. The prize is yours.

High Seas is an exciting, fast-paced

action simulation that puts you in

command of the most powerful ships

that ever moved under sail.

From Pirate or Captain of a single ship to

Fleet Admiral, Garde's High Seas brings

you into the world where sail and cannon

made nations. As a Privateer or Pirate

(whichever status you prefer) prey upon

enemy merchants. As Captain, you

command one ship of an entire fleet, or

stand alone against the enemy. As

Admiral, an entire fleet is yours in all its

towering glory.

Available at your local retailer

OR ORDER

1-800-367-1435

$49.95 APPLE//w/64k,//e,//c,//gs
Coming lall of 87 (or COMMODORE 64/128

Garde®
Games of Distinction

8 Bishop Lane, Madison, CT. 06443

Information On A Card
t File Edit Do [Qdlt Dbjl-ill

■ i.i'- Efll! (,0 ■■■■ u

±

HyperCard, announced in Au

gust and shipped with every

new Macintosh as of Septem

ber, may make Macintosh the

personal computer of choice.

Not really system soft

ware, not really an applica

tion, HyperCard is touted as a

personal toolkit for develop

ing the ways to create and use

information. Its name derives

from the way it treats infor

mation and accesses that

information. Much like the

touted hypertext concept,

HyperCard lets people locate

information in a nonlinear

fashion, by dynamically link

ing one idea with another.

And its index-card look is

something most people can

get comfortable with in a mat

ter of moments.

Here's how HyperCard

works. Information is stored

on cards, screens which can

include such things as graph

ics, buttons to send the user

to other cards, and fields for

entering and editing text,

While working within an ad

dress-filer application of

HyperCard, for instance, you

can enter and delete names,

addresses, and phone num

bers. You can search for any

name, sort the cards, even

turn to another kind of card—

a list of things to do, perhaps.

The HyperCard package

includes four 800K disks,

about three megabytes of files

altogether. Sample stacks, the

term given to the collections of

cards HyperCard uses, include

such things as address filers,

to-do lists, and phone lists.

Announced stacks from devel

opers range from one that's a

partial adaptation of The Whole

Earth Catalog to one that offers

thousands of facts for inter

national travelers—such as

currency exchange rates, schedules, and climate.

HyperCard's applications are called by

clicking on the appropriate button on the

Home card.

The MiniFinder

One of the first HyperCard applications

to appear on commercial databases like

GEnie and CompuServe was this

MiniFinder.

* Flip Edit bo

5i> Periodic Table of the Elements

Another early HyperCard entry was this

dynamic chart of the elements. Click on

the element and additional information

appears.



Insist on GSRAM

When You Buy Your IIgs
Expand the IIgs RAM and ROM uith the GSRAM or GSRAM Plus

with ROM Pak Available now with 256K to 8 MEG!

GSRAM Plus"

GSRA\r

member die 16K cards for die 11+ and

die 64K cards for die lie? At die time, that

much memory seemed like a lot But when

die owners of these memory cands came to

us for more memory, many had to throw

away their smaller Apple memory cards or try

to sell them Most of our customers told us

diat had they known about Applied Engi

neering's larger memory cards when they

bought dieir Apple they would have pur

chased diem at the same time.

GSRAM and gsRAM Plus are available now,

allowing up to 8 MEG of memory expansion

That's 8 times die memory capacity of

Apple's card and just look at die benefits that

only gsRAM and gsRAM Plus have over

Apple's card:

• Lower cost

• Has 6 RAM banks (Apple's card has 4)

• Has memory expansion port

• Has ROM expansion port

• No configuration blocks to set

• No soldered in RAM chips

• Expandable to 8 MEG

• Expands AppleWorks internal limits

• Built-in Hi-Res self-diagnostic software

• 5 year hassle free warranty (Apple has a 90

day warranty)

• Made in USA

gsRAM for More

AppleWorks Power

Only GSRAM arid GsRAM Pius eliminate

AppfeWoiks internal memory limits; increas

ing die maximum number of records avail

able from 6,000 to over 25,000 and only as-
RAM and GsRAM Plus increase die Dumber

or' lines permitted in the word processing

mode from 6.000 to over 15,000. And only

GsRAM and GSRAM Plus oiler a built-in

printer buffer so you can continue using

Appleworks \\1iile your printer is printing, c&

RAM and CSRAM Plus even expand the

number of lines in die clipboard from 255 to

2047 and will auto segment large files so they

can lie saved on two or more disks. You can

e\en ha\"e Pinpoint or Macroworks and your

fevorite spelling checker in RAM for instant

response gsRAM and gsRAM Plus will even

display the time and date right on die

AppleWorks screen Nodiing comes dose to

enhancing AppleWorks so much.

Turn Your IIgs into a Giant

Simply plug gsRAM into die Il&s memory

expansion slot and you've got up to 8 mega-

b\'tes of RAM at your fingertips—all of it

instantly and automatically recognized by the

IIgs. gsRAM is compatible with ;iU IIgs

software, including AppleWorks, as well as

BASIC®, ProDos, DOS 3.3, PASCAL®, "C and

CP/M®.

Grow by Bytes or Megabytes

We offer gsRAM in two configurations so

\"ou can increase your memory 256K at a

time (gsRAM) or a megabyte at a time (gs

RAM Plus). Both offer full compatibility, lower

cost than other boards, and easy expandabil

ity. And both are extremely low in power

coasumptioii A frilly expanded gsRAM oper

ates at only 3~75 ma, and gsRAM Plus at only

270 ma (even with 6 megabytes on board!)

gsRAM—for Normal

Memory Requirements

gsRAM is available widi 256K, 512K, 1

MEG or 1.5 MEG of memory already on

board. If you don't need the full 1,5 MEG

now; you can choose a gsRAM with less

memory and expand it up to 1.5 MEG in the

future—or upgrade to GSRAM Plus for a

small charge

"In quality,

performance.

compatibility

expandability and

Support, Applied

Engineering's asRAM

and CSRAM Plus tire

number one."

Steve Wozniak the creator

ofApple Computer

With an optional piggyback card, you can

expand gsRAM e\Ten higher than 1.5 MEG!

(Other cards are only expandable to 1 MEG.)

GSRAM Plus—forGrowing

byLeaps and Bounds

GsRAM Plus is die first Apple memory card to

use 1 MEG RAM cliips on the main board

Ifs available with 1 to 6 MEG on board If

you don't need die whole 6 MEG now, you

can buy a gsRAM Plus with less memory and

easily expand it in the future.

gsRAM Plus can be expanded up to 8

MEG with an optional piggyback card

Easy Expansion

Bodi asRAM and gsRAM Plus use standard

RAM chips that are readily a\ailable and just

plug right in So unlike other cards, tou'11 find

expanding >our gsRAM or gsRAM Plus easy,

convenient and very economical. And widi

our optional ROM expansion module >du

can even increase the IIgs's ROM space and

all in just one slot

Quality and Support of the

Industry Leader

Applied Engineering is the largest supplier

of Apple peripherals in die world We

invented the first large RAM cards for the

Apple Widi a 5-year "no-hassle" warranty and

outstanding technical support, you can be

sure gsRAM and asRAM Plus will deliver the

performance you're looking for—or return

them within 15 daw for a full refund

GSRAM with 256K

GSRAM with 512K

csRAMwithi MEG

GSRAM with 1.5 MEG

GSRAM with 2-8 MEG

gsRAM PLUS with 1 MEG

gsRAM PLUS with 2 MEG

gsRAM PLUS with 3-8 MEG

S169

S219

S299

S379

CALL

$459

S759

CALL

Order today!

See tout dealer or call Applied Engineering

today, 9 am to 11 pm. 7 days Or send

check or money order to Applied Engineer

ing. MasterCard, MSA and CO.D. welcome

Texas residents add 6' *% sales tax. Add $10.00

outside LISA

dPPLIQ €MGIM€€RIMG™

The Apple enhancement experts.

(214) 241-6060

P.O. Box ""98, Carrollton, TX 75006

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc.



High Expectations

Apple is expecting great things

from HyperCard. With its

HyperTalk scripting language

(essentially a programming lan

guage) it should be easy for users

to create new stacks of their own.

Customizing cards and entire

stacks is also relatively easy,

though it takes time. But as with

most other computer applications,

many HyperCard users will prob

ably leave their purchased stacks

alone and use them as is.

HyperCard is fun to play with,

but at the moment, its usefulness

is less than revolutionary. One rea

son is its memory requirements.

HyperCard requires a full megabyte

of memory. In itself, that's not

shocking; all Macintosh computers

now sold come with that much

RAM. But many Macintosh owners

are comfortable only when using

more than one application at a

time. Switcher and desk accessories

are the two most common exam

ples of that philosophy.

Yet HyperCard demands the

full attention of a one-megabyte

Macintosh. And since it's an

application, users must first quit

whatever program is active—for

instance, a word processor—

before running HyperCard, Look

for HyperCard to reach its stride

when Macintosh memory is at the

two-megabyte point.

With the amount of infor

mation a stack can contain'(the

upper limit is 32K per card,.which

means that a stack could hold

megabytes of data), HyperCard

doesn't seem practical on a floppy

disk-based Macintosh.

HyperCard has one glitch.

What the program calls the Home

card (a central stack that lets you

call other stacks and cards) is a

necessary part of HyperCard.

Without it, stacks can't be

accessed. In fact, HyperCard won't

run without the Home card. But a

new Home card cannot be created

without HyperCard. Corrupt the

Home card, and vou're stuck.

ROM And CD-ROM

The talk is that at some point

HyperCard may become part of

the Macintosh's ROM. That would

certainly solve the memory prob

lem. And it would make Hyper-
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Card's ultimate application, CD-

ROM, a reality. CD-ROM links a

compact disc player, much like

the popular audio players, to a

computer. Huge quantities of

information can be stored on just

one small compact disc.

HyperCard seems tailor-made

for accessing enormous amounts

of information. First of all, the

card-style interface can be im

mediately understood by almost

anyone, from school children to

power users. More importantly,

the ability to link information and

then let the user access that infor

mation in a nonsequential fashion

is perfect for CD-ROM, which al

lows for relatively fast random ac

cess. And by allowing for

graphics, video, and audio, Hyper

Card is properly positioned to act

as an interface for these aspects of

future CD-ROM.

One piece of announced

stackware—the phrase being

coined for HyperCard applica

tions—provides such an interface,

not for CD-ROM, but for a laser

videodisc. The National Gallery of

Art Laserguide will work with The

National Gallery of Art videodisc

and let users design their own

tour of the museum's works. Sort

for all Renoirs, for instance, set

the speed of the tour, and sit back

and watch the masterpieces slide

by. Or select any painting or

sculpture and read detailed notes

about its artist, subject, or school.

And What Do They Think?

Some developers are bound to be

less than enthusiastic about

HyperCard. It will obviously cut

into the market of such products

as hypertext applications like

Guide as well as simple file man

agers traditionally used for the

kinds of information processing

that HyperCard is good at.

Others, though, can only be

ecstatic. With the proper basic

information, the smallest

programming shop should be able

to turn out stackware. Expect a

number of the early efforts to

show up as shareware or freeware

on bulletin boards or commercial

database services like Compu

Serve, Delphi, and GEnie. Both

GEnie and CompuServe had

HyperCard-dedicated areas in their

Macintosh forums within days of

the product's announcement.

Stackware available for download

ing in late August ranged from

note-taking cards to program

launchers to one showing every

chemical element.

Look for even more sophis

ticated stacks in the months to

come, both from shareware and

commercial programmers.

II On II

Software publishers aren't climb

ing over each other to release hot

new products for the Apple IlGS.

Many publishers have canceled or

postponed their plans for Apple

IlGS software and instead are cau

tiously introducing programs for

the Apple lie and He. It's even

more revealing that many of the

products for the Apple IlGS are

simply versions of software which

first appeared on the Apple He

and lie—versions that incorporate

color and use the mouse interface,

Not that the Apple IlGS isn't

an exciting computer or that it's

not selling. The fact remains that

there is software for the Apple

IlGS which accomplishes tasks

never before possible with an Ap

ple II computer. But the Apple

IlGS is in a strange position, some

thing software publishers feel in

their pocketbooks. Its technology

is far beyond the other Apple II

computers, but because of limita

tions in resolution and speed, it's

not quite a Macintosh.

Businesses are cautious

enough about unproven products

that the slightly more expensive

Macintosh Plus is more attractive

than the Apple IlGS (the Mac Plus

can now be found for several

hundred dollars more than an Ap

ple IlGS). On the other hand,

thousands of business, educa

tional, and home users are per

fectly happy with their He and He

computers. They have a computer

with an unmatched track record at

an affordable price. (One user

traded in his Macintosh for an

Apple He because he realised that

he wasn't doing desktop publish

ing, he wasn't creating artistic

graphics, and he wasn't linking his



computer to three synthesizers

and a MIDI controller box. He

was doing simple database and

spreadsheet work for sales and

occasionally typed out a letter or

report.)

There are lots of computer

applications, such as AppleWorks

and memory expansion, that don't

require anything but an Apple He

or lie and existing products. So

effective is the basic Apple II soft

ware that the hottest product on

the Apple IlGS is AppleWorks. No

mouse interface, no pull-down

menus, no color, no graphics. Just

AppleWorks from the lie and He

world.

The AppleWorks Umbrella
When you look at the AppleWorks

add-on industry, you find all the

competition and excitement that

was supposed to be part of the

IlGS. AppleWorks has become a

frontier for software developers.

That's exciting for Apple users.

Take Beagle Bros. Here's a

company that gained a following

of hackers and programmers be

cause of its utility tools for the old

Apple II and Apple 11+ comput

ers. Now, seven years later, the

company is introducing a line of

products which enhance Apple-

Works, but demand no reduction

in speed, control, or ease of use.

Beagle is making big waves, as

evidenced by the attention they

attracted at AppleFest in San

Francisco.

Their products are based on

the theory that it's better to stay

inside AppleWorks than to leave it.

There are nearly one million

AppleWorks users who might

agree. Beagle Bros.' new Time Out

line enhances AppleWorks itself,

giving you graphing, spelling

correction, desktop accessories,

and other tools. These new pow

ers appear within the application,

as if AppleWorks always had them.

Their Power Fonts program prints

files with Macintosh-like fonts on

the ImageWriter (and over 50

other printers), without leaving

AppleWorks. The results are as

good or better than a Mac.

To get this kind of

AppleWorks compatibility, Beagle

had to play with the AppleWorks

program code and change it—a

process known as patching. Apple

makes this kind of information

available to developers.

Nondevelopers can get the infor

mation from the AppleWorks pro

grammer himself, Bob Lissner.

Lissner started a bulletin board

service that users can call and

download AppleWorks program

ming data. With all this patching

going on, AppleWorks has become

much like an umbrella, under

which other software is written.

Soon, the best software on the

Apple II computer line will re

quire AppleWorks.

Passport, Please

Apple introduced a product, orig

inally called Passport, which con

verts data to and from MacWrite

format and (you guessed it)

AppleWorks. Not only does the

program let the Macintosh read a

ProDOS-formatted disk (amazing

in itself), but it also translates

AppleWorks files to the Mac

intosh—and Macintosh text files to

AppleWorks. Another breath of life

into the Apple II. Now businesses

that already use the Macintosh for

desktop publishing and other Mac-

specific applications can use an in

expensive Apple II for their second,

third, and fourth computer.

Passport was originally avail

able through the Apple Pro

grammers and Developers

Association (APDA—contact the

A.P.P.L.E. Co-op at 290 SW 43rd
St., Renton, WA 98055 for

membership information), but will

be shipped with every Macintosh

in the future. Apple is not shipping

Passport with Apple II computers.

That's strange, for the program is

most valuable as a translator from

the Macintosh to AppleWorks—not

the other way around.

Other Apple II developments:

Look for someone to introduce a

LaserWriter interface for the

Apple II soon.

Christopher Van Buren

Feel the Excitement

Experience the Drama
Soldier with the Blue and Grey

featuring

Antietam

Gettysburg

Chickamauga

Lead Johnny Reb and Billy Yank in battle, from

the desperate fields of Antietam to the far flung

heights of Gettysburg or into the deadly forests

of Chickamauga. Gardens Blue Powder Grey

Smoke is a unique and challenging game of

Civil War command and strategy. Included

are 2 disks with nine scenarios,from company

to divisional level battles, each with four sep

arate variations. Add to that a computer player

which may choose from one of three separate

command styles and you have a different battle

each time you play.

In national reviews, Jay Seloverin Computer

Gaming World stated 'This affori matches tha

cutting edgo market la vol. ..A Player's gama"

Neil Shapiro in Nibble said "Blue Powder Gray

Smokt Is the definitive way to fight Civil War

battles today...Graphically the gam* Is beautiful

...A piece de resistance"

Apple H+,l!e,llc,GSw/64k

Commodore 64/128

$49.95

Available at your focal retailer

Or call 1-800-367-1435

Garcte®
Games of Distinction

8 Bishop Larw, Madison, CT. 06443



The Sky's The Limit

Apple has dollars in its pockets.

Over $600 million, to be exact,

according to the company's just-

released third-quarter report.

That money comes from an

increase in both sales and income

over the same quarter last year.

With jumps over last year of 42

and 65 percent, respectively, net

sales rose to $637 million, result

ing in a net income of $53 million.

According to the report, close

to half of that sales amount came

from new products—those in

troduced in the last 12 months.

(Three new computers have been

released in that time—the Apple

IIGS, the Macintosh SE, and the

Macintosh II; the Mac II could not

have had a major impact on sales,

however, due to its low level of

production in the third quarter.)

International sales accounted for

32 percent of all revenues, ascribed

to brisk Macintosh overseas sales.

Apple is cash-rich, according

to the report, which lists cash and

temporary investments at nearly

$624 million. But that's down $78

million from last quarter because

of a continued policy of repurchas

ing Apple common stock and a

large increase in inventories to

$191 million. The huge inventories

(up 55 percent over last quarter

and up 90 percent over the same

quarter last year) indicate that

Apple believes it will sell more

computers this fall and into the

Christmas season, traditionally the

strongest selling season.

What's Apple doing with all

this cash? Perhaps nothing. The

company has built up this enor

mous cash reserve over several

years, and hasn't devoted large

chunks of it to any one project or

purchase. On the other hand, with

that much money, almost any-

thing's possible. Some of it could

be used to buy software compa

nies and their products for Claris,

the new software arm of Apple.

Already, Apple's stategic invest

ment group has invested in four

firms, ranging from Sybase, maker

of a relational database product,

to Forethought, developer of

PowerPoint, the desktop presenta

tion package.

Another way to spend this

money may be research and

development, where $48 million

was spent last quarter; R & D's

funds could be increased dramati

cally to search for and create

Apple products for the 1990s and

beyond.

Online Art

CompuServe's forums contain

hundreds of Apple II and Mac

intosh programs for its subscribers

to download. One particular daz

zling program for the Apple IlGS,

a program that's just part of an

ambitious graphics project

CompuServe has embarked upon,

is SuperHiRes Converter.

Want to view an Amiga-

created Deluxe Paint 11 picture—

on your IlGS? Or take a look at an

Atari ST graphic made with DE

GAS Elite? What about sneaking a

peek at the hundreds of digitized

pictures Macintosh owners have

been making for years with

Thunderscan and MacPaint?

CompuServe's GIF (Graphics

Interchange Format) project—a

proprietary picture format and

accompanying conversion utilities

for computers ranging from the

IBM and Macintosh II to the Atari

ST, Amiga, and Apple IlGS—is

partially complete. With the

Originally drawn on an Atari ST

with DEGAS, "Bubble Bumpers"

was electronically transferred to an

Apple IIgs and converted with

SuperHiRes Converter, the GIF-

specific utility found on

CompuServe.

proper utility programs, all avail

able on CompuServe in the PICS

forum, you can view a large num

ber of computer works of art cre

ated on a wide variety of

computer systems.

The Apple IlGS program can

be found in Data Library 1 of the

PICS forum as SHRCNV.BNY.

Download and convert the file

from its Binary II format (look for

a file called BLU.EXE in DL10 of

the Apple II area of MAUG, the

Apple/Macintosh-specific forum

of CompuServe; BLU is necessary

to convert SuperHiRes Converter)

into a runnable application.

Pictures can be found in PICS

and in some of the machine-spe

cific forums on CompuServe.

Look for any files marked with

the .GIF extension.

SuperHiRes Converter works

in native mode, that is, as a IlGS

program complete with menus,

resizable windows, and mouse

support. Documentation is virtu

ally unnecessary, as most people

can figure out how things work

with just a little experimentation.

SuperHiRes Converter works

wonderfully, and, in short tests

here, it successfully converted pic

tures originally created on an

Atari ST with DEGAS and on a

Commodore 64 with FiexiDraw.

The results were stunning. Colors

and shading seemed true to the

original; in one case, in fact, the

picture seemed brighter on the

IlGS than on the original

computer.

At this writing, SuperHiRes

Converter only displays pictures;

its Save feature, required before

Apple IlGS artists can upload their

own artistic endeavors, was not

working. But by the time you read

this, the GIF project should be

complete, and Apple IlGS owners

will be able to add their work to

the growing gallery of online art.

EH
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Making

Music
Rick Parfitt

The Apple IlGS holds the prom

ise of sophisticated sound and

music capabilities. Has that

promise been kept? The author, a

designer of music software, says

the answer is a resounding

■■yes.-

Y,our computer sits in

front of you. As you type a letter,

your fingers begin tapping out a

beat, a rhythm for a song. The

computer has helped you process

words for years—but why stop

there?

If only there were a way to

capture those taps and transform

them into a rhythm for a song

you've been wanting to write. The

computer could play back the cap

tured rhythm, or even become a

musical instrument itself.

Enter the Apple IlGS, a

unique computer, capable of play

ing 32 different instruments

simultaneously. In addition, the

IlGS offers 16-color graphics and a

mouse for input. With the right

software, this machine can com-
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pose, record, and play music.

The sound capabilities of the

IlGS are impressive and extensive.

In fact, the IlGS contains a com

puter within the computer. Inside

every IlGS is a special processor for

turning digital information into

sound. This processor, or special

purpose sound computer, can con

trol up to 32 different oscillators.

Each oscillator can play a different

note or sound like a different in

strument. Apple licensed the

processor from Ensoniq, a popular

manufacturer of music sythesizers.

Ensoniq's Mirage electric keyboard

has internal hardware similar to

the IlGS, but sells for $1,700.

Sound created by the IlGS is

normally heard on the internal

speaker, but for better sound qual

ity, an audio output jack is pro

vided. The sound quality is

enhanced when the audio output

is connected to a home stereo sys

tem. An add-on card is even

available from MDIdeas to give

the IlGS stereo output. The stereo

card can be used to individually

direct the output of each sound

oscillator to either the left or right

stereo channel.

There are several ways to

write vour own music software for

the IlGS. Unfortunately, the cur

rent version of Applesoft BASIC

doesn't address the computer's

firmware (the instructions written

permanently into its ROM) for

using the sound hardware. Still,

there's hope. Rumors are circulat

ing about a new ProDOS-16

BASIC—a BASIC able to access

such things as the sound hard

ware. Until then, you'll have to

write music programs in C, Pas

cal, or machine language, or any

other language which permits di

rect ROM access.

The IlGS comes with a sophis

ticated set of software called the

Toolbox. Inside the Toolbox is

Tool25, the note synthesizer. With

this tool, and any IlGS standard

sound file, you can write an ele

mentary program to play notes.

Simple subroutine calls are made

to the NoteOn and NoteOff

routines. The note synthesizer

interface simulates a typical MIDI

synthesizer (MIDI is a universal

interface for linking computers and

musical instruments—see sidebar

for a more complete description of

MIDI). The Apple IlGS Technical

Reference Manual contains a full

description on how to load and

call the note synthesizer.



Music Software

For The Computer

Today, there's a wide range of

music software available for per

sonal computers. You can edit and

compose music using standard

musical notation, record a live

performance directly into the com

puter using the MIDI interface,

and design and create your own

sounds.

With one category of soft

ware, note editors, the computer

becomes a composition tool, help

ing people write musical scores.

Many of these composition pro

grams can even play the com

position and print the results.

Music Construction Set, from Elec

tronic Arts, and The Music Studio,

from Activision, are music com

position programs available for

the Apple IlGS.

Music Construction Set, from Elec

tronic Arts, is an example of a note

editor. On the IlGS, notes can be

picked up, dragged, and set down on

the staff. Notice the shaded box of

selected notes.

Another category of music

software, sequencers, turn the

computer into a sophisticated tape

recorder that includes editing

capabilities. An electronic key

board is attached to the computer

through a MIDI interface. The

keyboard is then played and the

notes are recorded by the com

puter. Recorded sections of the

music are called sequences, which

can either be spliced together or

individually edited. Examples of

this type of software are Master

Tracks and MIDI 8 Plus, both from

Passport Designs. These packages,

previously available for the eight-

bit Apple II line (Apple He, He),

have been upgraded to work with

the Apple IlGS.

MIDI
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) was adopted as an inter

national standard in 1984 by several electronic musical instrument

makers. The MIDI standard allows different instruments, computers,

and device controllers to communicate with one another over a com

mon interface. Using MIDI, a computer can record input from a MIDI

instrument and send output to a MIDI instrument. With the right soft

ware, an Apple IlGS, and a MIDI interface, you could write a sym

phony and play it back via synthesizers.

A MIDI keyboard connects to your computer just like a printer or

other peripheral. Hook a MIDI keyboard to your computer, and sud

denly all the precision and data-handling ability of the computer is at

your disposal. The power of MIDI comes from both its simplicity and

universal acceptance.

Any MIDI adapter box compatible with the Macintosh, such as

Passport's MIDI interface, can be used on the Apple IlGS. A MIDI key

board, an adapter box, and two inexpensive cables are the only hard

ware required to use MIDI on your new Apple.

Sending information over MIDI is like sending information to a

printer. Like tho letters of the alphabet, piano keys of a MIDI keyboard

are mapped to a set of numbers. Any key on the keyboard can be

turned on or off from software by a simple sequence of three bytes.

The first byte is the key on command; the second byte is the key number

(60 for middle C, 61 for C-sharp, and so on); and the third byte is the

volume at which to play the note. Sending a zero volume turns a note

off. With a computer and MIDI, complicated (even humanly impos

sible) music is now often surprisingly easy for anyone to create.

One advantage of using a

computer to record MIDI data is

that the playback speed can be

different than the recording speed

without affecting the pitch of the

notes. It's simple to record a piece

slowly and then increase the

speed on playback. A great vari

ety of other modifications to a

piece are also quite easy with

sequencers: inversions, various

kinds of transposition, merging,

automatic variations, selective or

randomized permutations, and

many other transformations.

Composers are now able to easily

test their ideas using a variety of

instrumentations and alternative

arrangements.

Sound editors/librarian soft

ware manipulates and stores

information about different syn

thesized or digitized instrument

sounds. Sounds generated by the

Apple IlGS can be captured, or

digitized, using a hardware prod

uct from MDIdeas called the

Supersonic Digitizer. The Music

Studio software also allows the

user to edit the already digitized

sounds available on the Apple

IlGS.

When a MIDI interface is

connected, the computer can load,

store, and edit sounds stored in

keyboards from such companies

as Ensoniq, Yamaha, Casio, and

others. Libranian programs solve

the data management problem of

tracking large sound libraries. For

example, there are over 3,000 dif

ferent instrument sounds available

for the Yamaha DX7 keyboard,

yet it can internally store only 64

at one time.

At this writing, however,

there are no sound editors/librar

ians available for the Apple IlGS.

(Several are available for Apple II

and Macintosh computers.) Un

doubtedly, similar software will

be available in the future for the

Apple IlGS.

Here And Now

More software is appearing all the

time for the Apple IlGS, software

that turns the computer into a

musical instrument. One such pro-
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Programs, Peripherals,
Computers

Central Point Software

Lasci 128 Computer
The Laser 128 includes an Expansion Slat.

RGB Video Output. Parallel Primer Pen. and

a 10 Key Numeric Keypad' Must Apple Com
patible Computer Availableai Any Price.'

laser I3B EX Computer (!■/; times faster than

379. lie and Ik. A up to 209] fuller than IIGS)

Laser I3K 2nd Disk Drive (JM*. 'h height)
Laser 12H HOOK 3.5" Drive w'Conirolfer

Laser I2B 2-Stol Evnunsi.m Box

Laser I2H Cables (Parallel. Stria!, or RGB)

Backup Utilities & Boards

Alpha Logic

Locksmith 6.0

Crntril Point SoAmR
Copy [I Plus Version 6

Entertainment

Acent Soft-net

World Class Leader Board Golf

Accolade
Mean 18 (IIGS) or Hard hall (IIGS)

Dam Bustcn. Fight Night.
Accolade Comics or Hard Ball

Killed Until Dead

Acii>Bion

GBA Championship Basketball (IIGS)

GFL Championship Football

Hacker II
Might A Mag«:

Portal. Hacker II (HGS)or Shanghai HIGS)

Tass Times In Tonetown (IIGS)

\ddtmn-W cit; Tht Fellowship of iht Ring

ArtMon Arwon Bridge 5.0

Blue Lion Softmre
Ticket to Paris or Tickei lo London
Broderbund Airhead

Championship lode Runner at Karatcfca

Dill Eul Karate Champ or Kung Fu Mallei

Tag Team Wrestling or Commando

DalaSoft/Electronic Arts

Alternate Reality "The Cily"

Bruce Lee. The Goomci. or Zorro

Electronic Arts

Bard's Tale (IIGS), Instant Music (IIGS).
or Music Construction Sei (IIGS) (each)

Bard's Tale II. Carriers At War.
Europe Ablate ot Startled I (each)

Amnesia. Bard's Tale, or

Robot Rascals (tilth)
Arctic Fox. Batllefronl. Bailies in Normandy,

ChessMasler 2000. Russia The Great War.

Scrabble or PHM Pegasu* (each)

EOSi Earth Orbi: Station or Marble Maiinoi

Adventure Construction Sel. Lords

of Conquest, or Make Your Own

Murder Partv (each)

EPYX Word Karate Championship
California Games (tie or IIGS Version)

Championship Wrestling or Deslroycr

Summer Games II or Winter Games

Sub Battle Simulator or

Omnicron Conspiracy

Street Spans. Basketball Ol

Street Sports: Baseball

Temple of Apshai Trilogy

World Games. World Game* (IIGS)

or Destrover (1IGSJ

Sub Battle Simulator (IIGS)

or Winter Games 1IIGSI

The Movie Monster Game

World's Greatest Baseball Game

or Foolball Game

Firebird Ucenurt, Int. Flite

Guild of Thieves

The Pawn

Hiidtn Sanwart Sargon III
Infocom

Ballyhoo. Beyond Zoik. Bureaucracy.

Fooblitzky. Hitchhikers Guide. Hollywood

Ctlllco Softwa.e E D.I). IV

35. E.D D. IV Plus (II. II: lie w/Pisk II)
ED D. IV Plus (lie KlDuoDiik or

20. UnlOtik 5.2im)

H»inx, Leather Goddesses Of I'hobos,

26. Moon Mix, Nord & Hen, Planelfall.

Seutalker. Siationfail, The Lurking
2S. Horror, Trinity, or Zork I (each)

Sorceror. Suspect. Zork II. or Zork III (each)

20. The Zork Trilogy

22. Micro league Sports Micro League Baseball
Genera] Manager Owner Disk

26. MicroproM 1-1? Strike Eagle or Silent Service
26. MindK.pt

25. Defender of Ihe Crown (Apple IIGS)

31 Balance of Power
29. Sub Minion

22. Sinbid. S D.I. or King of Chicago (IIGS)
26. Infiltrator oi Bop 'n1 Wrestle

20. The American Challenge Suling

Ont Sltp Soft"ire

26. Golf* Best Pinehursl or Si. Andrews

23. Origin '.«:■. Moebius

23. AuioDucI

15. Ultima 111 or IV
24, Rindum Home

APBA Major League Itaschall

21.' ■..,,, n,i 1 ,,..

17. Space Quest or Space Qikm (IIGS)

Championship Boxing

Kings Quesi 1.11. or Kings Quesl II (IIGS)

39. Leisure Suit l.arrv (IIGS)
Thcxder (IIGS)

34. The Black Cauldron

3-D Helicopter .Simulation (IIGS)

31. Simon* Srhuilcr

Slir Trek (Kobavuiht Alternative)
Star Trek (77n- Promethean Frophexv)

28. Sir-Tech Wiiardry

24. Knight of Diamonds
Legacy of l.ljlgamyn
Deep Space-Operation Copernicus

12. Spectrum liolobilt Galo

20. Gato (IIGS)

25. Intrigue
25. Orbiler (IIGS)

25. Strategic SimulaHunt

Baltic For Normandy, Broadsides. Colonial

25. Conquest. Cicmstone Warrior. Geopolitique

1990. Impcrium Galacium. NAM. North

25. Atlanlic 86. Phantasie 11. I'haniasie III.

IS. Rails West. Ring'i of Zilfin. Roadwar 2000.
Shard of Spring. The Elcrnal Dagger, or

25. W./ard-i Crown (each)
Battle Cruiiei. Battle Group. Kampfgruppe.

25. Mech Brigade. U.S.A.A.F.. Warship, or

15. War in the South Pacific (each)

Batik ol Antientam or ChicLamunga

15 Gemitone Kealer

22. War r, Ru»>a

2S. Subtogie Right Simulator I]

29. Jel

32. Scenery Diikt 10 (ra)

Scener> Disk 07

Baseball

Tool ball

In Connecticut call 378-3662 or 378-8293

Customer Service (203) 378-3662

Monday thru Friday 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Our Policies Saturdays 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. (Eastern Time)

• We Accept MAS TERCARD nnd VISA with no added surcharge.
• Your credit card is not charged unlil we ship.

■ If »e muM ship a partial order the shipment ihat completes the order is sent freight free.

• If you are ordering by mail. we accept private and company check*. Hot fast delivery
fend cashier's check, certified check. or morel ntdct \\ nh MAST! RCARDand

VISA orders include card number and evpiiation dale. Connecticut resideni\ add 7.5%

• L1 PS Ncxi Da; Air & 2nd Du; Air Available.
• Sorry, ue cannol accept t'Ol) orders.

Shipping

• Software Only: Continental US: S3.00 minimum charge for Shipping & Insurance.

APO FPO orders shipped hi class mail, add 39, (S5.(H) Min.) Hawsii: Add \Wi. (S 15.00

Mm.) Alaska: Add r-i ($10.00 Mia.) Canada: Add 12?; f$/S.or> Min.) Foreign Orders

Add 20^ (S35.OO Min.)
Hardware tlrms: I'lcaw call for shipping chargci.

■ All pond- arc new and arc guaranteed hy the manufacture!; bul itc cannot guarantee

machine compatibility Duclosoftw

ware will be replaced immediately by

re copyright laws, alt mI^ are final. Defective soil-

ihc same ilem Defective hardware will be replaced
or rcpaitvd ai our own discretion. Ca!T customer «r\icc ai (30i) S7&-3662 to obtain a
Return Authorization Number before returning goods (or replacemenl. Products pur

chased in error subject to a 2(K; restocking tec. All itcmj subject to availability Prices

subject to change without rmii.-e

479

139

269

48

21

21

79

89

26
29

45

25
25

22.

32

3Z

25
32.

19
25

IS
41
34

41

39

32.
22.

32
25
32

25

32

25
26

32

22
25
26

12
25

IS
31

26

38
32

19

51
35

29

IS

IS
35

29

Utility/Language Sof

Apple Computer

Apple 11 Insunl Pascal

Apple Pascal VI.3

Beagle Brothtn

Beagle Basic, Beagle Screens. Big U.

Double Take. MacmWorks. or

I'ro-Ryicr (each)
Beagle Compiler

Beagle G.P.I. E. or Super MacroWoris

[)-Codt. Bitn K. Power 1'nnl or
fnple Dump (each)

Disk Quick, hat Cm. or LO. Silver

Ho\ Ros or Silicon Salad

Pronto Do* or Utility City

Tip Disk 01

Borland Turbo Pascal 3.0

Turbo Database Tool Boi

Turbo Tulor

Graphics Packages

Accolade

Graphics Studio (IIGS)

Acli.hJon Draw Plus (IIGS)

Clip Art Gallery

Gary Kitchen's Game Maker
GamcMaker "Designer's Library' Sporti

GamcMaker-Designer's Libiarv"Sii-Fi

PjunlWnjk* Plus (Apple IIGS)

Music Studio (Apple IIGS)

Greeting Card Milker

Bintarn Sufloare

Walt Duney Card It Panv Shop

Wall Disne) Comic Strip Maker
Biud.ilk «I6 Painl (IIGS. lit. A lit)

Award Maker Plui

Take 1 Deluxe

Beagle Brothtn Alpha Plot

Apple Mechanic

Beagle (imphics

Flex Type, roill Mechanic or Friinic Up

MlnlpU Dbk "1. "2 or B.I (each)
Shape Mechanic

Brodcrbund Toy Shop

Toy Shop Refill
Animate

Dj//le Draw

Drawing lablc (Apple IIGS)

Print Shop Enhanced or Fantavision
Print Shop (IIGS) or Funlavision (IIGS)

NcsMakcr (Apple IIGS)

Print Shop Companion

Prim Shop Graphics Library 1. tl. Itl
or Holiday Ed.

Print Shop Paper Refill

Communications

Checkmate Technology

Prolerm (IIGS. Ih. II,)

CompuMitr Computerve Slarter Krl

PBI Softwan

Commworki (lie & He)

Business Software

Actittuon Writer's Choice Elite (IIGS)

Adtanerd l^igie .Sjiifim SpellWorks

The Handkn 111: lie. He)
Apple Apple Works (lie. lie. IIGS)

Apple Writer // 2.0 ProDos (lie. lie)

BPI Sttttmi

(Accounting Srstenufor the He. lie A IIGS)

BPI General Accounting ProDos

BPI ARAPor Inventory ProDos (ea.)

HPI Payroll PioDos

Broderbund Un Balance

Bank Street Writer Plus

Computer Avwcialn SupcrCalc 3d

Dae Softwin Dw-Euv Accountinf:
Datapak Notes & tiki (IIGS)

Intuit Quicken

Manianita

BusineaWorks

S>stem Manager (Required)

GL'AR.AP1 or Inventor) Control

Payroll Module

MBCA
Managing Your Money (lemon2.0)
Mtjihiut

MegaWorks. ReportWorks or ThinVWorki

Monogram

Dollars and Sense (II; He or tie)

Nolo Preu

Will Winer (Version 2.0)
Pnchtrce Back To Basics

Accounting Svilem: GL/ARIAP

Pinpoint Publishing

Pinpoint IIGS Starter Kit

Pinpoint

Pinpoint Spelling Checker

PinPoml Document Checker

PinPomt Speller Document

Checker Combo

PinPom l Toolkit

Point To Point

Infomerge

Key Player

[ware

Hi.

199.

19.

42.

2fi.

21.
17.

14

17.

13.

45.
45.

22.

42.

52.

20.

32.
18.

18.

52.
52.
27.

26.

26.
46.

24.

36

21,
17.

31.
17.

Ih.

21.

29.
IH.

44.

38.
».
32.
.'9.

w.
25.

16.

12.95

75.

24.

65.

62.

31.

63.
19*.
119.

149.

149.
|44

62!
52.

125.

45.

82
35!

62.

229.

229.

99.

43.

72.

32.

13S.

B7.

49.

45.

45

61.

39.
79.

49.

31.

hunk Software

Sidtuavs Prodos & Dos 3.3

Hoget Wajntf SciftSwilch (IIGS)

Merlin ProDos

Merlin Assembler

Merlin Combo Pack

IheBjie VWrks

ORCA Pascal (IIGS)

ORCA M 4.1

ORCA/MOS
The BOftwin Touch

AuloWorks or Fomworks

Program Writer

Font Diskel forFonlWotks

TMI. Syftton

TML Pascal for the GS
TML Source Code Librarv for the GS

1 ML Speech Toolkit

RttiPnk

Graphicwritcr HGS

Data Tramforms Fontrx 1.5

Printrix LO

l-'ont Paks 1-15 ea.

Flectronic Arts Movie Maker

Delme Paint U(IIGS)

Video Title Shop

An Pans 1. An Pans 11 or

Seasons A Holidays (IIGS)

F.PYX Pr.ntmagic
Graphics Scrapbook Chapter ■], "2. or "3

Create a Calendar

Intncorp Business Card Makrr

The Video Wizard

PBI Software Visuatizer IIGS

Visuali/er lie

Spinnaker T-Shirt Shop

I-Shin Shop Graphics

Springboard

Springhourd Publisher tile. Ih: IIGS)
Newsroom

Cenificatc Maker

Certificate Mater Library fll
Newsroom Clip Art Collection Vol. 1 or 3

Newsroom Clip An Collection Vol. 2

Graphics Expander Vol 1 or Laser Drisers

Slvle Sheen

Works of An

SjttWlIC Inc.

TopDra* (Apple IIGS)

1 niion World

Pnn l master Plus

An Gallery 1 or An Gallery II

Boftnwici
Softcrm 2

t'nlled Softoare Industries

ASCII: Express Pro: Prodos or Dos 3.3

ASCII: Express Mousetalk

RunRun

Commind.Com

Graphics Edge

Pinpoint He Upgrade Kit

Pinpoint Ram Enhancement

PinPoinl Modem Enhancement

Pro FILER 3.0

Hogtr Wagner Publishing

Mouse Write (He. He. IIGS)
ScftOlftfflc

talking Ibtl Writer (IIGS)
Stmlbl(Sori»ire

Seiuible Grummar ProDos (3.5" A 5.2}')

Sensible Speller-Dos or ProDos

w'3,5 A 5.25"

Sensible Writer OS" & 5.25')

Sierra On-Line Sman Money

Homeword Plus (128K)*/Speller
Simon Ic Schuster

Real Estate Invesiment Managemenl

Webster's Spelling Checker (ProDos)

Sir-Tech Software. Inc.

The Clan Practical Accountant

Softmre Publishing

All Programsfor He viih I3SK or lie

PFS: Workmates 1^File/Report!Plan! Write)

PFS: Graph
PFS: File Repon Bundle

PFS; Write w Speller

Softwood CS File

SljIeWare, Inc.

Multiscribe 2.0 (12SK Ik or He)

Multiscrihe GS (Apple IIGS)

Picture Manager or Desk Acccssoriei

Multiscrihe Spell Checker

Multiscribe Fontpaks 1-5 (each)

VIP Software VIP Professional

(Apple lie or Enhanced He)

VIP Professional (IIGS Version)

Word PerfKi Corporation
WordPerfect VI.1 w Speller (He A Ih)

WordPerfect (Apple IIGS)

45.

39.

65.

42.
69.

B9.

72.

49.

.14

34

20!

89.

35.
49

95.

62.
47.

14.

27.

75.
22

25
3B
16.

19.

3S.
35

59.
55

32.

15.

79.

35.

30.
21.

18.
2S.
25,
11
25.

59

29.

19.

■■■

1-19

75,
59.

31.
39.

69.
IS.

IB.

IS.
72.

89.

144.

J6.

69

sa!
52.

45.

62.

38.

55.

12°.

65.

65.

65.

99.

46.

65.

27.
27.

15.

159.

179.

B5.
85.



Phenomenal Prices...
Educational Software Accessories

Birron'i

Computer SAT Revised Version

n..uiv :.

Ted Bear Discovers...Rainy Day Games

Broderbund

Science Tool Kil Master Module

Science Tool Kil Module I or II

Type!
Variable Feasts

Where in the World is Caimen Sandiego?

Where in the USA it Carmen Sandiego?

Dnidson 4 Auociites

Algc-Blaster. Classmate of Math Blaster Plus

Grammar (ircmlins or Read "H' Roll
Homeworker

Speed Reader]]

Spell-It or Word Attack!

Dnign»ire Grammar Examiner

Remember SAT Bundle iir

W.O.R.K. At Home

Spcllicoplcr

Stales A Trails or Mi.sion Algebra

The Body Transparent

DIM Create With Garfield! Deluxe Edition

TedBeir-rclsofFun
Writing Adiemure

First Bile/Electronic Am

Maihi a! I. Kid talk. First Shape;. Speller

Bee. or Smoothialkcr (IIGS) (tach)

Maihialk Fractions or First

Letters A Woids IIIGS)

Grill Win Kuhtimc I] IIIGS)
Hircourt. Brier, Jovinovich Computer SAT

Hrsxire Project Space Station

Learning Company Reader Rabbit (IIGS)
Think Quick tlIGS)

Bumble Plot or Reader Rabbit

Gertrude's Puules oi Secrets

Juggle's Rainbow

Magic Spells or Word Spinner

Math Rabbit or Writer Rabbi!

Mopiown Hotel. Parade, or
Number Stumper

Robot Odvssey I or Rocky's Boots

Mindvcipe Crossword Magic

32. Perfect Score SAT

IH. Mullibolie

18. Robotic Workshop

Peichtree/Edunire

45. Algebru 1,2.3, or 4

26. Algebra 5 & 6
29. Decimal! or Fractions

34. Compu-Readfl'J.WJ

26. Inlroduciion to Counting

29. PSAT or SAT Word Attack Skills

Writing Stills I. 2. 3. 4 or 5

28. Personal Choke Software

28. Teim Paper Writer

52. PinPolnl Micro Cookbook file or lie)
39. Bon Appctil

28. Rindim House Charlie Brown* ABC's

29. Charlie Brown Typing is a Ball

(iurficld Double Dares
29. Garfield Fat Your Words

25. Snoopy Writer
29. Simon & Schuster

29. Love-joy'i Preparation for SAT

25. Speed Reading

28. Typing Tutor IV

42. Spinnaker Kindercomp Gold

Homework Helpers Writing or

Math (IIGS)

34. Typing Made Easy
Facemaker Golden Edition

34. Kidv liter

24. Kindercomp. Kids on Keys
26. or Alphabet Zoo

24. Terrapin Enhanced Terrapin Logo V3.0
32. Logo Data Toolkit
25. Weekly Header
25. Slickvbear Series: Sticky Bear ABC. Car

29. Builder. Codes 4 Cyphers. Basic. Draw

19. Math. Math II. Math Word Problems.

22. Music. Music Library. Numbers. Oppoi

25 Parts of Speech. Picture Printer Library
Primer. Reading. Reading Comprehend

25. Shapes. Spellgrabber. Typing. Tounbuil

32. or Writer (each)

Modems

Anehur Automation

Signalman Express 1200 179.

Signalman Lightning 2400 299.

Applied I i:i:- DauiLink Modem

(30011200 baud Internal II: lie. IIGS) 179.

Ilijn Hayes Micromodem lie (Internal) IJ9.

Hases Smanmodem I200A (Internal) 275.

Hayes JOD Baud Smanmodem

Mew Smartcom I 189.

Hayes 300 Baud Smanmodem 159.

Hases 1200 Baud Smanmodem 299.

Haves Z400 Baud Smanmodem 449.

Prometheus Pro Modem 121)0 (External)

1'roModem I200G (Son Expandable)

Pro Modem 2400 (Etternal)

Pro Modem 2400G (Nan Expandable)
Pro Modem 1200A (Single Card)

Pro Modem 300c

Communications Buffer (2K Exp. to SI2K)

Alphanumeric Display

VS. Robotics U.S. Robotics Courier 1200
U.S. Robotics Courier 2400
U.S. Robotics Courier 24OOF

U S. Robotics Courier HST 9600

Adiinccd Loflc Sjilrrm Add-Ram 80 64

Apple Computer

Apple He Extended SO Col. Card

Apple He Enhancement Kit

Applied Engineering

RamWorki 111 (64K io i MB)
RamWorki Expander 5I2K or 2M Ver.

2 Meg Plus R»mWo.ki Expander (I or 2M)

RamFacior <2}6K to 1MB)

Z-RAM Ultra I (2i6Kor512K)
Z-RAM Ultra 2 or 3 (2i6K to IMeg)

GS-RAM (!S6K to l.iMei)

GS-Ram \>\\a(IS1Bro6MB)
Phasor (If. lie, and IIGS)

TiansWarp Accelerator (Ih and lie)

VM//

32.

45.

2S.

31.
25.

IS.
25.

19.

IS.

34.

28.
45.

20.

20.

20.
20.
20.

32.
32.
26.

2S.

19.

69.

29.

239.
169.
309.

239.
199.

89.

105.
69.

199.

349.

409.
689.

Accelerators/Ramcards/Z-80/80 Column Cards

Z-80 Plus (Ih. lie. IIGS)

AST Research

Ramstack Plus IIGS (3S6K)

Checkmate Tethnulo|»

MulliRam CX (2S6K)

MulliRam CX- Pirgiback 0I2K)

MultiRam Plus (256K)
MultiRam Plus (5I2K)

MulliRam Plus (768K)

MulliRam Plus(l02-tK)

49. MultiRam lie (320K) 149.

MultiRam Ut(576K) 179.

S9. MulliRam lie(832K) 199.

49. MulliRam RGB (320K) 179.
MulliRam RGB (576K) 215.

Call MulliRam RGB (S32K) 239.
CaJI MulliRam RGB (102-1 Ki 269.

Call Z«-80A 55.

Call MDidtu.ine.

Call OcioRam 256k (SMb PamCard
Call k1256k Installed) 129.

Call OcioRam 1 Meg (SMb RamCard

Cull w/l MB Installed) 279.
139. OctoRam 2 Meg (SMb RamCard

219. v/2 MB Installed) 479.

119. OctoRam SIMM Module Upgrade
119. f.'.'tf* SIMMs) 65.

OctoRam ESP I28K (Extended

105. Static Ram u/2S6k) 149.
OctoRsm ESP 512K (Extended

139. Static Ram */Sr2k) 299.

175. OctoRam ESP Upgrade Mk

199. (64k Static Ram) 32.

209. Micro Sci Micro Sci 80 Me 45.

259. Oran[e Micro

289. Rampak 4GS 1512k F.xp. io

329, 4MB «■/ Utilities) 139.

Printer Interface Cards

Apple

Apple Super Serial Card 115.

Applied Engineering

Serial Pro (II: He. IIGS) 135.
Apricont Apricord lie J4.

Super Serial Card 75.
Orange Micro

Pro Grappler (Apple He or IIGS) 75.

Serial Grappler Plus 61.

Clock/Calendar Peripherals

Applied Engineering

TimeMaster H.O.
lie System Clock

Buttered Grappler- 99.

Grappler He 79.
Grappler C Mac GS 65.

Hot Link 49.

Thirdware

Choice of Parallel. Serial ImoerU'iter I

(Serial), or tmageWruer II (Strxal)

Finger Print Plus 11-. lie. lie 89.
F.nger Print G- (IIGS) 55.

SMT No Slot Clock C/7- A lie)
Thunderware

Thunderclock Plus

Kensington Syitem Saver (Platinum or Beige) tA.

Coi-servcr (IIGS Smithed Surge

Suppressor*/Fan) MS.

Juice Box (IIGS Switched Surge

Suppr<aor»IFan) 62.

Cunts Diamond 29.

Cunii Emerald 36.
Cunii Ruby 54.

Curtis Sapphire 47.
Apple Mouse lie 119.

Apple Mouse He 89.

Thunderscan Apple (IIGS. lie. and lie) 179.

AST-VisionPlui Digitizer IIIGS) 269.

SuperSonic (Stereo Cardfur IIGS) 52-
SuperSonic Digitner (IIGS) 52.
Havei Mach II Joystick (Btige or Platinum) 29.

Hayei Mach ill Joystick (Beige or Platinum) 35.

Kraft Universal 3 Button Joystick (Ih. He. He) 32.

Koala Pad Plus w Graphics Exhibitor 79.
Echo I1B Speech S>nlheM/er (II: He. IIGS) 105.

The Cricket lie ' I2J.
Rainbow Paper Pak (300 Sheets) 14.

ImngeWnier Ribbon-Black 4.50

ImageWriier Ribbon-Color 5.

ImagcWriler II - 4 Color Ribbon 12.
imageWriier Rainbow Pk. <6 Colors) 27.

Blank Media

5'.,"Blank Diskettes

BASK 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)

Verbatim 5.25" SS. DD (box of 10)

Sony 5.25' SS/ DD (box of 10)

Maxell S.2S"SS DD (box of 10)

3M5.25-SS DDff«i.vo//0J

3'.•"Blank Diskettes

BASF 3.5" DS DD(boxofS)

Bulk f5on.iV Jl** DS DD(boxofK),

Printers

Brother M-II09AP imareWmer Comp.
M-1409 (ISOcps Dot Matrix SLQ) 10'

M-1509 (IKOcps Dot Matrix SLQ) If

HR-20 (20cps) Daisvwheel

HR-40 (IScps) Daisvwhed

TwinWriler 5

r->im LX-86 LX-800

FX-86e Call For
FX-286e Most

LQ-SOO 1000 Recent

EX-800 1000 Lou! Lew?

LQ-2500 Prices

Okldna Okimate 20 Color Printer
Microline I82P (!20cpi Dot .Matrix 10")

Microline mPlus (200cps Dot Matrix 10')

Microlinc \t3Plus !2<Xkps Doi Matrix /5'J

MMM

8.

10.

9.

10.

II.

9.

16.

259.
349.

389.

349.

599.

779.

Call

Call

Call
Call

Call

Call

139.
249.

339.

489.

Disk Drives/Hard Disks
American Micro Research (Micro Sci)

A5 D Half Height 514' Drive (IIGS)
A2 Full Height

A5 Slimline He
A5 Slimline Ik-

Micro Sci C2 Controller

Ceniril Point Softwatt

tllX and Match SW Al'n' Drnrs;

Universal Disk Conlroller

Universal Disk Comroller, 800K B
Drive Bundle

Kinl Cla« Peripherals

Sider 10MB Hard Drive

Sider 11 20MB Hard Dfnc

Sider 40MB Hard Drive

B-Sider 20MB Tape Backup

Blank Tape 5 Park

Revision D

159.

149.

139.
139.

49.

79.

269.

449.
569.

1049.

569.

59.

49.

Centech 3W DS'DD Color Disks

(box of 10)

Sony 3.5" DS / D D (box of 10)
Fu)\J.yDS:DD (box of 10)

Maxell 3.5' DS DD (box of 10)
Verbatim DS DD (box of 10)

3M3.5*DS DD (box of 10)

C. lioh 3.5' DS DD Color Disks
(box of 10)

Microline 292P (240cps Dot Matrix KT)
Miciolme 293P (240ipi Dot Matrix If)

Panasonic

KXP-lOSOAPf/OOcpjJ

ImageWriter Compatible

KXP-IOSOiftfOtp^NLQ Mode
KXP-IO9h fttfl rpi/N1.Q Mode

KXP-1092i (ISO cps)XLQ Mode

KXP-1592 (160 cps) NLQ Mode

KXP-1595 Q40 cps) NLQ Mode

KXP-3I3I 116 cps) Daijyuheel

KXP-3151 123 cps) Daisyuhetl

Star Micronin

NX-IOf/JOi/ij Dot Matrix/SLQ 10")

NX-15 (I20cps Dai Matrix! NLQ 15')

NP-IO (lOOcps Dot Matrix/NLQ KT)

Ill-Tech Peripherib

Full Height IK" Drive for
Apple lie (Beige)

Half Height 5%-Drive for

Apple He or lie (Beige)
Half Height 5'/." Drive tor

Apple lie or 11c (Platinum)
Half Height JH' Drive Platinum for UGS

Apple He Drive Adaptor

Mitic AD-3C Slimline lie
Pico Products

Apple Half-Height IK lie. lie

ProAPP

ProAPP20 MB Hard Disk

System (Ih. He. A He)

Video Technology Computers. Inc.

Laser FD 100c (Apple lie)
Laser FD 100 (Apple II Series)

19.

19.

20.

20.

20.

21.

25.

539.

639.

199.

179.

199.

309.

419.

439.

259.

409.

189.

339.

189.

139.

139.

149.

169.

15.

129.

139.

799.

139.
139.

PositivelyA Plus!

PROGRAM^

©Copyright 1987 Programs Plus, Inc.



gram. Instant Music, from Elec

tronic Arts (see sidebar "Jamming

with Instant Music"), lets you play

along as the computer plays a

song.

With the large library of

educational software available for

the Apple II, it's not surprising

that programs already exist to

teach the rudiments of note com

position and music theory. Since

the Apple IlGS can run almost all

Apple II programs without

modification, it has an instant

collection of usable software.

Some of the better programs will

certainly migrate to the IlGS sys

tem over time.

Anatomy Of A

Music Program

The Music Studio, a program pro

duced by the author, is an ex

ample of what can be accom

plished when the Apple IlGS is

used as a music processor.

The program automatically

loads from a 3V:-inch disk. Typi

cal of the menu-driven software

that's appearing for the IlGS,

there's little need for the instruc

tion manual once the program is

loaded.

Activision's The Music Studio can

show an instrument's ADSR

(Attack-Decay'-Sustain-Release) en

velope as a graphic on the screen.

Music Studio begins with a

grand staff in the middle of the

screen (a grand staff is the term

for the horizontal bars on which

notes are placed in musical

scripts). Moving the mouse moves

a note around the screen; every

time the mouse button is pressed,

a note is pasted to the staff. Writ

ing a song is as simple as pointing

and pressing. (Of course, writing a

good song, as always, requires not
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Jamming With Instant Music
Music composition software is impressive, especially for the Apple IlGS,

but there are those of us who have never been near a keyboard, fret, or
mouthpiece in our entire lives. Placing notes on a staff (the notation is

enough to scare us off, isn't it?) may be an effective and efficient way

of, as Rick Parfitt says, music processing, but it doesn't make us

composers. What's needed to get the rest of us started is something

simpler, more intuitive, and most important, fun right out of the box.

Instant Music from Electronic Arts is the program musical morons
like us have been waiting for. It's laughably easy, lots of fun, and ready
to rock-'n-roll as soon as you have the shrink-wrap off the package.

Mousejamming may be the new word for your Apple IlGS lexicon.

It refers to the what you use to jam with the best computerized mu

sicians since Electric Light Orchestra. The process almost takes longer

to describe than to try out.

Since Instant Music is menu- and

mouse-driven, all you have to do is load a

background song (actually more like a

musical template, since it includes every

thing from the notes to the instruments),

click in the tiny mouse icon, start the mu

sic, click on one of the four instruments at

the bottom of the screen and begin to cook.

Press the mouse button and move the

mouse up and down. Slow. Then fast. As

the mouse moves, so does a cursor on the

screen. That, in turn, produces notes. The

higher the cursor, the higher the pitch.

Bring the cursor down and the pitch falls.

You can play with, above, or around the

base tune; switch instruments with a click

of the mouse button; and change volume

or tempo.

The sound from the IlGS is fair—plug

a pair of headphones into the port at the

back of the computer and the sound im

proves tremendously. Instant Music works

with MDIdea's Supersonic Stereo Card to

produce stereo sound that can be sent to a home stereo system or

headphones. It's not phonographic quality, but it's close. But then, you

can't jam with the tunes on your favorite album, can you?

G.K.

Apple IlGS mouse and any

surface (even an inflatable

guitar) combine to create

improvised music with In

stant Music from Elec

tronic Arts.

only the computer and software,

but also talent.)

The top and bottom of the

screen contain two menu bars for

selecting a variety of features.

Choosing the note box at the top

of the screen causes a submenu to

pop out. Different note values,

from a 30-second to a dotted

whole note, may be selected.

Notes can be added and deleted,

from anywhere in the song, with

the mouse.

Everything is graphically dis

played. With 15 colors to work

with, notes can be shaded to

represent different instruments. A

quartet can easily be written by

combining four different in

struments which may all be

played back simultaneously for

the grand effect.

Twenty-four columns of mu

sic may be edited on the screen at

one time. A graphic slider is used

to randomly move to any location

in the song.

Notes may be dotted, tied,

triplet, accidental, or accented.

The tempo and volume of a song

may be set to a number of dif

ferent values which are displayed

in traditional Italian music

notation.



FREE

30 DAY
PREVIEW

IN YOUR OWN HOME

MOVING PICTURES
TO HELP YOU TAKE

BETTER STILLS.

Share the "total experience"
of picture taking with

today's top professionals

Nothing can equal the impact of
actually being there. And noth

ing comes anywhere near video for

putting you in the action. Accompany

pros who cover the World Series, photo
graph the oceans' wonders and travel to

exotic places. You'll see how they make

critical equipment, filter and lens deci

sions to create some of the world's
finest photos.

In the studio, or on location there's no

experience like getting close-up views of

the pros at work. Seeing them scout

locations, plan out shots or work with

studio flash units, metering systems,

zooms and auto focus SLRs. The excite

ment of new equipment and methods

too difficult to capture in only words

and still pictures.

But now, thanks to the home VCR,

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY VIDEO

MAGAZINE captures this excitement

with full motion and sound. No other

medium brings you as close—makes you

literally part of the action... right in the

picture.

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY comes

alive with video feature stories and

regular columns all designed to make

you a better photographer. The perfect

complement to your regular monthly

magazine. You'll get professional

demonstrations, see special lab reports

plus take a look at the latest technology.

Each quarterly video issue holds 60

minutes of useful information featuring

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY'S staff of

experienced camera professionals—as

well as some of the greatest figures in

the photographic world! Plus, you'll get

to see the FREE Bonus Video features

from leading photographic equipment

and service companies.

ACT NOW AND

SAVE 20%
See for yourself at no risk! Each

quarterly video issue costs less

than the shooting and processing

of two rolls of film. So join the

pros in the field, in the studio

and in the lab.

FREE 30 DAY PREVIEW OFFER

YES! Id like my FREE PREVIEW of MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY VIDEO MAGAZINE.
each video issue designed to give me information on how to take better pictures and to keep me

up-to-date on the latest equipment and accessories.

Send my FREE 30 DAY PREVIEW, and sign me up for one full year for only S79.95. a 20%

savings off the single copy price. I'll receive a total of 4 quarterly cassettes—a S99.75 value! If

I'm not completely satisfied with the premiere video. I can return the tape within 30 days and

owe nothing. Plus. I may cancel my subscription at any time and receive a full refund for any

video issues not shipped.

□ VHS LJ BETA Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery

J Bill me just $79.95.

Bill my J VISA or ,J MASTERCARD

Account Number Expire Date

Signature

Name

Address

Citv .State. .Zip.

Phone No..

Modern Photography Video Magazine

Box 11368. Des Moines IA 50340-1368

Rush orders call 1-800-999-8783



How Computers Make Sound
How is it possible for a IlGS, or any computer for that matter, to make

sound? The mechanical end of the process is pretty simple. Many per

sonal computers, including all of the Apple II series, have a small

speaker mounted just inside the computer. The Apple lie, for example,

makes sound by sending a simple series of on and off signals to its in

ternal speaker. Or you can sometimes connect a computer to a home

stereo system. A series of electrical waves is sent from the computer to

the stereo. The stereo amplifies the signal before sending it to a loud

speaker. When the electrical signals reach the speaker, they drive a

magnet which make a paper cone in the speaker vibrate. In turn, this

causes the air to vibrate—we perceive the sound when the air vibrates

on our eardrum.

There are two basic ways to create the electrical signals that produce

sound from a computer—digitizing and synthesizing. The IlGS is designed

to play digitized sounds, but it can also play synthesized sounds.

Ordinarily digitized sounds are recorded (sampled) at the factory

and stored as a set of numbers in a machine's ROM memory. When the

sound is played back, the numbers are converted back into electrical

pulses which closely match the orginal sound. Anything can be re

corded and played back—from the sound of a Steinway piano to the

bark of a dog. The realism of digitized sounds can be amazing. In the

ory if a sound is carefully digitized it's impossible to tell the difference

between the original and digitized sounds. In practice, however, it's ex

tremely difficult to digitize all the sounds of an instrument exactly. Al

though it's been done, sampling all the complex waveforms produced

by a grand piano is not an easy task. Many other instruments, drums

and flutes for example, are very easy to digitize.

But to capture the nuances of complicated acoustic instruments like

pianos and violins (not to mention the human voice), a great amount of

computer memory is required. To accurately reproduce the sound of a

violin the data must be recorded at 40,000 samples a second. One sec

ond of violin sound could, therefore, consume 40,000 bytes. The prob

lem is compounded because violin notes must be sampled over a range

of octaves to capture the different qualities of the instrument at various

pitches. Because of the memory-intensive nature of digitized sounds,

it's easy to understand why the sound chip on the IlGS has its own

built-in 64K-memory buffer.

Synthesized sounds, on the other hand, create sounds from a collec

tion of artificial sonic building blocks. One starting point for a syn

thesized sound is a sine wave, a simple pattern of gentle, repeating

waves. A sine wave sounds like a flute. However, by changing the

shape of this wave you can generate all other sounds. The wave is gen

erated through a set of rules (sometimes called parameters) which can

be thought of as a mathematical formula. Yet some sounds are so com

plex that it's hard to find a set of rules to generate the sound. An

added complexity is that the wave pattern of some instruments changes

as a note is held.

Since synthesized sounds are controlled by parameters, they typi

cally require much less memory than digitized sounds, but far more

sophisticated software.

Sections of a song may be

highlighted for block editing.

Some of the block-edit functions

are copy, move, delete, transpose,

and change duration. At any time

the song may be automatically

transposed into any one of 15 ma-
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jor key signatures. Measure bars

and time signatures may also be

selected.

When the song is complete,

or anytime during editing, the

computer can play back the com

position. When a MIDI adapter is

installed, output can be directed

to the MIDI interface. A special

MIDI dialogue box is an option

available for controlling MIDI

channel numbers and MIDI in

strument selections.

Instruments are not limited to

the 15 that load when the program

begins. Another option is the abil

ity to design your own instrument

by changing the parameters of an

existing digitized sound.

The computer, much like a

word processor, is turned into a

music processor. A composition,

once it's been entered, may be

edited to perfection. The finished

results may be played or sent to

the printer for a copy of the musi

cal manuscript.

Computers have only recently

started helping make music. A

new musical world remains to be

explored.

Rick Parfitt has spent the last five years

designing musk-related software. He is

founder and President of Audio Light,

Inc., a company which designs and

develops such programs as The Music

Studio (Apple Ugs) and Paintworks

(Atari ST). He plays various in

struments, including guitar, keyboard,

and accordian.

Musical Products

For The Apple IlGS

Master Tracks ($249.95)

MIDI 8 Plus ($149.95)

Polywriter ($299.95)

Passport Designs, Inc.

625 Miramontes St.

Halfmoon Bay, CA 94019

Music Construction Set ($49.95)

Instant Music ($49.95)

It's Only Rock-'n-RoIl Data Disk-

Instant Music ($29.95)

Hot-'n Cool Jazz Data Disk—Instant

Music ($29.95)

Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Dr.

San Mateo, CA 94404

Music Studio ($79.95)

Music Studio '87 (Tentative title,

available Winter, 1987)

Activision

P.O. Box 7286

Mi. View, CA 94039

Supersonic Stereo Card ($59.95)

Supersonic Digitizer ($59.95)

MDIdeas

1163 Triton Dr.

Foster City, CA 94404 EH



Now, nothing
can keep you from
yourappointed

rounds.
Laugh at the weather. Putt in the middle of

the night.Tell yoursecretary to hold all calls.

With Accolade's MEAN 18, all the excitement

and challenge of real golf is right on your

computer.

MEAN 18 delivers

the kind of realism

and playability you've

come to expect from

Accolade. This is golf

the way it was meant

to be enjoyed...

without spending your day decoding the

instruction manual. You can hit a bucket

of balls at the driving range, play from the

pro or regulation tees, even ask your caddy

to suggest your clubs.

Once you've

mastered MEAN 18.

there's the challenge

of playing on three

of the worlds legend

ary golf courses, all

capable of bringing

any touring pro to

his knees.With The Course Architect, you

can even design your own grueling course

complete with menacing bunkers and

greens on the edge ofan ocean.

Available for IBM, Atari ST, Amiga

and Apple IIgs systems.

Accolade, 20813 Stevens

Creek Boulevard. Cupertino,

California 95014.

Telephone 408-446-5757.

Mean 18.
1

Voted Best Simulation Game of 1986 by the Software Publishers Association.



The

Substitute

Teacher

David Stanton

Study German. Learn to type.

Improve your chess game. Figure

out those gadgets on your new

35mm camera. Whatever you

want to learn, chances are your

Apple can help. Here's a look at

just some of the impressive self-

teaching software you can find

for Apple II and Macintosh per

sonal computers.

Teachers don't need to

worry about their jobs. Computers

aren't likely to replace them in the

classroom. Until recently, some

people were predicting schools

where computers taught and tech

nicians replaced educators. This

theory has vanished. In its place is

a more realistic view of computers

and their appropriate role in

education.

Enthusiasm has replaced fear.

Computers have become allies,

not adversaries. Perhaps more

than any other trend, the increas

ing acceptance of tutorial software

in the schools demonstrates this

new alliance.

Less obvious, though, are the

many opportunities for using tu

torial software at home. While

some families still wonder what

you really can do with a computer,

others supplement their children's

school work with motivating

educational games and tutorials.

When schedules or school

budgets prevent students from tak

ing the extra courses they'd like,

home-study software can fill the

gap. Students who seek a greater

challenge may find it just a

keypress away, ready at any time

to help them explore new interests,

develop new hobbies, or learn new

skills. Adults can study accounting

or Braille or computer science or

French without the pressures asso

ciated with structured college or

adult-education courses.

Best of all, learning by com

puter is fun.

So when the fall doldrums

and winter blues set in, when the

kids renew their cries of What's

there to do?, or when reruns domi

nate the television schedule, why

not consider the benefits of a little

self-improvement? One of the

following programs may be just

what vou need.
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TheWorld'sFastestFloppyDisk
Controller Card

For The Apple II, 11+ and Ik

Power Supply

IMlh Battery

Bach-Up

EEPROM

E*pa'ider Module Gi

The Kache Plus Card is the World's fastest 5W floppy

disk controller card you can buy for the Apple II, II- and He!

It replaces your standard Apple controller board, giving you

the power to operate up to 6 floppy drives and the speed to

access data from those floppies several times faster than a

hard disk drive!*

But that's not ail it offers! The Kache Plus Card is also a multi

function board that gives you the following bonus options-each

of them supercharged to run faster* than the same functions

on competitive boards! •Multi-Disk Controller ■ Duo-Disk Con

troller - Clock Card • Serial Printer Card • RS-232 Port ■ Parallel

Printer Card - 512K Memory Option ■ Printer Buffer ■ Cache

MemoryHAM Disk

You can't go wrong with our 30 day trial period! Buy a Kache Plus

Card today, and prove to yourself that it is the WORLD'S FASTEST

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER CARD for your Apple II, 11+ or Ik

computer—plus a whole lot more.

Call us toll free at...

1-800-338-0050
or write for a free brochure.

Ohio Kache Systems Corp.

4166 Little York Road

Dayton, Ohio 45414-2566

51H9O-3915

&Ohio Kache Systems is a developer of
computer enhancement products.

Taster data accessing is made possible by the power ofthe Kache Plus Card's cache memory
and its on-board microprocessor operating at 6 MHz.

Ohio Kache Systems, OK5 and Kache Plus Card are registered trademarks ofOhio Kache
Systems, Inc. Apple, Apple II, il+ and Ik are registered trademarks ofApple Computers, Inc

Order Today!
You can't go wrong with our 30 day trial period!

Check appropriate boxes to indicate choice of options.

uI & Optional Packages

□ Standard Package $395.00
On-board 64180 microprocessor
floppy disk controller lor 1 floppies

256K Memory (capable of being con

figured as RAM disk or Cache Memoryl
Clock Card

Complete software utilities on floppy

disks (Master and back-up supplied)

C Option Package "I $195.00

Expander Module, an external plexiglass
cartridge lhat offers...
•Printer Buffer

•Parallel Port

■TWo Serial Ports

• Floppy disk controller for up lo 6 floppy
disk drives.

•EEPROM Option

□ Option Package «2 $45.00

Memory upgrad e to 512Kcapable ofbeing configured
as 1W1 disk, Cache Memory ami/or Kuffrr Ni'ituhy

C Option Patkage #3 $43.00

EEPKOM option only (allows yon to saic your set-up

co n figuration)

□ Oplion Package =4

Power Supply without barter) back-up

$35.00

0 Option r.s! ii,«ji- S5

Pov.«r Supply with battery back-up

$175.00

□ Optional Citilcs

Call for ordering information

$15.00
Each

Sub Total

6% Sales Tax Ohio Residents Only

S10.00 Shipping and Handling .

Total .

C Please send me a free brochure on the ftache Plus Card VISA. MasterCard accepted. Make
checks payable to Ohio Kache Systems Corp., 4166 Little York Road, Dayton, Ohio 45414-2566.

Card*

Expiration Date

Company Name

name

Address

Cily State Zip

I Business Phone # Home Phone # j

^^ "■• ^^ HH ^^ ^^ •••■_ ^^ MH — — _— _I



Teach Yourself Chess

Learning to play a game as

sophisticated as chess can be a

humbling experience. Repeated

defeats at the hands of a helpful

but proud friend can devastate the

most healthy ego and make the

game seem hopelessly complex.

Fortunately, there's a more

humane way to leam. A few hours

with Paul Whitehead Teaches Chess

(Apple II series) will introduce you

to the basics and turn you into an

experienced intermediate-level

player while leaving your dignity

intact. That's one of the greatest

benefits of computer tutorials—the

computer never scoffs, chides, in

sults, or tells tales afterward.

And you get to study with

the best. Paul Whitehead is an

acknowledged chess master and

American chess champion. He

knows the game and presents its

rules and strategies in a simple

and organized manner. You con

trol what you learn and how fast

you progress through the carefully

sequenced screens.

Paul Whitehead Teaches Chess in

troduces you to the basics of the

game and can turn you into an

experienced intermediate-level

player.

Included with the program is

The Coffeehouse Chess Monster, a

powerful computer-based chess

game. In fact, the Monster sounds

worse than it is. It lets you change

your moves at any time, and even

warns you about its intentions so

you can foresee the traps it sets.

When you feel hopelessly lost, the

monster will gladly switch sides. If

that's not enough, just hit one key

and it'll play dumb by reverting to

Level 1, a beginner-level of play.

The Monster is a cooperative

opponent. When you feel comfort

able with it, you'll be ready to

challenge a friend who is likely to

play far more monstrously.

Jeremy Silman's Guide to Chess

Openings (Apple II series) takes up

where Mr. Whitehead leaves off.

This program provides advanced

instruction for the truly addicted

chess fan. It teaches how to initiate

and counter strong opening

gambits.

Study Philidor's Defense, the

Latvian Gambit, or the Pirc De

fense. Whether you're playing

white or black, Mr. Silman's tu

torial uses popular attacks to high

light common defensive mistakes.

Then he suggests better moves

that could prevent the embarrass

ment of losing within a few open

ing minutes.

This program also comes with

the Monster, so you can test your

new knowledge against one of the

most powerful computer-chess

games available. Best of all, if you

lose, who will know?

Celebrate The

Constitution's Bicentennial

Mindscape's Understanding the U.S.

Constitution program (Apple II se

ries) represents the best of the tra

ditional tutorial genre. Although

the program uses no graphics, its

mix of challenge and reward is just

right to lure users from one lesson

to the next as they learn and enjoy.

What is a writ of habeas cor

pus? Which government entity has

the power to impeach a President?

How old must a candidate be to

run for the Senate? This tutorial

answers those questions and many

more.

Ten self-paced lessons cover

duties of the legislative, executive,

and judicial branches of govern

ment as well as the contents of the

constitutional amendments.

Each question set may be

studied in either Learning Mode or

Testing Mode. The former poses

questions and provides help as

needed. A memory aid appears

onscreen to reinforce an answer

after the question has been missed

three times.

When you're up to it, you can

test your knowledge with Test

Mode. A software-controlled clock

times each session, so you can race

against yourself or challenge a

friend. Final results can be printed

out for future reference.

Whether at school or at home,

this tutorial makes learning

rewarding and entertaining. The

fact that 1987 marks the 200th

anniversary of the writing of our

Constitution adds special signifi

cance to this package.

Learn To Type

The pervasiveness of computers at

school, work, and home has di

vided us into two distinct

groups—people who can type and

people who wish they could. Key

board skills have become a near-

necessity for anyone who wants to

access databases, create spread

sheets, or produce written material

of any kind. Those without proper

skills often find themselves hard-

pressed to compete.

MasterType (Apple II

series/Macintosh), originally re

leased by Scarborough Systems

but now distributed by Mindscape,

will make you eager to learn what

you thought would be so difficult.

Designed for ages 7 to adult,

it begins with an explanation of

the home row and proper finger

ing of all keys. A unique keyboard

display demonstrates proper hand

positioning, and as you press each

key, the onscreen fingers mimic

the movements your own fingers

should be making.

■ |s=E=D:

, ft" ■■

730

-It-

"1
J

s

MasterType on the Apple H offers

enough variety and features to teach

typing to even the most keyboard-

shy individual.

The accompanying manual

adds a touch of classroom realism

as it nags about the importance of

home-row positioning and of

avoiding the temptation to watch

the keyboard. In actual practice,

the interactive screen display sub

tly draws your attention to the

monitor and away from the

keyboard.

If you like a bit of competition
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All work
and some play.

SALES BY TYPE

Mil.II.i

The New OKIDAIA 180 and the OKEMATE^O:
Office Quality and Home Versatility.

When the work you do

at home needs to look good

enough for the office, you need

one of these two printers.

Get the new OKIDAIA 180

and get crisp near letter quality

printing at time-saving print

speeds. Enjoy its easy-to-use

push-button front panel, easy

paper handling and ability to

print on anything from letter

head to four-part forms.

And, for pure compatibility,

use its dual Commodore'and

Epson11-compatible parallel
interface.

Take home the OKIMATE 20

and unlock the power

of color graphics and

24-element quality.

Give life to your letters with

sharp NLQ printing and a choice

of built-in fonts. And add impact

to your overheads with acetates

in hundreds of colors.

The new OKIDATA180 and

the OKIMATE 20 both work

beautifully with either your

Commodore 64 or 128, your

IBM® PC or compatible,
Tandy* and most Apple®

computers.

These two printers bring

home the OKIDAIA tradition

of toughness you know from

the office. At a price that could

convince you to buy both.

Call 1-800-OKIDAIA, Ext.25,

for the name of the retailer

nearest you.

REGISTERED TRADEMARKS: OKIDATA, Old .America. Inc.. Marque deposee de Oki
America. Inc.: OKIMATE. Oki Electric Industrj- Company, lid.: Commodore. Commodore
Electronics. Ud.: Apple. Apple Computer. Inc.: IBM. International Business Machines Corp.:
Tandy. Tandy. Inc.: Epson. Epson Equipment Corp.



in your learning, you'll appreciate

the regular feedback offered in all

the program's modes. MasterType

calculates words per minute and

maintains high scores for pinball

enthusiasts who insist on setting

ever-rising game scores.

Even advanced typists will

benefit from practicing with

MasterType. The versatile space

game lets you control keys to be

tested, length of words, and the

speed of presentation. A maximum

possible speed of 760 words per

minute assures a challenge for

most. Practice may not make per

fect, but when it's this much fun, it

sure can't hurt.

Play A Guitar

Guitarists and aspiring guitarists

will appreciate Baudville's Guitar

Wizard (Apple II/Mac). It plays no

games and makes no music. Nor

does it teach in the expected sense.

Instead, it serves as a powerful ref

erence tool to assist anyone who

plays stringed instruments.

Four different sections provide

information that's hard to find

anywhere else.

What's the proper fingering

for the D-flat chord? "Chord Wiz

ard" displays it in normal position

or any other location up to the

twelfth fret. A-minor, C-sharp, D-

minor 9—simply select the chord,

and the program immediately

shows how to play it. If you want,

you can print the screen display

for future reference.

II in a n ij
II in q ' [i ro ."•.

The Macintosh version of Guitar

Wizard displays almost any chord

for you to study.

"Scale Wizard" shows how to

play the scales in any key.

Whether it's major scales for

beginners or minor, pentatonic, or

blues scales for experienced play

ers, all are easily available.

Need to know all fret po

sitions of G-sharp? "Fretboard

Wizard" displays any scale or any

chord in all of its available loca

tions at once.

"Fretboard Wizard" even sup

ports other popular stringed in

struments. Retune to match your

banjo or bass guitar, and scale and

chord information adjust to that

instrument. You can save your

tuning configuration for future use

or load built-in data for specially

tuned guitars or similar

instruments.

Over all, Guitar Wizard pro

vides just the help musicians are

likely to need. The program func

tions well and supports printouts

for its displays. You'll need to start

with a basic understanding of mu

sic, but as a handy tutorial and ref

erence tool on chords, scales, and

harmony, it delivers the right stuff.

Take Good Photographs

Anyone who has ever purchased a

full-featured, 35mm camera knows

how intimidating its odd collection

of buttons, knobs, dials, and levers

can be. For those who don't know

an f-stop from an ISO, Camera

Simulator (Apple II series) offers

some helpful guidance.

This step-by-step tutorial ex

plains everything from focusing to

troubleshooting. A series of seven

short, interactive lessons guides

you through the maze of technical

jargon to a clear understanding of

how to produce good photos. Les

sons covered include An Introduc

tion, The Rangefinder, The

Shutter, The Aperture, Exposure

and Film Speeds, The Light Me

ter, and Troubleshooting.

The program turns an Apple

II computer into a camera simu

lator that "develops" each shot,

good or bad, and analyzes the re

sult. Practice as long as necessary.

This teacher never gets impatient

or critical, and poor shots cost

nothing.

As a supplement to your

camera's manual or as an in

troduction to the principles of

photography, Camera Simulator

has much to offer,

Become Mr. Science

Brfiderbund's award-winning Sci

ence Tool Kit series (Apple II series)

can spark the imagination of even

the most reluctant scientist, young

or old. To date, the series includes

three packages, each of which con

tains a program disk, a User's Man

ual & Experiment Guide, and

devices of various sorts.

The Master Module is re

quired for all the other modules. It

includes an interface box for

connecting scientific probes to the

computer, as well as a thermister

for measuring temperatures from

10 to 140 degrees Fahrenheit and

a photocell which measures light

intensity.

The program disk controls

both probes and adds two other

useful computer-based measuring

devices: a highly accurate stop

watch and a strip chart for tracking

changes in temperature or light

intensity over a period of time.

The Speed and Motion module

turns an Apple H into a speedometer

(shown here) and a tachometer.

All of this, plus a thought

fully written manual full of in

triguing experiments, makes the

package a sure winner for both

school and home users alike. The

school version even includes a

teacher's guide to assist in prepar

ing lesson plans for each

experiment.

Two supplements to the Mas

ter Module offer hours of addi

tional learning fun. Module 1:

Speed and Motion comes with an

additional photocell and software

that converts an Apple II into a

speedometer and a tachometer. It

also contains a balloon-powered

car which, believe it or not, can be

converted into a pendulum device.

Several experiments help students

investigate the principles of jet

propulsion, while others consider

pendulum motions.

Module 2: Earthquake Lab adds

a simple seismoscope to your

computer-based science lab. Its

manual explains the origin of

earthquakes and suggests three

experiments to demonstrate the

principles behind them. For in

stance, one experiment explains
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^COMPUTE! books
FOR YOUR APPLE II AND MACINTOSH

Look to COMPUTE! Books for the best, most up-to-date information for your Apple II and Macintosh

computers. You'll find clear guides to many commercial programs, tutorials to help you design your own

programs, ideas for setting up a desktop publishing system, and powerful applications software. .

s

PROGRAM
DISK

ENCLOSED

■
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COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide to

AppleWorks1"

Tom ond Ellen Daugher

ISBN 0-87455-109-9 510.95
The unchallenged leader in personal productiv

ity software for the Apple II series, Appleworks is

on integrated package combining a word

processor, database, and spreadsheet. Pre

cisely because AppleWorks can do so much, it

can prove complicated even for a regular user.
COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide To

AppleWorks solves that problem, giving you in

stant access to all the information you're likely

to need on a day-to-day basis.

Clear, complete guidance will benefit first-

time and experienced users alike. You'll see

how to get started with AppleWorks. and ex

actly how to get the most out of each of the

three major applications. You'll quickly master

the intricacies of this powerful program using

the special Command Summary, Keyboard

Template, and Quick-Reference Chan*.

its..

MAC
BITS ■ ■ ss ond Routines

for the BASC Programmer

Making Dollars and Cents with Dollars

and Sense ™

Gia Rozells and James Bartimo

ISBN 0-87455-101-3 S18.95

Take charge of your money with this guide to

Monogram's Dollars and Sense, the bestselling

personal and business financial-management

program for the IBM PC and the Apple Mac

intosh. Making Dollars and Cents with Dollars

and Sense takes you past the manual to fully

exploit this efficient, versatile software. Graph

income and expense, analyze cash flow, and

see your real financial picture so you can make

more informed decisions.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide to

Desktop Publishing

Dan McNelll

ISBN 0-87455-112-9 $10.95

Desktop publishing is one of the fastest growing

personal computer applications, making room

for itself in businesses large and small. With the

righi computer, software, and printer, you can

turn out documents, flyers, brochures, and

more—all in the highest qualify available out

side of a professional print shop. This easy-to-use

reference guide explains the ins and outs of

desktop publishing, shows what you can do with

the variety of available software, and even

helps you select your system. If you're tired of

wading through long and technical manuals,

this guide and tutorial can get you started to

day with desktop publishing.

MacBits: Utilities and Routines (or the

BASIC Programmer

Sharon Zardetto Aker

ISBN 0-87455-075-0 Si 8.95

Book/disk combination

ISBN 0-87455-076-9 $29.95

A collection of valuable utilities and routines for

the Macintosh with Microsoft BASIC. Utilities cre

ate windows, menus, and much more. Over 80

routines for functions such as refreshing the

screen, scanning the keyboard, and keeping

time. Information included on using the new li

braries to enhance BASIC. A disk is available

which includes all the programs and most of the

routines in the book, $15.95 (750BDSK).

COMPUTEI's

QUICK
&EASY
GUIDE TO

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

The Complete Apple

Edited

ISBN 0-87455-084-X Book/disk only Sl8-°5

A book/disk combination with a series of power

ful applications on disk. The book has complete,

easy-to-follow documentation for each of the

applications. Featured are SpeedScript and

SpeedCalc. COMPUTEI's professional-quality

word processing and spreadsheet programs. All

the applications are on disk ready to load and

use on any Apple II computer.

COMPUTE! Books are at your local computer store or

bookstore, or you can order directly by calling toll free

1-800-346-6767 (in NY 212-887-6525) Write COMPUTE!

Books. Customer Service, P.O. Box 5038. F.D R. Station.

New Vork. NY 10150.

COMPUTE! books are available outside the United States

Irom subsidiaries of McGraw-Hill International Book

Company.

COMPUTE! PublicationsJnc©
Pcti of AftC Ccr**Tp*r Moocznn me

Please include S2.00 shipping and handling per book for US. and surface mail, $5.00 for airmail. NC residents add 5 percent sales Tax, and NY residents odd 8 25 percent sales
tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery,



and demonstrates how engineers

have tried to protect the Alaska

pipeline from damage as it carries

valuable oil through its quake-

prone territory.

For fostering an inquisitive

spirit and developing creative and

logical thinking in students of all

ages, Science Toolkit is difficult to

beat.

Score High On The SAT

Every college-bound high-school

student knows the importance of

doing well on the Scholastic Ap

titude Test (SAT). Fair or not,

many colleges rely heavily on

SAT scores as a measure of an ap

plicant's potential success. And

some scholarships are based

partly on the results.

Fortunately for everyone who

wants to do well on the SAT, sev

eral recent studies have shown

that students can dramatically im

prove their scores by studying for

the test. The Hayden Score

Improvement System for the SAT

(Apple II series / Macintosh) of

fers just the help necessary to im

prove scores and gain an important

edge in the competition.

The Macintosh version in

cludes a 47-page User's Guide and

three disks: A Program disk, a

Practice Tests / Verbal disk, and a

Math disk. Unlike some other

SAT preparation programs, this

one doesn't depend upon work

books and other noncomputer

support. In fact, reading the User's

Guide is optional for anyone al

ready familiar with the Macintosh.

Boot the Program disk and select

Overview for all the instructions

you'll need.

A two-hour pretest, com

posed of questions similar to those

on the SAT, diagnoses areas of

weakness and suggests additional

work. Five skill-specific modules

provide tutorials and practice in

vocabulary, reading comprehen

sion, algebra, geometry, quanti

tative comparisons, and word

problems. Two additional practice

tests provide a means of measur

ing your results. Scores are re

ported on an SAT-type scale of

200-800 points.

The Score Improvement System

provides a pleasant and effective

means of preparing for the SAT.

Who knows? A few minutes of

study could make a big difference

n your future.

Master A Foreign Language

omputer tutorials cover a wide

range of interests and intensities.

Only the most dedicated and seri

ous student should consider such

comprehensive, computer-based,

self-study courses as Apfeldeutsch

(Apple II series). Don't expect

arcade games and entertainment

here, but if you need to learn

German, this course published by

Wida Software in London and

distributed by Gessler can teach

you.

The package includes seven

disks, six audio tapes, three paper

back manuals, and an instruction

guide. Followed judiciously, this

30-lesson home-study course pro

vides the rough equivalent of one

year of high-school German.

Each lesson begins with an

audiotape of two native speakers

introducing conversational seg

ments. Next, you listen to the tape

a second time while reading the

passage from the accompanying

textbook. During a third time

through, you listen and read

aloud. Through listening, reading,

and speaking, you can more easily

learn and remember the language.

Workbook exercises provide

practice with writing skills, and a

disk-based, self-assessment test

completes each lesson. The teach

ing approach uses proven educa

tional techniques, and the system

works effectively in a home-study

environment. Encouraging results

are apparent after the first lesson.

Although the included soft

ware sometimes seems a bit un

friendly by today's standards (it's

copyrighted 1980), the package as

a whole is well-planned and reli

able, Foreign language teachers

recognize Gessler as one of the

best producers of foreign-language

products. Wida Software even

guarantees its disks against any

damage, including intentional

misuse. What greater assurances

could a hopeful student of the

German language want?

David Stanton is the computer co

ordinator for Bolivar Central School

District in New York state and has writ

ten for several general and educational

computing magazines.

Teach

Yourself

Software

Apfeldeutsch

Gessler Educational Software

900 Broadway

New York, NY 10003

(212) 673-3113

$195.00

Camera Simulator-Part 1

Appleblossom Photography

1066 GridleySt.

Bay Shore, NY 11706

(516)667-9339

$29.95

Guitar Wizard

Baudville

1001 Medical Park Dr. S.E.

Grand Rapids, Ml 49506

(616) 957-3036

S29.95 (Apple il series)

$34.95 (Macintosh)

Hayden Score Improvement System

for the SAT

Spinnaker Software

One Kendall Sq.

Cambridge, MA 02139

(617)494-1200

(800) 826-0706

$39.95 (Apple 11 series)

$99.95 (Macintosh)

MasterType

Mindscape

3444 Dundee Rd.

Northbrook, IL 60062

(312)480-7667

(800)221-9884

$39.95 (Apple I! series)

$49.95 (Macintosh)

Paul Whitehead Teaches Chess and

Guide to Chess Openings

Enlightenment

1315 Diamond St.

San Francisco, CA 94131

(800)621-0851, Ext. 100

$59.95 each

Science Toolkit

Brederbund

17 Paul Dr.

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415) 499-8661

$89.95 Master Module (School Version)

$69.95 (Home Version)

S39.95 each for Module 1 or Module 2

Understanding the United States

Constitution

Mindscape

3444 Dundee Rd.

Northbrook, II 60062

(312) 480-7667

(800) 221-9884

$49.95 ED
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AppleVs. IBM
The Struggle For

The Educational Market
Keith Ferrell, Features Editor

Apple Computer has built an en

viable level of leadership in

educational computers. So en

viable that IBM, Tandy, and

many other MS-DOS compatible

manufacturers are mounting

campaigns aimed at taking over

the educational market. Is Apple

up to the challenge? Or will IBM

and MS-DOS become the coins

of the educational realm?

Apple and classrooms—it's been a

perfect match since the company's

earliest days, which were also, not

coincidentally, the early days of

educational microcomputing.

Lately, though, some observers

have seen signs of deterioration in

the relationship. Is Apple's share

of the educational computer

marketplace slipping? Is the com

pany in danger of losing its long-

established dominance of the

important kindergarten through

twelfth grade market?

Some surveys indicate that it

is, showing Apple's share of the

K-12 market as having declined

by several percentage points over

the last couple of years. At the

same time, the market share held

by IBM compatibles—and es

pecially Tandy—has increased

dramatically.

Among the compatibles

manufacturers, Tandy has been

the most aggressive. In 1986,

according to a leading computer

industry trade publication, Tandy

held 19 percent of the K-12 grade

market; Apple was reported to

hold 47 percent of the market,

with IBM at 8 percent.

Whatever the figures, it's

clear that Apple no longer has the

educational market to itself. IBM's

introduction of its Model 25,

aimed squarely at schools, has

contributed more fuel to argu

ments that the heyday of Apples

in schools may be ending.

What does this say about

Apple's future? What does it re

veal about the market that Apple

had so decisively made its own?

Educational Computing:

Created By Apple

First, it demonstrates how much

of an effect Apple exerts on the

educational market. Apple in

fluences every aspect of our

increasingly computerized society,

of course, but perhaps nowhere so

dramatically as in primary and

secondary school classrooms.

Many children's first micro

computer experience came on the

friendly Apple II computer tucked

in a corner of their kindergarten

or first grade classroom. Odds

were that the first time educators

encountered a representative of a

computer company, that company

was Apple.

The company's openness to

outside developers insured plenty

of educational software. Part of

Apple's genius has been its under

standing from the earliest days

that there was much good to be

reaped from placing computers in

schools.

Of course there are huge mar

ket benefits to be reaped as well.

Education has been among Apple's

top markets since the company's

inception. And if education was

number one for Apple, there was

little question that Apple was

number one for education.

As David Seuss, president of

Spinnaker, a publisher of educa

tional, entertainment, and

productivity software, says, "Ap

ple dominates the schools because

they've done it right—not from a

technical or hardware perspective,

necessarily, but by being consis

tent from year to year, by

emphasizing software develop

ment and having every software

developer in the world writing

Apple educational software, by

catering to the needs of schools,

by publicly supporting computing

in schools, and by being first,

they've maintained their position

in schools."

Getting Down To Business

No healthy business exists in a

vacuum, though, and nothing

breeds competition like success.

Apple's domination of educational

computing has lately come under

dynamic assault from the MS-

DOS front, the IBM clones and

compatibles that have made IBM

and its relatives the overwhelming

choice of the business community

and increasingly the choice of the

home computer enthusiast.

With an estimated $1.6 billion

annual hardware and software

educational market, it was only a

matter of time before IBM and the

clone manufacturers launched an

assault on buyers for the educa

tional market.

IBM, in fact, made one early

attempt with its ill-fated PCjr;

then it retreated from the educa

tional hardware market. Despite

the failure of the PCjr, IBM main

tained an educational presence

through its Write to Read program.

IBM Goes Home

While the IBM school market lan

guished, the company and the
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compatibles manufacturers went after the home market

in a big way. "In the home, people are highly moti

vated to do productivity applications," Seuss says. For

word processing, databases, financial management,

and other applications, DOS compatibles offered both

a wide range of software and prices that dropped

dramatically while capabilities climbed.

Additionally, many people used IBMs and

compatibles in the office and workplace. "People

have a strong tendency to want to buy the same ma

chine at home that they use in the office." Another

market fell to MS-DOS.
"This leaves the schools somewhat alienated

from the mainstream of life. IBM dominates the

marketplace, and, because of that, IBM dominates

the home market."

The all-business, all-productivity image of IBM

and the compatibles is helping those companies in

the educational market. One frequently heard argu

ment maintains that children need to be exposed in

school to the same computing environment they'll

encounter in the "real" world.

The Cost Of Going To School

Price can't be underestimated as a factor in success

ful marketing to schools. "One of the nice things

IBM did for Apple," Seuss says, "was its pricing

strategy, which protected the Apple franchise in the

schools." As long as IBM-type machines were upper-

end business purchases, there was little or no

motivation for software developers to port their

educational products to the DOS environment.

The arrival of large numbers of affordable clones

changed all of that. Once there was a PC in the

house, consumer demand for MS-DOS educational

software began to climb.

That climb is lately becoming precipitous.

Jan Davidson, president of Davidson & Asso

ciates, a leading publisher of educational software,

notes that the demand for MS-DOS educational pro

grams is accelerating. "Our MS-DOS sales have in

creased dramatically this last year," she says. "They

aren't quite even with Apple, but they're very close."

Davidson launched her company in 1983. "We

were one of the first [educational software publish

ers] to embrace IBM machines." The large home

market helped shape that decision. "Because we sell

a lot of our software into the home as well as

schools, it was valuable to support IBM from the

beginning."

For now, price sensitivity is likely to work in

Apple's favor. As Cathy Carlston, vice president of

educational market planning for Broderbund, a pub

lisher of educational, entertainment, and productivity

software, says, "Apple has an extremely well-estab

lished share of the market. The school market is

price sensitive, and doesn't replace hardware

quickly. Apple's market share represents quite an

investment for the schools, one that schools will

hold on to."

You've Got To Have Software

One of Apple's great educational strengths has been

the sheer size of the educational software library that



runs on Apple machines. But the number of IBM-

compatible educational programs is by now nearly

equal to that of Apple and is reflected in industry

sales figures.

Seuss cites figures from the Software Publishers

Association (SPA), saying, "Industry-wide statistics

comparing the [annual wholesale dollar] growth rate

of MS-DOS educational software and Apple educa

tional software show that between 1984 and 1986

MS-DOS educational software grew 100 percent.

During the same two-year period, Apple educational

software grew only 15 percent."

He adds that the figures are not cut-and-dried:

"In fairness, Apple grew 15 percent, to $31 million,

and MS-DOS grew 100 percent, to $8 million." He

says it's easier to accumulate very high rates of

growth that translate into dramatic figures when

your installed base is smaller. "At the end of 1986,"

he says, "Apple was still 80 percent of the sales. Ap

ple is still the dominant machine in the education

channel. But IBM is growing very fast, and, if the

growth rate persists, it will challenge that

dominance."

High School: The Class Of MS-DOS?

So far, the majority of educational MS-DOS ma

chines are in high schools, with many of those

computers in vocational education labs. Many

educators cling to the rationale that preparing stu

dents for the business environment requires teaching

them how to use the dominant computers in that
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Your classroom,

school clubs and

administration

can use

Welcome!

For all Apple

ll's with 64K

It's a handbook

on disk that

helps you

communicate in

graphics

and text

all about your

organization^ I

Welcome!

Win an Apple He in

our "Computer Solutions

in Education" Contest!

Abracadata
the source of plan-making software
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Computer System
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640K System
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(617) 876-2500

Tickets!
Touch your keyboard and imagine

yourself in London, Paris or Spain. Play

the tourist, shop around, visit museums

and points of interest, change money,

and converse with the locals. There is

even a choice to play Ticket to Paris in

English or French and Ticket to Spain

in English or Spanish! Mystery and ad

venture: these travel simulations offer

fun, realism, great graphics and an im

mensely rich learning experience.

Blue Lion Software*
Ticket to London9 , Ticket to Paris* , Ticket to Spain™, and RSVP™ are available
for: Apple Ile/c/gs (128K): $39.95, IBM PC (128K and Color Graphics Card or Hercules):
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MouseWrite vl.5.7

If you know how to point and click, you
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to make word processing fun and easy-
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environment—MS-DOS machines.

Another upper-grade applica

tion in which computers are play

ing a larger and larger part is the

teaching of foreign languages.

Seth Levin, president of Gessler

Educational Software, points out

that in this applications area Ap

ple has a clear lead that won't

soon be eroded.

"The vast preponderance of

language labs are Apple-based,"

he says. "The labs are already in

stalled with Apple hardware, and

schools aren't going to abandon

that investment too quickly."

Language instruction also of

fers Apple a market opportunity.

As Levin explains, computer

instruction of foreign languages

will take a great leap forward

once digitized sound, able to re

produce accurately accented

speech, becomes available. "At

some point the Apple IlGS will

have an advantage in this area.

It's not there yet, technically, but,

when it does become viable to put

sound in a program,, the IlGS will

play an important part."

There are other reasons Levin

sees Apple's educational domi

nance continuing. "For developers,

one of the reasons we keep look

ing at Apple is the excellent sup

port they give. Apple's technical

and other support is far better than

the other companies', although

Tandy is improving. But Apple is

still the leader in support."

Is One Machine Better?

Although productivity applica

tions are increasingly being

stressed even in the lower grades,

prevocational levels do have

needs other than high-level

productivity. Does this offer Apple

a marketing advantage? Is one

machine better than another for

younger children?

Jan Davidson notes that the

machines have somewhat dif

ferent personalities for which

some adjustments must be made

as programs are developed. "We

try to give IBM users the same

things we give Apple users," she

says. "We're certainly limited in

colors, especially on the older ma

chines. The new IBM System/2

takes care of that. Otherwise, for

each system, we try to make the

most of the capabilities we have."

Seuss, on the other hand,

sees neither Apple nor IBM as

particularly effective for young

children. "I don't see what the

differences are, from the perspec

tive of a child. Apple does have a

somewhat larger color palette

than IBM, but it doesn't have

nearly the color capabilities of the

Commodore 64. Neither IBM nor

Apple are particularly good at

animation—they don't support

sprites, for example. Both have

limited sound capabilities. A pro

gram you can do on one you, can

do on another. I can't personally

make a meaningful distinction be

tween Apple and IBM the way I

can between either of them and

the Commodore 64."

Both Apple and IBM have

lately improved their graphics and

sound capabilities—Apple with the

IlGS, IBM with its System/2 line

and particularly its education-

oriented Model 25. It is clear that

both companies understand

increasingly well the demands that

educators at all levels are making,

and equally clear that a battle for

dominance of the educational mar

ket is currently shaping up.

Apple's Future In Schools

Who will win this battle? Apple,

with its established leadership in

education, or IBM and the

compatibles, with their over

whelming numbers?

At the moment, the answer

appears to be a toss-up. Apple's

support remains unparalleled in

education, and is further bolstered

by both the trust and the money

schools have invested in their

computers. With the introduction

of the IlGS, questions about

graphics and sound limitations

were rendered moot. For business

and vocational classes, the Mac

intosh is making larger inroads,

especially as the Mac itself be

comes more and more recognized

as a workhorse business machine.

On the other side of the ques

tion is the obvious hunger of IBM

and the clone manufacturers to

cut a piece of the educational pie.

Tandy is perhaps the hungriest of

them all, bringing to the market

place a real strength as a result of

its nationwide chain of Radio

Shack retail outlets.

Underlying the confrontation

is the old argument of applica

tions and the need for students to

learn computing on the same ma

chines they'll encounter in the

workplace. For the next year or

two, at least, this is likely to be

the area around which most of the

battles will be centered.

Ironically, Apple has won

many of these battles by default.

More and more MS-DOS software

comes with Mac-like icons and

pull-down menus. It's the rare

compatible that hasn't sprouted a

mouse port. Point-and-click is as

common on MS-DOS programs as

on Apple software now.

As a result, the whole operat

ing system argument grows less

relevant. The more transparent

computers and software, the less

it matters which operating system

the computer uses.

"What really matters," says

Carlston (of Broderbund), "is that

children are exposed to quality

software on computers that work."

Apple, of course, more than

meets that criterion. The company

has followed a sensible upgrade

path with its machines, providing

schools with an affordable path to

higher capabilities and more ad

vanced functions.

And there's that huge in

stalled base which schools are not

quickly going to abandon. For one

thing, there's the investment the

Apples represent. Probably more

far-reaching is the fact that those

hundreds of thousands of Apple

machines have served—and are

still serving—schools well. In

schools, Apple has earned a

reputation for excellence of prod

uct and support. IBM and the

clone manufacturers still have to

prove that they can meet the de

mands schools, school budgets,

and students place upon them.

Apple has already proven

that it is not only up to that

particular challenge, but it is also

enthusiastic about challenges in

general. Its market leadership may

be under assault, but in such a

confrontation, as IBM and the oth

ers may discover, experience is

more than half the battle. For some

time to come, the bright Apple

logo is likely to continue to be the

symbol most frequently seen on

computers in our schools.
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AppleWorks

For Everyone
Christopher Van Buren

In the first of a two-part series,

Christopher Van Buren, noted

AppleWorks expert, shows how

templates—ready-made

databases and spreadsheets—can

make AppleWorks a dynamic

program for the home.

AppleWorks, the premier inte

grated software for the Apple II, is

one of the most versatile pro

grams around. It combines a word

processor, database, and spread

sheet into one system, resulting in

power far and beyond what you'd

find in any single application.

Rather than fitting your work to

the program, AppleWorks lets you

make the software fit the way you

work.

Although AppleWorks is found

in thousands of businesses and

schools, it's just as valuable in the

home.

What Is A Template?

Chances are that somebody has

already used AppleWorks to do ex

actly what you want it to do. If

that person gave you a file on

disk containing their setup, it

would be called a template. Tem

plates are simply predesigned

34 COMPUTE!'* Apple Applications December 1987

word processsing, database, or

spreadsheet files.

You'll find two kinds of

AppleWorks templates: public do

main and commercial. Public do

main templates are offered by

user groups and other organiza

tions at little or no cost, since the

template authors have released

the rights to the software. As you

might guess, there are hundreds

of these public domain templates.

The quality ranges from outstand

ing to nearly useless. Commercial

templates are created by experi

enced programmers and authors

Figure 1:

File: Budget

II

21

31

41

51

61

71

81

91

101

III

121

131

HI

151

Ml

171

181

DI5

Type entry oi

Simple Budget

RRflEU/ADD/CWNGE

Utilities

Phone

Car Pmnt

House Pynnt

Master Card

Visa

Food

- jse c3 comands

January

65

130

250

700

55

100

250

1550

February

a

130

250

700

35

50

250

hbd

March

43
130

250

700

35

30

250

1440

Escape: Main Kenu

O-? for Help

Spreadsheet budgets for the home don't have to be complicated.



and are usually of better quality.

But since they're written with the

intent of turning a profit, they cost

more than public domain tem

plates—expect to pay from $9 to

$99 (or more).

Budgets The Easy Way

Household finances can get in

volved. AppleWorks, however, is

capable of handling almost every

household financial matter—from

simple budgets and taxes to

Figure 2: Public Domain Budget Template

File; AU.l

15IExpenditures

HI

I7IFederal Taxes..*

lBIStatc Taxes

l?ISoc. Sec(FICA).,

20IContributions...

21 [Mortgage Payment

22IFood

23IUtilittes.

24IHcne laint/rent.

25IAuto operation..

2ilAuto insurance..

27IMedica! ins

281 Medica! expenses

2?IDisabitity ins..

30IHone owner ins..

A2D: (Label, Layout-L)

i

I

i

i

l

i

i

Contribu

Type entry or use Cconoand

REVIEU/ADD/CHANGE

*

I

*

1

1

1

t

*

i

*

I

■

1

1

r-

[

I

*

I

f

*

•

I

•

*

*

f

f

i

i

i

)

Escape:

i

*

i

i

<

i

i

i

i

*

i

1

1

*

I

ft-?

Main Menu

*

t

t

t

i

t

for Help

This template from an AppleWorks User Group public domain disk
provides a comprehensive list of expense catagories.

Figure 3: Public Domain Check Reconciliation

File: RECONCILE.CHECK

OUTSTANDING CHECKS

to. oo

tO.OO

to.oo

to.oo

*0.00

•0.00

*0.00

♦0.00

tO.OO

TOTAL *0.00

CHARGES NOT DEDUCTED FROM CHECKBOOK

to.oo

*0.00

♦0.00

tO.OO

LESS OUTSTANDING CKS

LESS BANK CHARGES

OTHER CHARGES

OTHER DEPOSITS

NET BALANCE

BANK BAL

to. on

to.oo

Page 1

CHECK BAL

to.oo

to.oo

*0.00

to. oo

to.oo to.oo

'THESE SHOULD AGREE"

DIFFERENCE *0.00

TOTAL 40. 00

DEPOSITS NOT ADDED TO CHECKBOOK

to. oo

to.oo

•eo.OO

*0.00

TOTAL *0.00

Another template from an AppleWorks User Group public domain disk

helps you balance your checkbook.

analysis of properties and invest

ments. The spreadsheet module is

best suited for financial applica

tions, serving as a kind of

bookkeeping ledger that calculates

itself. Many AppleWorks users

avoid the spreadsheet, fearing

such grim terms as formulas, func

tions, and cell references. But using

the spreadsheet can be quite sim

ple, as the budget in Figure 1

demonstrates.

Most of the work in the Fig

ure 1 spreadsheet template is

done by entering the words and

numbers into the appropriate col

umns. AppieWorks lets you adjust

the width of the spreadsheet col

umns and the way numbers ap

pear. The only hard part is adding

up the figures to arrive at a total.

The spreadsheet, though, has

built-in math capabilities that can

do these calculations for you,

even do them automatically. With

automatic calculation, once you

tell the spreadsheet how to cal

culate the figures, you can go

back and change those numbers

as often as you want. The new

figures are immediately used in

the new (and automatic) calcula

tions. This feature is perfect for

home budgeting because it lets

you play "what-if?" games: You

can easily enter various amounts

into the columns to see how the

bottom line is affected.

But because budgets are very

personal things, it's often difficult

to find a spreadsheet template

that perfectly meets your require

ments. It's not a problem with

numbers—you can always enter

different figures into a spreadsheet

template—but is more a problem

with the particular expense and

income items you need to list.

One template, however, appears

to cover many of the common

home expense categories. It's one

of the many AppleWorks templates

found in the public domain library

of The AppleWorks User Group

(TAWUG). Figure 2 shows this

template's expense categories.

The template isn't very fancy

(the formulas are simply additions

of columns) but since the tem

plates in the TAWUG library cost

only $3, you really can't go wrong.

At the least, you can use this tem

plate to save some time in design

ing your own budget spreadsheet.
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Figure 4: Personal Balance Sheet

File: PERS BAL SHEET

DATE JJWURABY 1, 19B6

ASSETS LIABILITIES

CURRENT SHORT TERM

-CHECKING ACCOUNTS

SWING ACCOUNTS

PREPAID TAXES

$2,000.00

$5,000.00

$2,000.00

DUE

CURRENT MONTH BILLS

$350.

$2,000.

TOTAL

LWGTES1

)HOUSf

FORO AUTO KTK VW.UE

BUICX AUTO HTX VALUE

HOUSE HOLD IWENTBRY

$9,000.1 TOTAL $2,350. [

LONG TEW

$135,000.00

SI ,400.00

$3,000.09

$52,000.00

->MOHT&«E

FORO LOW

SWING & LOW

$108,000.00

$11,000.00

TOTAL

TOTAL ASSETS

$19!,4QD.OO TOTAL

$200,400.00 TOTAL LIABILITIES
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$125,964.00

TOTAL NET HOffTH ) $7«,5H.O0 t

This personal balance sheet is just one of the templates included on a

disk from Personal Computer Applications.

Figure 5: Loan Calculation

Template

1 USE OA-K THRICE

LOW CALCULATIONS

To 1st Principal
1 P»;m(nt

1 Inttrtst (APR) Enter
1 Intirtst (1st) Pir

1 Payments per Ytar
Nuib«r of Yuri

1 Loin
1 Balloon

Currtnt Ptriod
Principal Paid

1 Balinc*
1 rtccin Inttrtst

Calc

blc
Dtciiul

Calc
Enttr
Enttr

Enter

Enttr

Enter

Calc
kit

Calc

2.681
2.801

4.2KI
.121

3651
i.OOl

1000.001

0.00

345
1(00.001

-.001
18.441

The Q-mar group offers a disk

which includes, among other tem

plates, this loan calculator.

AppleWorks Checks

And Loans

Besides playing what if with a

budget, you can use AppleWorks to

reconcile your checking accounts.

The database is a good choice for

this application—although it can

also be done with the spreadsheet.

After entering your checks

into the database, you can sort

them into various categories for

tax preparation. You can also total

the checks in any or all categories.

For example, you could find the

total of all checks written to

Wilshire Hospital, locate all

checks written for medical pur

poses that are over $200, or iden

tify all checks written to Wilshire

Hospital or Doctor Jacobson. The

searching, selecting, and sorting

capabilities in AppleWorks' data

base are as powerful as most large

business databases—and they're

definitely easier to use.

Loan calculations, on the

other hand, are commonly made

on spreadsheets. You can use the

spreadsheet to figure the payment

schedule on a loan, the remaining

balances during any term of the

loan, the number of payments, the

amount of interest, and so on.

This can be handy for checking

the accuracy of a lender's interest

calculations. Some of the more

elaborate spreadsheets can cal

culate your earnings on stocks and

bonds, compare loan rates, figure

an amortization table on a loan,

and more.

There are several premade

templates, both public domain

and commercial, that handle

check registers, loan calculators,

and other personal financial tasks.

The TAWUG public domain li

brary has a template (Figure 3)

which acts as a worksheet for

balancing your checkbook. (It

doesn't actually hold the check

register; it simply helps you bal

ance it.) This worksheet is on

TAWUG's disk 46; another can be

found on disk 33.

TAWUG's disk 5 contains a

bond portfolio that tracks the is

sue dates, terms, and amounts of

bonds held. And disk 6 has a tem

plate that analyzes income prop

erty to show if you've lost or

made money, and how the ex

penses break down.

A commercial check register

can be found on the collection of

personal financial tools from Prac

tical Computer Applications. The

disk, which contains several tem

plates, costs $24.95. Other tem

plates on the disk include a

worksheet for bills, a loan pay

ment analyzer, a worksheet for

examining present and future val

ues of saving accounts, a personal

balance sheet (Figure 4), and

more. This disk covers the entire

range of personal financial matters

and can be a great aid in your

own template efforts.

The Q-mar group publishes a

commercial checkbook template,
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Figure 6: Educational Database

File: Countries INSERT NBJ RECORDS Escape: Reuiew/Add/ChanQe

Record 1 of ]

Nw: -
Population: -

Prinary Religions:
6over«Mnt Type: -

Products Produced:
Foods Produced; -

Indigenous Aninals:

Longitude:
Latitude:

Capital: -

Clinatr: -

Type entry or use c3 conmnds 739K Avail.

Database creation—locating information from a variety of sources, collating

it, and organizing it—can be an educational experience for junior-high

and high school students.

along with a collection of other

templates, for $12.95. Q-mar's

checkbook template includes both

the register and the reconciliator.

Other files on the disk include a

loan calculation tool (Figure 5), a

worksheet for determining sales

commissions, and other nonfinan-

cial tools.

Works Access publishes a

personal finance template disk

called Home Money Works. It con

tains a checkbook manager,

budgeting, financial planning,

home inventory, and a billing re

minder template—all for $25.

Death And Taxes

Tax planning and preparation can

be one of the most challenging

spreadsheet applications. Luckily,

some people have already done

the work for you. Some tax tem

plates actually print your tax

forms right from AppleWorks.

After you enter the raw data into

such a spreadsheet template, it

calculates amounts, looks up

information in tables, and creates

forms. lO4OWorks from Personal

Financial Services is one such

template for AppleWorks.

AppleWorks templates are

widely available. If you're pre

pared to customize a template and

you know enough about the

spreadsheet and database, start

with the public domain templates.

But if you want a template that

does everything for you, look into

one of the commercial template

disks.

Presidents, Planets,

And Trees

Home education covers a lot of

territory, and the AppleWorks data

base can help with much of it.

Anything that requires drawing

conclusions from large amounts of

data is ideal for the database.

Even the simple act of entering

information into the database can

be educational.

Let's say your child is using

AppleWorks to create a database

on various countries and their

characteristics (Figure 6). The stu

dent will have to go to several

sources to find the necessary

information. In many ways, it's a

process of answering questions.

When the information is finally

entered for several countries, the

student can arrange the data in

many ways—finding all countries

in the Southern Hemisphere, or

all countries that produce oil, or

the countries with the largest

populations. Arranging infor

mation in various ways lets the

student draw new conclusions.

As with many of AppleWorks

applications, you can find cus

tomized templates that contain the

information already entered into a

database. These templates can

help, either by providing a point

of reference, or as a comparison to

a student's database. ImagiMedia

Software produces a set of disks

that contain this kind of data. In

three volumes, the disks contain

information about presidents,

planets, animals, trees, inventions,

and much more.

Sources For

AppleWorks Templates

The AppleWorks User Group

Box 24789

Denver, CO 80224

Maintains a library of public do

main AppleWorks templates.

Each disk contains several tem

plates and costs $3. Ask for a

catalog of disks. Public domain

templates can be good starting

points for your own customized

templates.

ImagiMedia Software

16640 Roscoe PI

Sepulveda, CA 91343

Produces FactWorks, a three-

volume set of encyclopedia

disks for the AppleWorks data

base. Will provide lists of files

on each disk at request.

Practical Computer Applications

2323 Tucker Ct.

Santa Rosa, CA 95401

Produces two commercial tem

plate packages, including per

sonal financial tools and

professional financial tools.

These template disks are well

packaged and are professionally

made.

Personal Financial Services

Box 1401

Melville, NY 11747

Publishes 1040Works, one of the

best tax templates for

AppleWorks. This template does

most of the federal tax sched

ules and prints the forms.

The Q-mar group

5677 Oberlin Dr.

San Diego, CA 92121

Has a catalog full of commer

cially made templates for

AppleWorks, including some for

home finance and education.

Most come with manuals. Also

publishes an AppleWorks

newsletter.

Works Access

2636 Chum Creek Rd.

Redding, CA 96002

Publishes templates for various

professions, as well as for per

sonal finance. Also maintains a

user group for AppleWorks and

Microsoft Works users.

Christopher Van Buren is editor and

publisher of AppleWorks Exclusive

Reference newlelter, and author of

several books on AppleWorks.
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$10,000.00
Programming Contest!

COMPUTERS Apple Applications

First Prize $5,000.00 Second Prize $2,500.00 Third Prize $1,000.00

Three Honorable Mentions $500.00 each

COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., a longtime leader in personal computer publishing, is turning its popular semiannual

COMPUTEI's Apple Applications into a bimonthly magazine starting this fall. Each issue will include high-quality pro

grams for the Apple II + , lie. He, and 1IGS computers, ready for readers to type in and run. Along with the best in Apple

software, readers will find feature articles, tutorials, reviews, and other Apple information in the new, expanded

COMPUTEI's Apple Applications. We're also offering a companion disk containing each issue's programs, as well as a

magazine/disk subscription.

To find the very best original software for Apple II-series personal computers, we're sponsoring a programming

contest with $10,000.00 in prize money for the top six winners. In addition, the winners will receive standard purchase

fees for publication of their programs in our magazine and royalties if they're republished in COMPUTE! books.

Even if your contest entry doesn't win a prize, you'll still earn purchase fees if we accept your program for

publication.

Interested? If so, here are the rules:

1. Entries must be your original work, previously unpublished in

any form. All those whose programs are accepted will be required to

affirm this in writing.

2. You can submit as many entries as you want, but we cannot con

sider programs which currently are entered in other contests or are

submitted for publication elsewhere.

3. The contest deadline is December 31, 1987. All entries must be

received at our offices by this date. Programs submitted after this

date will still be considered for publication, but will not be entered in

the contest. If we purchase an entry for publication before the dead

line, the entry is still eligible to win.

4. Entries are allowed (and encouraged) in virtually all software

categories: home and business applications, education, recreation,

telecommunications, graphics, sound and music, and utilities,

5. Entries may be written in either Applesoft BASIC, machine lan

guage, or a combination of the two. All possible efforts should be

made to insure that an entry runs under both DOS 3.3 and ProDOS.

Programs must be of a publishable length—BASIC and machine lan

guage program listings are printed in COMPUTEI's Apple Applica

tions. Although this length is quite flexible, it's unlikely we would

publish a BASIC program of more than 12K or a machine language

program of more than 6K. Exceptional software which exceeds these

sizes will certainly be considered.

Every contest entry must include this signed form:

6. Entries must be submitted on 5 V*-inch floppy disks. If your pro

gram is written in machine language, you must submit both the ob

ject code and all of the source code required to compile the program.

7. Entries' must be accompanied by an article which explains how to

use the program and what it does. If your program employs any new

or unusual techniques that you think will be of interest to other pro

grammers, you can also describe how the program works. (If you feel

that writing is not your strong point, please do not hesitate to enter;

this is a programming contest and the entries will be judged solely on

the basis of the programs submitted.)

8. Submissions which do not win a prize and are not accepted for

publication will be returned only if accompanied by a self-addressed,

stamped mailer.

9. Members of the staff of COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., will judge

the contest, and all decisions regarding contest entries and accep

tances will be made solely at the discretion of COMPUTE! Publica

tions, Inc. All decisions are final. This includes decisions regarding

creativity, similarity among entries, and general suitability.

10. Winners will be announced by COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., in

the spring of 1988.

11. This contest is void where prohibited by law. Full-time, part-

time, and previous employees of COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., and

Capital Cities/ABC are ineligible for the contest, but may still submit

work for publication at standard rates.

I warrant that the program presently entitled is my own original work and

that the work has not been submitted for consideration elsewhere, nor has it been previously published in any form. If my work is

accepted by you, I understand that your decision as to the selection of winners and awarding of prizes is final and without recourse

on my part. Should you select my submission, I understand that I will receive no payments until 1 sign your standard contract,

which includes assignment of the copyright of the program to COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., and that you may use my name and

image in promotional materials and other forms. (If you are under age 18, your parent or legal guardian must sign for you.)

Signature:

Address entries to: Apple Programming Contest

COMPUTE! Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 5406

Greensboro, NC 27403

COMPUTE!' Publicationsjncffl
Port of ABC Consumer MoQazinei. inc

One o! ir>e ABC Publisfung Comparnei



The information and program-packed Apple magazine now available six times a year!

MPl

APPLICATIONS
A bimonthly magazine for every Apple II and Macintosh owner. Includes informative

features and top-quality programs ready to type in and run.

Millions of Apple personal computers—from the venerable 11 +

and He to the compact lie and the powerful lies—are in homes,

schools, and offices across the country. And Apple's Macintosh

computers are showing up in more businesses, more universities,

and now more homes than ever before. Apple computers are be

ing used for almost everything—entertaining and educating peo

ple of all ages, managing home finances, running businesses,

writing, painting, composing. Name something computers can do,

and Apple computers do it.

That's why COMPUTE! Publications created COMPUTED Apple

Applications magazine as a semiannual nearly three years ago. Its

informative features, product reviews, tutorials, and type-in pro

grams have made the magazine extremely successful on the news

stands. So successful, in fact, that we're making COMPUTEl's Apple

Applications a bimonthly magazine and offering subscriptions for

the very first time.

Whether you use an Apple computer at school to teach or to

learn, at home to help organize your household, or at work to

keep your business profitable, you'll find valuable applications,

information, and news in every issue of COMPUTE!'* Apple

Applications;

| Balanced reviews. Honest and up-front evaluations of the most

interesting software and hardware for the Apple II and Macintosh.

| Buyer's guides. Detailed reference guides to new Apple II and

Macintosh software and hardware.

| And more. Interviews with Apple newsmakers. Comprehen

sive lists of Apple user groups. Forecasts of the future of comput

ing with Apple computers. Reports from the latest industry trade

shows. And in 1988, COMPUTES Applo Applications will begin

publishing the winning programs from our $10,000 Apple

programming contest!

| Fascinating features. Thoroughly researched, well-written fea

ture articles on such wide-ranging topics as desktop publishing,

computer-generated arts and crafts, and new frontiers in educa

tional computing.

| Top-quality programs. Sophisticated applications such as

SpcedScript 80, an 80-column word processor for all Apple II

computers. Exciting arcade-style games such as "Heat Seeker."

Colorful graphics programs such as "Picture Maker." Utilities.

Educational software. Home and business productivity applica

tions. Every program is ready to type in and run. And with COM-

PUTEVs program-entry software—"Apple Automatic Proofreader"

and "Apple MLX"—typing is a snap. Or, if you prefer, a compan

ion 5'/4-inch disk containing all of the programs is available singly

or by subscription.

| Hands-on tutorials. Tips and techniques for all kinds of com

puter applications—from power programs like Microsoft Word to

popular software like ApplcWorks.

| Apple news. The latest information on recent Apple releases,

from the introduction of the Apple IlGS to an inside look at the

powerful Macintosh II.

Look for the December 1987 issue

of the new bimonthly COMPUTETs

Apple Applications available Novem

ber 1 at your favorite newsstand. Or

you can havp it delivered to your

mailbox six times a year for only

513.95. Each issue's companion disk

can be purchased separately for

$12.95, or you can take a year's

subscription to the disk for just

$49.95—you save 35 percent over

the single-disk purchase price.

As a special bonus, if you order a prepaid subscription

before November 1, you'll get the first issue absolutely free!

That's seven issues for $11.95!

To order a subscription to the magazine and/or disk, call

TOLL FREE, 1-800-727-6937. Or send a check or money

order to:

COMPUTED Apple Applications

P.O. Box 10767

Des Moines, IA 50340

To order a single copy of the magazine, or to order an individual

disk for $14.95 (includes $2.00 shipping and handling), please call

1-800-346-6767. (In New York, 212-887-8525.)

COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc.
Port of ABC Consume! Magazines, inc

One ot tr>e ABC PuDlisfimg Companies



Which

Apple

For

You?
Gregg Keizer, Editor

There are more choices than ever. A

portable lie or an expandable He? Apple

IIGS or Macintosh Plus? Entry-level

Macintosh Plus or speedier Macintosh

SE? Deciding which Apple computer is

right for you depends on several things

ranging from what you'll do with it to

who uses it.

It's not easy buying a computer. Not as

tough as buying a new car (you know,

after all, what the computer should cost

when you walk into the dealership), but

not something you rush into, either. This

is just as true with your first computer as

it is if with your fourth.

At least you know one thing. You're

getting an Apple. You know that much.

But which one?

Each of the three Apple II-series ma

chines and the two Macintosh models dis

cussed here offers something different. It

might be its price, or its raw computing

power, or its software library. But which

computer you put on your desk, whether

at home or at work, depends on what you

want, what you have to have, and what

you're willing to spend.
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The Apple He:

Compact Computing

nexpensive and portable are

two of the better ways to describe the Ap

ple He. Even with its monochrome mon

itor, the lie is the smallest and lightest

model in Apple's line.

The Ik's 5'A-inch built-in disk drive,

separate power supply, and handle com

bine to make a transportable computer that

can be carried with ease from room to

room, from class to class, or from home to

work. If you're moving the computer regu

larly, you can even buy a carrying case.

For most people, though, the He's

small size and light weight are secondary

to its price. The suggested retail price for

the lie and a matching monochrome mon

itor is $995, but it's not hard to find the

machine substantially discounted. Check

with local dealers and watch for special

promotions and sales, and you might be

able to pick up a complete system—He

computer, monochrome monitor, and

monitor stand—for less than $700.

Of course, the lie runs all the popular

Apple II software, including such stal

warts as AppleWorks, Where in the World is

Carmen Sandiego?, MasterType, and The

Print Shop, to name just a few of the more

than 10,000 Apple II programs. You can

also connect a mouse to the computer to

use the few mouse- and menu-driven

software packages available.

But the He's low price and portability

mean some sacrifices on your part. First

and foremost, the machine is virtually

unexpandable. Because the He is in a small

case, you can't call on the same selection

of add-on cards (modem cards, memory

cards, accelerator cards) that an Apple He



owner can. There's just not enough room

in the lie for these cards; the same holds

true for the IlGS upgrade that only He

owners can take advantage of.

You can add a memory card to the

He, though it means cracking open the He

case and pulling some chips. Three dif

ferent sources—Apple itself, Applied En

gineering, and Checkmate Technology—

offer Ik memory-expansion cards.

AppleWorks is the primary reason why

you'd want to increase your He's memory,

although you can set up the additional

memory as a ramdisk for use with other

programs or operations.

Because it's so compact, the He

doesn't include a numeric keypad. If you

work extensively with numbers, you

might want to consider another Apple.

The Apple He is the low end of the

Apple II line, and for many people, their

first computer. It makes a perfect choice if

you

• Want to run Apple II software, but don't

want to spend a lot of money

• Need to move the computer regularly, or

• Don't expect to need more than 128K of

memory.

Apple lie strengths. It's compact and

inexpensive, and it can be toted from place

to place without difficulty. It includes a

built-in disk drive.

Apple He weaknesses. It's difficult to

expand. The keyboard is small and is with

out a numeric keypad.

The Apple He:

Ten Years And Going Strong

most people familiar

with computers to describe an Apple II

and they'll tell you about the Apple lie.

This workhorse of the Apple II line has

changed only slightly since its introduc

tion four years ago. It still offers solid

computing power in a system that's emi

nently expandable.

Slots is the key word to remember

when you're considering an Apple lie.

The seven slots inside the computer can

hold a variety of add-on boards, each

filled with its own special chips and carry

ing out its own special task. Because of

these slots, you can customize your He to

your heart's content. You can add mem

ory, a modem, a speech synthesizer, a

video digitizer, and more. In most cases,

all you have to do is open the case and

plug in the board.

The He is slightly less expensive than

the lie, with a suggested retail price of

$829. However, the lie, unlike its smaller

sibling the lie, doesn't come with a built-

in disk drive. It also needs cards to use a

printer, modem, or even a disk drive—

things the He can do without expansion.

Thus an Apple He with one drive and the

necessary add-on cards costs more than a

similarly equipped He.

Why then, should you consider the

He? Simple—the future.

What you need your computer for

now, what you use it for at the moment,

is probably not what you'll do with the

computer in two years, or even one. In

that time, software may have advanced to

the point where the memory inside your

machine is insufficient. Or you discover

that your business must send files to an

other computer, and so you need a mo

dem. Or you're working with a sight-

impaired child, and you could use a

speech synthesizer.

The flexibility of the Apple lie is al

most without parallel (the IBM PC is the

only comparably expandable personal

computer). It's one reason why the Apple

II line has lived to see its tenth anniver

sary. Of course, with the capability of

adding boards to the Apple He comes the

responsibility of knowing what you're do

ing. The He is not, and isn't meant to be,

a plug-in-and-turn-on kind of computer.

To fully utilize the He's power, you have

to learn something about the computer

and how its software works.

Yet the Apple He is an excellent first

computer. Better still, an Apple He will

probably be used longer than a closed

computer (one that can't be easily opened

and customized) like the lie. Choose the

lie if you:

• Think you'll use the computer for more

than one or two tasks

• Know a number of people will use the

computer, as in a school or business (the

machine just feels sturdier than a lie), or

■ Have special computing needs, such as

speech/music synthesizing, video digitiz-
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ing, or large amounts of file storage (in

other words, you want to use a hard disk

drive).

Apple He strengths. Slots make it an

extreme}}/ versatile machine. It can be ex

panded and customized to your exact needs.

Apple He weaknesses. It has a higher

cost relative to other computers. Add-on

boards are necessary even for basic opera

tions like printing.

The Apple IlGS:

Top Of The Line

introduced last fall, the Apple

IlGS got a lot of attention before fading

temporarily from sight. Problems in

delivering the computers to dealers—as

cribed to everything from a shortage of the

machine's sound chip to the simple fact

that Apple announced the computer long

before its inventory was built up—made it

seem that you could never get one. Wait

ing lists for the computer formed.

Now, however, the wait is over. The

Apple IlGS is back in the limelight. Apple

advertised heavily in educational journals

in early summer, and rolled out an

impressive, though brief, print campaign

in Apple-specific magazines in late sum

mer and early fall. Sales are up.

The Apple IlGS is a hybrid. Although

it can run most Apple II-series software

(and all the popular programs), it can also

run IlGS-specific programs that in most in

stances bear a striking resemblance to

those seen on the Macintosh. This duality

makes for an interesting computer. You

can play it safe and use the same software

that runs on lie and He computers, or you

can tackle the more impressive IlGS pro

grams. Or you can do both.

The special features and advantages

of the IlGS are evident only with IlGS soft

ware; pre-GS programs look and feel as if

they're on an Apple He, though the IlGS's

standard RGB monitor has a crisper pic

ture than most Apple users are accus

tomed to. But with the right software, the

IlGS's claim to fame—Graphics and

Sound—are quickly apparent. At the mo

ment, graphics quality dominates. Few

developers have yet gotten a handle on

the machine's sound (for the exceptions,

see Rick Parfitt's "Making IlGS Music" in

this issue). Paint programs, draw pro

grams, and even word processors let you

create in color, using the simple-to-learn

pull-down menu and mouse-driven sys

tem popularized by the Macintosh. The

available music programs are just as

impressive, offering stereo sound, MIDI

capabilities, and more. Educational pro

grams that use the IlGS's built-in speech

synthesis are only just appearing—the

feature seems perfect for scores of pro

grams aimed at school-aged children.

A complete Apple IlGS system—com

puter, RGB color monitor, and two disk

drives—retails for $2,196. If you look

hard, you should be able to find the sys

tem for less than that, but since the com

puter is the newest in the line, don't

expect as much of a discount as with the

other Apple II machines.

Another thing to keep in mind is the

size of the existing IlGS software base—at

this writing, it's small. That's changing,

though, as new products are released each

month.

The IlGS is being marketed as the Ap

ple II computer to buy, with heavy

emphasis on the fact that it's the newest,

fastest, most sophisticated II around. The

IlGS is a good choice if you:

• Want to use Macintosh-style software

and classic Apple II programs on the same

computer

• Have young children—for whom great

graphics and sound are especially im

portant—who will use the computer, or

• Need to have the best (and most expen

sive) Apple II computer available.

Apple IlGS strengths. It's the nezvest

and the most powerful Apple II computer

ever. It offers superb graphics and sound.

Apple Hgs weaknesses. This is the

most expensive Apple II computer. There is

not a great deal of IlGS-specific software yet.
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The Macintosh Plus:

Enter Power Computing

ith the recent elimination

of the Macintosh 512K from Apple's line

of personal computers, the Plus became

the entry-level Macintosh. But the Plus is

a far cry from the original Macintosh in

troduced almost four years ago. Out

wardly, there has been little change (other

than a change in case color from beige to

off-white), but inside things are different.

Instead of the first Mac's meager 128K of

memory, the Macintosh Plus sports a full

megabyte; its single disk drive is double-

sided, able to cram a full 800K of files on

one 3V2-inch disk; and its SCSI (Small

Computer System Interface) port allows

for speedy access to peripherals such as

hard disk drives.

Put these together, add a generous

sprinkling of software that can be both

easy to learn and impressive in its power,

and you have a system that fits the needs

of a wide range of people.

The vaunted Macintosh ease-of-use

derives from the almost intuitive graphics

interface—the mouse-driven method of

pointing and clicking, pull-down menus,

and clear dialog boxes presenting infor

mation and allowing choices. The inter

face is religiously adhered to by

Macintosh software developers. That

means it takes far less time to learn the

basics of any Macintosh program when

compared to the startup time necessary

with software on most other computers.

The value of this surface similarity

among Macintosh programs has always

been underestimated. Not only does it cut

down on training time whenever you turn

to new software, but it also breeds a

familiarity with the computer and its way

of doing things. You almost always know

how to operate a Macintosh program

straight out of the box, and that knowledge

makes most people more comfortable with

the computer and its programs. And the

more at ease anyone is with the computer,

the more he or she is likely to use the ma

chine and use it more productively.

General advantages of the Macintosh

line aside, this particular model is attrac

tive to anyone who wants the power of

the Macintosh at a relatively low price.

Although its retail price is $2,199, it's at

the bottom end of the three-machine Mac

line, so you can expect to find it for

considerably less. Dealers often sell the

machine for under $1,400, considerably

below the going price for an Apple IlGS,

On the other hand, if you'll need

color and need a Macintosh, look into the

Macintosh II (a high-end machine that's

beyond the scope of this article). The Plus

is strictly a black-and-white machine.

Sound, another vital part of many pro

grams, is excellent in the Macintosh, but

it's not used to its fullest capacity by

many packages. Animation is generally

less than acceptable in entertainment soft

ware. The Plus can run the limited num

ber of Macintosh fast-action games, but

without a joystick, the traditional game

controller, such games pale in comparison

to those on the Apple II series.

The Macintosh Plus is, like the He, a

closed system: You cannot easily expand

it. Though you can add such exotic things

as large screen displays, accelerator cards

(to speed it up), and more memory, this is

a chore best handled by a technician.

Unlike the Apple He or IlGS, you can't

just open the case and slip in a board.

The Plus is the computer that took

the Macintosh from a hobbyist's upscale

machine to the choice of hundreds of

thousands of businesses. The Plus is right

if you

• Plan to use the computer for such things

as word processing, database manage

ment, spreadsheet manipulation, and

other traditional business applications

• Want to use almost any Macintosh soft

ware, but don't mind sacrificing some

speed, or

• Go to college (Apple heavily discounts

the Macintosh in higher education).

Macintosh Plus strengths. This is the

most inexpensive Macintosh. It runs almost

every Macintosh software package (generally,

the only exceptions are those specific to the

Macintosh 11).

Macintosh Plus weaknesses. It's

slightly slower than the next model up, the
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S£. You cannot easily expand the Mac Plus

yourself.

The Macintosh SE:

One Slot Means A Lot

he Macintosh SE is a beefed-

up version of the Mac Plus. It includes

more ROM, an internal fan, the option of

two internal 3V2-inch drives or one 3Vi-

inch drive with a 20-megabyte hard disk

drive, and about a 20-percent increase in

speed over the Mac Plus.

But the most important difference

can't be seen or heard. Once the case is

opened (again, a job best left to tech

nicians), you'll find an internal connector

that mates with a variety of cards and

boards. These can range from more mem

ory and accelerated microprocessors to

network connections. In other words, the

SE is expandable. It has, in effect, one

"slot."

The SE runs the same software as the

Plus. Although the SE is reportedly selling

as well as or slightly better than the Plus,

no software developer or publisher wants

to exclude either potential audience.

Other than the obvious benefits to

owning a Macintosh SE—already outlined

when we explored the Mac Plus above—

there are several reasons for considering

this more expensive model. First and most

important is the SE's expandability. The

computer was designed with the internal

connector in mind, so installing an add-on

board or card is much simpler. That

means more card and board manufac

turers should enter the market, giving you

a wider selection. Connecting SEs to a

non-Apple network should be especially

easy when compared to the Plus.

The SE also runs a bit faster than the

Plus. It's not a tremendous increase, but

it's still significant. You'll probably notice

the pickup in speed when doing things

like recalculating spreadsheets, formatting

long documents, and the like. Last, the SE

is more portable than the Plus. The

weight hasn't changed much either, but

the fact that you can order the computer

in two configurations, both with two

drives inside the case, means that you

don't have to tote anything else around

(except perhaps a printer).

Retailing for $2,898 in its lowest-

priced version (with two 3 Viz-inch drives),

the SE costs more than a Macintosh Plus.

Even the "street price," what you can ex

pect to pay if you look and ask around, is

about $2,300 for the same two-drive SE.

Do the extra enhancements offset the

higher price? That's something you'll have

to decide. It depends on what you're plan

ning to use the computer for. Writing is

usually limited by the speed of the writer,

not the computer, for example. But auto

matic spelling checks are a part of writing

these days, and they do benefit from more

speed. Rapid calculations can also be vital

for such applications as graphics, desktop

publishing, and CAD/CAM.

The SE is becoming the Apple ma

chine of choice for businesses, large and

small. You should look at the Macintosh

SE if you:

• Need the fastest computing power of

fered in a traditional Macintosh (not a

Mac II)

• Think you'll want to add power and

capabilities to the computer in the next

year, or

• Move the computer frequently and need

two disk drives.

Macintosh SE strengths. It provides

faster operation than the Plus and some

expandability. Two disk drives fit inside the

computer's case.

Macintosh SE weaknesses. It's more

costly. The internal connector is not acces

sible to the average user.

You have choices when you're look

ing at the Apple II and Macintosh lines of

personal computers from Apple. Apple's

different computers can do different

things in different ways.

And each computer has particular

strengths and weaknesses. All you have to

do is match up your reason for buying,

and what you want the computer to do

for you, with the right system.

It may not always be easy, but it's

sure fun.
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COMPUTE! Books

introduces a new line of

easy-to-use computer books.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guides are effective,

dependable reference guides to using applications

on your personal computer. From command sum

maries and quick-reference charts to tips for

power users, you'll have the information you need

right at your fingertips. Each book is specially de

signed to be convenient and easy to understand.

COMPUTEI'S

QUICK
&EASY
GUIDE TO

USING

MS-DOS

COMPUTEI'S

QUICK
&EASY
GUIDE TO

LEARNING
LOTUS 1-2-3

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to Using MS-DOS

Bonnie Detman and Sirawterry Software

ISSN 0-87455-105-6 $1295

Whether you're an experienced MS-

DOS user or just starling out, this

book is your easy-to-use reference to

this powerful and flexible operating

system for IBM and compatible com

puters. No longer will you need to

wade through hundreds of pages to

find just the right DOS command.

COMPUTE!'s Quick and Easy Guide

to Using MS-DOS puts the infor

mation right at your fingertips. Wrth

two indices and an expanded table of

contents, simply look up the task you

want to accomplish or the DOS com

mand you need—and you'll find an

explanation of exactly what to do.

COMPUTE'S Quick and Easy Guide

to Learning Lotus 1-2-3

Doug V*ll

ISBN 0-87455-106-4 S12.95

The perfect guide for the novice user

of the popular and powerful Lotus 1-

2-3, this book assumes no previous

computer experience whatsoever.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

So Learning Lotus 1-2-3 covers

everything from building a spread

sheet model, setting up a database,

and using 1-2-3 for word processing,

to creating graphs and powerful mac

ros. Also included are discussions on

how to start 7-2-3 and available add

on software that can be used with

Lotus 1-2-3.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to Apple Works

Tom and Ellen Dougher

ISBN G-B7455-109-9 $10 95

AppleVforks, the unchallenged leader

in personal productivity software on

the Apple II series, is an integrated

package combining a word processor,

database, and spreadsheet. It's a

complete program that lets you do

everything from writing letters and re

ports to keeping extensive files and

projecting financial earnings. With

COMPUTE!'s Quick and Easy Guide

to Appleworks. you'll see how to get

started with Appte\M)rks, and how to

use each of the three major applica

tions. A Command Summary, Key

board Template, and Quick-Reference

Chart provide information in one-stop

locations. Numerous ideas offer prac

tical examples on new ways to use

AppleViforks. And there's even all the

latest information on AppleWbrks

add-ons and enhancements. Clearly

defined sections apply to novices and

power users alike.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to dBase III Plus

Chuck Doherty

ISBN O-B7455-107-2 $10.95

For the beginning or experienced user

of this popular database management

program. Ashton-Tate has sold more

than a million copies of dBase, and

COMPUTEl's Quick and Easy Guide

to dBase III Plus is the guide and ref

erence to help you tap all the power

and flexibility that dBase HI Pius has

to offer. This is not a manual for

dBase, rather, its a guide that makes

getting started with dBase easy and

finding specific information quick. For

all users of dBase til Plus on the IBM

PC. PC XT, PC AT, or compatible

computer.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to WordPerfect

Patricia Farrell

ISBN 0-87455-011-1 $10.95

Write, edit, format, and print with

VfordPerfect your first day, using this

simple-to-use guide to the most

popular word processor for the IBM

and IBM compatibles. Organized so

that you can immediately begin to

use this impressive software, this

book covers all the basics and many

of the program's advanced features.

Read what you need and then start to

work with WordPerfect, Learn how to

enter, edit, shift, and print text. Use

the more advanced techniques when

you're ready. See how to prepare a

complete report, set text columns,

merge information to create form let

ters, and create special forms.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to Desktop Publishing

Dan McNeill

ISBN 0-87455-112-9 $10.95

With a computer, a printer, and the

right software, you can turn out docu

ments, flyers, brochures, and more-

all of the highest quality available out

side a professional print shop. This

easy-to-use reference guide explains

the ins and outs of desktop publish

ing, shows what you can do with the

variety ol available software, and

even helps you select your system. If

you're tired of wading through long

and technical manuals, this guide and

tutorial will get you started today with

desktop publishing.

COMPuTEl's Quick and Easy Guide

to Dow Jones News/Retrieval

Donald B. Tiivette

ISBN 0-87455-113-7 $10.95

Learn how to more efficiently use the

Dow Jones Information Service, a

powerful business and stock infor

mation database. Access up-to-date'

stock quotations, financial infor

mation, company background data,

and more—all with Dow Jones.

Using a personal computer, a mo

dem, the phone, and the right soft

ware, you can search through back

issues of publications like the Mil

Street Journal or directly place or

ders. This simplified guide to the pre

eminent business information service

puts everything within easy reach,

and gets you started faster and more

easily than any manual.

Look for COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guides at your local book or computer store.

To order any COMPUTE! book, call toll free 1-800-346-6767 (in NY call 212-887-8525)

or write COMPUTE! Books, Customer Service, P.O. Box 5038, F.D.R, Station, New York, NY 10150.

Customer Service hours are 10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m,-3:00 p.m. EST Mon. through Fri.

COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc.
Part ol ABC Consumer Magazines, inc

One of the ABC Publishing Companies

COMPUTE! books are available outside the United States trom subsidiaries of

McGraw-Hill International Book Company.



Going To Work
Gordon McComb

There's been a bumper crop of

business software this year for

both the Apple II and Macintosh

lines. Gordon McComb sorts it

all out for us.

A funny thing hap

pened to the Apple II and Mac

intosh on their way out of

America's computer stores—peo

ple started using them for busi

ness. Though the Apple is touted

as the perfect computer for educa

tion, and the Macintosh finds

many of its users in the home

front, increased memory and

graphics capabilities make both

machines natural for business

applications, too.

It's been a great year for busi

ness in the Apple II and Mac

intosh lines. Here is what has

happened in the past year in the

business software community, and

what you have to look forward to

in the near future.
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The Call For

Business Solutions

Programs for business succeed

when they solve a problem. There

must be a tangible need for the

program—a way to make things

easier, faster, or more accurate—

or the software isn't used. Word

processors and spreadsheet pro

grams precisely fit the profile of

problem-solving software. It's no

wonder they head the best-seller

lists.

AppleWorks, which came out

a few years back, is the premier

spreadsheet and word processing

program for the Apple II. This

integrated package remains high

on everyone's buying list partly

because of the numerous

AppleWorks add-on packages that

are available. With an add-on,

you can make AppleWorks an al

most totally different program—

from mailing list manager to time

scheduler to tax preparer. A num

ber of companies, including Pin

point, Megahaus, Q-mar group,

and Software Touch, are devoted

almost exclusively to creating

AppleWorks add-on software.

Competing software includes

stand-alone spreadsheet programs

like Applied Engineering's VIP

Professional (a Lotus 1-2-3 work-

alike with a Macintosh-style inter

face) and Microsoft's Multiplan.

An AppleWorks-like program

for the Macintosh is Microsoft

Works. Like AppleWorks, it com

bines spreadsheet, word process

ing, and data management

functions under one roof, but it

adds telecommunications and

graphics for a larger set of features.

Similar applications exist for the

Macintosh line: Lotus Jazz (to be

replaced by Lotus Galaxy by early

next year), Microsoft Excel, and

Data Tailor's Trapeze. Most any

business application can be tackled

with one of these packages.

TAh.he demands placed

on word processing software by

most businesses require special

formatting features and elaborate

printer support. The entry- and

intermediate-level word proces

sors, such as HomeWord for the

Apple II, can't be effectively used

in most offices. Both the Apple II

and Macintosh now have several

powerful word processors to



WordPerfect

Apple II Word Power

The most popular word processor for the IBM PC is fast becoming the

most popular word processor for the Apple II line. WordPerfect, version

1.1, combines all the word processing features you'd expect from a top-

notch program, with many extras, including a spelling dictionary, macro

language, and mail merging.

WordPerfect works on the Apple He, lie, and IlGS (the IlGS version

runs under ProDos-16). You interact with the program by pressing

function keys and entering codes. Standard page formatting is auto

matic—you just start typing. You can change margins, page size, line

spacing, line alignment, and other variables by pressing the proper keys

and entering embedded codes. WordPerfect provides a menu of choices

for advanced features.

The spelling dictionary in WordPerfect contains 50,000 words (the

dictionary for the IlGS version contains 115,000 words). You can easily

check a document or a portion of the document, and you may add your

own words to the list. The macros feature works a lot like a tape re

corder—it records keystrokes. Turn the macro recorder on, and

WordPerfect memorizes everything you do on the keyboard. Save the

macro, play it back, and your actions are repeated in a flash. The

powerful macros features, not available on most other word processors

(for any computer), lets you instantly change the formatting of docu

ments or enter long passages of text.

Mail merging is useful when you're sending out form letters to cus

tomers. You prepare the form letter that everyone receives; then you

type the names and addresses of each individual. WordPerfect combines

the two and prints each personalized letter, or stores that form for later
editing.

With WordPerfect, you can go considerably beyond standard manu

script-style documents. For example, automatic line numbering can be

used by lawyers to prepare legal briefs. And footnotes are available to

make it easier for students and professors to prepare academic papers.

Other advanced features include superscripts, subscripts, headers, foot

ers, automatic page numbering (in a variety of formats), advanced

printer control, and automatic hyphenation.

choose from—all are suitable for

even the most demanding tasks.

Perhaps the most flexible and

capable word processing package

for the Apple II is WordPerfect

(version 1.1). WordPerfect is, by

far, the most popular word

processing package for the IBM

PC—almost all of the features

found in that version are also in

cluded in the Apple II release.

These include a built-in spelling

checker (115,000-word dictionary

for the IlGS), keyboard macros,

headers, footers, and footnotes;

and complete control over special

printing, such as underlining,

boldfacing, italicizing, super- and

subscripting, and more.

Other word processing

choices for the Apple II line

(mostly for the Apple IlGS), in

clude StyleWare's MultiscribeGS,

DataPak's GraphicWriter, and Sen

sible Writer, from Sensible

Software.

For several years, the Mac

intosh enjoyed only two general-

purpose word processors, MacWrite

and Microsoft Word. MacWrite was

strictly for beginners, even though

many businesses tried to make

effective use of it. Microsoft added

plenty of business-oriented fea

tures to Word, but hid them in

hard-to-use commands.

Now there are no fewer than

six first-rate word processors for

the Macintosh (see McNeill's

"Macintosh: the Word Explosion"

for a detailed roundup of five

Macintosh word processors), and

more are coming. Two strong

contenders are WordPerfect, which

has just been released, and

Microsoft Word 3.01. Both can be

used to create documents with

just about any type of formatting

imaginable. Spelling checkers are

built-in and both have keyboard-

shortcut features to make using

the program more efficient.

Businesses are fond of

information, and of keeping that

information within finger's grasp.

When a filing cabinet won't do,

the computer's memory and disk

drives can be used to store data

for almost-instant retrieval. In the

past, both the Apple II and Mac

intosh have suffered from inad

equate system memory, preventing

them from being used for any

thing but simple data manage

ment applications. Now that you

can quickly expand an Apple IlGS

to 512K RAM and beyond, and

Apple no longer sells a Macintosh

with less than one megabyte of

memory, the doors are wide open

to extremely sophisticated data

management packages.

Two new and unique data

management applications for the

Macintosh include Apple's

HyperCard and ACIUS's 4th

Dimension. Both take a visual ap

proach to storing and retrieving

data, and they let you assign

relationships by context and

association.

HyperCard, written by

Macintosh-guru Bill Atkinson

(who designed MacPaint) is mod

eled after the 3X5 inch index

card. You can enter any infor

mation you want—including text,

numbers, and pictures—onto a

card. How the information on the

cards, and the cards themselves,

relate is totally up to you. One

noteworthy feature of HyperCard

is that it can store an almost limit

less pool of data, restricted only

by the amount of available mem

ory. The program is designed to

work with video discs and CD-

ROM drives, for a total maximum

capacity of 4,096 megabytes of

memory.

HyperCard also provides a

programming language, called

HyperTalk. With it, you can create

your own information manage

ment applications, such as

appointment books, phone dialers,

inventory recordkeeper, and more.
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Webster's New World Spelling Checker
114,000 Right Words

Even the best prose is marred by incorrect spelling. A document isn't

finished anymore until it's been examined by a spelling checker. Web

ster's New World Spelling Checker, from publisher Simon & Schuster, is

ideal if your word processor doesn't have its own spelling checker, or if

you're not satisfied with the performance of the spelling checker you

already own.

Webster's New World Spelling Checker contains 114,000 common and

not-so-common words—that's several times the vocabulary of a college

professor. If the dictionary doesn't have a word you regularly use, you

can store it in a user dictionary so that it's not flagged in each of your

documents.

The program runs outside your word processor. It can be used with

most word processors for the Apple II line, including AppleWriter,

AppleWorks, Bank Street Writer, HomeWord, Magic Slate, Magic Window,

Master Slate, MouseWrite, PIE Writer, Screenwriter, Word Juggler, and

standard ASCII text. If you own a word processor that isn't directly

supported, you can train Webster's to work with it.

During spell checking, Webster's flags all suspect words, and also

provides up to ten alternatives—proper spellings of the words it thinks

you want to use. The suggestion system is elaborate and helps you find

phonetic misspellings (phone instead of f'one), transpositions, repeated

words, and missing spaces.

If you don't see the word you want in the list, you can type it in.

Should' the word be spelled correctly, you may skip it (and all other
occurrences if you wish), or add it to the user dictionary. Once the

document is checked, Webster's saves the file under a new name, but it

keeps the old one (in case you want to use it later).

Graphics Take Center Stage

Computer pundits have long criti

cized computers for not thinking

the way humans do. According to

experts, the brain thinks in pic

tures, not words; yet nearly all

computers are text-oriented. Both

the Apple II and Macintosh are

graphics-oriented, which has

helped establish them as masters

of graphics applications. The first

drawing programs came out for

the Apple II+ , though the colors

and resolution were limited, so

businesses shied away from using

the computer to create charts,

graphs, and meeting presentations.

The Apple IlGS sports more

colors and higher resolution

graphics. Its color palette contains

4,096 hues and you can view your

pictures in two high-resolution

views—640 X 200 pixels or 320

X 200 pixels. The higher resolu

tion means business applications,

such as technical drawing, com

puter-aided design, and presenta

tion graphics, are now within

reach with the IlGS. (As a point of

comparison, the 320 X 200 pixel

standard resolution screen of the

IlGS is the same as the
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Color/Graphics Adapter on the

IBM PC. Though the PC now has

higher resolution graphics boards

available for it, most graphics soft

ware for that machine still use the

320 X 200 pixel standard.)

Among the Apple IlGS soft

ware enjoying the benefits of the

increased resolution are PBI Soft

ware's Visualizer and DataPak's

GraphicWriter. Visualizer is a

presentation graphics program

that makes it easy to transform

rows of numbers into easy-to-

understand line, bar, column, dot,

and pie charts. You have full con

trol over the color and texture of

the graph elements, and if you're

using a color output device (like

the Imagewriter II), your charts

are printed in color.

GraphicWriter is a unique

blend of word processor and

drawing program. On the same

page, you can freely mix text and

graphics and manipulate the two

until you get just the right effect.

The program includes drawing

tools for making simple boxes, cir

cles, triangles, and lines, or you

can paint on a pixel-by-pixel basis

for fine detail work.

The introduction of the

Macintosh II brought color to the

Mac line. As yet, only a few

drawing applications exist for the

Macintosh II, though a number of

companies, including MicroCAD/

CAM, Silicon Beach, and Cricket

Software have announced their

plans to market high-end, color

business software, specifically

computer-aided design and high-

resolution presentation graphics

packages. Some colorized applica

tions already exist for the Mac

intosh II, including Microsoft Excel

and Living Videotext's More.

While the screen on the earlier

Macintoshes, including the SE, are

black and white, the crystal-clear

images are ideal for applications

such as desktop publishing. There

are no fewer than a half-dozen

professional page layout programs

available for the Macintosh. These

include Aldus PageMaker 2.0,

KeadySetGo 4.0 from Letraset, Or

ange Micro's Ragtime, and Xpress,

from Quark. All support the Ap

ple LaserWriter for high 300 dot-

per-inch resolution output.

The Macintosh has found a

comfortable niche with desktop

publishing. A steady stream of

hardware and software is now

available that supports the desk

top publishing boom. Programs

that were previously used only in

home or educational environ

ments are also being applied to

desktop publishing applications.

These include Silicon Beach's

SuperPaint, which combines the

powers of MacDraw and MacPaint,

and FullPaint, an enhanced ver

sion of MacPaint.

SuperPaint supports 300 dot-

per-inch drawing, making it ideal

for documents that are printed on

the LaserWriter. If you own a

desktop scanner, such as those

sold by Microtek Lab, Princeton,

Datacopy, and DEST, you can edit

the high-resolution images



GraphicWriter

Blend Words And Pictures

GraphicWriter, from DataPak Software, is an unusual mix of word

processing and color graphics. In this one program, you can write text,

draw illustrations, add graphics elements such as boxes, rules, and

lines, and arrange the layout into a finished document. With most other

software for the Apple II, these functions are found in stand-alone pro

grams. You must cut graphics created in a drawing program and paste

them into the word processor.

GraphicWriter is written for the Apple IlGS, and though it can be

used with a black-and-white monitor, you get the most flexibility by

using a color monitor. The drawing tools included with GraphicWriter

let you create graphics in color—you're limited to four solid colors on

the screen, but additional hues can be created using the Ditherize mix

ing option. Graphics can be intermixed with text at any point in the

document. In fact, you can overlay graphics on top of text, or vice versa,

GraphicWriter actually has two graphics modes: Object and Can

vass. You switch between the two graphics modes depending on your

requirements. Object-mode graphics are object-oriented, allowing later

editing of the individual shapes. You use the object mode to make

boxes, circles, and other simple shapes. You might use the object draw

ing tools, for example, to frame a block a text with a colored box. Can-

vass-mode graphics are bitmaps which can be edited on a pixel-by-

pixel basis.

You can't overlay object and canvass art, but you can mix the two

in the same document. GraphicWriter lets you set up regions where you

can define special formatting such as multiple columns and the drawing

mode. In a two-region page, for example, one region might contain ob

ject art; the other, canvass art.

GraphicWriter looks a lot like traditional Macintosh software. Its

menu bar contains nine menus, which you pull down with the mouse

to choose a command. The text and graphics appear within a window,

which you can resize and scroll to see different portions of the docu

ment. Drawing palettes flank the bottom of the window, and you click

on an icon with the mouse to select a drawing tool.

Cricket Draw
Second Generation Drawing

MacDrazv was one of the first programs for the Macintosh, and though

it remains a best seller, the current version hasn't changed in over two

years. That's prompted a number of companies, including Cricket Soft

ware, to offer competing object-oriented graphics software.

Cricket Draw, from Cricket Software, lets you combine rectangles,

ovals, lines, and other simple shapes to produce any type of drawing

imaginable. The program can be used to create blueprints, architectural

drawings, page layouts, forms, schematic diagrams, and more.

The Cricket Draw tools include those to write text and to draw

lines, square-corner boxes, rounded-corner boxes, circles, lines, poly

gons, and free-forms. It also includes special tools for making fountains,

star bursts, and grates. These extra tools provide for remarkable special

effects. Fountains, for example, are objects filled with graded tint pat

terns—from 0 to 100 percent. They can be used as a background for

text or in an architectural rendering.

Objects can be rotated within Cricket Draw at one degree in

crements, giving you extra flexibility in creating such things as dramatic

page layouts and isometric drawings. Full PostScript support is provided

when using a printer such as the LaserWriter.

Cricket Draw lets you generate a PostScript text program that you

can edit in a separate window. The PostScript program, and your

drawings, can be mixed. If you know PostScript (or want to learn it),

you can easily transform your graphics into PostScript code, which you

can modify to obtain additional effects not offered in Cricket Draw.

(usually made at 300 dots-per-

inch) then plug them into the

page layout program. Most layout

programs and scanners support

the TIFF graphics file format, so

cutting and pasting graphics be

tween applications doesn't require

conversion nor does it result in

frustration.

Hard-Core Business

Applications

Sometimes general-purpose pro

grams like word processors,

spreadsheets, and databases aren't

enough for a business. Standard

accounting practices often require

a strict adherence to company and

governmental regulations—and

that takes a specialized accounting

program.

Software like Monogram's

Dollars and Sense (available for the

Apple II and Macintosh) is in

tended for personal use, but if

your business is small, it can also

be used to keep track of the

company's cash flow. When you

need more, there are plenty of

alternatives to choose from.

On the Apple II is The Clan,

from Sir-Tech, BPI's Entry Series,

DAC Easy Accounting, ancl

Peachtree's Back to Basics account

ing series. The publishers of The

Clan, for instance, claim that the

program is easy enough to use at

home, but powerful enough for

business. You can set up your

own chart of accounts, or use one

of the nine already made. You can

ask for financial reports—up to

the full fiscal year—at any time.

The Peachtree Back to Basics

modules include general ledger,

accounts receivable, and accounts

payable. A full audit trail is pro

vided for each transaction, and

the modules are linked to reduce

repetitive data entry. The chart of

accounts is user-definable, and

you can track up to three checking

accounts.
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Xpress

The Fast Layout

Desktop publishing is all the rage these days, and there are no fewer

than half a dozen professional page layout packages for the Macintosh.

A relative newcomer is Xpress, from Quark. The program combines fea

tures common to word processors with a sophisticated page layout sys

tem—together you have just about all the tools you need to produce

elaborate documents of any size and shape.

Xpress works with boxes, either text or graphic. Graphics boxes

hold a picture, either digitized art from a desktop scanner or drawn art

from a graphics program like MacPaint or MacDraw. Text boxes hold the

text of the document. You can control the size and position of both

kinds of boxes on the page, and you can layer one box over another.

Xpress automatically wraps text around graphics. There's no need to

manually calculate the length of text lines to fit them around an

illustration.

You can type text directly into Xpress—it has a number of common

word processing features, such as a built-in spelling checker, search and

replace, and full editing. You may also import text from MacWrite and

Microsoft Word. Imported text automatically flows into columns and

pages.

More demanding page layout projects require features such as

kerning and tracking—Xpress offers both. Kerning tightens the space be

tween certain characters to make them more readable, and tracking uni

formly expands or contracts spaces between characters. This avoids the

large gaps that sometimes appear between words when the text is jus

tified. Xpress supports the ImageWriter, ImageWriter II (it can even do

color separations using a colored ribbon), LaserWriter, and other Post

Script-compatible devices, such as the Linotronic high-resolution

imagesetter.

4th Dimension

A New Era In Database Management

Acius Software's new 4th Dimension database management program

sows fresh ground. With it, you can keep track of information such as

customers, inventory, and cash flow. But it's more than just a workable

database, for you can also create your own applications using program

ming commands and functions. The record-keeping you do with 4th

Dimension is visual. By linking together information with simple lines

and arrows, you define how things relate to one another.

As a database manager, you can define a file structure with up to

99 files, with an unlimited number of records. Each file can contain as

many as 511 fields per record, and fields may contain as many as

32,767 characters of text (that's about equal to the number of words in

seven pages of this magazine).

In addition to text, 4th Dimension lets you store numbers, dates,

and even pictures. For example, with a desktop scanner, you could digi

tize photographs of all the employees in your company and then place

the digitized pictures in an employee database. (You'd need a hard disk

drive to store all the data.)

Once the database is established and the data is entered, 4th

Dimension offers the usual database management functions, including

adding new records, deleting old ones, and finding records that meet

certain criteria. The program lets you define and print columnar reports

of the information you've found. If you already have information en

tered into another database management program, don't worry—4th

Dimension accepts information in SYLK, DIF, or ASCII text format.

4th Dimension is also a programmer's tool. It understands 200 of its
own standard commands and functions, and it can accept external

routines written in Pascal, C, assembly, and many other languages. You

can also add custom menus and commands, turning a simple database
template into a stand-alone application.
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Back to Basics is also available

on the Macintosh, joined by a

number of capable accounting

programs including Chang Labs'

Rags to Riches (general ledger, ac

counts receivable, accounts pay

able, inventory control, and

professional billing modules), Sa-

tori's Legal Billing and Project Bill

ing, and State of the Art's

Electronic Checkbook.

Satori's Project Billing, for ex

ample, keeps track of projects for

your company or your business.

You set up the categories, project

numbers, number of employees

on the project, and the hourly fee.

As long as you feed the Mac

intosh information on how you

and your employees are spending

time, the Project Billing program

keeps tabs on the cumulative costs.

The Future Of Business

Applications

One of the biggest fears facing

any business computer user is the

amount of time it takes to learn

and master a program. Thanks to

the Macintosh's user interface, the

learning curve for most programs

is greatly reduced. All commands

are almost universally found in

the pull-down menus, and on-line

help is a standard feature in most

mainstream business programs.

The mouse-based interface of the

Macintosh is finding its way into

Apple II products with increasing

frequency. A good portion of the

newly announced IlGS software

uses pull-down menus and

onscreen palettes, and it fully sup

ports the mouse.

Powerful business applica

tions depend on hardware sup

port. High-resolution graphics has

already spawned a new category

of sophisticated programs for the

Apple IlGS. And the increased

memory capacity of the IlGS (not

to mention the faster speed)

means there's no end to the kinds



Microsoft Word
Integrated Word Processing

Microsoft Word 3.01 for the Macintosh is many programs in one: a

word processor, a spelling checker, an indexer, and an outliner. The ex

tra spelling, indexing, and outlining features are commands in Word's

menus, so you don't need to quit the program and start another to

completely write, rewrite, check, and print your documents.

Word 3.01 is a greatly modified version of Microsoft's earlier word

processor, Word 1.0. This version, which came out several years ago,

had many strong features, but lacked polish and sophistication. The

new version has two modes of operation, a short version that offers

minimal features and a full version, where all of the program's func

tions and capabilities are available. The short version is modeled after

MacWrite.

One of Word's best features is not a command or a menu option,

but performance. Microsoft was able to increase the speed of Word with

version 3.01 so that operations such as saving and pagination take only

a few moments. Word 3.01 only partially endorses the WYSIWYG

(What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get) style of computing—you see text on

the screen in the font, size, and style that will appear on paper, but the

onscreen display is not an exact replication of the finished page. While

writing, you see only the body text, not other elements such as page

numbers and footnotes. Before printing, you can switch to a Page Pre

view mode, where the entire page is displayed in miniature.

The spelling checker, with its 80,000-word main dictionary, lets

you search any file for misspelled words. The indexer compiles an in

dex (or a table of contents) from words you have identified. When the

document is printed, Word compiles the index and automatically inserts

the page numbers. The outliner allows you to first construct an outline,

then change the levels and locations of the items as desired.

One of Word's most powerful features is style sheets. A style sheet

is a collection of character and paragraph formats stored with each

document. You can access the style—and the formats contained in it—

by choosing from a menu or typing on the keyboard. Elaborate format

ting changes take only a second or two.

Visualizer
Graphics Numbers

The brain thinks best in pictures, not numbers. Presentation graphics

programs, like Visualizer from PBI Software, turn numbers into colorful

charts. The graphics in the chart—whether in bars, columns, lines, or

pie slices—represent numbers. The size of each graphic conveys value

and relationship. You can easily grasp the meaning behind the numbers.

Visualizer, designed for the Apple IlGS, transforms numbers into

pie, bar, column, line, or scatter (X-Y) charts. You enter the numbers

into a worksheet area, then tell the program the type and style of chart

you want. Data can also be retrieved from AppleWorks spreadsheet files.

You can use AppleWorks to handle statistical analysis, or you can per

form the necessary math in Visualizer. The program can perform

averaging, linear regression, and standard deviation, as well as other

common statistical functions.

Graphics can be standard two-dimensional, three-dimensional, or

overlapped. You have full control over the pattern and color of the ele

ments. When used with an Imagewriter II, charts can be printed in

color. Legends, titles, annotations, and other text can be placed any

where. You use the mouse to position text within the graph area. You

also use the mouse to choose commands from the pull-down menus.

A unique feature to Visualizer is its ability to combine charts with

super-high-resolution pictures. The picture can be placed under the

chart as background art. The program lacks graphics editing tools, but

you import the image from a drawing program. Both chart and picture

are displayed on the IlGS screen in super-high-resolution mode.

of business programs that can be

written for the machine. Expect to

see mainframe computer applica

tions, like HyperCard or 4th

Dimension, available soon for the

IlGS.

Introduced in early 1984, the

Macintosh has slowly warmed the

hearts of corporate America.

Given a choice, many office work

ers now opt for the Macintosh. It's

easier to use than the IBM PC,

and it does many things, like

desktop publishing, better and

more efficiently.

Nearly every Macintosh pro

gram supports the Apple

LaserWriter, allowing you to in

vest in just one printer for several

workers. Add-on memory boards,

available for the SE and Mac

intosh II, allow easy installation of

up to four megabytes of RAM.

That ought to be enough for most

any business application, includ

ing information-intensive data

management software.

Though both the Apple II and

Macintosh can be used for just

about any business application

you can imagine, it's important to

remember that the computers are

inherently fun to use, thanks to

the blend of graphics, sound, and

elegant user interface. Business

doesn't have to be boring after all.

To give you an idea of the

kinds of business software re

leased in 1987, the accompanying

thumbnail sketches of eight busi

ness programs for your Apple II

or Macintosh personal computer

were selected because of their

usefulness, sophistication, and

power, they are representative of

many of the impressive packages

now finding homes in businesses

large and small.

Gordon McComb, well-known computer

author, has jus! completed Mastering

MacDraw (COMPUTE! Books). His

writing regularly appears in a number

of computer and high technology

publications.
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Apple II And Macintosh
Business Software Sampler

Program

The Clan

Cricket Draw

DeluxePaint II

Draw Plu>

Description

Bookkeeping and accounting

Object-oriented structured

drawing program

Color free-hand painting

program

Object-oriented, structured

drawing program

Computer

Any Apple 11

Macintosh

lies

Ncs

Requirements

64K

512K

768K HAM, color

monitor, mouse,

ProDOS-16

128K RAM,

ProDOS-16

Price

$79.95

$295

$99.95

S79.95

Publisher

Sir-Tech Software, Inc., P.O. Box 245,

Ogdensburg, NY 13669-1517, (315)

393-6633

Cricket Software, Inc., 30 Vallev

Stream Pkwv., Great Vallev

Corporate Center, Malvern, PA

19355,(215) 251-9890

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr.,

San Mateo. CA 94404. (415) 571-

7171

Activision, Inc., 2350 Bavshore

Pkwv., Mountain View, CA 94043,

(415) 960-0410

Easy Working Easy Working Writer is an entry- !Ic, lit.', lies

Series level, menu-driven word

processor; Planner and Filer are

basic, no-frills spreadsheet and

database management programs,

respectively.

128K, ProDOS $9.95 each Spinnaker Software Corp., 1 Kendall

Square, Cambridge, MA 02139, (617)

494-1200

Filer's Choice

FontWorks

form Design

4th Dimension

FullPaint

CraphieWorks

(vl.l)

GraphicWriter

Great Plains

Accounting

Series

FactWorks

MacCalc

MacInTax

Personal and small-business

oriented electronic database

management program

Fonl enhancement utility for

AppleWorks

Form-making utility

Relational database management

program

Enhanced free-hand painting

program

Combination painting and

desktop publishing page layout

program

Test-graphics document

processor

Accounting packages including

modules for accounts payable,

accounts receivable, payroll,

general ledger, inventory, and

order entry

AppleWorks database template;

each volume contains

encyclopedia-like data

Electronic spreadsheet program

Income tax preparation software

Any Apple 11

Me. Me. lies

Macintosh

Macintosh

Macintosh

Macintosh

lies

Macintosh

He, Me or lies

Macintosh

Macintosh

64K

AppleWorks

128K

1 megabyte RAM

512K

5I2K

512K. ProDOS-16

512K, hard disk

recommended

I28K RAM.

AppleWorks,

ProDOS

512K

512K

$49.95 (5119.95

with Planner's

Choke and

Writer's Choice)

$49.95

$199 (template

form disks $49)

$69?

Sgq •)-

$149.95

$695 per module

$32.95 per

volume

$139

$99; yearly

updates about

S30 (depending

on extent of

revision)

Activision/Personal Choice Software.

P.O. Box 7287, Mountain View, CA

94039, (415) 940-6044

The Software Touch, 9842 Hilbert St.,

Ste. 192, San Diego, CA 92131, (800)

541-0900, (619) 549-3091

Clearview Software, P.O. Box 3294,

Providence, Rl 02906, (800) 541-

FORM, (401) 351-1930

Acius, 20300 Stevens Creek Blvd.,

*495, Cupertino, CA 95014, (408)

252-4444

Ann Arbor Softworks, Inc., 2393

Teller Rd., =106. Newburv Park, CA

91320, (805) 375-1467

Mindscape, Inc., 3444 Dundee Rd.,

Northbrook, 1L 60062, (312) 480-

7667

DataPak Software, Inc., 14011

Ventura Blvd., »507, Sherman Oaks,

CA 91423, (818) 905-6419

Great Plains Software, Inc., 1701

S.W. 38th St., Targo, ND 58103, (800)

345-3276, (701)281-0550

imagiMedin Software, 16640 Roscoe

PI., Sepulveda, CA 91343, (818) 891-
3707

Bravo Technologies, Inc. c/o DPAS,

P.O. Box T, Gilroy, CA 95021

Softview, Inc., 4820 Adohr Ln., Ste.

F, Camarillo, CA 93010, (805) 388-

2626

MegaVVorks Combination spell checker and lie, Ilc. lies

mail merge for AppttWorks.

Additional AppleWorks add-ons

are ReportWorks (report writer)

and ThinkWorks (outline

processor).

AppleWorks S99 (retail); $49

direct-mail

Megahaus Corp., 5703 Oberlin Dr.,

San Diego, CA 92121

Microsoft Word Word processor, with spelling Macintosh

(v3.01) checker, outline processor, and

indexer

512K $395 Microsoft Corp., 16011 N.E. 36th

Way, Box 97017, Redmond, WA

98073-9717, (800) 426-9400, (206)

882-8080
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Program Description

Microsoft Works Integrated software

Computer

Macintosh

Requirements

5I2K

Price

5295

Publisher

Microsoft C urp . 1601 1 N i 36th

Way, Box 97017, Redmond, VVA

98073-9717. (800) 426-9400, (206)

882-8080

MultiScribe GS

PageMaker

Portfolios

Paintworks Plus

Menu-driven word processor

Finished page templates for use

with PageMaker

Free-hand color painting

program

lies

Macintosh

lies

512K

512K, PageMaker

5I2K, color

monitor

S99.95

574

$79

Stvleware. Inc., 5250 Gulfton. Sle.

2E, Houston. TX 77081, (713) 668-

1360

Aldus Corp.. 411 First Ave. S. =200,

Seattle, WA 98104. (206) 622-5500

Activision, P.O. Box 7287, Mountain

View, CA 94039, (800) 227-9759,

(415) 940-6044

Planner's Choice Personal and small-business

oriented electronic spreadsheet

program

Any Apple II 64K $49.95 ($119.95 Activision/Personal Choice Software,

with Writer's P.O. Box 7287. Mountain View. CA

Choice and Filer's 94039, (415) 940-6044

Ragtime (vl.l)

Real Estate

Analyzer

Intermediate-level desktop

publishing and page layout

program

Investment advisor program for

purchasing or dealing with real

estate

Macintosh

lies

512K

Choice)

$295

Orange Micro, inc., 1400 N.

LakevifiW Ave, Anaheim, CA 92807,

(714) 779-2772

HowardSoft, 8008 Girard Ave., Ste.

310, La Jo!ta, CA 92037. (619) 454-

0121

Sensible Grammar checking program for

Grammar use with Sensible Writer.

AppleWriter. PFS Write, and

others

lie. lie 128K RAM S99.95 Sensible Software, Inc., 210 S.

Woodward, Ste. 229. Birmingham, Ml

48011, (313) 258-5566

Sensible Speller Spelling checking program for

use with Sensible Writer,

AppleWriter. PFS Write, and

others; standard, medical,

technical, and law dictionaries

separate

Ik. He 128K, mouse $125 main

speller, $39.95

each for supple

mentary

dictionaries

Sensible Software, Inc., 210 S.

Woodward, Ste. 229, Birmingham, Ml

48011. (313) 258-5566

Sensible Writer Menu-driven word processing

program

lie. He 128K, mouse 599.95 Sensible Software, Inc., 210 S.

Woodward, Ste. 229, Birmingham, Ml

48011, (313)258-5566

Sideways (v2.01) Printing utility for producing

AppUWorkB spreadsheets and

other wide documents sideways

on the printer. Supports a

variety of dot-matrix printers.

lie. Me, lies 64K. AppleViorks,

ProDOS or DOS

3.3

S69.95 Funk Software, Inc., 222 Third St..

Cambridge, MA 02142

Space-Edit

SuperPain:

3-D CAD program with variable

zoom and perspective features

Combination free-hand painting

and object-oriented drawing

program

Macintosh

Macintosh

512K

512K

S625

$99.95

Abvent, 9903 Santa Monica Blvd.,

»268, Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Silicon Beach Software, 9580 Black

Mountain Ro\. P.O. Box 261430, San

Diego, CA 92126, (619) 695-6956

Time-Trax I! Personal and professional time

management and scheduling

program

Ik. lie, lies 128K. ProDOS-

compatible clock

or lies internal

clock

$69 (5129 with Creative Peripherals Unlimited.

ProDOS clock) 22952 Alcalde Dr., Ste. 160, Uguna

Hills, CA 92653, (714) 770-3334

TopDraw

Trapeze (v2.0)

Visualizer

Object-oriented structured color

drawing program

Visual spreadsheet, with

graphics and word processing

features

Business presentation graphics

lies

Macintosh

lies

512K. color

monitor, mouse

512K

512K, mouse

$99.95

5295

$99.95

Styleware, Inc., 5250 Gulfton, Ste.

2E. Houston, TX 77081, (713) 668-

1360

Data Tailor. Inc.. P.O. Box 11530,

Forth Worth, TX 76109, (817) 8944

PB1 Software, 1111 Triton Dr., Ste.

201, Foster Citv, CA 94404, (415)

349-8765

Webster's New Spelling checker utility for most

World Spelling popular Apple II word

Checker processors, including

AppleWriter, Bank Street Writer,

AppleVforks, and Word Juggler.

Ik, He, lies 5'/«-inch drive $49.95 (DOS 3.3); Simon & Schuster Software, 1 Gulf &

559.95 (ProDOS) Western Plaza, New York, NY 10023.

(212) 373-8882

WordPlus Spell

WordPerfect

(Vl.l)

Spelling checker for use with

Microsoft Works

Word processing program with

integrated spel! checker and mail

merge

Macintosh

lies

si:k

512K

559.95

S179

l.undeen & Associates , P.O. Box

30038, Oakland, CA 94604 , (800)

233-6851, (800) 922-PLUS

WordPerfect Corp., 288 W. Center

St.. Orem, UT 84057, (801) 227-4000

Writer's Choice Personal and small-business

oriented electronic word

processor

Any Apple II 64K S49.95 ($119.95

with Planner's

Choice and Filer's

Choke)

Activision/Personal Choice Software,

P.O. Box 7287, Mountain View, CA

94039, (415)940-6044

Xpress Page layout and desktop

publishing program

Macintosh 512K 5695. Quark, Inc., 2525 W. Evans, Ste. 220,

Denver, CO 80219, (303) 934-2211



Macintosh
The Word Explosion

Dan McNeill

This survey of five Macintosh

word processors shows what's

got what for writers of every tal

ent and level.

You don't write like I do, and I

don't write like you do. Why, then,

did the Macintosh expect everyone

to use the same writing tool?

Writing is the most individual

of computer tasks, yet for over a

year, there was only MacWrite. It

was the word processor. It took

Microsoft's Word to break the

monopoly.

Those days are gone. An

assortment of fine word process

ing programs now grace the Mac

intosh line, and their variety is as

impressive as their power.

Below you'll find surveys of

five major Macintosh word

processors. Each program has

virtually every feature of

MacWrite. In addition, unless

otherwise noted, each has Revert

to Save, word count, shortcut

Save and Quit, alternate

headers/footers on odd and even

pages, split screens, and con

densed and expanded text.

MacVri+e 4.6

Onee a bold pioneer,

MacWrite now seems frozen in

time. For a long while it came free

with the Macintosh, a fact that

discouraged third-party devel

opers from marketing alternative
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word-processing software. As if to

compensate, its upgrades (the last

was from 4.5 to 4.6 and involved

relatively minor features) haven't

been frequent or wide-ranging.

Why buy it then? Well, it has two

main virtues: prevalence and ease

of learning.

Features MacWrite is the fee

blest of the five. It lacks hyphen

ation, multiple columns, split

screens, footnotes, indexing, ta

bling of contents, alternate

headers/footers, and condensed

and expanded text, among other

things.

Ease of Learning However,

McWrite is clearly the easiest to

learn. If you know the Macintosh

interface, you know MacWrite. On

the other hand, you can pick up

this program quickly, simply be

cause there's less to it than other

programs. It's like the difference

between hearts and bridge: Hearts

is easier to learn, but it isn't

bridge.

Ease of Use Simple programs

are not necessarily streamlined,

and MacWrite lacks a number of

handy features common to other

word processors. It's missing Re

vert to Save, Select All, a word

count feature, and shortcut Save

and Quit, (perhaps the two most

important shortcuts). McWrite is

also rather slow. However, it has

a fine Undo feature that replaces

prose entered after a Return-

delete—the others replace only

overtyped text.

Summary MacWrite is the

stripped-down, generic Macintosh

word processor. Its whole forms

the mere core of the other four

programs. However, it is a stand

ard, and it works with such soft

ware as PageMaker—something

that may be critical to you. It's

also fairly inexpensive.

In fairness, MacWrite is far

more than just a letter-writing

program; I've written books with

it myself. But it lags behind other

word processors in power and

responsiveness, and it's clearly

unsuited for outlining, layout, and

other advanced tasks.

Apple Computer, Inc., 20525

Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$125.

MindWrite™

indWrite is a

combination outliner/word

processor with many pleasant fea

tures and a few pesky bugs. For

writers who like to organize their

thoughts before expressing them,

there's nothing quite like it.

Features The word processor

is a pleasure in itself. Because of

its outline capacity, MindWrite

easily distills tables of contents

and offers a truly comprehensive

search-and-replace. It allows nu

merous windows, and will wrap

words around either the window

(so you can see the complete text)

or around the ruler. It lets you se

lect several disconnected para

graphs and move or alter them at

once. It also sorts and will shuffle

or randomize paragraphs so that,



as the manual says, you may per

ceive intriguing new associations.

However, MindWrite's

outliner has exacted some sac

rifices from the word processor,

which lacks multiple columns,

hyphenation, footnotes, indexing,

alternate headers/footers, and

condensed and expanded text.

Ease of Learning The outline

processor is fairly complex and

takes a little time to master, but

the documentation is fine and the

program quite straightforward.

Ease of Use MindWrite has

several special features which en

hance its ease of use. The Just

Print command circumvents the

Print dialogue box, and outputs

immediately using the last speci

fied variables—a handy approach.

Copying does not erase its Clip

board, which can, therefore, hold

several items at once. It converts

to and from ASCII, MacWrite, and

ThinkTank formats, and its Launch

feature shifts you directly into an

other application.

Summary MindWrite's ex

cellent outline processor fuses di

rectly with the word processor, so

you can expand your outline into

prose with no interference. The

program has other fine qualities—

among them treating headings as

adroitly as paragraphs, and letting

you drag both around with the

mouse. The pointer even turns

into a hand tool for easy move

ment of headings. MindWrite has

a multitude of text-selection pow

ers, and it can print selected text,

such as all of an outline below

Level 3. It collapses and expands

items like most outline processors,

but it will also reduce a paragraph

to just its first line.

Unfortunately, MindWrite is

still a bit slow, and the scroll bar

is sticky on small documents,

Moreover, version 1.0 retains

glitches which, in my case, caused

erratic display—vanishing para

graphs, duplicated lines—and

eventually destroyed a document.

This is a fine word processor

even if you never outline, and it's

the best bargain of all. But you

might wait till MindWork zaps the

bugs.

MindWork Software, P.O. Box

222280, Carmel, CA 93922.

408-624-0522. $125.

C I

iJthK

Laser Author™

L aser Author is a

word processor with layout fea

tures—a good choice for writers

who need some design powers,

but not total layout prowess. It

has a host of charming attributes,

but its focus makes it less intuitive

if you're simply writing.

Features As a word processor

per se, it has further virtues. It lets

you open four documents at once

and zoom them in and out; it of

fers guttering, soft hyphenation,

and superscript to seven levels;

and you can set font size any

where between 4 and 127 points.

It allows paragraph and header

separation, by points; permits ex

panded and condensed text; offers

a strikeout style so you can simu

late crossing out deleted text;

turns selected prose into ALL

CAPS, lowercase, or Title format;

and has the full range of pagina

tion styles including numbers,

large and small Roman numerals,

and upper- and lowercase letters.

It also does intelligent paste,

attempting to add a space to the

left or right of your insertion,

whichever seems most appropriate.

Ease of Learning Laser Au

thor is somewhat easier to learn

than MindWrite, mainly because

of its simpler features. The docu

mentation is clear and easy to

follow.

Ease of Use Laser Author's

frames are a breeze, and they

make layout simple. The program

also displays far more document

information than any rival, includ

ing such unusual data as time

spent on the document, number

of typing sessions, and time ex

pended and words entered at the

last session. The word count is al

ways onscreen, another pleasing

characteristic. Laser Author can

also print pages in reverse order,

and it can save automatically ev

ery few minutes.

Summary Using Laser Author

is somewhat like writing on a

paste-up board. Like much layout

software, the program is frame-

oriented. You smoothly pull out

frames and use them for columns,

boxes of text, or pictures. You can

easily resize the frame, and text

jumps to fit it. Other powerful

layout features include manual

kerning and line separation, by

points. Moreover, Laser Author

simplifies creation of styles—text

Figure 1: MacWrite
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Font
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Open Header
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Set Page #...

Insert Page Break
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Rlign Left 9§N

Rlign Center 36M

Rlign Right 36R

Justify 36J

Use Ruler &D

y biography The attempt to

ontinually You can only live

is alive — while it is in you.

. or your disciple is not a

repetition of it, is not the same thing, but another thing

Here came the other night an aurora borealis so wonderful, a

curtain of red and blue and silver glory, that m any other age or nation it

MacWrite is the first, and still the simplest, word processor for the

Macintosh. Although the Format menu looks impressive, note that four

of the bottom five actions can be accessed by clicking on the ever-

present Ruler.
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Figure 2: MindWrite
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The Notorious Jumping Frog of Calaveros Countij

♦ Narrators encounter with old Simon Wheeler

♦ Occasion of meeting

o To ask about friend's friend, Leonidas W. Smiley

o Friend probably knew this would remind Wheeler of Jim Smiley

o Description of being buttonholed into hearing story

♦ The story, told by Simon Wheeler

♦ Development of Jim Smiley character

© Betting habit

o Winning habit

/|* Examples of Smiley's betting

o Smiley's mare

© Smiley's bull-pup

♦ Smiley's frog

o The interruption

O

MindWrite's outlining capabilities are impressive. Revising an outline,

including moving heads and subheads, is simple when the cursor turns

into the hand shape. Once created, an outline can easily be expanded

into a complete article, story, report, or other document.

Figure 3: Laser Author

* File Edit Search Page Heading Paragraph Tent

1DI Laser/file 131

;We walked down

the street, feeling

very good about

ourselves, because;

we had just bought;

$10,000 worth of

cotton candy.

Then we got on the bus and rode to

Dempsey Street, where a man was;

playing steel drums and a small crowd:

;had gathered

Page 1 Words 160

Laser Author uses frames for its text, an indication of its page-layout

orientation. You can quickly resize a frame, and the text immediately

jumps to fill it. Note the always-active word count at the bottom left of

the screen.

formats you can plug into either

frame or document.

However, this word processor

could be more streamlined. It lacks

a shortcut Quit, and its shortcut

Save is Option-Command-S rather

than the simpler Command-S. It

has no Select All, and its rulers

cannot be placed above the prose.

It converts from MacWrite, but not

to it. Moreover, the menus lack
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font and font size options, and you

must detour into the world of Edit

Styles to access them.

Edit Styles lets you create

complete formats, then access

them at any time from the menus.

It's a good attribute for a layout-

oriented program, since it lets you

fill one frame with one kind of

prose and an adjacent frame with

another kind. However, to change

a single word in a sentence to a

different font or size, you must

also add a new entry to a menu,

specifying both font and size.

It's slow.

Laser Author is, nonetheless, a

splendid program, and if you have

modest layout needs, it may be

just right for you.

Firebird licensees, Inc. (FL1),

P.O. Box 49, Ramsey, N] 07446.

$199.95.

WrrteNow

WriteNow is the

Pegasus of Macintosh word

processors—swift, easy to learn

and use, and packed with power.

It lacks the omnipotence of Word,

but its speed and graceful design

make it a writer's delight.

Features WriteNozu's powers

are significant. It allows four col

umns per page and endless win

dows. It offers any point size

between 4 and 127, and permits

global changes to fonts, font sizes,

and styles. It performs automatic

footnoting, soft hyphenation,

multileveled superscript and sub

script, and guttering.

Ease of Learning WriteNow is

easier to learn than any other pro

gram listed here except for

MacWrite,

Ease of Use This program's

speed makes it highly responsive

and gives you a sense of floating

on a thin cushion of air. It also

has numerous other sleek func

tions, including Select All and a

compact Save. It can keep a se

lected block, like a table, all on the

same page, and, under certain con

ditions, even do print spooling.

However, WriteNow lacks word

count. Translator, its auxiliary

conversion program, moves docu

ments from MacWrite and Word

1.05 into WriteNow, but not back.

This awkward method of import

ing other processor's documents is

WriteNow's main detraction, and

it's inexcusable given the abilities

of most other word processors.

Summary WriteNow is

primarily a straightforward word

processor with some layout capac-



ity. It comes with a 50,000-word

spelling checker that suggests

corrections.

If you can live with these

limitations, you may find this

accommodating software quite

useful.

T/Maker, 1973 Landings Dr.,

Mountain View, CA 94043.

415-962-0195. $175.

Microsoft Word 3.01

Microsoft Word 3.0

strode into the Macintosh word-

processing world to hearty nod

ding acclaim—acclaim that was

angrily retracted when 3.0 was

found to be riddled with bugs.

The newest update, 3.01, largely

corrects those bugs and shows ex

actly what this software can do.

Despite a certain awkwardness, it

will likely become the major Mac

intosh word processor.

Features For sheer strength,

Word has no competition on the

Macintosh. Indeed, it has far too

many features to list here. It

makes you feel like you're in a

great hotel in which the room

anticipates your every need. You

may not require all the extras, but

it's nice to have them on call.

Word 3.01 allows as many

columns per page as you want,

and it lets you format them as ta

bles, independent side-by-side en

tities, or newspaper-like columns

with prose flowing from one col

umn to the next. It footnotes with

automatic numbers, daggers, or

asterisks. It does indexing (includ

ing subentries) and guttering, as

well as tables of contents. It will

also automatically hyphenate all

appropriate words in a document,

which is a very likable feature.

Word performs a variety of

formatting and stylistic tricks. It

paginates by Arabic numbers,

large or small Roman numerals,

and upper- or lowercase letters. It

can box or bar paragraphs with

single line, thick, double line, and

shadow options. It offers double

underline, dotted underline,

strikethrough, small caps, and all

caps. It can prevent a page break

Figure 4: WriteNow
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Embedded Pictures

WriteNow allows you to mix text

and pictures together on the same

line. Like this: [3 or this. H or

even this: 1=115 1=1

Yuo add pictures by copying them

{ Page 3

WriteNow displays multiple columns on the screen, lets you place

graphics beside text, and provides a 50,000-word dictionary for its

spelling checker.

Figure 5: Microsoft Word
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Microsoft Word 3.01 includes a wealth of features that make it the

strongest word processor currently available. Its capabilities include

outlining, spell checking, hyphenation, drawing simple objects such as

boxes and lines, and sorting. Unfortunately, not all are easy to use or

even intuitive.

between two adjacent paragraphs

or between parts of a single para

graph. It lets you automatically set

spacing for the lines before and

after paragraphs, and it has

widow control—preventing single

lines from becoming separated

from the rest of the paragraph.

In addition, the program

boasts a wide range of keyboard

powers. By using the Command

key, you can Select All, delete the

previous word, repeat the prior

command, move the insertion

point to its previous location,

jump to the start or end of the

document, and do much more.

Ease of Learning Word has

online help and a Short Menu op

tion, which reduces the choices in

the menus for those doing simple

tasks. However, these features do
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not make up for its documenta

tion, which is terrible—a loose-

leaf reference manual arranged

alphabetically. The manual is

complete, but this territory needs

a guidebook, not an encyclopedia.

Ease of Use As the Superman

of Mac word processors, you'd ex

pect Word to possess a certain

grace. In fact, in many ways Word

is easy to use, partly because of its

power. For instance, it lets you

change spacing or justification of

only selected text; it can display

documents as wide as 22 inches; it

offers Fast Save and an option to

make a backup save; and it lets

you delete other documents from

within a Word document. You can

create your own menu items for

common commands or glossary

entries; Word converts to and from

ASCII, MacWrite, Word 1.0, Word

MS-DOS, and RTF; and it works

with a variety of printers.

Summary Word 3.01 is really

an integrated word-processing

package. It has a spelling checker,

an outliner, a sort capacity, and

print-merge facilites. Its glossary

can store prose or pictures, and it

can render complex math for

mulas. Yet even here, its occa

sional obliqueness is apparent. For

instance, you can't add to or delete

from the main dictionary. Instead,

you create additional dictionaries

and place new entries there—a

strange procedure. The outliner

lets you assign heading levels, ex

pand and collapse text, number

headings, print the outline, and

prepare a table of contents.

However, Word lacks a real

Macintosh follow-through. This

limitation shows up in several

ways, and none of them enhance

ease of use. First, it does not sup

ply full WYSIWYG (What You See

Is What You Get). It presumes

you should write the prose first

and format it later, and, as a re

sult, it doesn't display headers or

footers, footnote position, multiple

columns, or side-by-side para

graphs. In addition, it does not

automatically update page breaks,

so you must select Repaginate

each time you want to see how

much more you've written.

In compensation, Word offers

Page Preview, which lets you

peek at two adjacent pages to see

how they'll look when printed.

Page Preview magnifies parts of
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More Macintosh Writing Tools

Spelling Checkers

Liberty Spell Checker $59.95.

DataPak

14011 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

This program's dictionary is some

what small, but fast.

MacGAS $99

EnterSet

2380 Ellsworth

Berkeley, CA 94720

MacGAS also comes with thesaurus,

antonyms, and glossary.

MacLightning 2.0 $99.95

Target Software

14206 SW 736th St.

Miami, FL 33186

MacLightning is a desk accessory, and

offers such options as thesaurus and

legal/medical dictionary.

MacProof $195 ($2,500 for network

version)

Automated Language Processing Systems

190 W. 800 North

Provo, UT 84604

MacProof also has grammar and style

checker.

Macspell+ $99

Creighton Development

16 Hughes St.

Irvine, CA 92718

MacSpell + installs as a desk accessory

and requires 512K+.

Spelling Champion 2.2 $39.95.

Champion Software

5201 South Hill Dr.

Madison, Wl 53705

This program works with MacWrite

4.5 and Microsoft Word.

Spellswell 1.3 $74.95

Working Software, Inc.

321 Alvarado, Ste. H

Monterey, CA 93940

Spellswell has a capacious dictionary,

and offers such extras as homonym

checking.

Thunder! $49.95

Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Dr.

San Mateo, CA 94404

Thunder! has a 50,000-word dictionary

and a statistics feature.

Outline Processors

Acta $59.95

Symmetry

761 E. University Dr.

Mesa, AZ 85203

Acta installs as a desk accessory, yet

boasts most of the features of a stand

alone program.

$99Calliope

lnnovision

P.O. Box 1317

Los Altos, CA 94023

Calliope uses a novel approach in

which you place text in "light bulbs,"

then move it around.

MORE 1.1 $295

Living Videotexl

117 Easy St.

Mountain View, CA 94043

This acclaimed program not only out

lines, but does math and charts and

lets you use fonts and styles.

Think 'n Time $59.95

Mainstay

53U-B Derry Ave.

Agoura Hills, CA 91301

This desk-accessory based outliner

puts topics in a tree-style diagram.

ThinkTank512 $195

Living Videotext

2432 Charleston Rd.

Mountain View, CA

ThinkTank 512 is the classic Mac

outliner, still quick and capable.

Voila! $99.95

Target Software

14206 SW 136th St.

Miami, FL 33186

Voila! is another desk accessory with

abundant power.

Glossaries

Quickword $49.95

EnterSet

2380 Ellszoorth

Berkeley, CA 94720

Quickword gives MacWrite 4.5 a glos

sary capacity.

Proofing

Document Compare $99

Legalware

33 Young St.

Toronto, Canada M5E 1S9

Document Compare matches up two

MacWrite, ASCII, or MDS documents,

and highlights the differences.

Others

Doug Clapp's Word Tools $79.95

Aegis Development, Inc.

2210 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA 90403

Word Tools offers several writing tools,

such as word count, sorting, and

analyzing text.
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Baltic 1985

Battalion Commander
Battle of Anlietam
Battlecruiser
Battlegroup
Broadsides
Carrier Force

Cosmic Balance
50 Mission Crush
Gemstone Healer

Gettysburg
linpr.Tii.iNi Galactum

Kampfgruppe

Knights ot the Desert
Mecn Brigade
Norway 1985

Operation Market Garden
Panzer Grenadier
Phantasie I, II (each)
Phantasie III NEW
President Elect '88 NEW
Questron

Realms of Darkness NEW
Rebel Charge
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Roadwar 2000
Shard of Spring
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U.S.A.A.F.
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$40 $28

S40 $28
S20 $15
$40 $28
S20 $15
S40 $28
S20 $15

$20 $15
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Battlefront $40 $28
Battles in Normandy NEW $40 S28
Carriers at War $50 $34
Europe Ablaze $50 $34
Reach for the Stars S45 $31
Russia NEW $40 $28
Run 5 Magazine #7 $4 each issue
Run 5 Magazine #1-6 $5 each issue

MICROPROSE
UST OUR

PRICE PRICE i
Conflict in Vietnam
Crusade in Europe

Decision in the Desert
F-1S

Nato Commander
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Solo Fliqht
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40

135
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$28

$28

$28
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Comics
Hardball

Killed Until Dead
Law of the West
Spy vs Spy I & II
Sundog

$45

$35
NEW '.

t
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>35

,15

>15
>40

$31

$?4
$24
$1?

$12
S28
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Auto Duel

Moebius
Ogre
Uftima I
Ultima III
Ultima IV

$bu 534

$60 $41
30 $21

$40 $28
60 $41
60 $41

ACTIVISION
UST OUR

PRICE PRICE 1
Aliens
Champ Baseball
Champ Football

Labyrinth
Might & Magic
Portal

Shanghai
Tass Times

NEW $35 $24
$40 $28
S40 $28

S30 $21
$50 $34

$44 $31
S35 $24
$35 $24

SIM. CANADA
UST

PRICE

OUR

PRICE I
Battle of the Atlantic
Golan Front

Kursk Campaign.
Operation Overlord
Rommel at Gazala NEW

Seventh Fleet

Stalingrad Campaign

60
60
60

60

60
;60
$60

$42
$42

$42
$42
$42

$42

$42
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PRICE PRICE 1
Bard's Tale

Delux Paint II
Mean 18

Music Constr Set
Paintworks Plus
Shanghai

NEW

$50 $34
$100 $68
$45 $31

$50 $34
S80 $54

!S45 $31

ELEC. ARTS
UST OUR

PRICE PRICE

Adventure Constr. Set
Age of Adventure
Amnesia

Archon I or II
Arcticfox
Bard's Tale
Bard's Tale II
Chessmaster 2000
Earth Orbit Station NEW
Lords of Conquest
Marble Madness
One on One

Pegasus
Robot Rascals
Seven Cities of Gold

S ky fox

$15 $12

$15 $12
$45 $31

$15 $12
$40 $28
$45 $31
$50 S34
$40 $28
£35 $24
$15 $12
$35 $24

$15 $12
$35 S24
S45 $31

S15 $12

$15 $12

INFOCOM
UST OUR

PRICE PRICE

Bureaucracy NEW $40 $28

Hitchhiker's Guide/Galaxy $30 $21

Hollywood Hijinx $40 $28
Lurking Horror NEW $40 $28
Moonmist $40 $28
Stationfall NEW $40 $28

Trinity 128k $40 $28
Zork Trilogy $70 $48

invisiclues $6 $6

ETC.
UST

PRICE

OUR

PRICE i
Alternate Reality
Balance of Power NEW
Baseball

Blue Powder, Grey Smoke

Dark Horn NEW
Deep Space NEW
Elite
Flight Simulator II
FuH Count Baseball NEW
Guderian
Gulf Strike

Infiltrator NEW
Jet Simulator

King's Quest I or II 128k
Micro League Baseball

Pawn

Promethean Prophecy
Star Fleet I
Super Bowl Sunday

Triple Pack
221-B Baker Street

Under Fire
Universe I or II
Where U.S.Carmen San Diego?

World Class Leader Board
Wrath of Doncthenor

$40
50

$50
50

$35
$40
35
50
40
30

30
,30

$40
$50
S40
$45

40
$50

$35
$20
$30

60

50
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40
30

$28
$34
$34

$34
$24

$28
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$31

$21
$21
$21
$28

S34
$28
$31

$28
$34

$24
$15
$21

$41
$34

$31

$28

$21

Same Day

Shipping
We ship every order the same day

it's placed. Just call before 3:30

and we'll ship yourordervia UPS.

U.S. Mail service also available.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-554-1162
Write for FREE CATALOG

Open 9-8 Mon. - FrL 10-5 Sat.

COMING SOON

Ancient Art of War

Battles of the Civil War

Alt. Reality- Dungeon

Halls of Montezuma

High Seas

King's Quest III

Pirates

Roadwar Eurpoa

Shlloh

Space Quest

Sub Battle

Ultima V

Georgia residents call 404-934-5059. ORDERING AND TERMS: C.O.D. orders
welcome. When ordering by phone use VISA or MASTERCARD. When ordering
by mail send money order. Include phone number. SHIPPING: Add $3.00 for
snipping and handling charge. Georgia residents add 4% sales tax. Shipping
for Canadian orders is $4.00 or 5% of order. APO & FPO orders add $3.00 or 5%
of order. Shipping for all other foriegn orders is $10.00 or 15% of order.
All software is disk only. Prices subject to change

TEVEX
4205 First Ave, Suite 100

Tucker, GA 30084

404-934-5059



the page so that you can read the

text; it also lets you add the page

number and adjust the page num

ber position, adjust page breaks,

change margins, adjust position of

headers and footers, and print out

a page or range of pages. It's a

slick feature, and the lofty over

view adds a helpful perspective,

but it shouldn't be required. A

true WYSIWYG would have been

better.

Moreover, certain parts of

Word retain a command orienta

tion. You must type in specific

instructions to carry out mail

merge, math formulas, table of

contents, and indexing. Mail

merge actually involves a mini-

BASIC language with commands

like DATA, IF, and ELSE. The

others use letter codes.

Finally, Word has a few im

portant omissions, odd in such an

omnibus. It does character count,

but not word count; it has no Re

vert to Save; and it doesn't

remember the Show Ruler

command.

Despite these lapses, Word is

marvelous. It's like a Mozart or an

Edison, whose occasional gauche-

Big Screen
Small Price

^^-.■■■;;.;';;;.;' ■ .:■■■■■■■ .

Apple's® original Lisa™ is now

The Lisa Professional. Run Macintosh™ software on the Lisa

Pro as never before! A larger 12" screen, 800K floppy, a newly

developed 20Mb internal hard disk is now available as well as

HFS™. Run the most popular Mac business programs on the

market for less, hundreds less! Built with all the quality you

would expect and a national service center supporting you.. Just

a phone call away.

Five different configurations available with prices starting at

less than one thousand dollars. New user, a second computer

or network file server...an affordable solution. And for a limited

time, you buy a qualifying 10Mb or larger system, we'll buy the

software...up to $425 worth*. Choose from a selected list of best

sellers.

All systems include hard disks; initialized, loaded and ready

to go. Just plug it in, turn it on and get ready to mouse around!

It's just that simple.

Call for our Lisa Fact Book for more details. But, you better

hurry...only 7,000 are available at these low prices!

'Not all systems quality. Please call (or details.

CALL TODAY FOR PRICES ^M
and information Remarketihg

Orderline 1-800-821-3221 • Service/Questions 801-752-7631
P.O. Box 4059, Logan, Utah 84321

rie we excuse because of his great

gifts. One may carp about the

command orientation of the mail

merge, but at least Word has this

feature—and a great deal more.

Microsoft Corp., 16011 NE 36th

Way, Redmond, WA 98073-9717.

$395.

Y
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, ou now have only

five writing choices for your Mac

intosh, but that number continues

to grow. Although not yet avail

able in finished form, at this writ

ing (August), two other major

packages are anticipated.

WordPerfect for the Mac

intosh, created by the same peo

ple who have made WordPerfect a

standard in the MS-DOS world, is

now scheduled for an early fall re

lease. The MS-DOS version is a

powerhouse program that in

cludes almost everything. How

the Macintosh version differs, or

is similar, has yet to be seen. One

thing to expect, however, is the

ability to tranfer MS-DOS

WordPerfect format document files

to the Macintosh without losing

any formatting. That alone may

make WordPerfect attractive to

people working with both PCs

and Macs.

Another word processor,

FullWritc Professional from Ann

Arbor Softworks, is also delayed,

but expected soon. Heavily im

bued with desktop-publishing

capabilities, FidlWrite will offer

true WYSIWYG and an object-

oriented drawing environment.

Other stand-out features should

include posted notes, outlining,

full Undo, spelling checker, and

thesaurus.
As long as the Macintosh is

the alternate business machine, or

as long as it remains a favorite for

thousands of professional writers,

new word processors will keep

appearing.

The word explosion may be

come deafening.

Dan McNeill is a freelance writer who

specializes in computers. His work regu

larly appears in a variety of Macintosh

and Apple-specific publications. Dan's
most recent book is COMPUTEl's

Quick & Easy Guide to Desktop

Publishing (COMPUTE! Books). EH



Do you have a question or problem

about hardware or software? Or

have you discovered something that

could help other Apple or Macintosh

users? If so, we want to hear from

you. Write to Apple Feedback, COM-

PUTEl's Apple Applications, P.O. Box

5406, Greensboro, NC 27403. We re

gret that we cannot provide personal

replies to technical questions.

[Editor's Note: For this first "Read

er's Feedback" in COMPUTEl's Apple

Applications, we have answered ques

tions that might be raised by a wide

range of Apple computer users. In

future issues, zve'll publish actual

letters from readers.]

Apple Does Flips

I've heard that you can make Apple II

hi-res graphics look smoother by

using page flipping. How does this

work and how can I use it in my

programs?

When a program draws on an Apple's

hi-res screen, there's a partially drawn

or partially erased image on the screen

for a certain amount of lime. If the pro

gram frequently changes the image, the

screen is unfinished most of the time.

The hi-res display is very unsteady,

appearing to pulse or flicker.

But all Apple Us are equipped with

two separate hi-res display areas, or

pages. Either 8K section of RAM can

hold the data for the high-resolution

display. Whenever the Apple is in hi-res

mode, one of these pages is displayed

and the other is hidden. If a program

does all its drawing and erasing on the

hidden screen, the displayed screen can

continuously show a complete image.

Then, when the program finishes a new

image, it can flip the pages, showing the

previously hidden page and hiding the

one that was displayed. This eliminates

the flicker problem by only displaying

whole pictures.

Here's a way to see the difference

that page flipping can make. It's a

BASIC example, but a page-flipping ma

chine language program would perform

exactly the same. First, type in and run

this short program (it moves a medium-

sized box across the hi-res screen). It

does all its drawing and erasing on the

same page, and it has a severe problem

with flicker.

10 HBR i HGR2 :E «= 0:P = 1

20 Y = B0: FDR I = 20 TO 240 ST

EP 4

30 X » I: HCOLOR- 7: BOSUB 1000

i HCDLOR= 0: QOSUB 1000

50 NEXT

60 TEXT i END

1000 HPLDT X,Y TO X + 21,Y TO X

+ 21,Y + 21 TO X,Y + 21 T

0 X,Y

1010 HPLOT X + 1,Y + 1 TO X + 1

,Y + 20 TD X + 20,Y + 20 T

0 X + 20,Y +■ 1 TO X + 1,Y

+ 1

1020 RETURN

Notice how it works: The sub

routine at line 1000 draws a two-pixel-

wide box at a location determined by

the variables X and Y. The built-in

variable HCOLOR controls zuhether the

subroutine draws (color 7) or erases

(color 0). To move the box across the

screen, lines 20-50 create a FOR-NEXT

loop that draws, erases, and redraws the

box from left to right across the screen.

Keep the previous program in mem

ory, but type in these three lines:

30 POKE 230,P t 32: HCOLOR- 0:X

= I - S: IF E THEN BOSUB 10

00

35 X - I: HCOLOR- 7: QOSUB 1000

: POKE 49235 + P,0

40 P - 3 - Ps IF P - 1 THEN E =

1

The program does basically the

same thing, but without flicker. The

variable P indicates which page to draw

on. It's initially 1, indicating that draw

ing is done on the first page—page 2 is

displayed first, since the HGR2 com

mand in line 10 comes after the HGR

command. To tell Applesoft which page

to draw on, line 30 POKEs either 32 or

64 in location 230, depending on the

value in P.

The £ variable is a flag indicating

whether there's an image to erase. If

there is (after drawing twice), line 30

calls the draw/erase subroutine, with X

set two steps back from the current po

sition. Then, in line 35, the program

draws the new image and POKEs the

Softswitch at either 49236 or 49237 to

display the new image. Line 40 toggles

the value in P and makes sure that im

ages get erased.

It's Not Fair

Why can't I upgrade my Apple He to

an Apple IlGS? After all, owners of

the He can upgrade.

It's not a matter of Apple intentionally

ignoring Apple lie owners, but more a

matter of physics.

There's just not room in the Ik's

case for the IlGS circuit board. The up

grade from the He to the IlGS involves

swapping the circuit board (also called

the motherboard). The He's motherboard

is pulled out and a IIgs motherboard put

in. The back panel of the computer is

also changed to a IlGS-style row of

connectors. These include two 8-pin

mini-DIN serial ports (identical to the

connector on the imageWriter II and

Apple Personal Modem), a

game/joystick port, a disk drive port, an

analog RGB port (for the AppleColor

RGB monitor), and the Apple DeskTop

Bus port (normally used to connect the

IIgs keyboard).

Even if the IIgs motherboard could

be fit inside the lie, there's the matter of

slots. Much of the power, and all the

flexibility, of the He and IIgs comes

from the computer's slots. In effect, you

can create your own custom computer

by adding memory boards, internal

modems, video cards, and more. The

width of the normal card is larger than

the thickness of the Apple He's case.

You just couldn't get the case closed

with boards inside.

If you have an Apple lie, don't de

spair. You haven't been left with an or

phan. Thousands of pieces of softicare

run on your computer, and more is writ

ten everyday. The lies hasn't begun to

dominate the Apple II line. And your

computer's greatest advantage—its

portability—still remains. Try lugging

around a JIgs's system box, keyboard,

mouse, and disk drive, and you'll be

thankful for your lie.

ProDOS Mystery Files

When I CATALOG one of my

ProDOS disks, I see a couple of

strange-looking files. In the column

that normally lists things like BAS,

BIN, or TXT, it says $B3 instead.

What are they? Can I do anything

with them?
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The SB3 file type indicates a SYS16 file,

a new creation of Apple's. This is a 16-

bit system program for the IlGS com

puter and its ProDOS 16 operating

system, the equivalent of an 8-bit sys

tem program like BASIC.SYSTEM (type

SYS). When ProDOS 16 shows a disk's

catalog, it lists this type as S16. Since

ProDOS 16 only runs on a IlGS, and

SYS16 files only run under ProDOS 16,

there's not much you can do with one of

these files on a lie or lie.

The eight-bit ProDOS operating

system was written long before the IlGS

showed up, so it doesn't recognize this

new file type. Rather than display a

name—like BAS or DIR—it just shows a

number.

All ProDOS file types are stored in

ternally as numbers between 0 and 255.

You might recognize this range of values

as the limits of a number with eight bi

nary digits or bits; that's precisely the

amount of space a file type occupies in a

disk directory. When you CATALOG a

disk, ProDOS usually understands the

file-type numbers of all the files and

shows their three-letter abbreviations. If

it doesn't, it displays a base-16 (hexa

decimal) number. The leading dollar

sign is a symbol for hex notation, and

the number itself takes two digits, in the

range 0-9 or A-F.

Here's a list of the 8- and 16-bit

file-type values, along with their three-

letter abbreviations and a short

description.

For more information about file

types, ProDOS 8, and ProDOS 16, pick

up a copy of COMPUTED Apple IlGS

Machine Language for Beginners

(19.95), written by Roger Wagner. The

accompanying table, and much more,

can be found there.

But What About The GS?

When I write programs, I like to share

them with friends and upload them to

bulletin boards. Now that IlGS

computers are around, I'm concerned

that my programs might not be

compatible with them. Since I'm not

ready to buy one for myself yet, how

can I tell if my programs will run?

If you're programming in BASIC, you

have very little to worry about. The

Applesoft language is coinpletely un

changed and practically all pure BASIC

programs run without any trouble. One

significant difference between machines

is that text page 2 (which is the same as

lo-res page 2) isn't supported on the IlGS

in emulation mode. Programs that use

this page won't run correctly.

Even most machine language (ML)

programs are compatible. The memory

map—including zero page, language

cards, and the auxiliary memory bank—

is exactly the same. One kind of problem

occurs with programs which use I/O

addresses which were labeled reserved.

Some of these are now used for new

File Type Name Description

$00 Uncategorized file

$01 BAD Bad block file

$04 TXT ASCII text file

$06 BIN General binary file

$08 FOT Graphics screen file

$0F DIR Directory file

$19 ADB AppleWorks database file

$1A AWP AppleWorks word processor file

SIB ASP AppleWorks spreadsheet file

$1C-$AF Reserved

$B0 SRC APW source file

$B1 OBJ APW object file

SB2 LIB APW library file

SB3 S16 ProDOS 16 application program file

$B4 RTL APW runtime library file

$B5 EXE ProDOS 16 shell application file

$B6 ProDOS 16 permanent initialization file

$B7 ProDOS 16 temporary initialization file

$B8 NDA New desk accessory

$B9 CDA Classic desk accessory

$BA Tool set file

SBB-SBE Reserved for ProDOS 16 load files

$BF ProDOS 16 document file

$C0-$EE Reserved

$EF PAS Pascal area on a partitioned disk

$F0 CMD ProDOS 8 CI added command file

SF1-$F8 ProDOS 8 user-defined files 1-8

SF9 ProDOS 8 reserved

SFA INT Integer BASIC program file

SFB IVR Integer BASIC variable file

SFC BAS Applesoft BASIC program file

$FD VAR Applesoft BASIC variables file

$FE REL Relocatable code file (Merlin)

$FF SYS ProDOS 8 system program file

hardware and could cause problems.

Also, programs which directly access se

rial-port and mouse-port registers prob

ably won't work right, since this

hardware is different on the lies.

ML code which calls routines in the

Applesoft ROM won't give any trouble;

this range of ROM (SE000-SF7FF) is to

tally unchanged, byte-for-byte, so any

thing goes. There are some major

changes in the monitor ROM (SF800-

SFFFF), so if your program calls undocu

mented routines, or calls a documented

routine at an address other than its pub

lished entry point, you might have

trouble.

This seems to be the rule: If the list

of entry points in Apple's Reference

Manuals (11 + , lie, and lie) includes the

name and address of a routine, it's still

starts at the same place in the Hgs—but

the rest of the routine might be located

anywhere.

Knowing When To Quit

Is there any way to quit the ProDOS

version of Apple SpeedScript, besides

turning off the computer (or pressing

Open Apple-Control-Reset, which is

the same thing)? It would be nice if I

could leave the program without

clearing my ramdisk, resetting

ProDOS's current date, and so on.

Here's a BASIC program which patches

the ProDOS version of Apple Speed-

Script (and only the ProDOS version) so

that it can call the standard ProDOS

Quit function. It will work on both the

40- and 80-column versions of Speed-

Script. When you type it in, change the

first filename in line 100—it's

SS.SYSTEM now—to match the filename

of your copy of SpeedScript.

100

110

120

130

140

LO» -

QUIT.

PRINT

"SS.SYSTEM":SA« = "

SYSTEM "

CHR* (4)

A«2000,TSYS"

POKE

IC -

FOR I

AD A:

EXT

IF C

8866,141:

0

- 15551

C - C + P

< > 6329

"BLDAD "LO*

POKE 887i,

TD I ♦ 56:

: POKE I,A:

THEN PRINT

SS

i

36

RE

N

"C

HECK DATA STATEMENTS FOR ER

RORS"i END

150 PRINT CHR* (4)"CREATE "SA»"

,TSYS"

160 PRINT CHR* (4)"BSAVE "SA*",

A*2000,L»1CF8,TSYS"

170 DATA 32,130,10,32,166,10

180 DATA 169,1B2,160,36,32,213

190 DATA 9,32,233,9,201,217

200 DATA 240,3,76,160,10,32

210 DATA 132,254,32,0,191,101

220 DATA 173,36,4,0,0,0

230 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,209

240 DATA 213,201,212,160,206,20

7

250 DATA 215,160,219,217,173,20

6

260 DATA 221,191,0

To try the new version, use the

ProDOS smart run command: -SSQU1T
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.SYSTEM. When you're ready to leave,

press Control-Reset. The message on the

command line will read, QUIT NOW

[Y/N]? Pressing Y takes you to the

ProDOS prompt for the next application.

Any other key returns you to Speed-

Script with your document intact.

When you see the ProDOS prompt,

enter the volume name of the disk

(inserting a new disk in the drive if nec

essary) and the name of a system pro

gram you want to run (usually

BASIC.SYSTEM). Entering /MYD1SK

/BASIC.SYSTEM, for instance, runs the

program BASIC.SYSTEM on the disk

MYD1SK.

User Group For Me?

What's a user group? Should I join

one, and if so, where can I find one?

A user group is simply a collection of

computer users who share a common in

terest. That interest may be a particular

computer, such as the Apple II, or art

application for computers in general,

such as desktop publishing.

You'll find both beginning and

experienced computer users in almost

every group, so there's a wide range of

abilities and knowledge. That's one rea

son to join—no matter what your prob

lem, whether it's getting your printer to

work with a stubborn piece of software

or finding just the right programming

technique, it's likely someone in the

group has the answer.

Because of the lead time for

publications (this issue, for instance, is

being put together in August), you'll

find Apple product news circulating in

user groups long before you read about

it in a magazine. User groups make it

easy for you to keep up with what new

software or hardware is available, and

how people use it. That, in turn, may

make your hardware- and software-buying

decisions easier.

Another reason to join a user group

is access to a huge collection of pro

grams. User groups are an excellent

source of public domain (free) and

shareware (small fee if you use it) soft

ware. If you don't have a modem or

aren't able to use one of the commercial

database services like CompuServe,

GEnie, Delphi, and others, user groups

are your only real way to find this kind

of software. User group members, on the

average, write more programs of their

own than average Apple users, so that's

another source of software.

You can look for a local user group

in one of several ways. Visit a local

Apple dealer and ask if they'd recom

mend a user group. Members may have

posted notices in the dealer's store, or

the dealer may be a member. Another

way to locate user groups is through

magazines like this. COMPUTED Apple

Applications has published complete lists

of all registered Apple user groups sev

eral times and will continue to do so in

the future. A third way is to contact Ap

ple directly. Ellen Leanse, Chief Apple

User Group Evangelist, can steer you to

ward the closest user group. Contact

Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Mail Stop 36}, Cupertino, CA 95014.

Less Than Zero

I know that typing CALL —151 on an

Apple II runs the monitor program,

but what is it really doing? How can a

machine language program start at a

negative memory address?

Like any other computer, all the Apple

II's memory addresses are positive inte

gers. In the Apple's case, these ad

dresses span the full 16-bit range, from

0 to 65535. Apple equipped its first ma

chines with Integer BASIC, a language

that couldn't understand numbers larger

than 32767. In PEEK, POKE, and CALL

commands, address values between

32768 and 65535 had to be expressed as

negative numbers between —32768 and

— 1. Computer scientists use the name

twos complement arithmetic for this

method of representing negative num

bers . If you add the negative address to

65536, you'll find the equivalent pos

itive number.

Integer BASIC was rather short

lived. Apple soon introduced the current

BASIC, Applesoft, which understands

real numbers and has a much larger

range. But Applesoft permits either pos

itive or negative numbers for addresses,

mostly for the convenience of pro

grammers accustomed to Integer BASIC.

There's an added bonus to this feature:

some memory addresses—like the mon

itor's entry address of 65385—are much

easier to remember as negative numbers.

If you use the monitor much at all, you'll

have no trouble remembering —151, but

recalling the true address, 65385 (65536

+ —151), takes a bit more thought.

Disk Drive Dilemma

1 am going to purchase an Apple IlGS

computer. I noticed in an advertise

ment that the computer was shown

with the 3Vz-inch drive. Does that

mean 1 should get one of those and

copy all my S'/i-inch disks onto 3Vi-

inch disks? Since I have over 100

floppies, and many are originals that

don't copy easily, I am inclined to

think that is not what I should do. Is

there software on 3Vi-inch disks? I am

quite worried that either one I get will

be the wrong choice.

Apple's ads for its IlGS show only 3%-

inch disk drives because that's the format

Apple has chosen for the computer's sys

tem software. The disks which come with

the computer, a tutorial disk and the

Systems disk, are of the 3ih-inch variety.

All the IlGS-specific software so far

released—from games like Mean 18 to

applications like Top Draw—are on

3Vi-inch disks. Few IlGS softioare

publishers are offering a SVt-inch disk as

an alternative. Obviously, both Apple

and the IlGS software developer's

community expect all Apple IlGS owners

to have at least one 3V:-mc7i drive.

Your dilemma, however, is that you

want to use your existing software li

brary. Like many Apple computer own

ers, you've got a considerable investment

in that library. One of the advantages of

the Apple IlGS is that it can run almost

all Apple II programs. The only thing

you need is a 5V*-inch drive.

If your current Apple computer has

an external 5VA-inch drive, you can use

that with your new IIgs. Remove the

disk controller card from your Apple

11+ or He, plug it into slot 6, and con

nect the drive. (You'll have to enter the

IIgs's Control Panel and set slot 6 to

read Your Card.) Connect your 3:h-inch

drive(s) to the disk drive port at the back

of the computer and you're ready.

If you plan on selling your entire

Apple system (or you have an Apple lie,

which means you don't have a usable

external 5%-inch drive), you should buy

one 5l/*-inch drive when you purchase

your IIgs system.

Either way, you can continue to use

your 5*k~inch disks with your new com

puter. However, you might want to

transfer data and programs which

you've written yourself to 3lh-inch disks,

simply because you can store so much

more on a single disk.

(Note: Some commercial software li

censes don't allow you to make backup

copies to a different format—in other

words, from 5V*-inch to SVi-inch format.

Other licenses aren't specific about back

up formats. If that's the case, and the

software is not copy-protected, you can

back up the program to a 31h-inch disk.)
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The Fall And Rise Of Computer Games

Dan Gutman

And I thought computer games

were dead!

"You used to be the editor of

Computer Games Magazine, didn't

you?" I was asked recently by

Gregg Keizer, who happens to be

the editor of this thing. "How

about writing a column on

entertainment software?"

Sure, I started Computer

Games. But that was before the

computer games industry crashed

and burned like a bad night of

Flight Simulator—with my maga

zine on the runway. I remember it

like it was yesterday. . . .

On January 18, 1982, Time

Magazine's cover story shouted,

"Video Games Are Blitzing the

World." It was one of those

funny, faddy times. America was

going Pac-Man crazy. There were

hit songs, books, and movies

about video games. They were

installing arcade machines in

laundromats and hairdressing sa

lons. There were the inevitable

experts saying that video games

were turning the nation's youth

into brain-dead zombies, which

made the kids want to play video

games all the more.

Time said that Americans

were spending more money on

video games than on baseball,

football, and basketball combined.

More than on movies and records

put together. More than twice the

take of all the casinos in the coun

try. Everybody was talking about

the new national craze. It was the

gold rush of the early 80's.

At the time, I didn't know a

joystick from a track ball. I was

the editor-in-chief of Stag Maga

zine. Yes, a girlie magazine. But

after spending one night with a

friend playing Space Invaders until

four in the morning, I was

hooked.

I marched into my publisher's
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office with a suggestion—let's put

out a magazine about video

games—with me as the editor. It

was perfect—I wanted to break

out of girlie mags and he wanted

to break into the legitimate

publishing world. He gave me the

OK to work on the project in my

spare time.

We started Video Games

Player in March of 1982, and the

first issue came out that Septem

ber. I was the only employee of

the magazine, but we put a bunch

of names inside so it would look

impressive.

These were simpler times.

Words like Macintosh, ST, and IlGS

meant nothing in those days.

State of the art was the Com

modore VIC-20, sporting a full 5K

of memory.

Rock-'n'-Roll Computing

I remember when a little company

named Amiga came out with this

goofy thing called the Joyboard. It

was a controller that you'd stand

on and rock back and forth to

manipulate the screen. I fell off it

and almost had a concussion play

ing Centipede one night. The com

pany had a little more success

with a computer they were work

ing on at the time.

The first issue of Video Games

Player featured a centerfold of

Zaxxon. To give you an idea of

what was happening, the big con

troversy in those days was

whether the Atari 2600 or Mattel's

Intellivision featured the best

graphics. There were eight soft

ware companies at the time. One

(Activision) is still making software

today. In the next issue, there were

37 software companies. Video

games were booming, the maga

zine sold well, and I was gone

from girlie magazines forever.

A rash of video game titles

were flooding the market:

Eggomania, I Want My Mommy,

Demolition Herby, Revenge of the

Beefsteak Tomatoes and the im

mortal Communist Mutants from

Space. Everybody wanted to get a

piece of the action. Some of the

games were fun; most were really

stupid. At the end of the year we

gave our Golden Joystick Award

for the best game of the year to

Shamus by Synapse Software.

Suddenly, I was an authority

on gaming. That's what happens

when you put out a magazine—

everybody figures you're an ex

pert in the subject. Reporters from

the Wall Street Journal would call

me up to get my opinion and quo

tations about industry trends.

As the first wave of the per

sonal computer boom started, the

video games market began to taper

off. People began to say to them

selves, "Why should I buy a video

game system when I can buy a

computer that will play games and

do so much more?" On October

17, 1983, the New York Times an

nounced, "Video Games Industry

Comes Down to Earth."

That January, Time put the

personal computer on its cover

and called it Machine of the Year.

Video games were officially dead

and computers were hot. In our

October 1983 issue, we an

nounced a change in the name of

the magazine from Video Games

Player to Computer Games, The

Golden Joystick Awards came to

be called The Golden Floppies. I

noticed that the word games be

came a dirty word in the press.

We started replacing it with

simulations as often as possible.

My publisher finally gave me

permission to hire a managing edi

tor, and I picked a guy named

Shay Addams. With complete free

dom to do what we wanted, he

and I got a little crazy. In the June

1984 issue, we poked fun at

Coleco and IBM with a fake full-



page ad for the new Cabbage

Patch Jr.—basically an Adam com

puter with a Cabbage Patch doll

exploding out of it ("comes with

letter-quality adoption papers").

Boring Computing

I always thought computer maga

zines were dull, and in our Feb

ruary 1984 issue, we did a parody

of all of them—Boring Computing:

The Computer Magazine for Com

puter Fans Who Love Their

Computers and Want to Read About

Computers 24 Hours a Day.

Boring Computing had articles

like:

• Software Piracy: Who Cares?

• Electronic Cottage Cheese

• I Axe-Murdered My Users Group

• Mystic Modem (the first product

to make it possible to

telecommunicate with the dead)

• Bankruptcy Street Writer (the

word processor for software

companies on the rocks)

• Exclusive Photos of People

Standing Next to their Computers

• How to Turn Your Bathroom

into a Mainframe

• We Rate the Styrofoam from

Computer Boxes

Ah, those were the days.

Sometimes I would have to pinch

myself. There I was, earning a

pretty decent living sitting in a

fancy office and playing games all

day. Thousands would kill for a

job like that.

Unfortunately, Utopia didn't

last. Shakeout! The computer

slump began and all those in

dustry analysts who had predicted

a computer in every home had

changed their minds. Suddenly,

everybody was saying that the

home computer was a fad, just

another hula hoop.

Computer companies were

dropping like flies. It became

harder and harder for the maga

zine to attract advertisers—there

simply weren't many left. The

magazine started getting thinner

with each issue. My publisher be

gan jacking up the price to make

up for lost revenue.

One by one our competition

bit the dust. Videogaming, Elec

tronic Games, Video Games, Vidiot,

and Electronic Fun all went out of

business. It was fun watching

them fall by the wayside, but we

knew the end was near for us,

too. I was told to use black-and-

white pages in the magazine to

save money.

On January 1, 1984, Coleco

gave up on their Adam computer.

In March, IBM gave up on the

PCjr. In June, the New York Times

proclaimed, "Computer Makers in

a Severe Slump."

In September, I got the word

to move out of my office. My

publisher was losing $25,000 on

each issue and had decided to pull

the plug on Computer Games. Shay

and I had just written and turned

in a book on computer games to

Simon & Schuster, but the deal

fell through when the magazine

folded. According to the press,

computer games, if not the home

computer itself, were dead.

Do What With A

Computer?

I never really believed that. The

computer is simply too powerful a

tool to disappear so easily. While

all the newspapers were saying

that the home computer had

failed because there was nothing

useful the average person could

do with it, I saw hundreds of uses.

I wrote a book called I Didn't

Know You Could Do THAT with a

Computer! (COMPUTE! Books)

and waited for the shakeout to

play itself out.

And that's exactly what hap

pened. Personal computers started

getting more powerful and became

easier to use. The companies that

were putting out bad games went

out of business, and the companies

that were putting out good games

started putting out even better

ones. More and more people be

gan using computers in their of

fices, in school, and at home.

If you read the papers now,

they say the home computer, and

computer games, have come back

from the dead. Apple is selling

Macs and Apple IIs like frozen

daiquiris on a hot day at the

beach. Commodore has stopped

losing money. Atari is riding high

under the Tramiels. Nintendo sold

a million of their Nintendo

Entertainment Systems last Christ

mas, and Sega and Atari have

hot-selling game systems as well.

Broderbund is talking about

making a public stock offering.

Electronic Arts and Mindscape are

swallowing up every small com

pany in sight. Toy and Hobby

World Magazine reports that

entertainment software sales went

from $100 million in 1985 to $300

million in 1986, and they say it

could hit $800 million this year.

Computer games are finally being

seen as a legitimate form of

entertainment and education.

Magazines are starting up

entertainment software columns—

like this one.

1 guess the home computer

isn't just another Pet Rock after all.

Inside Looks,

Outside Trends

You'll be seeing this column in fu

ture issues of COMPUTED Apple

Applications. It's not going to be

another column of game reviews.

You can find reviews of all the

latest games in an excellent news

letter called Computer Entertainer

(5916 Lemona Ave., Van Nuys

CA 91411; $35 for 12 issues).

What I hope to do with this

column is to try and probe into

the phenomenon of entertainment

on a computer. I hope to investi

gate the coming wave of games

on CD-ROM and other new laser

technologies. We'll look at all-text

games and at adventure games,

and we'll interview some of the

hot new game designers. I hope to

give you sneak peeks at what the

major software companies are

working on, and I'll try to step

back and see the latest trends in

computer gaming. If you have any

suggestions, I'd love to hear them.

You can contact me directly via

electronic mail through Compu

Serve (76174,760), GEnie

(D.GUTMAN), or QuantumLink

(DanGut).

It's nice to think that once

again I can make a living by sit

ting around an office playing

games.

Dan Gutman is the author of I Didn't

Know You Could Do THAT With a

Computer! (COMPUTE! Books) and

writes a syndicated newspaper column

of the same name. His column on com

puter entertainment will be appearing

in every issue of COMPUTED Apple

Applications. tiLJ
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Each issue, Tips, Tricks, and

Tidbits serves up a wealth of in

side information on programming

and application software for

Apple II and Macintosh personal

computers. If you have an in

teresting (and unique) solution to

a programming problem, or a tip

or tidbit on almost any popular

application program, send it to

Apple/Mac Tips, COMPUTERS

Apple Applications, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403. We'll pay

$25-550 for each tip we publish.

[Editor's Note: For the debut of

Tips, Tricks, and Tidbits, we

asked Vincent O'Connor, a collec

tor of Apple programming and

application software bugs, to

share some of his tidbits. He of

fers four notable bugs—one each

in BASIC, DOS 3.3, ProDOS, and

AppleWorks—and their elegant

solutions, below.]

BASIC And Decimals

Since the introduction of the Ap

ple He, Applesoft BASIC has been

built into the ROM of every Apple

II computer. This, along with the

wealth of programs written in

Applesoft BASIC and books on

how to write programs in it,

makes Applesoft BASIC a popular

programming language. Orginally

written by Microsoft in 1978,

Applesoft has not been changed,

despite the upgrades to the Apple

II line, including the IlGS. Even

though the He and IlGS ROMs

were upgraded (the tape cassette

commands were eliminated and

the space reused), the bugs were

left intact. While this has the ob

vious advantage of maintaining

compatibility—allowing an

Applesoft BASIC program written

on a 11+ to run on a IlGS—it also

means that the bugs went unfixed.

And since Applesoft BASIC is

within ROM—the computer's
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permanent memory, which isn't

modifiable—you can't load it into

RAM and then change or patch it.

There are other ways to deal

with BASIC bugs on the Apple,

but for the most part they're too

technical. What's left is finding

ways to either bypass the bugs or

fix them in ways that use only

Applesoft BASIC commands.

That's what we've done with the

following bug.

Like most versions of BASIC

available for personal computers,

Applesoft doesn't always handle

decimals correctly. Let's look at

some examples of where this can

happen, and how to avoid the

problems that occur.

FOR-NEXT. To begin with,

FOR-NEXT loops simply don't

execute correctly with decimals in

them. Type in and run the follow

ing program.

10 for i =

20 PRINT I

30 NEXT I

1 TO 2 STEP .1

If the program ran correctly, it

would print 1, 1.1, 1.2, and so on,

up to 2. But it actually prints 1,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8,

1.9. There is no 2. Why? Because

the numbers are actually slightly

larger than they appear. PRINT

rounds them off to five significant

digits to produce what you see on

the screen. This means that when I

should equal 2, it actually equals

slightly more than 2. Thus, the

FOR-NEXT loop doesn't execute,

since it's not supposed to go past 2

(FOR 1 = 1 TO 2, remember?).

If at all possible, use only

whole numbers in your FOR-

NEXT loops. If this isn't possible,

use whole numbers in the loop

and convert them to decimals

when you need to. Using this

method, the program above

would be written like this:

10 FOR I - 10 TO 20

20 PRINT I / 10

30 NEXT I

If you type this program in,

you'll see that it executes

correctly.

Subtracting. You also get

errors in subtraction, although

these occur only when you're

subtracting numbers where several

initial digits are the same and at

least one of the numbers is a deci

mal. For example, the expression

(987654.1-987654)'100

should evaluate to .1*100, or 10.

Applesoft BASIC evaluates it to

10.0097656.

To avoid this problem, you'll

have to multiply both numbers

within the parentheses by a factor

which eliminates the decimal, per

form the calculations, then divide

by the factor by which you mul

tiplied. Here's what you would

have to do to make sure the ex

ample above is evaluated correctly:

(987654.1*10)-(987654'10))"100)/10

This gives the correct answer

(10).

IF-THEN. If you have deci

mals in an IF-THEN statement,

and the result depends on two

numbers being identical, you'll

find that BASIC'S decimal han

dling, again, creates problems.

Type in and run the following

program.

10 A = 8.001 - 8:B m .001

20 IF ft = B THEN PRINT "ft and B

ars the same.": END

30 PRINT "A and B are different

.": END

The program should print A

and B are the same., but it doesn't.

Instead, it prints A and B are

different

It executes incorrectly because

Applesoft evaluates 8.001-8 as

9.99998301E-04 instead of .001

(remember the subtraction prob

lem). A similar problem occurs if

you change A and B so that

A= l*1.0000001 and B = 1.0000001.

Applesoft incorrectly evaluates



1*1.0000001 as 1.00000005.

If you're using decimals in an

IF-THEN statement requiring ex

act equivalence, you should

change line 20 to read

20 IF ABS (ft - B) < = .00001 t

ABS (B)

If you make this change, the

program prints the correct re

sponse. How does this line work?

The absolute value function (ABS)

avoids any problems with using

negative numbers in the state

ment. The <= .00001 tells the

program to compare just the first

five significant digits, since all

problems occur in the sixth

significant digit and beyond.

See DOS Run, Don't See

DOS Run

DOS 3.3 is the older of the two

currently-used Apple disk-operating

systems. Although Apple no

longer supports DOS 3.3, thou

sands of programs, commercial

and amateur alike, still run under

it. Like BASIC, DOS 3.3 has its

share of bugs, but unlike

Applesoft, it's disk-based. That

makes it easier to fix bugs, since

DOS can be patched, then saved

back to disk.

One DOS 3,3 bug involves its

MON and NOMON commands.

MON displays some kinds of

information sent to and from your

disk drive, on the screen. The

information includes commands a

program sends to DOS 3.3, any

thing that's transfered from a disk

to memory using either the READ

or EXEC commands, and data

transfered from a program to disk

using the WRITE command.

NOMON simply turns off the

MON command.

These two commands are

useful in finding and fixing prob

lems in programs that access the

disk. The problem is that every

time you do a Control-Reset on

an Apple He, He, or IlGS, or use

FP or INT on any Apple II, the

computer thinks you've just exe

cuted a NOMON command. Since

hitting Control-Reset is quite com

mon when debugging a program,

it's very frustrating to constantly

reissue the MON command. To fix

this bug, type in Program 1 and

save it as MON/NOMON FIX.

Program 1: Fix it MON

5 REM FIX MON/NDMON BUG IN DOS

3.3

10 TEXT : HOME : CLEAR

15 IF PEEK (48B96) = 76 THEN VT

AB 12: PRINT "SORRY, THIS WI

LL NOT WORK UNDER PRODOS"! E

ND

20 FDR I = 40407 TO 40409: POKE

1,234: NEXT I

25 VTAB 12: PRINT "MON/NOMON PA

TCH INSTALLED": END

Load and run it by entering

RUN MON/NOMON FIX

When you run the program,

the bug is fixed. Now, when you

issue a MON command, it won't

be turned off unless you enter a

NOMON command.

This only fixes the copy of

DOS 3.3 in memory, so you must

run it every time you boot a DOS

3.3 disk. You can do this by nam

ing the program HELLO, which

then automatically runs every

time you boot the disk.

You can also use the program

to make sure the fix is on any new

DOS 3.3 disks you initialize. To

do this, run the program, insert a

blank unformatted disk into the

drive, and type

NEW <Return>

10 HOME <Return> (or load your

favorite HELLO program from an

other disk)

INIT HELLO

The newly formatted disk

now carries DOS 3.3, minus the

bug.

ProDOS Trashes Track 0

ProDOS is Apple's newest disk

operating system, and is much

more powerful than DOS 3.3. It

beefs up many of the DOS 3.3

file-handling commands and adds

some new ones, as well. It is sev

eral times faster when accessing

disk drives; it supports files up to

16 megabytes in size; and it does

string garbage collection at light

ning speed. ProDOS also comes

as two files, one labeled PRODOS

and the other labeled BASIC

.SYSTEM. Unlike DOS 3.3, which

puts an image of itself on a disk

every time you format one with

the INIT command, ProDOS has

no command to format a disk.

This means you have to manually

copy the two files to a disk after

the disk has been formatted. The

easiest way to copy PRODOS and

BASIC.SYSTEM to the newly-

formatted disk is with FILER

(which comes on the ProDOS

User's Disk) or the Copy Files op

tion on the lie or IlGS Systems

Utility Disk.

Like it's predecessor, ProDOS

has its share of bugs. To make mat

ters worse, it's frequently updated.

There are several versions, all

containing slightly different bugs.

One of the worst can be

found in versions 1.1.1 and 1.2

(the latter is also known as

ProDOS 8, labeled P8 on the Sys

tem disk which comes with the

IlGS, and is dated 06-SEP-86).

These versions of ProDOS

have a tendency to destroy track 0

on standard 5V2-inch disks. That's

disasterous because track 0 con

tains the directory. If track 0 is de

stroyed, the disk is useless (unless

you can reformat only that track

and then rebuild the directory—

not a job for the faint-hearted).

Worse, this is the version of

ProDOS that's distributed with

AppleWorks 1.2 through 2.0. The

source of the bug (discovered by

Stephen Thomas of Maclagan,

Wright, and Associates, of Austra

lia) lies in the way the floppy

driver (the section of code which

turns on the drives) reads and

writes to the disks. Thomas sug

gests two small changes to correct

the problem; the following listing

is a short program that makes

these suggested changes. Type in

Program 2 and save it to disk as

PRODOS.PATCH.

Program 2: Patching ProDOS

5 TEXT : HOME : CLEAR :D* = CHR

$ (4): DIM P<2>

6 IF PEEK <48B96) < > 76 THEN V

TAB 12: PRINT "PROGRAM MUST B

E RUN UNDER PRODOS": END

10 IF PEEK (116) < 96 THEN VTAB

12: PRINT "INSUFFICIENT MEM

DRY TO LOAD PRODOS": END

15 VTAB 5: HTAB 15: PRINT "PROD

OS FIX"

20 VTAB 7: HTAB 9: PRINT "1. PR

ODOS 1.1.1": VTAB 9: HTAB 9:

PRINT "2. PRDDOS 1.2 (PRODO

S B)11: VTAB 12: HTAB 14: PRI

NT "CHOICE»>";

25 GET A*: IF A* < > "1" AND A*

< > "2" THEN 25

30 D = 20484:X = 22211:M = 2222

0: IF A* = "2" THEN Q = 2099

6:X = 22723:M = 22732

35 FOR I = 0 TO 2: READ PCI): N

EXT I

40 HOME : VTAB 12: PRINT "PLACE

DISK WITH PRODGS IN DRIVE 1

, THEN": PRINT "PRESS <RETUR

N>";
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43 WAIT - 16384,128:0 = PEEK (

- 16384): POKE - 16368,0: IF

A < > 141 THEN 45

50 PRINT D*"BLOAD PRDDOS,A*2000

,TSYS"

55 FOR I = X TD M STEP 3

60 IF PEEK (I) = 1B9 THEN HGME

i VTAB 12: PRINT "Prodos air

eady corrected": END

65 IF PEEK (I) < > 157 THEN HOM

E : VTAB 12: PRINT "THIS IS

NDT VERSION 1.1.1 OR 1.2."I

END

70 POKE I,1S9j NEXT I

71 FOR I = 0 TO 2

72 IF PEEK (I + Q) = 189 THEN H

OME : VTAB 12: PRINT "Prodos

already corrected": END

75 IF PEEK <I + Q) < > 234 THEN

HOME : VTAB 12: PRINT "This

is not version 1.1.1 or 1.2

.": END

B0 POKE I + Q.PU): NEXT I

85 PRINT D*"UNLDCK PRODOS": PRI

NT D*"BSAVE PRDDOS,A*2000,TS

YS": PRINT "LOCK PRODDS": HD

ME : VTAB 12: PRINT "PRODOS

PATCH INSTALLED": END

90 DATA 189,142,192

To use the program, type

RUN PRODOS.PATCH

and follow the screen prompts.

Note: Never use an original

copy of your disk, especially if

you're patching ProDOS on an

AppleWorks disk. Always use a

backup copy.

Choose the version of

ProDOS you're patching. The pro

gram does the rest, including

checking for sufficient memory to

load the ProDOS system file, and

insuring that you are patching the

right version of ProDOS.

AppleWorks Spreadsheets

Won't Load

AppleWorks, Apple's integrated

word processor/spreadsheet/

database software, has sold more

copies than any other Apple pro

gram. For a short time, it sold

more copies per month than lotus

1-2-3, the perennial best-seller of

the IBM world.

Despite it's limitations, it is

extremely popular not only be

cause of what it can do, hut also

because of the wealth of add-on

programs available.

Although it is not generally

known and is not documented in

the manual, there's a limit to the

number of data bytes that can be

in a single spreadsheet row.

Worse, in AppleWorks 1.1-1.3,

the number of bytes that can be

, entered and saved is larger than

the number of bytes that can be

loaded. This can result in a situa

tion in which you create a spread

sheet that can't be loaded.

The only sure way to prevent

this problem is to avoid placing

anything in columns CS-DW (DW

is the last available column).

There are situations in which you

can use these columns, but they're

dependent on the total number of

bytes that exist in the other col

umns, and they lack any way to

accurately determine that number

of bytes—it's not worth the risk.

If you're working in a large

spreadsheet and get the message

Some cells were lost from row X,

with X being the row you were

working in, use Open Apple-B to

blank all cells in that row from CS

to DW, and place the information

elsewhere in your spreadsheet.

This should make it possible to

safely save the file. To be sure,

save it on a different disk—that

way you won't have lost every

thing if you're unable to reload

the file. HO

SPORTS FANS...THE SPORTS SIMULATIONS YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR ARE HERE!

3 IN 1 FOOTBALL

• with Stats Compiler for each player and team • you choose from 14 offensive plays and 6 defensive formations • includes 180 college

teams, the 28 NFL teams and 12 '74 WFL teams from the '86 season PLUS 174 great college and 189 great pro teams of the past

FINAL FOUR COLLEGE BASKETBALL & BASKETBALL: THE PRO GAME

each player contributes as they did in real life • Stats Compiler • you determine starting lineup, substitutions, shot selection, passing,

offensive and defensive styles of play and more • the College game includes 292 teams from the '86-'87 season plus 70 all-time greats

• the Pro game features the 23 NBA teams from '86-*87 and more than 125 great teams of the past

FULL COUNT BASEBALL

• Includes all 26 teams from the most recent and 52 great National and American League teams from the past • 29 man rosters • Ball

park effects • Stats Compiler automatically keeps all player and team stats as well as past schedule results. • Complete boxscore to

screen and/or printer after each game. • One player vs. computer manager, two-player, and auto-play options. • Input your own

teams, draft or trade players from teams already included. • You choose the starting lineups, batting order, relief pitchers, plus game

decisions like when to hit away, bunt for a hit, sacrifice, steal, hit & run, bring in the corners or the entire infield, take an extra base, DH

option and more!

OTHER PAST SEASONS' TEAMS DISKS AVAILABLEAND NEWSEASONS'READY PRIOR TO PLAYOPFS FOR ALL GAMES.

CHECK YOUR LOCAL DEALER
OR

Send check or money order for S39.99 each. Visa and MasterCard accepted on phone orders only.

Please add S2.00 for postage and handling.

r . ■ —i -»

P.O. Box 100594 • Nashville, TN • 37210 • 615/242-2617

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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N
The Clipper
Jenny Schmidt

Cut images from any high-resolution screen, save

them as clip-art files, and paste them down again

to make new and unusual pictures with "The Clip

per," an impressive software package for all Apple

II computers. This menu-driven program runs under

either DOS 33 or ProDOS.

Scissors in hand, you cut pictures out of an old

magazine or catalog. The glue is next, as you

paste those pictures to paper. You've just created

a work of art. Call it a collage if you're over five

years old, or refrigerator art if you're not.

You can do the same thing with your Ap

ple II computer now that you have "The Clip

per," a sophisticated software package that

comes in two parts. The first part, "Clip

Maker," cuts images from different hi-res pic

tures, combines them in libraries, and saves

them to disk as clip art. The second, "Clip Plot

ter," electronically pastes together those images

to make new screens.

And though it's not strictly a drawing pro

gram, the Clipper system offers features for

modifying your works of art. It's easy to change

colors in a clipping or to paste down dozens of

versions of the same image.

It doesn't even matter how the art was

originally created, or with what drawing pro

gram. Clipper can combine art drawn by any

program that saves work as standard Apple hi

res screens. Whether you're using MousePaint

on the Apple lie, 816/Paint on the IlGS, or

COMPUTERS own "Picture Maker"

(Spring/Summer, 1987) on the lie, you can peel

off images and put them back together again.

Software System

Clipper is actually two separate BASIC applica

tions and one machine language program.

You'll need to type in and save all three listings

to use the entire Clipper system.

Type in Program 1, Clip Maker, using

"Apple Automatic Proofreader," the error-

checking utility included in this issue. Once

you've entered it, save it to a disk (one that has

been formatted with either DOS 3.3 or ProDOS)

as MAKER.

Next, type in Program 2, Clip Plotter. Save

the completed program to the same disk that

Clip Maker is on, but call it PLOTTER.

The last listing, Program 3, is a machine

language routine that Clipper needs. Program 3

is listed in COMPUTEI's Apple Applications' MLX

format for easy entry, so you need a copy of

"Apple MLX" on disk before you begin typing

it in. Load and run MLX, and then answer the

two prompts as follows:

STARTING ADDRESS? 9300

ENDING ADDRESS? 95EF

Press E at the options menu to enter the

program, then type the starting address. If this

is your first session at entering Program 3 with

MLX, type 9300. Type in Program 3, and, when

you're through, save it to the same disk as the

other two programs. Make sure you name it

CLIPPER, the filename both Program 1 and Pro

gram 2 expect to find on the disk,
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Snipping With Clip Maker Fisure l! The cliPPinsBox

Clip Maker and Clip Plotter are very easy to

use. They're menu driven and Clip Plotter even

has an UNDO option.

Since you haven't made any clippings li

braries, start with Clip Maker. Place the Clipper

disk in the drive, type RUN MAKER, and press

Return. A moment later, the main menu ap

pears at the bottom of the screen.

MAIN MENU:

CLIP:

<NEXT> SHOW

FIND PIN

REMOVE NEW FILE

ADD VIEW QUIT

Make selections from the menu by moving

the brackets with the left- and right-arrow keys

to the appropriate feature and pressing Return.

Since you probably don't want to clip from a

blank screen, you need to load a picture. Insert

a disk which contains one or more Apple hi-res

picture files in either disk drive and select FILE.

The menu changes to show:

FILE MENU:

<LOAD> SAVE MERGE DELETE

DRIVE CATALOG PICTURE MAIN

If you put the hi-res picture disk in drive 2,

change the drive number by choosing DRIVE

and entering the correct drive number.

Select PICTURE to load a picture. Type in

the picture's filename (you can type ? and press

Return to view the disk's catalog). You'll have

to confirm that you want to erase the current

picture by loading a new one. Press Y for Yes.

Note: You are not erasing anything from disk—

only from the Apple's memory.

Once the picture loads and appears on the

screen, go back to the main menu by picking

MAIN. You're ready to start clipping. Move the

cursor (you may have trouble seeing it in a com

plex picture—it's a tiny crosshair in the middle

of the screen) with the I, J, K, and M keys.

You can move the cursor in small or large

increments by pressing keys 1-9. The cursor

moves the same number of plotting points as

the number key last pressed. Press 6, for in

stance, and the cursor jumps in increments of

six plotting points.

Clipping Libraries

Use the cursor to box the image you want to

clip. Move the cursor to the upper left corner of

the image and choose PIN in the menu at the

bottom of the screen. Press Return and that cor

ner is fixed. Now move the cursor to the lower

right corner of the image to define the box—all

four corners are visible as guides. Don't press

Return until you've moved the menu brackets off

PIN.
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CLIP
UEY.T SHOW

FIND <PI!I

Using "Clip Maker," you snip images from hi-res

pictures like the ducks-galore one shown here. The

clipping box has been pinned and is being stretched

around the duck in the center row at the far left.

If you want to change the upper left corner,

unpin the cursor by selecting PIN again. Move

the freed cursor to a new position and pin it

again. PIN acts as a toggle between pinning and

unpinning the cursor.

Once you've boxed the clipping, choose

ADD in the menu at the bottom of the screen.

ADD adds the image inside the box to the li

brary you're creating.

Type in the name you want to give the

clipping. The name can be any length, but those

longer than 12 characters are truncated. Com

mas and colons are not allowed. After you

name the clipping, it's added to the library—

note that the clipping's name is shown on the

menu after CLIP:. This clipping window in

dicates which clipping the program is currently

pointing to.

You can add more clippings by following

the same procedure. (You have to choose PIN

to free the cursor, if you haven't done so al

ready.) To see the part of the screen obscured

by the menu, select VIEW. Press Return when

you want to see the menu again. If you want to

make clippings from another picture, go to the

File menu and load a new one by selecting

PICTURE.

The number of clippings you can place in a

library depends on the size of those clippings.

The larger each clipping, the fewer you can put

in a library. (Total library size is limited to

13,044 bytes—for your technical reference, each

clipping takes up 16 bytes plus a number of

bytes equal to the number of dots in the image

divided by 4.)

Eventually, you'll want to edit and review

the clippings library you're creating. To see the

clipping in the clipping window, choose SHOW.

The current clipping appears in the upper left

corner of the screen for a couple of seconds and



Clipper Command Reference Guide

Clip Maker Main Menu

ADD

FILE

FIND

NEW

NEXT

PIN

QUIT

REMOVE

SHOW

VIEW

Adds the image within the clipping box to the current

library.

Calls the File Menu.

Brings a specific clipping to the clipping window (user

enters name).

Deletes the current clipping library.

Brings the next clipping in the current library to the

clipping window.

Sets the upper left corner of the clipping box.

Exits Clip Maker and returns to BASIC.

Deletes clipping currently in the clipping window.

Briefly displays current clipping in the upper left corner of

the screen.

Erases the menu display.

Clip Maker File Menu

CATALOG

DELETE

DRIVE

LOAD

MAIN

MERGE

PICTURE

SAVE

Lists the current disk's catalog.

Deletes specified library file.

Changes current disk drive.

Loads specified library file from disk.

Calls the Main Menu.

Merges one library with another.

Loads a standard Apple hi-res graphics file from disk.

Saves current clipping library file to disk with CLIP, prefix.

Clip Plotter Main Menu

CHANGE

CLEAR

DRAW

FILE

FIND

IGNORE

NEXT

QUIT

UNDO

VIEW

Exchanges one color for another in the clipping on

subsequent DRAWs.

Erases the screen.

Draws the current clipping at the clipping box position.

Calls the File Menu.

Brings a specific clipping to the clipping window (user

enters name).

Prevents selected color(s) from being plotted on

subsequent DRAWs.

Brings the next clipping in the current library to the

clipping window.

Exits Clip Plotter and returns to BASIC.

Restores the screen under a DRAWn clipping to its original

state.

Erases the menu display.

Clip Plotter File Menu

CATALOG

CLIPS

DRIVE

LOAD

MAIN

SAVE

Lists the current disk's catalog.

Loads a new clipping file from disk.

Changes current disk drive.

Loads specified standard Apple hi-res screen from disk.

Calls the Main Menu.

Saves standard Apple hi-res screen to disk.

then disappears. Change the

contents of the clipping win

dow (in other words, change

the clipping the program is

pointing to) with the NEXT

and FIND commands. NEXT

brings the next clipping in the

library to the clipping window.

You can thumb through the

entire library of clippings by

repeatedly selecting NEXT.

Selecting NEXT when the last

clipping is in the window

moves the first clipping back

into the window.

Use FIND to bring a spe

cific clipping into the window.

Enter the clipping name, and

the program finds it and moves

it into the window. The con

tents of the window remains

unchanged if the desired clip

ping is not found in the library.

REMOVE lets you remove

unwanted clippings from the

library. Bring the unwanted

clipping into the window by

using NEXT or FIND. You may

want to select SHOW to verify

that this is the clipping you

want to delete. Now choose

REMOVE. As a precaution,

you must confirm the deletion

before the clipping is erased.

The only way to restore a

removed clipping is to box the

original image and ADD it to the

library again. The REMOVE op

tion should always be used with

caution.

Two main menu options

remain—QUIT and NEW.

QUIT is self-explanatory.

NEW, however, is not. It de

letes the entire library. Use it

only when you want to start a

new library. As always, you

must confirm your selection

before the current library in

memory is wiped out.

Fortunately, all is not lost

if you accidentally erase a li

brary. Quit Clipper and enter

the following BASIC commands:

CALL FE,EP

BSAVE CLIP.M4ME,A$6000,LET+l-SP

This changes pointers used

by the program and saves the

former library to disk. Change

NAME to the filename you

want.

And Saving Libraries

Of course, it's easier to use the

program's File menu to save

your work. Move to the File

menu (choose FILE from the

main menu). Then, to save

your library, simply select

SAVE. Enter a filename and

the library is saved to disk.

The program automatically

adds CLIP, prefix to the file

name. The prefix is used only

to make it easy to tell which

disk files are clipping libraries.

Note: Don't add the CLIP, prefix

yourself; the program handles

that for you.
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Pick LOAD when you want to load a li

brary. Type in the filename (again, you can

view the catalog by typing ? and hitting Re

turn). Don't include the CLIP, prefix, since the

program adds it automatically.

It's sometimes convenient to create a li

brary by merging two smaller clipping libraries.

MERGE does this. Load a library into memory

or create one. Select MERGE and enter the file

name of the library to be merged with the one

in memory. The two libraries are treated as one

by Clipper.

The other options in the File menu provide

disk maintenance functions. CATALOG catalogs

the disk, and DELETE removes unwanted files

(not libraries in memory, remember, but disk

files).

Figure 2: Glued Down

CLIP-FLOIJER
MEKT CHANGE<0RAH

:. FIND IGNORE UNDO

With "Clip Plotter," you can paste down clippings to

create new artwork. It's especially easy to lay down

several identical images.

Drawing With Clip Plotter Figure 3: Ignoring Colors
Clip Maker makes it possible to quickly and

easily create extensive libraries of images. But

once you've created and saved libraries of clip

art, you'll want to do something with them.

Clip Plotter, with an interface similar to

Maker's, puts those libraries to use. Exit Clip

Maker and type RUN PLOTTER. The menu

appears at the bottom of the screen.

MAIN MENU:

CLIP:

<NEXT> CHANGE DRAW VIEW FILE

FIND IGNORE UNDO CLEAR QUIT

Make selections from this menu just as you did

in Clip Maker.

First you need a clipping library to work

with. Select FILE to enter the file menu.

CLIP-DUCK
NEXT CHANGE
FIND IGNORE

OPhW
UNDO

FILE MENU:

<LOAD>

DRIVE

SAVE

CATALOG

CLIPS

MAIN

Now choose CLIPS, then enter the name of

the appropriate library.

Do not type in the CLIP, prefix. Clip Plotter

will terminate if you type in a filename beginning

■with CLIP. Once the library loads, return to the

main menu (select MAIN).

Paste Down

The name which shows in the clipping window

indicates the clipping currently in use. Change

the clipping with the NEXT and FIND options—

both work as in Clip Maker.

Instead of a single cursor on the screen, you'll

see a box formed with four cursors at its corners.

This outlines the dimensions of the clipping cur

rently in memory. Move the box with the I, J, K,

and M keys; change the movement increment

with the 1-9 keys. The box's size changes when

the clipping in the window changes.
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By using the IGNORE option in "Clip Plotter," you can

alter an image. In this example, first the duck and then

its background were ignored.

Move the box to the screen position where

you want the clipping to appear and select DRAW,

and the clipping will appear. You can move the

box again and paste down more clippings.

If, after selecting DRAW, you decide you

don't like the clipping in that spot, choose

UNDO—the screen area under the clipping will

be restored to its original contents.

If you move the box or change the contents of

the clippings window after a DRAW, UNDO won't

work. UNDO should be used immediately after a

DRAW, if it's to be used at all.

Color Changes

Changing and ignoring colors in a clipping is

one of Clip Plotter's greatest stengths. One clip

ping can generate almost limitless variations.

The IGNORE option prevents selected colors

from being plotted when the clipping is drawn.

Select IGNORE, and you'll see this menu:



Short Description of Program 1, Clip Maker

Lines

10-330

340-360

370-380

390-420

430-440

450-460

470-480

490-510

520-530

540-550

550-680

690-830

840-900

910-940

950-970

980-990

1000-1060

1070-1120

1130-1160

1170-1210

1220

Function

Main Menu

NEXT option

SHOW option

REMOVE option

NEW option

FIND option

PIN option

ADD option

VIEW option

QUIT option

Move box/cursor routine

File menu

PICTURE option

SAVE option

CATALOG option

DRIVE option

LOAD option

MERGE option

DELETE option

Error-handling routine

Get clip name routine

Short Description of Program 2, Clip Plotter

Line

10-360

370-390

400-500

510-520

530-540

550-570

580-690

700-710

720-730

740-750

760-890

900-1040

1050-1090

1100-1110

1120-1140

1150-1160

1170-1210

1220-1260

1270

1280-1310

Function

Main menu

NEXT option

CHANGE option

DRAW option

VIEW option

FIND option

IGNORE option

UNDO option

CLEAR option

QUIT option

Move box routine

File menu

LOAD option

SAVE option

CATALOG option

DRIVE option

CLIPS option

Error-handling routine

Get clip name routine

Get CATALOG routine

IGNORE: (PRESS <ESC> FOR MAIN MENU)

<BK1>GRN VIO WT1 BK2 RED BLU WT2

The colors and their abbreviations are as

follows:

Abbreviation Color

BK1

GRN

VIO

WT1

BK2

RED

BLU

WT2

Black 1

Green

Violet

White 1

Black 2

Red or Orange

Blue

White 2

Move the brackets to the color you want to

ignore, and press Return. The YES label appears

beneath each color you choose to ignore. Re

instate a color by moving the brackets to the

color and pressing Return again. YES disappears

to show that the color is no longer ignored. You

can ignore as many colors as you want.

Press the Escape key to return to the main

menu. From this point on, when you DRAW a

clipping, the ignored colors are not painted.

None of the previously drawn dippings change in

any way, however. Experiment by ignoring fore

ground colors to paste down only the back

ground, or ignore the background colors to lose

the rectangular appearance of the clippings.

CHANGE exchanges one color for another

in the clipping. You can, for instance, change all

the violet to green. Choose CHANGE, and this

menu appears:

CHANGE: (PRESS <ESC> FOR MAIN MENU)

BK1 GRN VIO WT1 BK2 RED BLU WT2

<BK1> GRN VIO WT1 BK2 RED BLU WT2

The top row displays the original colors,

while the bottom row contains the replacement

colors. The brackets only move on the bottom

row. To change violet to red, for example, move

the brackets until they appear under the top-

row VIO. (The color within the brackets is what

DRAW uses wherever violet appears in the

original clipping. Since you haven't changed vi

olet to another color yet, VIO appears inside the

brackets.)

Press Return, and the color within the

brackets changes. Cycle through the colors by

repeatedly pressing Return until RED appears.

You can change other colors in the same way,

and you can restore the original colors by press

ing Return until the color in the top and bottom

rows match.

Go back to the main menu by pressing the

Escape key—from this point on, DRAW uses

the new, replacement colors. None of the pre

viously drawn dippings are changed in any way.

Possible Confusion

You may become confused when you use IG

NORE and CHANGE together. For example,

suppose you chose to ignore BLACK1 in the IG

NORE menu, and you changed BLACK1 to

GREEN and changed VIOLET to BLACK1 in

the change menu. What happens when you

draw a clipping? Is the BLACK1 ignored, or is it

plotted as GREEN? Is VIOLET drawn as

BLACK1, or is it ignored since BLACK1 is sup

posed to be ignored? The answer is that

BLACK1 is ignored: It is not drawn as GREEN.

But VIOLET is not ignored and is drawn as

BLACK1.

Here's what happens when you select

DRAW: The program goes dot by dot, plotting

the colors in the clipping following the rules set

up by IGNORE and CHANGE. For each dot,
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the program reads the original color given in

the clipping. Then it checks that color with the

IGNORE list. If the color is to be ignored, the

dot is skipped entirely, without checking

whether it should be changed to another color.

If the color is not to be ignored, however, then

it's changed to the color in the CHANGE list.

Only then is the dot plotted.

In other words, ignores are done first,

changes second. A dot of an ignored color is

skipped entirely. Only colors that are not

ingored are changed.

Other Plotter Options

VIEW shows the portion of the screen obscured

by the menu. Press Return when you want to

see the menu again.

CLEAR erases the screen. QUIT exits the

program and returns to BASIC. LOAD and

SAVE respectively load and save high-resolu

tion screens. DRIVE lets you change the current

disk drive. CATALOG catalogs the disk, and

CLIPS loads a new clipping library (do not enter

a filename with the prefix CLIP.; the program does

this automatically for you).

Program 1: Clip Maker

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elsewhere in

this issue, to enter the following program.

S3 10 REM CDPYRIBHT 1987 COMPUTE! PUBLICAT

I0N5, INC. ALL RI6HTS RESERVED

47 20 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 8: HTAB 14: PRINT

"COPYRIGHT 19B7": HTAB 8: PRINT "CO

MPUTE! PUBLICATIONS, INC."

ID 30 HTAB 10: PRINT "ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

'■: FOR I = 1 TO 1000: NEXT I

9F 40 ONERR GOTO 1170

flfl 50 HIMEM: 7168

B7 60 SZ = 5:DD = 1: MC = 37632: DC = 37905:

DE = 3B072:FE = 37871:FC = 38162:UN

= 38057:PD* = " ": REM 12

SPACES

If 70 DATA 1,0,4,0,62,96,21,5,0,104,168,10

4, 166.-223, 154,72, 152,72,96

C9 80 FOR I = 768 TO 786: READ J: POKE I,J

: NEXT I: POKE 232,0: POKE 233,3

43 90 FOR I = 0 TO 7: POKE 816 + 1,0: NEXT

I: FOR I = 0 TO 7: POKE 824 +1,1:

NEXT I

5* 100 PRINT CHR* (4);"BLOAD CLIPPER"

12 110 BL = 1: POKE EP + 11,0

2E 120 TEXT : HGR

B3 130 ROT= 0: SCALE= 1:JX = 140:JY = B6:S

P = 24576:EP = 24576:CP = SP: XDRAW

1 AT JX,JY

4fl 140 CX = 1:CY = 23

Ci 150 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "MAIN MENU:1':

PRINT "CLIP:": HTAB 2: PRINT "NEXT

";: HTAB 9: PRINT "SHOW";: HTAB 16:

PRINT "REMOVE";: HTAB 23: PRINT "N

EW";: HTAB 30: PRINT "FILE";

14 160 VTAB 24: HTAB 2: PRINT "FIND";: HTA

B 9: PRINT "PIN";: HTAB 16s PRINT "

ADD11;: HTAB 23: PRINT "VIEW";: HTAB

30: PRINT "QUIT";

22 170 IF EP < > SP THEN 60SUB 1220: VTAB
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to

DC

D7

B4

C8

ftl

CI

9E

A9

A9

11

A6

91

3fl

92

A2

59

D7

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

24 360

5F 370

D7 380

C2 390

Di 400

B9

96

92

M

•8

9E

24

BS

IA

IF

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

F4 510

9C 520

4F 530

29 540

22s HTAB 6: PRINT CP*;

POKE 49168,0

HTAB CX: VTAB CY: PRINT "<n;: HTAB

CX + 7: PRINT ">";

IF PEEK (49152) < 128 THEN 200

KY = PEEK (49152): POKE 49168,0

IF KY < > 149 THEN 260

IF VW THEN 190

HTAB CX: VTAB CY: PRINT " ";: HTAB

CX + 7: PRINT " ";:CX = CX + 7s IF

CX > 30 THEN CX = 1:CY = CY + 1: IF

CY = 25 THEN CY = 23

GOTO 190

IF KY < > 136 THEN 300

IF VW THEN 190

HTAB CX: VTAB CY:: PRINT " ";: HTAB

CX + 7: PRINT " ";:CX = CX - 7: IF

CX < 1 THEN CX • 29:CY = CY - 1: I

F CY - 22 THEN CY = 24

GOTO 190

IF KY = 141 THEN ON (CX - 1) / 7 +

1 + 3 * <CY - 23) 80T0 340,370,390,

430,690,450,470,490,520,540

IF KY > 200 AND KY < 206 AND KY < >

204 THEN GOSUB 560: GOTO 190

IF KY > 176 AND KY < 186 THEN SZ =

KY - 176: GOTO 190

PRINT CHR* (7);: GOTO 190

IF SP = EP THEN 190

CP = CP + PEEK (CP + 12) + PEEK (CP

+ 13) * 256: IF CP = EP THEN CP =

SP

GOSUB 1220: VTAB 22: HTAB 6: PRINT

CP*;: GOTO 190

IF SP = EP THEN 190

CALL DC,0,0, PEEK (CP + 14), PEEK (

CP + 15),CP: FOR I = 1 TO 1000: NEX

T I: CALL UN,0,0, PEEK (CP +14), P

EEK (CP + 15): BOTO 190

HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "REMOVE ";CP*

: INPUT A*: IF LEFT* (A*,l) < > "Y"

AND LEFT* (A*,l) < > CHR* ( ASC ("

Y") + 32) THEN 150

CALL DE,CP,EP,EP: IF CP = EP THEN C

p = SP

POKE EP + 11,0

GOTO 150

HOME : VTAB 21: INPUT "ARE YOU SURE

?";A«: IF LEFT* (A*,1) = "Y" OR LEF

T* (A*,l) ■ CHR* ( ASC ("Y") + 32)

THEN EP = SP:CP = SP

GOTO 150

HOME : VTAB 21: INPUT "ENTER CLIP N

AME:";A*:A* - A* + PD*:TP = CP: CAL

L FC,A*,CP: IF CP = EP THEN CP = TP

GOTO 150

IF PN THEN GOSUB 660:JX = HX:JY = H

Y: GOSUB 680:PN » 0: GOTO 190

PN • 1:HX = JXsHY = JY: GOTO 190

IF NOT PN THEN GOTO 190

IF EP + (JX - HX) / 4 * (JY - HY) +

16 > MC THEN HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT

"NO ROOM": INPUT "PRESS RETURN";A*

: GDTO 150

HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "CLIP NAME:":

INPUT "";A*:A* = A* + PD*:CP ■ EP:

BOSUB 660: CALL MC,EP,A*,HX / 2,HY

,JX / 2,JY,EP: GOSUB 660: POKE EP +

11,0: GOTO 150

IF NOT VW THEN VW = 1: POKE 49234,0

: GDTQ 190

VW = 0: POKE 49235,0: GOTO 190

HOME VTAB 21: INPUT "GUIT?";A*: I

F LEFT* (A*,l) = "Y" OR LEFT* (A*,1

) = CHR* ( ASC ("Y") + 32) THEN HOM

E : TEXT : END



9D 550 GOTO 150

17 560 XDRAW 1 AT JX,JY: IF NOT PN THEN 59

0

99 570 IF JX < > HX THEN XDRAW 1 AT HX,JY

2S 580 IF JY < > HY THEN XDRAW 1 AT JX,HY:

IF JX < > HX THEN XDRAW 1 AT HX,HY

K 590 IF KY = 201 THEN JY = JY - SZ: IF J

Y < 0 THEN JY = 0: GOTO 630

IE 600 IF KY = 205 THEN JY = JY + SZ: IF J

Y > 191 THEN JY = 191i 8DT0 630

58 610 IF KY = 202 THEN JX = JX - SZ: IF J

X < 0 THEN JX = 0: GOTO 630

£5 620 IF KY = 203 THEN JX = JX + SZ: IF J

X > 279 THEN JX = 279

CC 630 IF NOT PN THEN 680

A7 640 IF JX < HX THEN JX = HX

n 650 IF JY < HY THEN JY = HY

% 660 IF JX < > HX THEN XDRAW 1 AT HX,JY

2A 670 IF JY < > HY THEN XDRAW 1 AT JX,HY:

IF JX < > HX THEN XDRAW 1 AT HX,HY

DF 680 XDRAW 1 AT JX,JY: RETURN

59 690 CX = HCY = 23

16 700 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "FILE MENU:1';

: VTAB 23: HTAB 2: PRINT "LOAD";: H

TAB 10: PRINT "SAVE";: HTAB IB: PRI

NT "MERGE";: HTAB 26: PRINT "DELETE

!

A2 710 VTAB 24: HTAB 2: PRINT "DRIVE11;: HT
AB 10: PRINT "CATALOG";: HTAB 18: P

RINT "PICTURE";: HTAB 26: PRINT "MA

IN";

47 720 POKE 49168,0

DA 730 HTAB CX: VTAB CY: PRINT "<";: HTAB

CX + B: PRINT ">";

Fl 740 IF PEEK (49152) < 128 THEN 740

El 750 KY = PEEK (49152): POKE 49168,0

£0 760 IF KY < > 149 THEN 790

E3 770 HTAB CX: VTAB CY: PRINT " ";: HTAB

CX + 8: PRINT " ";:CX = CX + 8: IF

CX > 25 THEN CX = 1:CY = CY + 1: IF

CY = 25 THEN CY = 23

A6 780 GOTO 730

BD 790 IF KY < > 136 THEN 820

F7 800 HTAB CX: VTAB CY: : PRINT " '•; : HTAB

CX + 8: PRINT " ";:CX = CX - 8:

CX < 1 THEN CX = 25:CY = CY - 1

F CY < 23 THEN CY = 24

GOTO 730

IF KY = 141 THEN ON (CX - 1) / 8 +

1 + 4 * (CY - 23) GOTO 1000,910,107

0,1130,980,950,840,140

PRINT CHR* <7);: GOTO 730

HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "ENTER FILE N

AME— '?' FDR CATALOG"

> TO CANCEL:11: INPUT "

IF A* = "" THEN 700

IF A* = "?" OR A* = "/

HOME : VTAB 22: INPUT

NT PICTURE. CONTINUE?";B*: IF LEFT*

<B*,1> < > "Y" AND LEFT* (B*,l) <

> CHR* ( ASC ("Y") +32) THEN 700

C! 880 PRINT CHR* (4);"BLOAD";A*;",A42000,

D";DD

GOSUB 630

GOTO 700

HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT

AME— '?* FOR CATALOG"

> TD CANCEL:": INPUT "

IF A* = "" THEN 700

IF A* = "?" OR A* = "/

PRINT CHR* (4);"BSAVECLIP.";A*;",A*

6000,L";EP + 1 - SP;",D";DD: GOTO 7

00

FB 950 HOME : TEXT : PRINT : IF PEEK (4889

IF

I

99

23

Ei

H

n

?c

19

810

820

830

840

850

860

870

PRINT "<RET

■;A*

1 THEN 950

'ERASES CURRE

5C

95

HF

Bfi

?7

C6

890

900

910

920

930

940

'ENTER FILE N

PRINT "<RET

■;A*

1 THEN 950

6) = 76 THEN PRINT CHR* £4);"CAT,D"

;DD: BOTO 970

0D 960 PRINT CHR* (4);"CATALOG,D";DD

90 970 INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE";A*

: POKE 49232,0: GOTO 700

FE 980 HOME : VTAB 22: INPUT "ENTER DRIVE

NUMBER:";A*:DD « VAL (A*): IF DD <

1 OR DD > 2 THEN PRINT CHR* (7): GO

TO 980

A7 990 GOTO 700

FA 1000 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "ENTER FILE

NAME— '?' FOR CATALOG": PRINT "<R

ET> TO CANCEL:": INPUT "";A*

B2 1010 IF A* = "" THEN 700

CA 1020 IF A* = "?" OR A* = "/" THEN 950

AD 1030 HOME : VTAB 22: INPUT "REPLACES CU

RRENT CLIP LIBRARY. CONTINUE?";B*:

IF LEFT* (B*,l) < > "Y" AND LEFT*

<B*,1> < > CHR* < ASC ("Y") + 32)

THEN 700

71 1040 PRINT CHR* (4);"BLOADCLIP.";A*;",A

*6000,D";DD:CP = SP: CALL FE,EP

CC 1050 POKE EP + 11,0

E2 1060 GOTO 700

35 1070 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "ENTER FILE

TO BE MERGED— ■ ?• FOR": PRINT "CA

TALOG <RET> TO CANCEL:": INPUT ""

;A*

CE 1080 IF A* = "" THEN 700

E6 1090 IF A* = "?" OR A* = "/" THEN 950

F7 1100 PRINT CHR* (4);"BSAVETEMP,A*6000,L

";EP + 1 - SP;",D";DD:TP - EP: PRI

NT CHR* < 4);"BLOADCLIP.";A*;",A*60

00,D";DD: CALL FE,EP

D7 1110 IF TP + EP - 2 * SP > 13044 THEN P

RINT "NO ROOM.'1: INPUT "PRESS RETU

RN:";A«: PRINT CHR* (4);"BLOAD TEM

P,D";DD:EP = TP: POKE EP + 11,0: B

OTO 700

DD 1120 PRINT CHR* (4);"BLOADTEMP,A";EP;",

D";DD: CALL FE,EP:CP = SP: POKE EP

+ 11,0: GOTO 700

CC 1130 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "ENTER FILE

TO BE DELETED— »?' FOR": PRINT "C

ATALOG <RET> TO CANCEL:": INPUT "

";A*

Cl 1140 IF A* = "" THEN 700

D8 1150 IF A* = "?" OR A* = "/" THEN 950

CF 1160 PRINT CHR* <4>;"DELETE";A*;",D";DD

: 80T0 700

31 1170 IF NOT BL THEN PRINT "NO CLIPPER.

INSERT DISK AND <RET>. <SPOTD END

.": GET A*: IF A* • " " THEN END

14 1180 IF NOT BL THEN PRINT A*: CALL 777:

RESUME

E5 1190 IF PEEK (222) = 0 OR PEEK (222) >

15 THEN PRINT "ERROR #"; PEEK (222

);" IN LINE "; PEEK (218) + PEEK (

219) * 256: END

CF 1200 PRINT "DISK ERROR": INPUT "PRESS R

ETURN";A*

GOTO 700

FOR I = 0 TO 11:CP* = CP

BC 1210 CALL 777:

Dl 1220 CP* = "":

♦ + CHR*

RETURN

( PEEK ^CP + I)): NEXT I:

Program 2: Clip Plotter

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elsewhere in

this issue, to enter the following program.

A3 10 REM COPYRIGHT 1987 COMPUTE! PUBLICAT

IONS, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

47 20 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 8: HTAB 14: PRINT

"COPYRIGHT 1987": HTAB 8: PRINT "CD

MPUTE! PUBLICATIONS, INC."
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ID 30 HTAB 10: PRINT "ALL RIBHTS RESERVED.

": FOR I = 1 TO 1000: NEXT I

IF 40 ONERR GOTO 1220

BA 50 HIMEM: 716B

57 60 PRINT CHR* (4);"BL0AD CLIPPER"

U 70 DIM CL*(7)

FA 80 DATA "BK1","BRN","VIO","WT1","BK2","

RED","BLU","WT2"

FA 90 FOR I = 0 TO 7: READ CL* (I) : NEXT I

15 100 SZ = 5:DD = 1:MC = 37632:DC = 37905

:DE = 38072:FE = 37B71:FC = 38162:U

N = 38057:PD* = " ": REM

12 SPACES

C5 110 DATA 1,0,4,0,62,96,21,5,0,104,168,1

04,166,223,154,72,152,72,96

39 120 FOR I = 768 TO 786: READ J: POKE I,

J: NEXT I: POKE 232,0: POKE 233,3

2C 130 FOR I = 0 TO 7: POKE 816 +1,0: NEX

T I: FOR I = 0 TO 7: POKE 824 +1,1

: NEXT I

E4 140 BL = 1

34 150 TEXT : HBR

B2 160 ROT= 0: SCALE= 1:JX = 140:JY = 86:H

X = JX:HY = JY:SP = 24576:EP = 2457

6:CP = SP: XDRAW 1 AT JX,JY

5( 170 CX = 1:CY = 23

BD 180 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "MAIN MENU:":

PRINT "CLIP:": HTAB 2: PRINT "NEXT

";: HTAB 9: PRINT "CHANGE";: HTAB 1

6: PRINT "DRAW";: HTAB 23: PRINT "V

IEW";: HTAB 30: PRINT "FILE";

H 190 VTAB 24: HTAB 2: PRINT "FIND";: HTA

B 9: PRINT "IGNORE";: HTAB 16: PRIN

T "UNDO";: HTAB 23: PRINT "CLEAR";s

HTAB 30: PRINT "QUIT";

54 200 IF EP < > SP THEN GDSUB 1270: VTAB

22: HTAB 6: PRINT CP*;

41 210 POKE 49168,0

CF 220 HTAB CX: VTAB CY: PRINT "<";: HTAB

CX + 7: PRINT ">"j

E3 230 IF PEEK (49152) < 12B THEN 230

BA 240 KY = PEEK (49152): POKE 49168,0

D4 250 IF KY < > 149 THEN 290

3F 260 IF VW THEN 220

C4 270 HTAB CX: VTAB CY: PRINT " ";: HTAB

CX + 7: PRINT " ";:CX = CX + 7: IF

CX > 30 THEN CX = llCY = CY + 1: IF

CY = 25 THEN CY = 23

IE 280 GOTO 220

BS 290 IF KY < > 136 THEN 330

34 300 IF VW THEN 220

13 310 HTAB CX: VTAB CY:: PRINT " ";: HTAB

CX + 7: PRINT " ";:CX = CX - 7: IF

CX < 1 THEN CX = 29:CY = CY - 1: I

F CY = 22 THEN CY » 24

13 320 GOTO 220

79 330 IF KY = 141 THEN ON (CX - 1) / 7 +

1 + 5 * (CY - 23) GOTO 370,400,510,

530,900,550,580,700,720,740

BA 340 IF KY > 200 AND KY < 206 AND KY < >

204 THEN GOSUB 760: GOTO 220

95 350 .IF KY > 176 AND KY < 186 THEN SZ =

KY - 176: GOTO 220

B7 360 PRINT CHR* (7);: GOTO 220

1C 370 IF SP = EP THEN 220

DD 380 CP = CP + PEEK (CP + 12) + PEEK (CP

+ 13) * 256: IF CP = EP THEN CP =

SP

A9 390 GOSUB 870:JX = HX + PEEK (CP + 14)

* 2:JY = HY + PEEK (CP + 15): 60SUB

B30: GOTO 200

B4 400 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "CHANGE: ( <E

SO MAIN MENU)": FOR I = 0 TO 7: PR

INT " ";CL*(I);: NEXT I

97 410 IX = 1: FOR I = 0 TO 7: VTAB 23: HT

54 420

E7 430

BC 440

F2 450

DF 460

1A 470

9fl 480

68 490

AD 500

5E 510

87 520

34 530

44 540

44 550

3C 560

2F 570

B5 580

27 590

E2 600

AA 610

E7 620

BC 630

F2 640

DF 650

!A 660

90 670

FB 680

05 690

82 700

15 710

4F 720

9E 730

2B 740

A2 750

33 760

9B 770

IX

;:IX = IX

- 1) / 4) : I = I

1=0

/ 4,I: HTAB IX

GOTO 420

AB 2 + I * 4: PRINT CL*( PEEK (824

+ I));: VTAB 22: HTAB 2 + I * 4: PR

INT CL*(I);: NEXT I

VTAB 23: HTAB IX: PRINT "<";: HTAB

IX + 4: PRINT ">";

IF PEEK (49152) < 12B THEN 430

KY = PEEK (49152): POKE 49168,0

IF KY = 155 THEN 180

IF KY = 149 THEN HTAB IX: PRINT " "

;: HTAB IX + 4: PRINT " ";:IX =

+ 4: IF IX > 29 THEN IX = 1

IF KY = 136 THEN HTAB IX: PRINT

;: HTAB IX + 4: PRINT

- 4: IF IX < 1 THEN IX = 29

IF KY < > 141 THEN 420

I = PEEK (824 + (IX

+1: IF I = 8 THEN

POKE 824 + (IX - 1)

+ 1: PRINT CL*(I);:

IF EP = SP THEN 220

GOSUB 870: CALL DC,HX / 2,HY,JX / 2

,JY,CP: GOSUB 870:X1 = HX:Y1 = HY:P

1 = CP: GOTO 220

IF NOT VW THEN VW = 1: POKE 49234,0

: GOTO 220

VW = 0: POKE 49235,0: GOTO 220

IF EP = SP THEN 220

HOME : VTAB 21: INPUT "CLIP NAME:";

A*:A* = A* + PD*:TP = CP: CALL FC,A

*,CP: IF CP = EP THEN CP = TP

GOSUB 870:JX = HX + PEEK (CP + 14)

* 2:JY = HY + PEEK (CP + 15): GOSUB

830: GOTO 180

HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "IGNORE: ( <E

SO MAIN MENU)": FOR I = 0 TO 7: PR

INT " ";CL*(D;: NEXT I

IX = 1: VTAB 23: FOR I = 0 TO 7: IF

PEEK (816 + I) > 127 THEN HTAB 2 +

I * 4: PRINT "YES";

NEXT I

VTAB 22: HTAB IX: PRINT "<";: HTAB

IX + 4: PRINT ">";:

IF PEEK (49152) < 128 THEN 620

KY = PEEK (49152): POKE 49168,0

IF KY = 155 THEN 180

IF KY = 149 THEN HTAB IX: PRINT " "

;: HTAB IX + 4: PRINT " ";:IX » IX

+ 4: IF IX > 29 THEN IX = 1

IF KY = 136 THEN HTAB IX: PRINT " "

;: HTAB IX + 4: PRINT " ";:IX - IX

- 4: IF IX < 1 THEN IX = 29

IF KY < > 141 THEN 610

IF PEEK (816 + (IX - 1) / 4) = 0 TH

EN POKE 816 + (IX - 1) / 4,128: VTA

B 23: HTAB IX + 1: PRINT "YES";: VT

AB 22: GOTO 610

POKE B16 + (IX - 1) / 4,0: VTAB 23:

HTAB IX + 1: PRINT " ";: VTAB 22

: GOTO 610

IF XI = HX AND Yl = HY AND PI = CP

THEN GOSUB 870: CALL UN,HX / 2,HY,J

X / 2,JY: GOSUB B70

GOTO 220

HOME : VTAB 21: INPUT "SURE?";A*: I

F LEFT* (A*,l) = "Y" OR LEFT* (A*,l

) = CHR* ( ASC ("Y") + 32) THEN HGR

: GOSUB B70

GOTO 180

HOME : VTAB 21

F LEFT* (A*,1) » "Y"

) - CHR* ( ASC CY")

E : TEXT : END

GOTO 180

XDRAW 1 AT JX,JY

IF JX < > HX THEN XDRAW 1 AT HX.JY

INPUT "DUIT?";A*: I

OR LEFT* (A*,1

+ 32) THEN HOM
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2D 730 IF JY < > HY THEN XDRAW 1 AT JX,HY:

IF JX < > HX THEN XDRAW 1 AT HX,HY

7F 790 IF KY = 201 THEN JY = JY - SZ:HY =

HY - SZ

IE 800 IF KY = 205 THEN JY = JY + SZ:HY =

HY + SZ

59 810 IF KY = 202 THEN JX = JX - SZ:HX =

HX - SZ

FE 820 IF KY = 203 THEN JX = JX + SZ:HX =

HX + SZ

Bl 830 IF HY < 0 THEN JY = JY - HY:HY = 0

95 840 IF JY > 191 THEN HY = HY - JY + 191

sJY =■ 191

72 850 IF HX < 0 THEN JX = JX - HX:HX = 0

B8 860 IF JX > 279 THEN HX = HX - JX + 279

:JX = 279

9C 870 IF JX < > HX THEN XDRAW 1 AT HX,JY

2E 880 IF JY < > HY THEN XDRAW 1 AT JX,HY:

IF JX < > HX THEN XDRAW 1 AT HX,HY

E3 890 XDRAW 1 AT JX,JY: RETURN

4fl 900 CX = 1:CY = 23

A6 910 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "FILE MENU:";

: VTAB 23: HTAB 2: PRINT "LOAD";: H

TAB 10: PRINT "SAVE";: HTAB 18: PRI

NT "CLIPS";

FE 920 VTAB 24: HTAB 2: PRINT "DRIVE11;: HT

AB 10: PRINT "CATALOG";: HTAB IB: P

RINT "MAIN";

4B 930 POKE 49168,0

DE 940 HTAB CX: VTAB CY: PRINT "<";: HTAB

CX + 8: PRINT ">";

F9 950 IF PEEK (49152) < 128 THEN 950

C5 960 KY = PEEK (49152): POKE 49168,0

52 970 IF KY < > 149 THEN 1000

ED 980 HTAB CX: VTAB CY: PRINT " ";: HTAB

CX + 8: PRINT*" "; : CX = CX + 8: IF

CX > 17 THEN CX = 1:CY - CY + la IF

CY = 25 THEN CY = 23

flC 990 GOTO 940

> 136 THEN 1030

: VTAB CY: PRINT " ";: HTAB

CX + B: PRINT " ";:CX = CX - 8: I

F CX < 1 THEN CX = 17:CY = CY - Is

IF CY = 22 THEN CY = 24

DC 1020 GOTO 940

25 1030 IF KY = 141 THEN ON (CX - 1) / 8 +

1 + 3 * (CY - 23) GOTO 1050,1100,

1170,1150,1120,170

74 1040 PRINT CHR* (7);: GOTO 940

B7 1050 GQSUB 1280

3F 1060 HOME : VTAB 22: PRINT "ERASES CURR

ENT PICTURE.": INPUT "CONTINUE?";B

*: IF LEFT* (B*,l) < > "Y" AND LEF

T* (B*,l) < > CHR* C ASC CY") + 3

2) THEN 910

21 1070 PRINT CHR* (4);"BLOAD";A*;",A*2000

,D";DD

6fl 1080 GOSUB 870

F2 1070 GOTO 910

75 1100 GOSUB 1280

E2 1110 GDSUB 870: PRINT CHR* (4);"BSAVE";

A*;",A*2000,L*1FFF,D";DD: GOSUB 87

0: GOTO 910

A5 1120 HOME : TEXT : PRINT : IF PEEK (488

96) = 76 THEN PRINT CHR* (4);"CAT,

D";DD: GOTO 1140

flF 1130 PRINT CHR* (4);"CATALOG,D";DD

64 1140 INPUT "<RET> TO CONTINUE";A*: POKE

- 16304,0: GOTO 910

17 1150 HOME : VTAB 22: INPUT "ENTER DRIVE

NUMBER:";A*:DD = VAL (A*>: IF DD

< 1 OR DD > 2 THEN PRINT CHR* (7):

GOTO 1150

Efl 1160 GOTO 910

91 1170 GOSUB 1280

IB 1000 IF KY <

C6 1010 HTAB CX

C4 1180 HOME : VTAB 22: INPUT "REPLACES CU

RRENT CLIP LIBRARY. CONTINUE?";B*:

IF LEFT* (B*,l) < > "Y" AND LEFT*

(B*,l) < > CHR* ( ASC ("Y") + 32)

THEN 910

DB 1190 PRINT CHR* <4>;"BLOADCLIP.";A*;"fA

*6000,D";DD:CP = SP: CALL FE.EP: B

OSUB 870:JX - HX + PEEK (CP + 14)

* 2:JY = HY -t- PEEK (CP + 15): GOSU

B 830

BC 1200 POKE EP + 11,0

06 1210 GOTO 910

71 1220 IF NOT BL THEN PRINT "NO CLIPPER—

INSERT DISK & PRESS <RET>. <SPC>

TO QUIT." GET A*: IF A* = " " THEN

END

82 1230 IF NOT BL THEN PRINT A4: CALL 777:

RESUME

D3 1240 IF PEEK (222) = 0 OR PEEK (222) >

15 THEN PRINT "ERROR #"; PEEK (222

);" IN LINE "i PEEK (218) + PEEK (

219) * 256: END

DE 1250 PRINT "DISK ERROR": INPUT "<RET> T

0 CONTINUE";A*

04 1260 CALL 777: GOTO 910

E4 1270 CP* = "": FOR I = 0 TO 11:CP* = CP

* + CHR* ( PEEK (CP + I)): NEXT I:

RETURN

61 1280 HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "ENTER FILE

NAME— '?' FOR CATALOG:": INPUT ""

;A*

67 1290 IF A*

63 1300 IF A*

GOTO 1120

DB 1310 RETURN

111 THEN POP : GOTO 910

'?" OR A* = "/" THEN POP

Program 3: CLIPPER

For mistake-proof program entry, use "Apple MIX." found elsewhere

in this issue, to type in this program.

9300: 20 BE DE 20 7B

E7 A5 51 85 09

08 20 BE DE 20

Bl

9308:

9310:

9318:

9320:

9328:

9330!

9338:

9340:

934B:

9350:

9358:

9360:

9368:

9370:

9378:

9380:

9388:

9390:

9398:

93A0:

93A8:

93B0:

93B8:

93C0:

93C8:

93D0:

93D8:

93E0:

93E8:

93F0:

01 83 85 FE

85 FF A0 0B Bl

B8 10 F9 20 4C

86 CE 20 4C E7

4C E7 86 FB 20

FA A5 FB 38 E5

91 08 C8 A5 FA

91 08 A5 09 85

85 FE 18 69 10

02 E6 09 A5 CE

00 2A A8 A5 FC

20 61 95 A5 F9

A0 00 91 08 A5

D0 0B E6 08 D0

D0 2A E6 CE A5

A9 00 2A AS A5

F4 20 61 95 A0

11 08 91 08 E6

E6 09 A5 CE C5

E6 CE D0 AF A5

F0 08 A5 FD 85

D0 Al A0 0C A5

FE 91 FE C8 A5

91 FE A9 00 A8

BE DE 20 E3 DF

08 20 F2 E2 A4

20 2B EB 20 B7

00 85 08 A9 60

93FS: 00 Bl 08 F0 DA

DD 20 52

A5 50 85

E3 DF A0

C8 Bl 83

FE 91 08

E7 86 FD

86 FC 20

4C E7 86

FD A0 0E

38 E5 FC

FF A5 08

85 0B 90

0A AA A9

20 11 F4

0A 0A 0A

CE C5 FB

2E E6 09

CE 0A AA

FC 20 11

00 A5 F9

08 D0 02

FB F0 04

FC C5 FA

CE E6 FC

08 38 E5

09 E5 FF

91 08 20

A5 09 A4

84 A6 S3

00 60 A9

85 09 A0

A0 0C Bl

AA

14

F9

F6

83

E5

8A

98

C7

2F

07

D2

5B

09

23

92

85

93

CE

12

FF

2B

BB

21

31

5D

71

A5

AS

92

E0

BF
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9400:

S>408:

9410:

941Q:

9420:

9428:

9430:

9438:

9440:

9448:

9450:

9458:

9460:

9468:

9470:

947S:

9480:

9488:

9490:

949B:

94A0:

94A8:

94B0:

94B8:

94C0:

94C8:

94D0:

94D8:

94E0:

94E8:

94F0:

03 IB

65 09

93 20

7B DD

69 10

85 07

85 CE

4A 4A

1A B9

A5 CE

A5 CF

20 5A

CE B0

07 D0

B9 30

AA 20

A9 00

F4 20

06 D0

FB C5

FA C5

60 A9

A9 20

20 BE

E7 A5

51 85

FE 18

FE 65

20 7B

85 3E

20 2C

65 08

85 09

93 95

20 52

85 06

A5 FC

A0 00

4A AS

38 03

0A AA

20 57

F4 E6

08 E6

32 A5

03 30

F0 F6

2A A8

SA F4

02 E6

CE B0

CF B0

40 85

B5 E6

DE 20

50 85

FF 85

65 42

43 85

DD 20

A5 51

FE 20

AA CB

86 08

20 BE

E7 A5

A5 51

85 CF

Bl 06

B9 30

AA 20

A9 00

F4 20

CE A5

06 D0

F9 29

1A B9

A5 CE

A5 CF

20 5A

07 E6

95 E6

89 20

E6 20

20 B7

7B DD

FE 85

43 A0

85 3C

3D 20

52 E7

85 3F

BE DE

Bl 08 44

4C F7 4C

DE 20 B0

50 IS 2E

69 00 58

A5 FD 0F

85 F9 BE

03 30 Bl

F0 F6 CA

2A AS 2E

BA F4 EB

FB C5 FF

36 E6 53

07 A8 15

3B 03 11

0A AA B3

20 57 52

F4 E6 10

CE A5 B6

CF A5 A3

B7 00 F9

93 95 41

00 60 16

20 52 65

42 A5 El

0C Bl BA

CB Bl B0

BE DE 62

A5 50 84

A0 00 98

20 E3 AC

94F8:

9500:

9508:

9510:

9518:

9520:

9528:

9530:

9538:

9540:

9548:

9550:

9558:

9560:

9568:

9570:

957S:

9580:

9588:

9590:

9598:

95A0:

95A8:

95B0:

95B8:

95C0:

95C8:

95D0:

95D8:

95E0:

95E8:

DF A4

C6 43

84 A6

00 60

A0 01

83 85

60 85

07 Dl

20 BE

A4 06

83 20

06 18

65 07

95 A9

7F 25

F9 Bl

F9 85

29 7F

Bl 26

85 F9

20 4C

86 FB

FC 85

90 02

B0 FB

A9 00

F4 Bl

85 27

60 85

47 FA

60 45

42 S8

A5 43

83 20

20 BE

Bl 83

FF A9

07 A0

FE D0

DE 20

20 F2

2B EB

65 06

85 07

00 85

30 F0

26 10

F9 20

25 30

10 06

60 20

E7 S6

20 4C

CF A0

A0 24

84 CE

2A AB

26 48

68 91

27 C4

C5 CF

39 33

C0 FF

20 F2

2B EB

DE 20

85 FE

00 85

0B Bl

IS 88

E3 DF

E2 A4

60 A0

AA C8

86 06

F9 Bl

04 A9

06 A9

8A F4

F0 02

A9 04

4C E7

FC 20

E7 86

00 A5

38 E9

A5 FD

A5 CF

A5 27

26 A5

CE C8

E6 CF

30 39

D0 02 B5

E2 A4 7F

20 B7 92

E3 DF 62

C8 Bl AD

06 A9 D4

06 F0 EB

10 F5 39

A5 07 Fl

84 A6 CB

0C Bl B0

Bl 06 73

4C 2B 29

26 29 25

02 85 02

04 05 AE

Bl 26 F4

E6 F9 IF

05 F9 D9

86 FD 18

4C E7 35

FA A5 CB

FB 0A 50

07 CB 3B

0A AA 9C

20 11 4E

49 60 E0

27 49 0E

90 E9 6B

B0 D4 D0

33 39 F5

APPLE IIE AND IIC COMPATIBLE

DISK DRIVE
Me DRIVE - ADAPTER INCLUDED

Me DRIVE - ADD $15 FOR ADAPTER

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

1-800 -544-6274

iNORTH AMERICAN

PRODUCTS

INTERNATIONAL

5892 MAIN STREET / SPRINGFIELD, OR 97478 / 503-741 1222

ORDERING IS FAST AND EASY...

AND TOLL FREE!

We're as close as the phone.

FREE CATALOG!
Innovative products to maximize the efficiency

of your computer operation.

GUARANTEED: * Quality + Compatibility

* Your Personal Satisfaction

YOU FOUND IT!
A Reliable Source for

Your Computer Supplies.

At Budget—Friendly Prices!

AGAIN.

Introducing

3M Formatted

Data Cartridges

S & H 13 00/

MINIMUM ORDER: 125.00. SSH:

Continental USA. Foreign

Orders. APO'FPO. please call.

Ml reswanuadd4% tax.COD.

Add S4.00; payment with cash,

certified check or monay oraar.

Prices subject to change.

Hours: B:30 AM—7:00 PM ET.

3M Diskettes
5V.'1 DISKETTES

SSDDRH $ .69 Each
DSDDRH $ .85 Each
DSHD 96TPI $1.69 Each

3Vi" DISKETTES

SS MICRO $1.15 Each
DS MICRO $1.66 Each

DSHD MICRO $4.85 Each
Sold 10IBO1

SiN S4 00. FIRST 105 OH FEWER DISKS

J3 00. EACH SUCCEE0IN3 100 OR FEWEH

H-HJI-FAX (Ali|4S2 «I4

Ml l-la)-t)l U6I

(himot Ml 1.|00.2«|.<X>il
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Number

Construction Kit
Daniel L. Stone

Original game design by Gerald W. Rightmer

You've got the tools, materials, and the final blue

print for this construction project. All you have to

do is think hard and work fast. For children, it's an

excellent math-skills game. For adults, it's a real

brainteaser. Works on all Apple Il-series computers

in DOS 3.3 or ProDOS.

Your bid has been accepted for a new construc

tion project—to build a three-digit number be

tween 100 and 999. Fortunately, you have your

"Number Construction Kit," which includes

everything you need.

Your tools are the four basic arithmetic op

erators: +, —, *, and /. Your building materials

are single-digit integers—three, four, or five of

them, depending on the skill level you choose.

And, as in all construction projects, there's a

deadline. In this case, it's one, two, or three

minutes.

Putting The Kit Together

Number Construction Kit is written in BASIC

and can be typed in using "Apple Automatic

Proofreader," an error-checking utility pub

lished elsewhere in this issue.

Type in and save the game to disk, perhaps

with a filename like NUMBER. If you're using

an Apple IlGS, set the speed from the Control

Panel to Normal before you begin the game.

Number Construction Kit still works if the Con

trol Panel is set to Fast, but your deadlines will

come sooner than expected.

Now, type

RUN NUMBER

'.'.INSTRUCTION KIT

TOOLS + - i

MATERIALS' 13 3 5

CONSTRUCTION. ilTE
6*8*5*3-8*5-8*? =

PLAYER 1-

BEG1H CONSTRUCTION!

PLAYER I 92S

With just over 70 seconds left, this player has only one

spot in the Conduction Site open but is still 75 points

from the goal.

press Return, and a simple title screen appears.

Press any key, and you're in the Number

Construction Kit.

If the game is to be used by young chil

dren, you may want the program to run auto

matically when you boot the disk. In this case,

type this single-line program and save it as

HELLO (DOS 3.3) or STARTUP (ProDOS) on

the same disk as the Number Construction Kit

program:

10 PRINT CHR$ (4);"RUN NUMBER"

That's assuming, of course, you named the file

as NUMBER. With this boot program, the child

need only insert the disk in the drive and turn

on the computer to start the game.

Use the up- and down-arrow keys (left-
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and right-arrow keys on the Apple 11 + ) or the

appropriate number key to select the number of

players. Press Return when the desired number

is highlighted, then choose the skill level using

either the arrow keys or the 1-3 keys.

The difference between levels is one of

time and materials. The Beginner level gives

you three minutes and five numbers to com

plete the project; the Intermediate level gives

you two minutes and four numbers to work

with; and the Advanced level offers only three

numbers and a one-minute deadline. Scoring is

based on your level, the time remaining when

you finish a project, and how close you come to

the project goal.

On The Clock

After selecting the number of players and the

difficulty level, you're ready. Your project blue

print (the goal) and materials (the numbers

you'll work with) are displayed, and you're

asked to press any key to begin.

The timer begins counting down when you

start the game. It's based on a counting loop

which includes the game action. That means the

clock runs fast if you just watch it. Normal play

makes it tick off the seconds in close to realtime.

First, press a number key that matches one

of the listed materials. Then, press one of the

operators (tools). Don't press Return—in fact,

press Return only when you've finished the

construction project.

Build toward your project goal without

hesitating. You can view the numbers and op

erators in the construction site. To change a pre

viously entered number or operator, use the

left- and right-arrow keys to move the question

mark back and forth along the construction site.

Once you've entered a number or operator, it

can't be deleted, but you can replace it with one

or the other numbers or operators. If you reach

the goal before time runs out, press Return.

Each game consists of five rounds, each

ending when you press Return or when time

runs out. At game's end, you can play again if

you like. Highlight your choice and press Re

turn. You can change the number of players

and the skill level as you start a new game. The

previous project's goal will show as LAST TIME

on the right. This gives you a chance to see

how you did before you start the next round.

Staying In Bounds

Like any construction project, there are con

straints. Notice that there are only fifteen work

spaces at the CONSTRUCTION SITE. This

means you can use a maximum of only eight

numbers and seven operators to complete the
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project. A running total is displayed to the right

of the CONSTRUCTION SITE so you can

watch your progress. The goal is always pos

itive and over 100. No negative project totals

are allowed; nor can you create numbers larger

than 9,999.

The program randomly generates numbers

for the project goal and the materials. Zero and

duplicates are excluded. The only keys that

work are the designated number keys (materi

als), the four operators (tools), the arrow keys,

and Return.

Number Construction Kit is a challenge at

any age, and it can be an entertaining way to

reinforce basic arithmetic skills. Because of the

game's immediate feedback, children can learn

much by trial and error.

If you're just out to win the game, a few

strategy tips may be helpful. The first step is to

study the project number and materials before

pressing a key to begin. For larger, more diffi

cult numbers, it's usually easiest to get close to

the project as fast as possible, and then fine

tune your answer with the remaining spaces

and time. Remember that the materials can be

used as often as needed—you have an un

limited supply.

Number Construction Kit

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elsewhere in

this issue, to enter the following program,

E5 10 REM COPYRIGHT 1987 COMPUTE! PUBLICAT

IONS, INC. - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

8C 20 GOSLJB 1560: REM INITIALIZE

Dl 30 GOSUB 1410: REM TITLE SCREEN & DIREC

TIONS OPTION

B9 40 GOSUB 1240: REM OPENING SCREEN

21 50 GOSUB 1120: REM NUMBER OF PLAYERS

33 60 GOSUB 1010: REM LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY

4C 70 R = RND ( - < PEEK (78) + PEEK (79)

* 256)): REM RANDOMIZE

EE 80 GOSUB 760: REM ROUND START-UP

BB 90 REM ROUND LOOP

D3 100 VTAB 16: HTAB 29: PRINT W*: FOR I =

1 TO 8:B(I) » T(I): NEXT :L - G

EB 110 FOR I = 1 TO 7:B(I + 1) = (0(1) =4

3) * B(I + 1) - (0<I> < > 43) * B(I

+ 1): NEXT :MX = 0:I = 0:F = 0

B7 120 1 = 1 + 1: IF (O(I> = 42 OR 0(1) =

47) AND I < L / 2 THEN 180

26 130 H = MX: IF H + B(I> > 9999 THEN E*

= " TOTAL TOO LARGE - PLEASE CORREC

T! ":F = 1: GOTO 190

D5 140 IF H + BII) < 0 THEN E* = " NEGATIV

E TOTAL - PLEASE CORRECT! ":F = 1:

GOTO 190

El 150 MX - MX + B<I>: IF I < L / 2 THEN 1

20

5F 160 VTAB 16: HTAB 29: PRINT MX

3B 170 NX = MXa GOTO 220

« 1S0 B(I + 1> = - (B(I> * B(I + D) * £0

<I> - 42) - <B(I> / BU + 1>) * (0(

I) - 47): QOT0 120

4E 190 VTAB 21: INVERSE : PRINT E*: NORMAL

: POKE B,160:N = N - (N < 15):G =

Q - (N - G AND G < > 15):O * - 0

28 200 IF N = G + 1 AND F = 1 THEN VTAB 16

: HTAB 29: PRINT NX



17 210

?B 220

7A 230

8D 240

D9 250

25 260

23 270

E5 280

A3 290

EC 300

BF 310

4F 320

62 330

EB 340

73 350

46 360

C2 370

74 380

81 390

FE 400

7B 410

18 420

3F 430

2B 440

4B 450

IB 460

Fl 470

34 480

IF N = G + 1 AND F = 1 THEN F = 0:

WAIT W,128

IF F = 0 THEN VTAB 20: PRINT : FOR

II = 1 TO X + 4: PRINT 0*;: NEXT

B = SC + N:A = PEEK (B): POKE B,A:

IF NOT ( (N ■ 15) AND (D < 0)) THEN

D = - O

LE = LE - - 1: IF LE < .1 THEN LE =

0

LE* = STR* (LE): IF LE = 0 THEN LE*

= "000"

IF LE = > 100 THEN LE* = LEFT* (LE*

,5)

IF LE < 100 AND LE > 10 THEN LE* =

0* + LEFT* (LE*,4>

IF LE < 10 THEN LE* = D* + D* + LEF

T* (LE*,3)

VTAB 8: HTAB X - 1: PRINT LE*

IF LE = 0 THEN FOR I = 1 TO 10: PRI

NT Q*;i NEXT : GOTO 390

IF PEEK (W) < 128 THEN VTAB 16: HTA

B N + 7: PRINT "?";: GOTO 240

C = PEEK (W) - 12B: POKE KB,0: IF C

= 13 THEN 390

S = (N + 1> / 2:

45 OR C

ND N < 16 THEN 0(S) = C: GOTO 3S0

CC = C - 48: IF (CC = M(l) OR CC =

M(2> OR CC = M(3) OR CC =» M(4) OR C

C - M<5>) AND 0 < 0 AND N < 16 THEN

T(S) =« CC: GOTO 380

IF F = 1 OR NOT ((C = 21 AND (N < G

+ 1) AND N < 15) OR (C » 8 AND N >

1>) AND NOT ((C « 10 AND (N < B +

1) AND N < 15) OR (C - 11 AND N > 1

)> THEN 240

IF (C = 21 AND (N < G + 1) AND N <

15 AND N = > 1) OR (C - 10 AND <N <

G + 1) AND N < 15 AND N = > 1) THE

N POKE B,A:N = N + 1: GOTO 230

IF (C = 8 AND N > 1 AND N < 16) OR

(C = 11 AND N > 1 AND N < 16) THEN

PDKE B,A:N = N - 1: GOTO 230

POKE B,C + 12B:B = G + (N > G):N =

N + (N < 15): GOTO 100

PDKE B,A:E = (V - ABS <V - MX)) / V

:U = Z * E

LF:U = INT (U

TR * 5))

+■ U: VTAB 21

IF (C = 42 OR C =

43 OR C = 47) AND 0 > 0 A

= C:

(U * (4 -

+ P: HTAB

7B 500

TR = LE /

LF / 60) *

L(P) = L(P)

35: PRINT W*

VTAB 21 + P: HTAB 35: PRINT L(P);:D

- D + INT (P / T) :P = 1 + (T ■» 2 A

ND P = 1): IF D < 6 THEN LE = LF /

60: GOSUB 760: GOTO 100

GOSUB 950: VTAB 20: HTAB 9: FLASH :

PRINT " GOOD GAME! ": VTAB 18; HTA

B 1: INVERSE : PRINT " USE ARROWS T

0 MOVE <RETURN> TO SELECT ": NORMA

L : VTAB 22: HTAB 6: PRINT "PLAY AG

AIN?":HT = 19

VTAB 22: HTAB HT: INVERSE : PRINT »

Y"j: NORMAL : PRINT "/N":P = 1

POKE KB,0: WAIT W,128:A = PEEK (W)

- 128: IF A - 13 THEN 510

IF A = 27 THEN 520: REM ESC

IF A = B9 OR A = 121 THEN 440

IF A < > 8 AND A < > 21 AND A < > 1

10 AND A < > 78 AND A < > 10 AND A

< > 11 THEN 450

1 OR A = 110 DR A = 78 THEN

P = 0: VTAB 22: HTAB HT: PRINT "Y/"

;: INVERSE : PRINT "N": NORMAL : GO

TO 450

IF NOT P THEN POKE KB,0: GOTO 440

490 IF P =

44 510 IF P THEN CLEAR : GOTO 20

SB 520 REM THAT'S ALL!

83 530 SPEED= 200

FD 540 FOR II = 23 TO 4 STEP - 1

9F 550 VTAB II: HTAB 1

7A 560 IF II / 2 < > INT (II / 2) THEN FOR

I - 1 TO 40: PRINT 0*;: NEXT : GOT

0 580

2F 570 FOR I = 40 TO 1 STEP - 1: VTAB II:

PRINT O*;: NEXT

CI 580 NEXT : TEXT : INVERSE

5C 590 FOR II = 4 TO 22 STEP 2: VTAB II: F

1 TO 2B: PRINT 0*;: NEXT : N

7E 600

EF 610

5? 620

2A 630

16

2A

fft

C8

31

AD

C6

7B

DS

D2

99

72

&C

25

7F

FA

C3

640

650

660

670

680

690

700

710

720

730

740

750

760

770

780

790

800

810

GAME OVER

I = 1 TO LEN (M*)

C4 820

CA

55

CI

F2

n

H

E5

830

840

850

860

870

880

890

3b 900

E9

2D

IF

E3

5F

3F

A3

SC

910

920

930

940

950

960

970

980

HTAB I

NEXT :

FOR II

OR I =

EXT

VTAB 23: HTAB 3: PRINT W*W»;: HTAB

15: PRINT W*W*W*;: HTAB 30: PRINT W

*W«;

SPEED= 220: NORMAL

NN = 9:M* = "NUMBER CONSTRUCTION KI

T": FOR II = 1 TO LEN (M»): FOR I =

2 TO 22: VTAB 3: HTAB NN: PRINT 0*

: IF NN = 15 OR NN = 28 THEN 640

VTAB I: HTAB NN: PRINT 0*: HTAB NN:

PRINT MID* (M*,NN - 8,1)

NEXT

NN = NN + 1

NEXT

SPEED= 255

VT = 2:M* =

FLASH

N* = M*: FOR

VT = VT + 1

M* = MID* (N*,I,1)

GOSUB 1510

NEXT

NORMAL

END

REM ROUND START UP

LE = LE * 60:LF = LE

VTAB B: HTAB 30: PRINT W*W*

VTAB 8: HTAB X: PRINT LE" SEC.":N

■ liB = 0: FOR I = 1 TO 5:M(I) = 0:

NEXT

REM GET MATERIALS

R = INT ( RND <1) * 9) + 1: IF R =

M(l) OR R - M(2) OR R = M(3) OR R -

M(4) OR R «■ M(5> THEN 810

FOR I = N TO 5:M(I) = R: NEXT : IF

N < K THEN N - N + li GOTO 810

VTAB 8: HTAB 15: PRINT W*W*" ";

N = 1:0 = 1:8 = 0:T(1) = 0: VTAB 8:

HTAB 15: FOR I - 1 TO K

PRINT M(I)O*;: NEXT : REM DISPLAY M

ATERIALS

V = INT ( RND <1) * 900) + 100: VTA

B 12: HTAB 14: PRINT V: REM BET & D

ISPLAY PROJECT

VTAB 12: HTAB 36: PRINT D: REM ROUN

D #

VTAB 18: HTAB 4: PRINT "PLAYER "P"-

": PRINT TAB( 4)"PRESS ANY KEY TO"

PRINT TABt 4)"BEGIN CONSTRUCTION!":

WAIT W.128: POKE KB,0

VTAB 16: HTAB 8: PRINT W*W*W*W»;: H

TAB 29: PRINT W*;: HTAB 36: PRINT V

VTAB 19: HTAB 1: CALL - 868

VTAB 20: PRINT TAB( 4)"BEGIN CONSTR

UCTIDN!"

RETURN

REM ERASE R19-23//C1-25

FOR I - 19 TO 23

HTAB 1

FOR II ■ 1 TO 25

VTAB I: PRINT TABt 11)0*;: NEXT : N

EXT
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2B 990 RETURN

AA 1000 REM LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY

BE 1010 VTAB 19: HTAB 1: PRINT "1=BEGINNER

2=INTERMEDIATE 3-ADVANCED"

B9 1020 VTAB 21: HTAB 2: PRINT "LEVEL OF P

LAY?":HT - 19

7D 1030 VTAB 211 HTAB HT: INVERSE : PRINT

"I11;: NORMAL : PRINT "/2/3":D ■ 1

FC 1040 POKE KB,0: WAIT W,l2B:A = PEEK (W)

- 12B: IF A = 13 THEN 1100

7B 1050 IF A = 21 OR A = 11 THEN HT = HT +

2:D « D + (HT = 21) + (HT » 23):

IF HT > 23 THEN HT - 19:D » 1: GOT

0 1090

Cl 1060 IF A = 49 OR A = 50 OR A = 51 THEN

D = A - 48:HT = 19 + (D > 1> + <D

= > 2) + (D = 3) * 2: BOTD 1090

33 1070 IF A = 27 THEN 20

IB 1080 IF A = 8 OR A « 10 THEN HT = HT -

2:D = D - (HT = 19) - (HT =21): I

F HT < 19 THEN HT = 23:D = 3

C7 1090 VTAB 21: HTAB 19: PRINT "1/2/3": V

TAB 21: HTAB HT: INVERSE : PRINT D

: NORMAL : GOTO 1040

84 1100 D* = STR* (D): VTAB IB: HTAB 1: CA

LL - SAB: VTAB 19: CALL - 868: BOS

UB 930:D = 1:L(1) - 0:L(2) - 0:LE

= 4 - VAL (DS):K = 3 - (D* > "1")

- <D* > "2"): POKE KB,0: RETURN

9B 1110 REM NUMBER OF PLAYERS

AF 1120 VTAB 18: HTAB ll INVERSE : PRINT "

ARROWS TO MOVE <RETURN> SELECTS

11: NORMAL : HT = 19

D3 1130 VTAB 20: HTAB ll PRINT "NUMBER TO

PLAY?"

E5 1140 VTAB 20: HTAB HT: INVERSE : PRINT

"1";: NORMAL : PRINT "/2":T - 1

14 1150 PDKE KB,0: WAIT W,128:A - PEEK (W)

- 128: IF A = 13 THEN 1210

51 1160 IF A = 27 THEN 20: REM ESC

C3 1170 IF A < 8 OR A > 50 THEN 1150

95 11B0 IF A = 49 THEN 1140

35 1190 IF T = 1 OR A = 50 THEN T = 2: VTA

B 20: HTAB HT: PRINT "1/";: INVERS

E : PRINT "2": NORMAL ! GOTO 1150

AB 1200 IF T = 2 THEN POKE KB,0: GOTO 1140

82 1210 GOSUB 950: VTAB 22: HTAB 26: PRINT

"PLAYER 1:": IF T = 2 THEN VTAB 2

3: HTAB 26: PRINT "PLAYER 2:"

66 1220 POKE KB,0: RETURN

3B 1230 REM OPENING SCREEN

6C 1240 TEXT : HOME

M 1250 VTAB 1: HTAB 7: INVERSE : FOR I =

1 TO 27: PRINT 0*;: NEXT

84 1260 VTAB 2: HTAB 7: PRINT 0*;: HTAB 33

: PRINT 0»

73 1270 VTAB 3: HTAB 7: FOR I = 1 TO 27: P

RINT 0*;: NEXT

AF 1280 NORMAL : VTAB 2: HTAB 9: PRINT "NU

MBER CONSTRUCTION KIT"

ED 1290 POKE 34,7

li 1300 VTAB 6: HTAB 4: PRINT "TOOLS: + -

» /";: INVERSE : HTAB 32: PRINT "

TIME ": NORMAL

H 1310 VTAB 8: HTAB 4: PRINT "MATERIALS:"

B2 1320 VTAB 12: HTAB 4: PRINT "PROJECT:";

: HTAB 29: PRINT "ROUND:"

71 1330 VTAB 111 HTAB 13* INVERSE : PRINT

W*0«: VTAB 12: HTAB 13: PRINT 0*;:

HTAB 17: PRINT 0*: VTAB 13: HTAB

13: PRINT W*0«: NORMAL

2D 1340 VTAB 15: HTAB 7: PRINT "CONSTRUCTI

ON SITE";: HTAB 35: PRINT "LAST"
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98 1350 VTAB 17: FDR I = 8 TO 22: PRINT TA

Bt I)"-"j: NEXT : HTAB 35: PRINT "

TIME"

38 1360 VTAB 16: HTAB 25: PRINT "="

9A 1370 VTAB 15: HTAB 28: INVERSE : PRINT

W*0*0»: VTAB 16: HTAB 28: PRINT 0*

;: NORMAL : HTAB 33: INVERSE : PRI

NT 0»: VTAB 17: HTAB 2B: PRINT W»0

*0»: NORMAL

52 13B0 VTAB 20: HTAB 28: INVERSE : PRINT

" SCORE ": NORMAL

FB 1390 RETURN

31 1400 REM TITLE SCREEN & DIRECTIONS OPTI

ON

85 1410 TEXT : HOME : POKE 34,8

II 1420 VT = 4:M* = "THE": GOSUB 1510

2B 1430 VT = 5:M* = "NUMBER": GOSUB 1510

BB 1440 VT = 6:M» = "CONSTRUCTION": GOSUB

1510

35 1450 VT = 7:M* = "KIT": GOSUB 1510

3B 1460 VT = 12:M* = "COPYRIGHT 1987 COMPU

TE! PUB., INC.": GOSUB 1510

B5 1470 VT = 13:M* = "ALL RIGHTS RESERVED"

: GOSUB 1510

71 1480 VT = 24:M* = "PRESS ANY KEY": GOSU

B 1510

53 1490 POKE KB,0: WAIT W,128: RETURN

DB 1500 REM CENTERING ROUTINE

C3 1510 VTAB VT

2B 1520 HTAB 20 - LEN (M*) / 2

93 1530 PRINT M*;

EB 1540 RETURN

Dl 1550 REM INITIALIZE

DB 1560 P = 1:X = 32: SC = 1966: W = - 163B4

:KB = - 16368:0* = CHR* (32):W» =

28 1570 Z = 100: G» - CHR* (7)

FB 1580 RETURN

Who?

What?

Where?

When?

Sports Scheduler
One of the joys of being a parent is watehing your

child play sports in an organized league. However,
errors in scheduling can spoil the fun. Now you can:

Schedule any league

where teams meet:
football, soccer, hockey,
baseball, basketball,

tennis, softball, bowling.

Create and print a "pure

schedule" listing up to

231 games in less than 5
minutes.

Calculate the required

dates for the entire

schedule.

Save the completed

schedule on a "storage"

disk in ASCII or DIF

format for transfer to a

word processor or spread

sheet for unlimited
editing.

Schedule a minimum of
one round robin of up to

231 games by entering the

number of sets desired.

Schedule each team to

play all other teams in the

league equally for the
number of sets requested.

Schedule as many games

per week as desired.

lle(l28K), lie, llgs

,BMPC&compa,ib,eS

PCR Software
otreet

Tl 02061
(617)871 -5398
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Calendar Maker
William Coleman

Apple Version by Randy Thompson

Print custom calendars for any year from 1900 to

2050 with this surprisingly short, efficient pro

gram. Calendars can be printed on paper, to the

screen, or saved to disk. For all Apple II comput

ers, using either DOS 3.3 or ProDOS.

Create a calendar for each year from now until

2050. Or find out on which day of the week

Christmas falls in the year 2000. Or locate the

day of the week on which you were born.

You can do all this with "Calendar Maker"

and your Apple II + , He, lie, or IlGS computer.

Calendar Maker prints out a nicely formatted

12-month calendar with a personalized message

that you write.

Calendar Maker is a short program written

entirely in BASIC. Type in Program 1 using

"Apple Automatic Proofreader," the error-

checking utility in this issue, and save it to disk

as CALENDAR.MAKER. When you're ready to

make a calendar, run the program by typing

RUN CALENDAR.MAKER

Years

When you see the prompt WHAT YEAR

WOULD YOU LIKE?, enter a number from

1900 to 2050. If you enter 0-99, Calendar

Maker assumes you're asking for a year in the

twentieth century and sticks on a prefix of 19 to

your request. Typing 0, then, creates a calendar

for the year 1900, not the year 2000.

The program next asks for a message to put

at the top of the calendar. Type in a message

(maximum is 254 characters), and Calendar

Maker prints it over and over to form the

numerals of the year. Press Return here if you'd

rather have solid numerals printed with the as

terisk (*).

This line then appears on the screen:

(S)creen, (P)rinter, or (D)isk?

If you choose S, the output will go to the

screen. The display will be unreadable unless

you're in 80-column mode. You can enter 80-

column mode (on your Ik, IlGS, or suitably

equipped He) by pressing Escape-8, but you'll

have to rerun Calendar Maker.

Press P to print the calendar to your

printer. This is the option you'll be using most

often. To center the calendar, move the paper

about one-fourth inch down from the top of the

page before printing.
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ICATIONS*COMPUT

APPLICAT1DNS«CO

FPLI CATIONS*COM

PLICATIONS»COMP

LICAT[ONS«COMPU

ICATI DMFUT

CATIO fiPUTE

ATION PUTE'

TIONS UTE'S

IONS<COMPUTE'S

QNS»COMFUTE'S A

NS*COMFUTE'S AP

S*COMFUTE'S AFP

*COMP APPL

COMPU APPLE

OMPUT PPLE

MPLJTE FtE A

PUTE'S APPLE AP

LITE'S APPLE APP

TE'S APPLE APPL

E'S APPLE APPLI

SU MO TU WE TH FR SA

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8'?

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 IB 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 26 29 30

31

APRIL

SU M0 IU WE TH FR SA

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 IS 16

17 IB 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

FEBRUARr

SU MO TU WE TH FR SA

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29

MAY

SU MO TU WE TH FR SA

12 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 IS 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 2S

29 30 31

MARCH

SU MO TU WE TH FR SA

12 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 Ifa 17 IS 19

20 21 22 23 34 25 26

27 2B 29 30 31

JUNE

SU MO TU WE TH FR SA

12 3 4

5 6 7 B 9 10 11

12 13 14 13 lo 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

5U riO TU HE TH FR SA SU (10 TU WE TH FR SA SU MO TU WE TH FR SA

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 S 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 IB 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31

OCTOBER

SU MO TU WE TH fft SA

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 9

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 IB 19 20 21 22

12 3 4 5 6

7 3 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

2B 29 30 31

NOVEMBER

SU M0 TU WE TH FR SA

12 3 4 5

6 7 e 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 IS 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 27 28 29 30

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 S 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 2B 29 30

DECEMBER

SU M0 TU WE TH FR SA

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 a 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 2B 29 30 31
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Note: Calendar Maker will not print properly

through the Apple llGS's printer port. You must

have a serial card of some sort installed in slot 1

and the Control Panel set to Your card for that slot.

Calendars On A Disk

Choose D if you wish to save the calendar to

disk. This is useful if you want to make several

copies of the same calendar. Each calendar is

saved to disk in text file format with the file

name CALENDAR.YEAR, where YEAR is the

number you entered earlier.

If you have a word processor that loads

and prints standard text files (most do), you can

use it to print the calendars saved to disk. If

you don't have a word processor with this fea

ture, type in and save Program 2, "Calendar

Lister." It's a short text-file printing utility.

Run Calendar Lister and answer the

prompt by entering the year of the calendar you

want printed. If you type in a two-digit number,

the Lister assumes you mean a year in the

twentieth century and automatically precedes

the number with a 19.

Turn on your printer and press Return. The

calendar is quickly printed.

Program 1: Calendar Maker

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elsewhere in

this issue, to enter the following program.

E5 10 REM COPYRIGHT 1987 COMPUTE! PUBLICAT

IONS, INC. - ALL RIBHTS RESERVED

D3 20 REM DRIVE#, SLOT# (FOR DRIVE), SLOT#

(FOR PRINTER), SPACER

44 30 DR = 1:SL = 6: SP* = ■*■

63 40 SX* = " ":S6* ■

21 50 POKE 768,169: POKE 770,41: POKE 772,

133: POKE 773,16: POKE 774,96

f? 60 HOME : DIM M (12) , Y* (4) , Q* (6) , H* (25) ,

C*<6),M*(4>

74 70 FOR I = 1 TO 12: READ M(I>: NEXT : R

EAD D»:D* = D* + " " + D» + " " + D*

lfl 80 FOR I = 1 TO 4: READ A*,B*,C»:M*(I)

- S6* + A* + LEFT* (SX*,15) + B* + L

EFT* <SX*,15) + C»: NEXT

59 90 D* = " ": FOR I = 1 TO 31 :Q* = Q* +

STR* (I) + LEFT* <SX*,1 + (I < 9))t

NEXT : READ F*

67 100 REM PARSE YEAR

2D 110 HOME : PRINT ■ COPYRIGHT 1987 COM

PUTE! PUB., INC."

3fl 120 PRINT TAB( 10)"ALL RIGHTS RESERVED"

47 130 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT TAB( 13)"CALE

NDAR MAKER": PRINT TAB( 13)"

": PRINT : PRINT

A8 140 INPUT "WHAT YEAR WOULD YOU LIKE? ";

Y*: IF LEN <Y*> « 2 THEN Y* - "19"

+ Y*

BA 150 Y = VAL (Y*) : IF Y < 1900 OR Y > 20

50 THEN GOTO 110

ft? 160 FOR J « 1 TO 4: FOR I = 0 TO 4:Y*(J

) - Y*(J) + MID* (F*,I * 10 + VAL (

MID* (Y*,J,1)) + 1,1)

CB 170 NEXT : NEXT

36 180

Bl 190

CE 200

84 210

B3 220

REM BET TEXT

PRINT : PRINT "ENTER TEXT C254 CHAR

. MAX).": PRINT : PRINT "» ";

GET A*

IF A* = CHR* (13) THEN GOTO 260

IF A* = CHR* (B> AND N* > "" THEN N

* - MID* (N*,l, LEN (N*) - 1): GOTO

240

E2 230 ON (A* < " " OR A* > CHR* (95) OR L

EN (N*) - 254) GOTO 200:N* - N* + A

PRINT A*;: GOTO 200

REM WHERE?

PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "(S)CREEN, (P

)RINTER, (D)ISK?"

GET A*:OD = (A* = "5") + 2 * (A* =

"P") + 3 * (A* - "D">

ON OD 80T0 400,290,330: GOTO 270

PRINT : PRINT "SET UP PRINTER AND H

IT ANY KEY...": GET A*

PRINT : PRINT "WORKING..."

PRINT : PRINT CHR* (4)

CHR* (9)"B0N"

GOTO 420

PRINT : PRINT

OTO 720

PRINT CHR*

"DR",S"SL

PRINT CHR* (4)"CLOSE CALENDAR."Y*

PRINT CHR* (4)"DELETE CALENDAR."Y*

)"OPEN CALENDAR."Y*",D

34

AA

?4

EA

C4

31

14

2F

M

38

U

B3

4E

75

C5

AC

97

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

■WORKING.

■PR#1": PRINT

ONERR G

(4)"OPEN CALENDAR."Y*",D

(4)"WRITE CALENDAR."Y*

If 430

5F 440

74 450

4A 460

63 470

F6 480

3C 490

41 500

11 510

SC 520

17 530

81 540

13 550

B7 560

C? 570

PRINT CHR*

"DR",S"SL

PRINT CHR*

POKE 216,0: GOTD 420

PRINT : PRINT "WORKING..."

REM PRINT HEADING

FDR I = 1 TD INT (235 / ( LEN (N*)

+ 1)):AA* - AA* + N* + SP»: NEXT

FOR I = 1 TO 17 STEP 4:P = 0: FOR K

= 1 TO 4:B - VAL < MID* (Y*(K)fI /

4 + 1,1)): FOR L = 2 TO 0 STEP - 1

POKE 769,B: POKE 771,(2 A L): CALL

768: IF PEEK (16) - 0 THEN FOR J «

I TO I + 3:H*(J) - H»(J) + CHR* (0)

+ " " + CHR* (0): NEXT : GOTO

460

FOR J = I TO I + 3:H*(J) = H*(J) +

CHR* (0) + MID* (AA*,J + P * 5,5) +

CHR* (0): NEXT

P = P + ii NEXT : NEXT : NEXT :A* =

11 ":L - 21: FOR I - 1 TO 20

N* = LEFT* (H*(I),L) + A* + MID* (H

*(I),22,L) + A* + MID* (H*(I),43,L)

+ A* + RIGHT* (H*(I),L)

PRINT ■ "N*: NEXT : PRINT " "

: PRINT " "i PRINT " ":M - 1

REM PRINT CALENDAR

Z = INT (365.25 * (Y - 1)) + INT (3

0.6 * <M + 13)) - 1

FOR I = 1 TO 10 STEP 3i FOR J = I T

0 I + 2:D = M(M) + (Y / 4 = INT (Y

/ 4)) * (M « 2>

IF RIGHT* (Y*,2) = "00" THEN YC = V

AL ( LEFT* (Y*,.2)):D ■ D - (YC / 4

< > INT (YC / 4)) « (M - 2)

Z » Z - INT (Z / 7) * 7:Q*(1) = MID

* < MID* (SX*,1,3 * Z) + Q4,1,21):L

- 7 - Z:K - 1:A - 0

K = K + 1:B = A:A = (L + 7 + D - AB

S (L + 7 - D)) / 2:Z - A - B

D*(K) = LEFT* ( MID* <Q*,3 * L + 1,

3 * Z) + SX*,21)

L = L + 7: ON (A < D) GOTO 540: IF

K = 5 THEN Q*(6) « SX*

FOR K = 1 TO 6:C*(K) = C*(K) + " "
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El

B2

39

B5

JA

Ff

Bi

27

CE

03

DS

FE

580

590

600

610

620

630

640

650

660

670

680

690

SD 700

+ Q*(K>:Q»(K) - SX*: NEXT : M = M +

1: NEXT

PRINT S6*M*(J / 3): PRINT : PRINT 5

6*D*: FOR K - 1 TD 6

PRINT ■ "C*(K):C*(K) = "": NEXT

: PRINT : NEXT : FOR I = 1 TD 3: P

RINT : NEXT

ON OD GOTO 630,610,620

PRINT : PRINT CHR* <4>"PR#0": GOTO

630

PRINT : PRINT CHR* (4)"CLOSE CALEND

AR."Y$

PRINT : PRINT "DONE...HIT ANY KEY T

0 CONTINUE";: BET A*

PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "MAKE ANOTHER

? <Y/N>": GET A*: IF A* = "Y" THEN

RUN

HOME : END

REM DATA

DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,

30,31

DATA " SU MO TU WE TH FR SA "

DATA " JANUARY", "FEBRUARY", " MAR

CH"," APRIL "," MAY "," JUNE"

DATA " JULY 'V AUGUST ","SEPTEMB

ER"," OCTOBER","NOVEMBER","DECEMBER

94

D3

EF

F9

(5

B5

710

720

730

740

750

760

DATA "72775777775611544155527377717

752411151517777177177"

REM -

PRINT

CHR*

FOR I

POKE

RUN

— DISK ERROR

! PRINT "**t DISK ERROR ***"

(7)

= 1 TO 1000: NEXT

216,0

Program 2: Calendar Lister

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elsewhere in

this issue, to enter the following program.

8E 10 REM COPYRIGHT 1987 COMPUTE! PUBLICAT

IONS, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

n 11 HDME : VTAB 8: HTAB 12: PRINT "COPYR

IGHT 1987": HTAB 6: PRINT "COMPUTE!

PUBLICATIONS, INC.": HTAB 10: PRINT

"ALL RIQHT9 RESERVED."

98 12 FOR I = 1 TO 1500: NEXT I

BF 20 HOME : INPUT "WHAT YEAR IS THE CALEN

DAR FILE? ";Y«: IF LEN <Y*) - 2 THEN

Y* = "19" + Y*

44 30 Y = VAL (Y*>: IF Y < 1900 OR Y > 205

0 THEN SOTO 20

9B 40 PRINT

EC 45 ONERR GOTO 160

M 50 PRINT CHR* (4)"VERIFY CALENDAR."Y*

PR#1": PRINT CHR* (9)E4

B2

F?

55

60

70

PRINT

"80N"

PRINT

PRINT

CHR*

CHR*

CHR*

(4)

(4)

(4)

■OPEN CALENDAR.

■READ CALENDAR.

Y*

Y*

flfi 80 ONERR GOTO 120

4C 90 L* = ""

CE 100 GET S*:L* = L* + S*: IF S* < > CHR*

(13) THEN 100

4C 110 PRINT L*;: GOTO 90

E4 120 PRINT

3E 130 PRINT CHR* (4) "PR#0"

34 140 PRINT CHR* (4)"CLOSE CALENDAR."Y*

7B 150 PRINT "DONE.": END

C7 160 HOME : PRINT "FILE DOES NOT EXIST.

PRESS ANY KEY.": GET A*

B7 170 GOTO 20 EEI

Computer BROWNOUT protection!

LINE CONDITIONER
keeps power constant during

voltage sags and power surges!

Prevents damage and downtime on computers, phone systems,

cash registers, etc. by providing full voltage support when AC

input power varies up or down. Maintains constant output of

120V. Line Stabilizer is a stepped transformer system that has

HIGHER efficiency than CVTs (constant voltage transformers)

and gives lower waveform distortion at FAR LOWER COST.

Built-in spike and noise suppression. Full 1-year warranty!

ORDER TOLL FREE...CALL 1-800-662-5021
IN ILLINOIS CALL 1-312-648-2191

INDUS-TOOL, 730 West Lake Street, Chicago, IL 60606

Send □ 1200-Watt @ $199 □ 1800-Watt @ $259

Enclosed is $ _ or charge on

□ MasterCard or D Visa

Card No.

Name

Company . __

Address

City, Slate. Zip

Pfione

Expires.

Title

Score the winning

goal with

International
Hockey
for the Apple.
Examine Artworx' unique line ol software far the Apple:

INTERNATIONAL HOCKEY brings the excitement of the rink into your own

home. Complete with passing, fights and penalty shots! Only $24.95

STRIP POKER is the classic computer program. Play against Suzi and

Melissa; the more you win. the more they take off Only S29.95

LINKWORD LANGUAGES let you learn a foreign language fasti Available for

Spanish, French. German. Italian. Russian. Dulch. Greek and

Portuguese. All languages come with audio tape. Only $29.95 each.

BRIDGE 5.0—our popular bridge playing program now has improved

bidding and play plus many new features and refinements including

auto-play and being able to request an opening hand. Only SZ9.95

COMPUBRIDGE is our bridge tutorial. Learn to play bridge the easy way

with 10 text chapters and 8 random quizzes. Only $24.95

MONKEYMATH and MONKEYNEWS teach math facts and reading compre

hension in a most enjoyable way. Ages 5-10 Only S1795 each.

Artwi* Software Co. Inc. 1844 Penfield Road. PentleH. N Y H526 |716| 385-6120 |800| 828-6513



Vulcan Mines
Brett A. Painter

A fast and challenging all-machine language game,

"Vulcan Mines" features high-resolution graphics

and exciting sound effects. It runs on all Apple II

computers under either DOS 3.3 or ProDOS. Apple

II and 77+ computers require either a pair of pad

dles or a joystick. The joystick is optional on all

other models.

The folks in accounting finally had to shut

down the Special Projects Center. Sure, SPC

did some brilliant work for TransGlobal Labs,

but they never figured out what a budget or a

schedule was. Their last masterpiece was the

Vulcan security system, a networked array of

Computer-Automated Manufacturing (CAM)

stations. Each station can generate an almost

limitless number of simple but effective mobile

mines. Of course, SPC installed the prototype in

their own building.

That's why a munitions expert like yourself

is needed. Before leaving, a disgruntled en

gineer decommissioned the system's master

computer with a lug wrench. Isolated from the

rest of the network, each station has assumed

the worst and is building mines as fast as it can.

Before the legal department can move their of

fices into the building, someone has to neutral

ize the Vulcan system. That someone is you. So

sit down at the control console of your robotic

minesweeper. You've got some work to do.

Typing In The Game

You'll need to type in several different files to

get "Vulcan Mines" going. These include the

master program and five files that define the

predesigned game levels. Only the first listing is
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really a machine language program—the rest

are pure data, but they're all stored in the same

type of file. You should use the "Apple MLX"

machine language entry program, published

elsewhere in this issue, to enter all of the files.

Start by typing in Program 1, the Vulcan

Mines program. Load and run Apple MLX, then

answer the starting and ending address prompts

with:

STARTING ADDRESS? 4000

ENDING ADDRESS? 495F

Your minesweeper is just left of center, near the top end

of the leftmost wall. Mines surround you (one is to the

sweeper's upper left) and four generators remain (the

closest is to the left, against the wall).

When Apple MLX displays its options

menu, select E to enter the program, then type

the address where you'd like to start typing. (If

you're just starting to work on Vulcan Mines,

type 4000, the first address in the listing.) Type

in the data and save this file on the disk with

the name VULCAN.



The Vulcan Mines program expects to find

definitions for all the levels of the game on the

disk. Programs 2-6, which define five game lev

els, must be typed in with Apple MLX and

saved as separate files. For each file, give the

corresponding starting and ending address from

the following list. Then press E and type 5020

to enter data from the start of the listing. After

you've typed in all the lines of a level file, be

sure to save a copy. Put all the game level files

on the same disk as the game file (Program 1).

If you're using ProDOS, put all the files in the

same subdirectory. Also, be sure to use the

names shown below for the level files (LEV01,

LEV02, and so on). If you don't, the game pro

gram won't be able to find its files. Continue

until you've entered all five levels:

Program 2: LEV01

STARTING ADDRESS? 5020

ENDING ADDRESS? 50C7

Program 3: LEV02

STARTING ADDRESS? 5020

ENDING ADDRESS? 50D7

Program 4: LEV03

STARTING ADDRESS? 5020

ENDING ADDRESS? 50BF

Program 5: LEV04

STARTING ADDRESS? 5020

ENDING ADDRESS? 5117

Program 6: LEV05

STARTING ADDRESS? 5020

ENDING ADDRESS? 510F

Finally, you need to create a one-byte file

containing the current total number of game

levels. Make sure that the disk containing the

other game files is still in the drive, then enter

the following two lines at a BASIC ] prompt,

pressing Return after each line:

POKE 768,5

BSAVE NUMLEV,A$300,L$l

Playing The Game

Type BRUN VULCAN to begin. The Caps Lock

key should be down before you start playing.

The computer will print the message, JOYSTICK

OR KEYBOARD? Press J to use a joystick if you

have one connected, or K to use the keyboard.

Note: If you're playing Vulcan Mines on an

Apple IlGS, make sure the Control Panel's System

Speed option has been set to Normal.

After a short pause to read the data for the

first level from the disk, the first level begins.

You'll see your score displayed at the lower left

of the screen (initially 0000000) and your en

ergy level (initially 0500) at the lower right.

Your character on the screen will be invisible

until you move. This gives you time to look at

the board and establish a strategy. It also pro

tects you from being hit before you've had a

chance to react.

To move using the joystick, simply move

the stick in the desired direction. From the key

board, Vulcan Mines uses an inverted-T key

arrangement, using the I, J, K, and L keys—I for

up, J for left, K for down, and L for right. You

may not move diagonally.

If you're playing a level for the first time,

you probably won't know where you are on the

screen before you move. You can find out by

firing your laser a couple of times; the shots

will appear on the screen, but you'll remain in

visible. To shoot using the joystick, press joy

stick button 0, then move the stick in the

direction you want to fire. From the keyboard,

press Open Apple and the key for the desired

direction. On Apple II's and 11 +'s, which don't

have the Open Apple key, the paddle 0 button

should be used instead.

You should shoot at the mines and their

generators, both to disable them (once disabled,

they're no longer shown onscreen) and to pro

tect yourself. Refer to the screen photo—the

small diamond-shaped objects are mines, the

four-sided blocks represent generating stations,

and the eight-pointed star shows the position of

your minesweeper. There's no way to shoot

diagonally or through walls, or to shoot any

thing that's right next to you—there has to be

at least one empty space between you and

whatever you're trying to shoot. This feature

adds an extra challenge to the game, since you

can get trapped in a swarm of mines if you're

not alert.

Be careful not to run into mines. They can't

shoot at you, but they will do some damage to

your minesweeper if you run into them. Every

time you touch a mine, your energy level drops

by ten units. When you disable a mine or a

generator, you can recover some energy from

the scrap that's left. Each mine that you shoot

adds one energy unit and scores 10 points; each

generator adds five energy units and 500 points.

If your energy level reaches zero, the game

ends. Press Control-Reset if you want to stop

playing or any other key to play again.

When you've deactivated all the mines and

generators on a level, Vulcan Mines loads the

next level from disk. After you've completed the

highest level, the game continues by returning

to the first screen, but with a higher difficulty

factor.

Designing Extra Boards

Five different levels are included with Vulcan

Mines, but the game may consist of as many

boards as you want. Even better, you can de-
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Start by entering the board editor listed as

Program 7. You'll find it much easier if you use

the "Apple Automatic Proofreader" program,

found elsewhere in this issue, to help you check

your typing. Save Program 7 on the same disk

with the game and all the existing levels, giving

it the filename MAKE. Check that the Caps Lock

key is down and then type

RUN MAKE

The program clears the text screen and

draws a border of asterisks (*). It also shows a

cursor—a flashing plus sign—that you can

move using the keyboard. Use the same keys

you use to control the game from the keyboard.

Here's a list of all the keys that the board-

maker program recognizes:

Key

[

f
K

L

X

G

Space

S

Return

Action

Move up

Move left

Move down

Move right

Draw a wall

Draw a generator

Erase a square

Set player's starting position

Save the board to disk

Move the cursor around the screen and use

the X and G keys to place walls and generators

wherever you want. To erase a wall or gen

erator that you don't want, press the space bar.

Walls and generators appear in the same places

on the editing screen as on the finished game

screen, but the board-maker program uses text

characters to represent them—asterisks for walls

and uppercase Gs for generators. You should

also press the S key once to set the player's

starting position. (This won't be displayed on

the screen.)

Make sure that the player can actually get

to all the generators and can get a straight shot

from more than one square away in at least one

direction. Otherwise, that generator can never

be destroyed and the round will never end. You

should also remember that each level is limited

to 32 generators at most.

When you're satisfied with the layout,

press Return. The program will ask you for a

randomness value, which sets the speed at

which each generator in the level produces

mines. Enter a value between 0 and 255. Higher

numbers are faster speeds. Ten is a good value

for beginners, while 255 is nearly impossible,

since a new mine will appear each time you

shoot one. Next, enter the number for this level.

This number will become part of the filename

for this level and will indicate the order of play

for the different boards. (Use numbers greater

than 5 unless you want to overwrite one of the

existing level files.) After a short period of

processing, the program will write the data for

the new level to the disk.

The NUMLEV file also gets updated when

you create a new level. This binary file contains

only one byte, indicating the number of levels

on the disk. If the number you've assigned to

the new level is greater than the old value in

NUMLEV, the board editor will write the new

number to NUMLEV. Otherwise, it will assume

you're redefining an existing level and will

leave NUMLEV alone. If you want to create a

version of the game with fewer than five levels,

you must create a new NUMLEVEL file. Follow

the example given above, but replace the 5 in

the POKE statement with the new total number

of levels.

There can be as many as 99 levels, but

there can't be any gaps in the sequence of level

numbers; if you make a level 9, levels 1-8 have

to exist as well. If there's a gap, the Vulcan

Mines game will draw a semirandom (and

usually impossible) board in its place.

Program 1: Vulcan Mines

For mistake-proof program entry, use "Apple MIX," found elsewhere

in this issue, to type in this program.

4000:

4008:

4010:

4018:

4020:

4028:

4030:

4038:

4040:

4048:

4050:

4058:

4060:

4066:

4070:

4078:

4060:

4088:

4090:

4098:

40A0:

40A8:

40B0:

40BS:

40C0:

40C8:

40D0:

40D8:

40E0:

40ES:

40F0:

40F8s

4100:

4108:

4110:

4118:

20 76

47 20

50 C0

A0 7F

D0 FA

85 FF

85 FD

45 FD

F0 33

FA BD

58 85

E4 FC

0D E0

69 08

49 D0

BD E6

85 D0
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6B 49

A9 05

49 8C

75 49

49 60

06 20

66 4B

11 49

D0 F5

10 FB

A2 01

49 A9

D0 FD

F0 0B

FD 8D

7F 49

00 BD

22 BC

81 49

60 6C

4C D0

8D 81

A9 20

99 C0

20 93

60 IB

2C CD

85 D0

B0 01

03 F0

A5 CF

21 21

0C 08

20 20

10 10

03 33

01 01

19 01

23 10

32 32

21 21

CF D9

CF D2

Cl D2

5D 5D

22 22

63 63

CF Cl

84 C2

D5 CD

00 00

D0 F5

20 63

B0 20

48 20

A0 07

88 10

99 6F

8D 6C

73 49

8C 77

A0 00

63 48

20 5B

F0 06

AD 10

A2 00

C9 CB

BD 20

60 AD

A9 ED

80 49

A9 48

81 49

82 49

99 00

7F 49

08 20

49 60

85 D0

58 A5

48 C8

A5 D0

48 F0

A5 CF

60 E6

01 60

69 27

2D 2D

08 1C

3F 01

3F 30

33 3F

3F 20

3F 21

08 0C

3F 33

3F 30

D3 D4

A0 CB

C4 BF

22 36

14 08

5D 6B

C4 A0

CC CF

CC C5

FF FF

AD 75 D4

48 AD DE

63 4B 73

66 48 89

99 59 90

F7 A0 90

49 SB 67

49 C8 64

8C 74 0D

49 C8 IB

B9 4A 4D

CB D0 Cl

FC A0 DB

20 ED 83

C0 AD 20

C9 CA 06

D0 EF 16

ED FD El

00 BF 7E

8D 7F 27

60 A9 04

8D 80 6A

60 C9 7C

AC 81 80

02 AC BB

AD 00 D3

03 BE 67

A9 00 BE

A0 00 A7

CF 99 E9

C0 C0 14

69 04 1A

01 60 EA

69 7F 6A

D0 A5 FB

A9 20 60

85 CF B4

21 3F 27

1C 1C 63

01 3F 76

30 3F BE

30 30 EC

20 3F 73

21 3F 7C

0C 0C 53

33 3F F7

30 30 EB

C9 C3 36

C5 D9 79

00 08 9A

08 80 5A

80 3E 32

3E S4 14

CC C5 85

Cl C4 F0

D6 BD 37

00 00 EA

18

12

Program 2: LEV01

For mistake-proof program entry, use "Apple MLX," found elsewhere

in this issue, to type in this program.

5020: 06 08 13 58 0C 11 16 02 B0

5028: 11 16 25 00 00 00 00 00 7B

5030: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 D0

5038: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 D8

5040: 00 00 00 00 00 80 80 A0 84

5048: A0 A0 A0 00 00 00 00 00 75
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5050:

505B:

5060:

5068:

5070:

507B:

5080:

5088:

5090:

5078:

50A0:

50A8:

50B0:

50B8:

50C0:

00

00

00

01

02

02

02

01

01

02

01

02

02

02

02

00

00

00

0E

0E

26

0E

08

0E

0E

08

12

12

12

12

00

00

00

02

0A

02

01

01

02

01

01

02

02

02

02

00

00

00

0E

0E

0E

0a

0E

0E

08

0E

12

12

12

12

00

00

2?

01

02

04

01

02

01

01

02

02

02

02

29

00

00

0E

08

26

02

0E

0E

08

0E

0E

12

12

12

12

00

00

01

01

02

04

02

01

01

02

0A

02

02

02

02

00

00

08

0E

26

0E

0E

08

0E

0E

0E

12

12

12

00

F0

Fa

8C

66

Sfi

03

98

FE

8E

B0

2F

9E

A6

AE

DD

Program 5: LEV04

For mistake-proof program entry, use "Apple MIX," found elsewhere

in this issue, to type in this program.

Program 3: LEV02

For mistake-proof program entry, use "Apple MIX," found elsewhere

in this issue, to type in this program.

5020:

5028:

5030:

5038:

5040:

5048:

5050:

5058:

5060:

5068:

5070:

5078:

5080:

50B8:

5090:

5098:

50A0:

50A8:

50B0:

50B8:

50C0:

50C8:

50D0:

06

08

00

00

00

88

00

00

00

03

03

02

01

03

02

01

07

02

01

03

02

02

01

08

01

00

00

00

A8

00

00

00

02

06

06

10

0E

06

08

10

06

12

08

IF

22

FF

12

12

00

00

00

A8

00

00

00

02

02

01

03

02

01

01

02

01

03

02

03

02

00

58

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

IF

06

12

0C

06

08

16

06

10

0A

06

04

02

00

06

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

29

03

01

03

02

01

01

02

01

03

02

01

02

02

FF

01

00

00

00

0a

00

00

00

26

04

14

0A

06

08

16

06

0E

0C

06

16

21

26

FF

12

00

00

00

08

00

00

00

02

02

03

02

01

07

02

01

03

02

01

03

03

29

00

08

00

00

00

28

00

00

00

21

ID

08

06

0E

10

06

08

0E

06

14

06

02

03

00

ED

4F

D0

D8

39

6C

F0

F8

08

86

IB

27

FE

15

BE

6F

BD

3F

95

E9

67

51

Fl

5020:

5028:

5030:

5038:

5040:

5048:

5050:

5058:

5060:

5068:

5070:

5078:

5080:

5088:

5090:

5098:

50A0:

50A8:

50B0:

50B8:

50C0:

50C8:

50D0:

50D8:

50E0:

50E8:

50F0:

50F8:

5100:

5108:

5110:

19 0D 03

02 06 07

16 18 1A

ID 03 14

00 00 00

30 58 58

60 60 60

70 78 80

00 00 00

02 03 1C

02 03 01

18 03 01

16 01

03 01

02 03 01

01 01 01

01 01 01

03 02

12 01

03 01

03 02

01 0E 01

02 03 01

01 03 01

03 01

03 02

16 03 01

01 03 02

02 01 03

20 03 02

29 00 FF

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

A0 06

24 0E

0B ID

26 17

00 00

58 60

6B 68

80 88

00 29

07 02

22 02

03 02

03 01

16 01

03 01

01 01

01 01

03 01

03 01

03 01

03 01

02 02

03 01

03 02

0F 01

03 01

03 02

03 01

IE 01

04 01

20 20

17 0F

10 12

IE 21

IE 00

08 10

60 60

68 68

A0 00

26 02

03 01

03 01

03 01

03 02

03 01

03 01

01 01

04 01

03 01

03 02

12 01

03 01

03 01

03 01

03 01

02 01

03 01

03 01

IE 01

03 02

21 02

20 20

14 B9

14 57

0B 84

00 3E

20 41

60 4D

70 Fl

00 2E

26 0D

22 FE

03 36

03 57

03 92

03 05

01 5A

01 39

03 4F

03 14

03 Cl

03 40

03 2C

03 CE

12 AB

03 2C

03 ES

01 52

IE E9

03 D0

03 41

26 B2

31 3C

Program 6: LEV05

For mistake-proof program entry, use "Apple MIX," found elsewhere

in this issue, to type in this program.

Program 4: LEV03

For mistake-proof program entry, use "Apple MIX," found elsewhere

in this issue, to type in tins program.

5020:

5028:

5030:

5038:

5040:

5046:

5050:

5058:

5060:

5068:

5070:

5078:

5080:

5088:

5090:

5098:

50A0:

50AS:

50B01

50B8:

11 0B 23

11 21 25

25 21 07

00 00 00

00 00 00

28 28 28

48 60 68

00 00 00

00 00 00

02 0A 01

01 06 01

01 14 02

02 0A 01

01 IB 02

01 01 01

01 14 06

22 06 02

02 26 02

02 17 01

02 IB 01

A0 06

11 03

07 07

00 00

00 00

30 48

70 78

00 00

00 29

06 01

14 02

0A 01

05 18

01 01

01 01

01 02

26 02

06 22

0E 02

0A 29

25 11

05 06

07 00

00 00

10 18

48 48

80 00

00 00

26 02

14 02

0A 01

06 01

02 06

01 01

IB 02

0A 01

26 02

IB 01

17 01

12 02

11 72

08 8F

00 51

00 DS

20 71

48 4B

00 07

00 F8

26 0D

0A 73

06 B4

14 B5

02 EB

02 D0

0A A4

IB E4

26 49

0A FD

0E 95

06 7D

5020:

5028:

5030:

5038:

5040:

5048:

5050:

5058:

5060:

5068:

5070:

5078:

5080:

508S:

5090:

5098:

50A0:

50A8:

50B0:

50B8:

30C0:

50CB:

50D0:

50D8:

50E0:

50EB:

50F0:

15

24

02

11

00

28

70

90

00

01

01

02

02

02

02

02

02

03

01

01

01

02

02

01

02

01

01

10

24

12

17

00

48

70

90

00

1A

1A

19

1A

IB

06

06

05

04

01

09

06

03

09

05

09

09

03

24

06

17

00

00

50

70

00

00

02

02

01

01

01

0D

01

01

01

02

01

01

02

01

01

01

01

01

A0

09

17

00

00

5B

78

00

00

0B

0A

06

05

04

09

0C

0E

10

03

02

06

08

03

01

06

01

09

06

04

17

00

00

60

80

00

29

01

0F

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

02

01

01

02

03

0B

03

12

00

10

68

BB

00

26

1A

0B

02

02

02

04

09

09

09

06

02

06

08

08

09

06

0A

16

0B

22

17

00

16

68

BB

00

02

02

02

01

01

01

02

01

01

01

06

02

01

01

01

01

01

06

01

0B

23

0A

00

20

68

90

00

0B

0B

03

02

02

02

03

08

06

04

06

02

09

05

08

02

02

07

05

5B

88

E3

27

71

7C

A2

65

Fl

80

98

F4

2D

65

05

D2

B8

IF

B4

72

0F

IB

3F

9B

69

C7

FA
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50F8: 01 09 02 15 01 07 01 08 1C

5100: 02 14 01 09 01 07 29 03 D2

5108: 20 03 02 04 01 21 02 26 B2

Program 7: Vulcan Mines Level Editor

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elsewhere in

this issue, to enter the following program.

73 5 REM COPYRIGHT 1987 COMPUTE! PUBLICATI

DNS, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

59 6 HOME : VTAB 10: HTAB 13: PRINT "Copyr

PRINT "COMPUTE! P

HTAB 11: PRINT "A

': FOR I = 1 TO 50

ight 1987": HTAB 7l

ubl ications, Inc. ";

11 Rights Reserved.

0: NEXT I

C3 10 LOMEM: 8192

4B 20 HOME

A6 30 DIM M<40,24)

BE 40 DIM GX(32) ,GY(32)

8D 50 FOR T = 1 TO 40

B7 60 HTAB (T): VTAB 1: PRINT "*"j

9D 70 HTAB (T): VTAB 23: PRINT "*";

4A 80 M(T,1) = 1:M(T,23) = 1

Ei 90 NEXT T

E2 100 FOR T = 1 TO 23

DB 110 M(1,T) - 1:M(40,T) = 1

D9 120 HTAB 1: VTAB (T): PRINT "*";

VTAB (T): PRINT "*";BS 130 HTAB 40

6B 140 NEXT T

1C 150 X = 20: Y = 13

It 160 HTAB (X): VTAB (Y): PRINT

3fl 170 HTAB (X): VTAB (Y)

8f 1B0 N = M(X,Y>

8F 190 IF N = 1 THEN PRINT "*";

EA 200 IF N = 0 THEN PRINT " ";

75 210 IF N = 2 THEN PRINT "B";

ID 220 IF PEEK

1? 230 GET R*

9B 240 IF R« =

= X:SY =

56 250 IF R* =

FF 260 IF Rt =

2< 270 IF R* =

(7 280 IF R* =

(5 290 IF R* =

77 300 IF R* =

75 310 IF R* =

B3 320 IF R*

52 330 IF Y <

24 340 IF

( - 16384) < 128 THEN 160

'S" THEN PRINT CHR* (7):SX

Y

" " THEN M(X,Y) = 0

"X" THEN M(X,Y> = 1

"G" THEN M(X,Y) «■ 2

"I" THEN Y = Y - 1

"K" THEN Y = Y + 1

"J" THEN X = X - 1

"L" THEN X = X + 1

CHR* (13) THEN 380

2 THEN Y = 2

< 2 THEN X = 2

32 350 IF Y > 22 THEN Y = 22

B3 360 IF X > 39 THEN X = 39

Al 370 GOTO 160

D7 380 IF SX = 0 THEN HTAB I: VTAB 24: PRI

NT CHR* (7>"N0 START POSITION";: BE

T A*: HTAB 1: PRINT 3PC( 17);: GOTO

160

C9 390 HOME : INPUT "RANDOMNESS -> ";RA

4F 400 GOSUB 580

6fl 410 G = 5 * 4096 + 100

EC 420 X = 1:R = 0

E9 430 PRINT

34 440 PRINT "FORMING MAP:"

BE 450 FOR 0 = 1 TO 24

01 460 FOR T = 1 TO 40

2B 470 IF M<T,O) = X THEN R = R + 1: GOTO

510

EB 480 X = M(T,O): POKE G,R

AF 490 R •= 1:G = G + 1

92 500 GOTO 520

IB 510 IF R = 256 THEN POKE 6,255: POKE G

+ 1,0iQ = B + 2:R = 1

6B 520

2B 530

EC 540

AF 550

DB 560

21 570

F4 580

AB 590

23 600

AS 610

52 620

CD 630

B7 640

C3 650

NEXT T

PRINT ". ";: NEXT 0

PRINT

LE = (B - ((5 * 4096) + 32)) + 2

LE* = STR* (LE)

GOTD 810

PRINT

PRINT "COUNTING GENERATORS:11

J = 0

FOR 0 = 1 TO 23

PRINT ".";

FOR T = 1 TO 40

IF M(T,O) < > 2 THEN 690

IF J = 33 THEN PRINT : PRINT "ONLY

FIRST 32 GENERATORS INCLUDED":T = 4

0:0 = 23: GOTO 690

D4 660 GX(J) = T - 1:GY(J) = (0 - 1) * 8

77 670 M(T,O) = 0

3A 680 J = J + 1

C6 690 NEXT T,0

?F 700 G = 5 * 4096 + 32

72 710 POKE G,J

44 720 B = 5 * 4096 +■ 37

45 730 FOR R ■= 0 TO 30

A4 740 POKE B + R,GX(R)

72 750 NEXT R

BC 760 G = 5 * 4096 + 69

4D 770 FOR R = 0 TO 30

BC 780 POKE G + R,GY(R)

7A 790 NEXT R

18 800 RETURN

C2 810 G = 5 * 4096 + 33

8C 820 POKE G,RA

B9 830 G = G + 1

77 840 POKE G,SX - 1

BD 850 B = B + 1

El 860 POKE B, (SY - 1) * 8

47 870 D* = CHR* (4)

C7 880 INPUT "LEVEL NUMBER -> ";L

6D 890 IF L < 1 OR L > 99 THEN 8B0

45 900 L* = STR* (L)

C3 910 IF L < 10 THEN L* = "0" + L*

74 920 PRINT D*;"BSAVE LEV" + L* + ",A*502

0,L" + LE*

5( 930 PRINT D*;"BLOAD NUMLEV

Ei 940 G = PEEK (768)

8C 950 IF G < L THEN G = L

4D 960 POKE 768,G

22 970 PRINT D*;"BSAVE NUMLEV,A*0300,L*000

m
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ProDesk
David Bailey

"ProDesk," a superb menu-driven program

launcher, works with all Apple II computers using

ProDOS. ProDesk makes it easy to find and run

programs, no matter how many levels of subdirec

tories are involved. It also offers file maintenance

features such as creating subdirectories and delet

ing, locking/unlocking, and renaming files. An 80-

column card is required for Apple //+ and older

lie computers.

The Macintosh has its Finder. The Apple IlGS

has its Desktop. Both are applications that let

you locate files, execute programs, and conduct

routine file maintenance chores like deleting

and renaming files. But if you're using an Apple

II+, He, or He computer and ProDOS, you've

been pretty much out of luck. Until now—until

"ProDesk."

ProDesk uses a folder metaphor to show

you what files and directories are on any disk;

then it lets you select and execute system,

BASIC, and machine language files. ProDesk

opens and closes directories and subdirectories

with the touch of a key, letting you locate bur

ied files with ease.

More than just a file locator and program

launcher, ProDesk also offers some basic file

maintenance features. Instead of typing in

cumbersome commands like DELETE filename

or RENAME oldname,newnamer ProDesk deletes

and renames files at your order.

Name It STARTUP

ProDesk is a BASIC program that should be en

tered using "Apple Automatic Proofreader," the

error-checking utility found elsewhere in this

issue. Type in the program and save it to a

blank disk using the name STARTUP.

When a ProDOS disk boots, the computer

reads the first track from the disk. That starts a

process of loading the PRODOS and BASIC

.SYSTEM files. After that, the computer searches

the disk for a file named STARTUP. If it finds

one, the STARTUP program is executed. Saving

ProDesk as STARTUP, then, causes the program

to run automatically when the disk boots.

It's easiest if you copy ProDesk to each of

your disks and make it the first file you place

on any newly formatted disk. That way, you

won't need to switch disks as often.

You can name ProDesk something other

than STARTUP, but then you'll have to man

ually load and run it the usual way, such as

"with the command

RUN PRODESK

File Folder Mentality

It takes only a moment for ProDesk to find all

the files on the disk and display them on the

screen. Figure 1 shows the ProDesk file folder

as you'll see it on your computer's monitor.

Figure 1: The ProDesk Screen
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Pathname lists the complete directory path

name in the standard ProDOS format of

/volume/directory/subdirectory/filename. The

boldfaced brackets indicate the current volume,

directory, or subdirectory.

B
The current volume, directory, or subdirec

tory name is also placed here.

Filenames appear in the first column.

File types (BAS, BIN, D1R, TXT, SYS) are

listed in the second column. A vertical bar sepa

rates the two-column combinations.

D

When there are more than 36 files on the

disk, the word more appears. Selecting it dis

plays the next group of 36 files.

Command key summaries are listed at the

bottom of the screen.

You can operate ProDesk with just the up-

and down-arrow keys (or the A and Z keys for

up and down, respectively), Return, Escape, the

left-arrow key, and the spacebar. These six keys

let you do everything from executing a machine

language program to accessing ProDesk's file

maintenance utilities.

Using ProDesk

ProDesk is simple to use. The up- and down-

arrow keys (or A and Z, if you have an Apple

11+ keyboard) select the file to execute (or the

directory to open). Notice that the arrow ap

pears next to the chosen file or directory. It

"wraps" around as well, so that when it's at the

top of the leftmost column, you can reach the

bottom of the rightmost column by pressing the

up-arrow key.

Press Return to execute the file or to open

the selected directory. ProDesk changes to the

40-column mode before running a program, in

case the executed program isn't formatted for

80-columns.

Note that ProDesk can be fooled into trying

to execute some files that aren't really pro

grams. Although binary (BIN) files often hold

machine language programs, such files can also

be used to store character shape data or other

information. An example is the playing level

data files for the "Vulcan Mines" game else

where in this issue. ProDesk has no way of

knowing which BIN files contain data and

which contain executable machine language. If
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you try to execute a data file, you'll probably

experience an immediate system crash. If this

occurs, press Control-Reset to return to the

familiar ] prompt, then type RUN STARTUP

(or whatever name you gave to ProDesk) to re

run the program.

When there are more than 36 files on the

disk, the word more shows at the bottom of the

file folder. It's normally in lowercase, but

changes to uppercase (MORE) when it's se

lected. Pressing Return when MORE is visible

puts the disk's next 36 files on the screen. (No

tice that the back-arrow key is now labeled for

last group of files instead of for last subdirectory.)

Use the Escape key to look at another

disk's files. Put another disk in the drive and

press Return to view the root directory, or type

in the pathname if you want to view a directory

on that new disk. Pressing the Escape key at

this point exits ProDesk and puts the ] prompt

on the screen.

The left-arrow key closes the current direc

tory and takes you back one level. If you're in a

directory named DOX in the volume PRODESK,

for instance, pressing the left-arrow key closes

DOX and displays the main root directory of

the volume PRODESK. Closing a disk's root

directory puts the same options on the screen as

when you press the Escape key.

When you use ProDesk to execute a pro

gram in a subdirectory, the path to that pro

gram will still be the default ProDOS path

when the program ends. If you attempt to load

a program (ProDesk, for example) not in the se

lected subdirectory, you'll get a Path not found

error message. To avoid this, use the command

PREFIX / to return to the volume directory

before attempting to load another program.

Empty directories and non-existent path

names are errors that ProDesk copes with. The

program displays a short message and allows

you to continue with the press of any key.

Using The Utilities

ProDesk also offers several file maintenance

features that you can use without exiting the

program. To reach the Utilities menu, press the

spacebar. Selecting the proper utility takes just

one keypress.

Note: Make sure the Caps Lock key is down.

Create Subdirectory puts a short note on

the screen. Read the note, hit any key, and type

in the name of the new subdirectory. Although

you can create a subdirectory within a directory

here (by separating the two with a slash (/) and

by keeping the total character count under 15),

it's best if you first open the appropriate direc

tory, and then create the new subdirectory.



Figure 2: ProDesk's Utilities

ProDesk's Utility menu appears when you press the

spacebar. Each of the four features is called with a

single keypress.

Delete File does just that. Press the D key,

move the arrow to select the file, and press Re

turn (hitting the Escape key aborts the delete

process entirely). You'll have to confirm the de

lete by pressing Y for Yes. Pressing N cancels

the delete. Important note: ProDesk's Delete fea

ture will delete locked files.

Rename File lets you change the name of

any file or directory. Just press the R key, select

the file or directory, and type in the new name.

You can type in as many characters as you

want, but only the first 15 are used. Make sure

you use only letters, numbers, and periods for the

new filename. As with Delete, pressing the Es

cape key aborts the process.

Toggle Lock Flags lock and unlock files and

directories. Locked files and directories are

marked on the screen with an asterisk (*). Select

the file and press Return. If the file is unlocked,

it becomes locked; if it's locked, it becomes un

locked. Press the Escape key to return to the

Utilities menu.

Escape exits the Utilities menu and returns

you to the main ProDesk screen.

Some Hows And Whys

As an operating system, ProDOS comes

equipped with many of the same commands as

the older DOS 3.3. One of the major dif

ferences, other than its faster speed, is

ProDOS's parameters. ProDOS includes three

parameters which can be used with most DOS

commands. The parameter used most frequently

in ProDesk is the T parameter.

The T parameter lets you use many com

mands—such as BSAVE, BLOAD, and BRUN—

with any file type. That's significant, for nor

mally only binary files (marked as BIN) can uti

lize those commands. BSAVE, BLOAD, and

BRUN are powerful, fast commands that take a

chunk of memory and either save it to disk,

load it from disk, or execute it from disk.

They're much faster than the usual text file

commands of SAVE, LOAD, and RUN.

ProDesk takes advantage of the commands'

ease of use. Using the T parameter, the program

was able to load filenames into variables for

use. An example is the way directories were

handled. In ProDOS, directories are considered

files (DIRectory files). Since there's no way to

access some file types (other than using the for

mat -filename, which finds the file, then exe

cutes it), to open a current directory, you must

get the pathname with the command PREFIX,

and then use the statement OPEN prefix,TDIR.

The files can then be read in one by one.

The MouseText characters are another im

portant addition to ProDesk. I discovered them

quite by accident.

To create the MouseText characters, you

must print an Escape (CHR$(27)), followed by

an inverse, uppercase character. With some

experimentation, you'll quickly find some very

useful characters.

Four are especially hard to make out.

That's because they're really half-characters—

two characters must be placed side by side to

print the actual figure. Both sets are used in

ProDesk. One is the symbol of the directory;

the other is the symbol of the running man.

The running man is printed with the FG

combination, while the directory is printed by

XY. To print the running man, for instance, en

ter 80-column mode, then type

PRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(15);"FG";CHR$(14)

Two other MouseText characters found in

ProDesk are the closed Apple (@) and the open

Apple (A).

ProDesk

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elsewhere in

this issue, to enter the following program.

8E 10 REM COPYRIGHT 1987 COMPUTE! PUBLICAT

IONS, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

IF 15 HOME : VTAB 6: HTAB 12: PRINT "COPYR

IGHT 1787": HTAB 6: PRINT "COMPUTE!

PUBLICATIONS, INC.": HTAB 10: PRINT

"ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.": FOR I = 1 TO

1500: NEXT I

3E 100 LOMEM: 24576

82 110 POKE 76a, 0

57 120 CLEAR

81 130 REM POKE 216,0

96 140 DIM FS(36)

21 150 D* ■ CHR* (4):CR* = CHRS (13):ESS =

CHR* (27):S* = CHR* <15>:N» = CHR»

68 160 PRINT : PRINT D*"CLOSE"
62 170 TEXT : HOME

D4 180 SF = 0

2F 1«?0 PRINT D*; "PR#3
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El

n

38

ZA

AZ

BA

D9

5A

16

ZE

95

JF

FC

DF

13

95

51

CB

200

205

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

PRINT ES*

ONERR 60TD 1630

PRINT D«;"PREFIX"

INPUT P*

VTAB 1

PRINT CR*; TAB( 30>;S*"A"N«; SPC( 2

);"COMPUTE!'5 ProDesk"

IF MF > 0 THEN DF = 1

IF MF = 0 THEN DF = 0

FOR T = 1 TO 80: PRINT CHR* (95);:

NEXT

VTAB 4

FDR FD = LEN (P*) - 1 TD 1 STEP - 1

IF Fl = 0 AND MID* (P*,FD,1) = "/"

THEN FS = FD:SD* = MID* (P*,FD + 1,

LEN (P*) - 2):F1 = 1

NEXT

PRINT "Pathname- ";

IF FS < = 1 THEN PRINT "/C"SD*"]/"

IF FS > 1 THEN SD* ■ LEFT* (SD*, LE

N (SD*) ~ 1): PRINT LEFT* (P*,FS -

(S

P

2B 370

0! 380

3ft 390

91 400

7C 410

SI

BD

FB

Si

04

CB

420

430

440

450

460

470

47 480

EB 490

96 500

D9 510

19 520

BB 530

01 540

A4 550

7C 560

E9 570

6B 590

FA 590

31 600

E8 610

21 620

DR* = LEFT* (P*, LEN (P*) - 1)

HTAB 2: VTAB 6: FOR T = 1 TO LEN

D*) + 2: PRINT CHR* (95);: NEXT !

RINT

HTAB 1: VTAB 7: PRINT S*"Z"N«" "SD*

" "S*"T"N*;: FOR T = 1 TO 75 - LEN

(SD*) - 2: PRINT CHR* (95);: NEXT :

PRINT

FOR V = 8 TO 21: VTAB V: HTAB 1: PR

INT S*"Z";: HTAB 76: PRINT CHR* (95

);N«: NEXT

VTAB 22: HTAB 2: PRINT S*;: FOR T =

1 TO 76: PRINT "L";: NEXT : PRINT

N*;

PRINT : PRINT D*"OPEN "DR*",TDIR":

PRINT DVREAD "DR*

FOR T = 1 TO 3: INPUT A*: NEXT : IF

MF > 0 THEN MF = MF - 1: FOR T = 3

6 * MF + 1 TO 36 * MF + 36: INPUT A

*: NEXT

ONERR GOTO 1660

NF = - 1

IF MF < 0 THEN MF = 0

VTAB 23: INPUT A4:A4 = LEFT* (A*,20

): IF A* = "" THEN 530

POKE 216,0

NF = NF + 1: IF NF = 36 THEN NF = 3

5:MF = MF + 1: GOTO 530

H = INT (NF / 12):NS = NF:NS = NS -

H * 12:V = NS: HTAB H

+ 9

2 THEN PRINT A*'

AB V +

IF H <

4)

IF H =

F*(NF)

* 23 + 7: VT

CHR* (12

2 THEN PRINT A*

= A*

GOTO 450

PRINT D*;"CLOSE"

POKE 216,0

NF = NF + 1

IF PEEK (769)

GOTO 650

IF PEEK (76S)

GOTO 650

IF PEEK (768)

GOTO 650

IF PEEK (768) = 1 THEN 1060

PRINT : VTAB 23: HTAB 2: PRINT S*"K

"N*"&"S*"J"N*" to Select Files : <R

eturn> to execute : <Esc> to Change

Pathname or Quit";CR*;

PRINT S*"H"N*;

IF DF = 0 THEN PRINT " for last sub

-directory";

= 4 THEN 60SUB 1540:

= 3 THEN GOSUB 1420:

= 2 THEN GOSUB 1270:

04 630 IF DF = 1 THEN PRINT " -for last gro

up of files";

54 640 PRINT " : <Space> far Utilities : A

& Z also select";

IB 650 POKE - 16368,0

69 660 IF NF = 0 THEN VTAB 9: HTAB 7: PRIN

T S*; CHR* (91);N*M No Files Found!

1C 670 IF MF > 0 AND SF < = 35 THEN HTAB 3

8: VTAB 22: PRINT "more"

22 680 IF MF > 0 AND SF > 35 THEN GOTO 700

E3 690 SH = INT (SF / 12):NH = SH:NH = SF

- SH * 12:SV = NH: HTAB SH * 23 + 6

: VTAB SV + 9: PRINT S*"U"N*

0F 700 WAIT - 16384,128

48 710 K = PEEK ( - 16384) - 128: POKE - 1

636S,0

37 720 IF K = 11 AND NF > 0 OR K = 65 AND

NF > 0 THEN HTAB SH * 23 + 6: VTAB

SV + 9: PRINT " ":GF = SF - 1: IF S

F < 0 THEN SF = NF - 1: IF MF > 0 T

HEN SF = 36

5B 730 IF K = 10 AND NF > 0 OR K = 90 AND

NF > 0 THEN HTAB SH * 23 + 6: VTAB

SV + 9: PRINT " ":SF = SF + 1: IF S

F > NF - 1 THEN F = SF:SF =0: IF M

F > 0 AND F = 36 THEN IF MF > 0 THE

N SF = 36

FA 740 IF MF > 0 AND SF > 35 THEN HTAB 38:

VTAB 22: PRINT "MORE"

EE 750 IF SF > 35 AND K = 13 THEN 170

2C 760 IF K = 8 AND DF = 1 THEN MF = MF -

1: GOTO 170

BC 770 IF K = 8 THEN 870

FA 780 IF K = 13 AND PEEK (768) = 2 THEN 1

310

ED 790 IF K

460

6D 800 IF K

560

33 810 IF K

4D 820 IF K

= 13 AND PEEK (768) = 3 THEN 1

= 13 AND PEEK (768) = 4 THEN 1

13 THEN 920

27 AND PEEK (768) > 0 THEN P

OKE 768,0: GOTO 1060

7D 830 IF K = 27 THEN 990

AF 840 IF K = 32 AND PEEK (768) > 0 THEN 8

60

60 850 IF K = 32 THEN 1060

27 860 GOTO 670

79 870 HOME : VTAB 11: HTAB 27: PRINT S*"X

Y"N«" Closing the Directory..": FOR

T = 1 TO 700: NEXT

DC 880 PRINT : PRINT D*;"PREFIX/"

94 890 IF LEN (PS) - LEN (SD*) = 2 THEN 99

0

46 900 PRINT D*"PREFIX " LEFT* (P*, LEN (P

*) - LEN (SD*) - 2)

96 910 GOTO 120

67 920 FL* = MID* (F* (SF) , 2, 15) : FT* = RIGH

T* (F*(SF),3)

56 930 ONERR GOTO 1620

15 940 IF FT* < > "DIR" THEN HOME : VTAB 1

is HTAB 29: PRINT S*"FG"N*" Executi

ng the File..": FOR T = 1 TO 700: N

EXT : HOME : PRINT : PRINT CHR* (21

): PRINT D*"-";FL*

07 950 POKE 216,0

B4 960 HOME : VTAB III HTAB 27: PRINT S*"X

Y"N*" Opening the Directory..": FOR

T = 1 TO 700: NEXT

CC 970 PRINT : PRINT D*;"PREFIX ";FL*

A4 980 GOTO 120

5E 990 HOME

42 1000 VTAB 5: HTAB 1: PRINT "Prefix? (<R

eturn> for None or <Esc> to Quit)

/"S*" "N*; CHR* (8);
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ED 1010 POKE - 16368,0: WAIT - 16384,12B:

IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 155 THEN POKE

- 16368,0: TEXT : HOME : PRINT :

PRINT D*"CLOSE": END

8A 1020 INPUT M";PF*

CC 1030 ONERR GOTO 1630

22 1040 PRINT : PRINT DVPREFIX /"; PFS

DC 1050 GOTO 120

B4 1060 REM * FILE UTILITIES

C6 1070 HTAB SH * 23 + 6: VTAB SV + 9: PRI

NT " "

75 1080 POKE 34,22: VTAB 23: HOME

19 1090 PRINT "Oreate Sub-Directories : D

>elete File : R>ename File : T>ogg

1e Lock FIags"

IB 1100 PRINT "<esc> exits";

CD 1110 POKE - 16368,0

AE 1120 WAIT - 16384,128: GET A*

89 1130 IF A* = "C" THEN 1190

87 1140 IF A* = "D" THEN 1260

B3 1150 IF A* = "R" THEN 1410

CD 1160 IF A* = "T" THEN 1540

7D 1170 IF A* = ESS THEN HOME : POKE 34,0:

POKE 768,0: GOTO 600

74 1180 GOTO 1120

5E 1190 HOME

9E 1200 PRINT "Sub-Directories must start

with an alphabetic character, must

not exceed 15": PRINT "characters

, and can contain only letters, nu

mbers, and periods.";: WAIT - 1638

4,128: GET A*

41 1210 HOME

64 1220 INPUT "Enter Sub-Directory Name <

cr=menu) : " ; SD*

AD 1230 IF LEN (SD*) = 0 THEN HOME : POKE

768,1: GOTO 120

FB 1235 ONERR GOTO 1630

Ai 1240 PRINT : PRINT D*"CREATE "SD*

11 1250 HOME : GOTO 1210

54 1260 HOME

64 1270 VTAB 23: PRINT "Select File to Del

ete and Press Return or Esc to Abo

rt": IF PEEK (768) = 2 THEN RETURN

F4 1280 POKE 768,2

B5 1290 POKE 34,0

DD 1300 GOTO 670

85 1310 POKE 768,0: HOME

11 1320 FL* = MID* <F*(SF),2,15)

58 1330 PRINT "Deleting "FL*: PRINT : PRIN

T "Approved? (Y/N) > "j

07 1340 GET A*: IF A* < > "Y" AND A* < > "

N" AND A* < > ES* THEN 1340

Al 1350 PRINT A*

CA 1360 IF A* = "N" OR A* = ES* THEN PRINT

: PRINT "Canceled.": FOR T = 1 TO

1000: NEXT : GOTO 120

«7 1365 ONERR GOTO 1630

44 1370 PRINT : PRINT D*"UNLOCK "FL*: PRIN

T D*'1 DELETE "FL*

FD 1380 PRINT FL*" Deleted."

37 1390 FOR T = 1 TO 1000: NEXT

D0 1400 GOTO 120

44 1410 HOME

D1? 1420 VTAB 23: PRINT "Select File to Ren

ame and Press Return or Press Esc

to Abort": IF PEEK (768) = 3 THEN

RETURN

F4 1430 POKE 768,3

A5 1440 POKE 34,0

F3 1450 GOTO 670

D0 1460 POKE 768,0

8A 1470 FL* = MID* (F* (SF> , 2, 15) : FT* = RIG

HT* (F*(SF),3)

7D 1480 POKE 34,22: VTAB 23: HOME

3E 1490 PRINT "Old Name: "FL*; SPC( 10);"N

ew Name: ";

60 1500 INPUT "";NN*

F2 1505 ONERR GOTO 1630

39 1510 IF LEN (NN*) = 0 THEN 1060

AE 1520 PRINT : PRINT D*"UNLOCK "FL*: PRIN

T D*"RENAME "FL*"," LEFT* <NN*,13>

9A 1530 PRINT "Done.": FOR T = 1 TO 1000:

NEXT : GOTO 120

52 1540 HOME

6E 1550 VTAB 23: PRINT "Select File to Tog

gle Lock On and Press Return. Esc

to end.": IF PEEK (768) ■ 4 THEN

RETURN

33 1560 POKE 768,4: POKE 34,0

FD 1570 GOTO 670

BB 15S0 FL* = MID* (F* (SF) , 2, 15) : L* = LEFT

4 (F*(SF>,1)

BD 1590 IF L* = "*" THEN PRINT D*"UNLOCK "

FLSs HTAB SH * 23 + 7: VTAB SV + 9

: PRINT F*<SF) = " " + RIGHT*

(F*(SF), LEN (F*CSFM - 1)

AB 1600 IF L* = " " THEN PRINT D*"LOCK "FL

*: HTAB SH * 23 + 7: VTAB SV + 9:

PRINT "*":F*CSF) = "*" + RIGHT* (F

*(SF), LEN <F*(SF)) - 1)

E7 1610 GOTO 670

4C 1620 HOME

il 1630 ER = PEEK <222): PRINT "Error! ";

E9 1650 IF ER = 4 THEN PRINT "Write Protec

ted.";: GOTO 1710

91 1655 IF ER = 10 THEN PRINT "File Locked

Directory Must be Empty.";: SOT

a 1710

96 1660 IF ER = 6 OR ER = 8 THEN PRINT "In

sert ProDos Disk";: GOTO 1710

CA 1665 IF ER = 7 THEN PRINT "No Such Path

name!";: GOTO 1710

AD 1670 IF ER = 12 THEN PRINT "No Buffers

Available!";: GOTO 1710

2B 1675 IF ER = 16 THEN PRINT "Filename to

o Long.";: GOTO 1710

7B 1680 IF ER = 14 THEN PRINT "Program too

Large";: GOTO 1710

7B 1690 IF ER = 17 THEN PRINT "Directory F

ull !";: GOTO 1710

F» 1700 IF ER = 19 THEN PRINT "Duplicate F

ile Name!"|

CD 1710 PRINT " Press Any Key to Continue.

89 1720 POKE - 16368,0: WAIT - 16384,128:

POKE - 16368,0

E2 1730 GOTO 120 HFI
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WindowMaker
Robert Wilder Vreeland, Jr.

Make, open, and close text windows in your BASIC

programs with "WindowMaker," an impressive

utility that also adds word processor-like full

screen editing capabilities to your Apple II, ll+,

lie, lie, or IlGS. Language card required on Apple II

and 11 +. Works only with ProDOS.

Create innovative screen displays with windows

of all sizes with "WindowMaker," a utility that

packs a double punch. Windows are just part of

what WindowMaker does—it also adds exten

sive screen-editing features to any Apple

II-series personal computer. Produce

miniwindows or text screens with the conven

ience of a full-screen, word processor-like pro

gram editor.

All In Machine Language

WindowMaker is written in machine language,

so you'll need to type it in with "Apple MLX,"

the machine language entry program found

elsewhere in COMPUTEI's Apple Applications.

MLX is used to enter a number of programs in

this issue, so make sure you have a copy typed

in and saved to disk. Load and run MLX, then

respond to the two questions with

STARTING ADDRESS: 0800

ENDING ADDRESS: 1177

Press E at the options menu to enter the

program, then type the starting address. If this

is your first session at entering WindowMaker,

type 0800. Type in WindowMaker, and when

you're through, save it to disk—perhaps with a

filename like WINDOW.MAKER.

Check to make sure that your computer is in

40-column mode (press Escape-4 if you're not

sure), then activate WindowMaker by typing
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BRUN WINDOW.MAKER

and pressing Return.

Note: WindowMaker uses a portion of the lan

guage card to store screen areas covered by win

dows. The program works on Apple II and Apple

//+ computers only if a language card is installed.

Editing First
While WindowMaker is active, the checkerboard

cursor is replaced with an underline cursor. You

also won't see the ?, ], *, and ! prompts on the

screen.

All the cursor keys function, including the

up cursor key. You can edit any BASIC program

line that's displayed on the screen. You don't

even need to place the cursor after the last

character on a line before pressing Return. It

doesn't matter where you press Return—BASIC

reads the entire logical line (see "Logical Lines"

below).

Several keys now function like those on

popular word processors. The Delete key works

as in most word processors. In other words, it

deletes the character to the left of the cursor,

and moves the character under it and those to

the right of it one space to the left. The Tab key

moves the cursor to the nearest column. Col

umns start at the left side of the current win

dow and appear every ten spaces.

Two control-key combinations also have

special functions. Control-L clears the window

and moves the cursor to the upper left corner of

the current window (just like the HOME com

mand). Control-Y homes the cursor without

clearing the window. Since WindowMaker uses

the alternate character set, except for those used

for text editing, the Control key combinations

produce graphics characters in a program listing.



Logical Lines

When you type in a BASIC program, the com

puter has to have some way of organizing the

screen so that you can enter more than 40

characters at a time. WindowMaker organizes

the 24 physical screen lines into logical lines.

Logical lines can consist of as many as four

physical lines (160 characters) and are treated as

a single unit. When a BASIC program is listed

on the screen, each program line will be one

logical line, though it may occupy more than

one physical line. While WindowMaker is ac

tive, a bell sounds to let you know when you've

typed past the right window boundary onto a

new logical line.

Quote Mode

To make formatting text within BASIC PRINT

statements easier, WindowMaker enters what's

known as quote mode every time a quotation

mark is printed (you're familiar with this if

you've used a Commodore computer). Typing

another quotation mark or pressing Return exits

the quote mode.

Cursor and control keys don't work nor

mally in quote mode. Instead, a letter character

is printed when such a key is pressed. When

the PRINT statement is executed in the pro

gram, however, the computer interprets the

character as the cursor or control key it re

placed—even if WindowMaker is not loaded

(exceptions are the Ctrl-L and Ctrl-Y combina

tions, which work only when WindowMaker is

present or an 80-column card is active.)

Table 1. Quote Mode Results

In quote mode

you type

Up

Down

Left

Right

Clear screen (Ctrl-L)

Home cursor (Ctrl-Y)

Esc

Tab

You see on

the screen

K

J
H

u

L

Y

[
I

ASCII

code

11

10

8

21

12

25

31

9

The only two control characters not affected

by quote mode are the Delete and Return keys.

Normally, when you press the up cursor

key, the computer moves the cursor up one line.

But if you type a quotation mark when Window-

Maker is active, then press the up cursor key,

the cursor doesn't move up one line. Instead the

letter K is printed. This character has the same

ASCII value as the up cursor key. If this is part

of a PRINT statement, the computer executes an

up cursor move—it doesn't print the letter K—

when the PRINT statement is performed.

Windowing Second
Imagine a collection of index cards. You can

only see the top card, which covers all the rest.

Imagine that every time you put another card

on top of the stack, the one beneath is com

pletely erased. This is the normal Apple text

screen.

Now pretend the cards are of varying sizes.

When you place a card on the top of the stack,

the card now covered isn't erased, but is stored

somewhere. You can write only on the topmost

card, even when the one underneath is partially

exposed. But when you remove the top card,

the one beneath reappears. That's a perfect

model of the WindowMaker system.

Figure 1: Text Screens—Normal and

WindowMaker

Harnal Text Screen

Uindows

Current Screen

Like the index cards, you work with only

one window at a time. The entire text screen is

your window when you start. As you create

windows, however, you create miniature, but

fully operational screens.

The currect window is like the normal text

screen in that all output goes to and all input is

from that window. Windows scroll indepen

dently from the rest of the screen and operations

like clearing the screen affect only the current
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window. When a window slides up, the hidden

portion of the screen is completely restored.

New Commands

WindowMaker adds three new commands to

BASIC.

PULLDOWN

SLIDEUP

CUR

PULLDOWN opens a new window on the

screen, and has the format

PULLDOWN xlrx2,yl,y2,Ctrl-F,Title

where xl,yl indicate its upper left corner and

x2,y2 its lower right corner. The range for x is

0-39, and for y, it is 0-23.

Ctrl-F (entered by pressing the Ctrl key and

the F keys at the same time) is an optional

parameter. If present, a frame is drawn around

the window; the coordinates of the two corners

will be those of the frame, not of the inside of

the window. If a frame is drawn, the Title

parameter can be used. The title will be printed

and centered within the top line of the frame. It

cannot be longer than the length of the top of

the window's frame; if it is, it won't be printed.

SLIDEUP removes the last opened window

and restores the one beneath it to its former

state. It has no parameters. If no window is

open, the entire screen is cleared.

CUR sets the cursor position, since HTAB,

VTAB and HOME won't function correctly with

WindowMaker. CUR has the following format:

CUR x,y

where x,y is the new position of the cursor rel

ative to the upper left corner of the current win

dow. Again, the range for x is 0-39, and it is

0-23 for y. CUR does not function correctly in

direct mode.

Note: Make sure that you do not specify a po

sition for CUR which is outside of the current

window. With a zuindozv created by the command

PULLDOWN 10,20,10,20, for example, issuing

CUR 21,15 sets the cursor outside the window.

The results are normally not disasterous, as you

can usually cursor manually back into the window,

but they should be avoided. To prevent placing the

cursor outside the window, just insure that CUR's

coordinates fall within the range (exclusive) used

by the active window's PULLDOWN command. In

the example, then, neither x nor y could be smaller

than 11 or larger than 19.

When used in a program, these commands

are considered to be DOS commands. As such,

they must be put within a PRINT statement.

10 PRINT CHR$(4);"SLIDEUP"

20 PRINT CHR$(4);"PULLD0WN 2,8,1,10"
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The following short program

"WindowMaker Demo" is a sample of

WindowMaker's abilities. Type it in, save it to

disk, and then run it after you've installed

WindowMaker (with a BRUN WINDOW

.MAKER).

The characters within brackets represent

various keypresses.

[CLR] Ctrl-L

[TAB] Tab

[DWN] Down cursor

[CTRL-D] Ctrl-D

[CTRL-F] Ctrl-F

Thus, [DWN-3] means to press the down cursor

key three times.

WindowMaker Demo

10 BPEED=150: PRINT "[CLR][TAB]WINDOWMAKER"

20 PRINT "[DWN 3]": FOR A=l TO 12: PRINT

"[DWN]This is a Demo...";: NEXT: FOR A=l TO

200: NEXT

30 PRINT "[CTRL-D]PULLDOWN 5,35,5,19,[CTRL-F],

DEMO": FOR A=l TO 200: NEXT

40 FOR A=l TO 13: PRINT "[DWN]Tliis is a framed

window...";: NEXT

50 FOR A=l TO 200: NEXT: PRINT "[CTRL-

D]PULLDOWN 8,32,8,16": FOR A=l TO 8

60 PRINT "pWN]This one has no frame...";: NEXT:

FOR A=l TO 1000: NEXT

70 PHINT "[CTRL-D]SLIDEUP": FOR A=l TO 1000:

NEXT: PRINT "[CTRL-D]SLIDEUP"

80 FOR A=l TO 500: NEXT: PRINT "[CLR]"

Input

Because of the way WindowMaker works, the

INPUT command needs the following special

format. Programs written like this operate nor

mally, even if WindowMaker isn't loaded into

memory.

INPUT "PROMPT[DWN][LEFT cursor the same number

of times as there are letters in the prompt string]" ;a&

or if there's no prompt, the format

INPUT "[DWN][3 LEFT cursors]";a$

Some examples are

INPUT "VALUESJHHHHHH";a

INPUT "JHHH";aS

Note: In the above example, you enter keys

which appear in brackets by pressing the indicated

key. You don't type the brackets. For instance, if

you see [LFT], you press the left cursor key.

Machine Language

You can perform all the WindowMaker func

tions and three additional functions from ma

chine language.

INPUT flashes the cursor and inputs a logi

cal line storing the text at address 0200 (512

decimal) and up with a delimeter of 8D (141).



This is the equivalent of the FD67 monitor

ROM routine.

GET flashes the cursor, waits for a key to

be pressed, and returns its ASCII value in the

accumulator with the high bit set. This is the

equivalent of the FDOC monitor ROM routine.

PRINT prints the character or control code

whose ASCII value is in the accumulator.

For WindowMaker functions PULLDOWN

and CUR, values must be stored in memory

before calling the appropriate routine. The loca

tions to be loaded correspond exactly to the

previously-discussed BASIC values, except for

CUR's x and y values. Here they're relative to

the upper left corner of the screen, not the cur

rent window.

After loading the appropriate memory loca

tions, your program should perform a JSR to the

appropriate calling location for the function you

wish to access.

Address Function

0804 JMP PRINT

0807 JMP GETKEY

080A JMP INPUT

080D JMP PULLDOWN (Carry set means error)

0810 JMPSLIDEDOWN

0813 JMP CURSOR

0819-C xl,x2,yl,y2 or x,y for CUR

081D: 80 = Frame, 00 = None

081E-F PTR to Title or 00 if none. Title ends with 8D.

WindowMaker

For mistake-proof program entry, use "Apple MIX," found elsewhere

in this issue, to type in this program.

0800:

0808:

0810:

0818:

0820:

0828:

0830:

0838:

0840:

0848:

0850:

0858:

0860:

0868:

0870:

0878:

0880:

0888:

0890:

0898:

08A0:

08A8:

08B0:

08B8:

08C0:

08C8:

08D0:

08D8:

08E0:

0BEB:

4C D4 0F

8D 08 4C

4C 9E 0C

00 00 27

85 07 8A

0E F0 44

IE 29 01

28 D0 17

11 C9 08

26 C9 15

F0 ID C9

49 01 85

0A A4 24

68 AB 68

BE 0A 4C

90 38 48

E9 01 D0

Fl CA D0

48 A4 24

9F 91 28

C0 30 0C

75 08 AD

07 AD 10

68 AB 68

85 CA A5

88 84 06

06 28 D0

C9 08 90

F7 A8 B5

80 40 20

11 4C

3E 0C

4C 91

00 17

48 98

C9 7F

08 AS

29 7F

90 0D

F0 22

22 D0

IE A5

91 28

AA A5

68 08

2C 00

F7 6B

EB 60

Bl 28

20 75

A5 06

00 C0

C0 A5

AA A5

07 60

20 D5

F4 60

05 E9

FA 39

10 08

20 0B

4C F6

0C 60

00 00

4a 20

F0 40

07 29

C9 1A

C9 0E

C9 19

08 A5

07 20

20 0C

07 60

A2 02

C0 30

E9 01

8A 48

85 06

08 AD

91 28

10 E8

06 91

07 65

68 60

08 08

98 A2

08 E8

E8 08

04 02

4C 9D

0C D9

00 Bl

00 C5

2F DF

AS 86

7F 55

B0 0E

90 91

EA E4

IE 8B

50 B9

09 IF

20 B8

A9 EA

45 53

D0 ID

98 73

A9 9A

00 0B

20 DF

85 CB

28 4E

CA BD

EA BB

A4 84

00 02

D0 44

60 SB

01 A3

08F0:

0BF8:

0900:

0908:

0910:

0918:

0920:

0928:

0930:

0938:

0940:

0948:

0950:

09S8:

0960:

0968:

09701

0978i

09B0:

09B8:

0990:

0998:

09A0:

09A8:

09B0:

09B8:

09C0:

09CS:

09D0:

09D8:

09E0:

09E8:

09F0:

09F8:

0A00:

0A0B:

0A10:

0A1S:

0A20:

0A28:

0A30:

0A38:

0A40:

0A48:

0A50:

0A58:

0A60:

0A68:

0A70:

0A78:

0A80:

0AS8:

0A90:

0A98:

0AA0:

0AA8:

0AB0:

0AB8:

0AC0:

0AC8:

0AD0:

0AD8:

0AE0:

0AE8:

0AF0:

0AFB:

0B00:

0B08:

0B10:

7F

20

95
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C5

85

F0

09

25

25

03

60

03

0B

9a

20

90

BD

85

C4

20

F0

00

AD

60

23

09

09

22

D0

C9

40

0F

41

60

60

3A

60

C9

5A

D0

FB

60

C9

29

E0

40

20

0E

15

IB

40

60

C9

1A

D0

03

A9
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C5

25

21
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33
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85
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D5
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95

21

24

07

88
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20

09

09

20

60

48

91

F7

0B

09

22

Bl

F7

C0

10

A4

F0

A9

06

20
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20

90

60

60

C9

C9

60

C9

55
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03

C9
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90
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60
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19
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20
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08
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07
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10
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0F68:

0F70:

0F78:

0F80:

0F88:

0F90:

0F9S:

0FA0:

0FA8:

0FB0:

0FB8:

0FC0:

0FCS:

0FD0:

0FDB:

0FE0:

0FE8:

0FF0:

0FF8:

1000:

1008:

1010:

1018:

1020:

1028:

1030:

1038:

1040:

1048:

1050:

1058:

1060:

1068:

A0 A0

A0 A0

A0 A0

20 58

99 07

B9 0E

F7 A0

06 88

0F 99

12 B9

10 F7

FC 88

AD 54

C0 4C

03 A9

08 A9

08 20

85 69

20 6C

8D 07

20 2F

C0 A9

CE E8

86 22

85 23

85 37

85 39

A9 6F

11 80

BE 8E

53 0E

F3 A0

00 02

A0 A0

A0 A0

A0 EA

FC A0

05 88

0F 99

26 B9

10 F7

D0 06

67 0F

A0 18

10 F8

C0 AD

BA 0F

0F 8D

AA 3D

7D 0F

A9 11

D6 20

BE A9

FB 20

DF 85

86 IE

A9 27

A9 70

A9 07

20 10

85 FE

51 BE

55 BE

D0 09

02 D0

DD 68

A0 A0 A0

A0 A0 A0

EA 20 2F

1A B9 F3

10 F7 A0

0D 06 aa

ID 0F 99

A0 22 B9

88 10 F7

99 50 07

A9 FF 20

60 AD 57

52 C0 AD

A9 FE 8D

F3 03 20

F4 03 20

A9 80 85

85 6a 85

4B D6 A9

10 8D 08

58 FC 8D

CF A2 FF

86 FD 86

85 21 A9

85 36 A9

85 38 A9

08 4C 00

8D 50 BE

A2 00 8E

BD 00 02

E8 E0 08

29 A2 00

0E D0 08

A0 86

A0 8E

FB 04

0E 1C

0E 0E

10 2C

28 BB

44 AA

A0 44

88 CS

A8 A8

C0 3A

50 07

F2 02

16 9F

16 A5

67 75

6A B5

40 68

BE A0

0F 66

86 DE

20 E5

17 CE

0E 76

08 EE

BE 9E

A9 86

54 F0

DD D9

D0 FB

BD 81

ES F7

1070:

1078:

1080:

1088:

1090:

1098:

10A0:

10A6:

10B0:

10B8:

10C0:

10C8:

10D0:

10D8:

10E0:

10E8:

10F0:

10F8:

1100:

1108:

1110:

1118:

1120:

1128:

1130:

1138:

1140:

1148:

1150:

1158:

1160:

1168:

1170:

E0

00

09

F0

A0

B9

06

B8

86

85

D0

20

08

1A

8A

00

9D

00

0E

B9

BE

8D

10

A6

C9

11

53

08

19

A9

F0

08

60

07

BD

E8

04

00

00

99

84

B8

36

06

F5

20

08

A6

20

19

C9

A4

4C

DE

ID

EA

B9

8D

CA

BE

18

08

11

07

4C

A9

D0

00

E0

38

8C

02

00

04

A2

A9

20

E6

F8

20

FE

F8

08

8D

04

8A

C9

08

EA

8E

D0

8E

A5

65

18

48

C9

13

0B

F3

02

03

A9

ID

29

02

A4

02

11

Bl

20

E6

Fa

9D

E6

20

F0

84

10

06

20

A6

IF

F9

52

FE

22

65

A9

02

08

38

4C

DD

D0

10

08

7F

CS

B9

86

85

00

BE

20

E6

19

8A

00

0F

BS

4C

D0

Bl

BS

08

A6

BE

D0

SD

20

6E

F0

4C

4C

39

5B

F3

60

8C

C9

D0

84

B9

37

4C

DE

BE

20

08

A6

9A

E0

A4

34

0D

00

8E

20

B8

A9

12

1A

SD

48

06

0D

09

11

0E

A0

84

IF

0D

Fl

05

A9

A4

DA

8E

DE

BE

20

FE

20

01

05

11

A9

4C

IE

Bl

20

00

AD

08

19

A5

4C

08

E6

A2

D0

00

FE

08

F0

A4

CA

71

FE

10

19

BE

DE

B7

E8

B7

D0

84

20

80

F9

08

00

01

8D

1A

AD

08

FE

10

18

A0

28

71

43

CD

ID

96

5C

C5

96

C0

E0

FC

D2

AF

8A

74

8B

IB

02

El

71

6B

11

F3

AD

B6

A4

D5

CB

16

5E

43

07

PRINTER MANIA !!!!

AMIGA 500 CALL

AMIGA 2000 CALL

PANASONIC
1080i $155.00

1091i

1092i

1592

1595

3131

3151

$175.00

CALL

CALL

$419.00

CALL

$399.00

SOFTWARE
LOTUS CALL

WORDPERFECT CALL

DBASE III CALL

PFS FILE CALL

PFS WRITE CALL

FIRST CHOICE CALL

CALL FOR OTHER

SOFTWARE AND

HARDWARE

FX86E

FX286E

EX800

EX1000

LQ800

LQ850

LQ1000

EPSON
CALL

$445.00

$395.00

$540.00

$375.00

$490.00

$499.00

$660.00

HARD DRIVES SEAGATE

CALL

WE WILL MEET OR

BEATANYADVERTISED

PRINTER PRICE

MISCELLANEOUS

HP CALCS CALL

HP LASER II

TOSHIBA T1000

1895.00

$1075.00

ZENITH 181 LAPTOP $1595.00

WYSE PC OR AT CALL

10 DISKS $9.00!!!
EXELLENT PRICES ON 300

1200B MODEMS AND COLOR
MONITORS

3.5/5.25lncompalibility???
NOW SOLVED!

with our MW-777 Switch

MICRO WORLD ELECTRONIX, INC.-

3333 S. WADSWORTH BLVD LAKEWOOD, CO 80227

SALES 1-800-288-8088 CUST. SVC. (303) 988-5907

Manufacturer's warranty honored, prices subject to change.

Press return
Opendppieis Tom Weishaar's monthly netvsielier lor knowledge

able Apple II users Us thin but packed light wilh Apple II lore,

humor, lelters. tips, advice, and solutions to your problems
Compared to other Apple I! publications. Open-Apple has Ihe

highesl new -idea- per -issue ralio. Ihe c'earesl writing, Ihe !u rimes!

carloons, the longest infle*. the on'ywarranly (all your money Back

il you're not satisfied), and it takes up the least shelf space The only

Ihing it doesn't have is themosl subscribers Ye!

II cue #22

Ifyou OPEN and READ the directory of the

built-in ProDOS /RAM volume, you'll find

that you gel an EttD OF DATA error before

ProDOS reports how much free space is left

there. This bug is caused by a non-standard

directory on the /RAM volume — it's only big

enough to hold 12 filenames rather than the

usual 5L To work around the problem,

CREATE a subdirectory, OPEH and READ it.

then DELETE it. For more information, see

■ Good liVE. /RAH bug' in the August 1987

Open-Apple, page 3.52.

From our fan mail:

I want to say that I am extremely impressed

with Open-Apple. I did not realize a publica

tion that provides so much interesting and

practical information about the Apple II

world existed.

Joseph J.Sokolosky

Laurel. Md.

I find OpenApplelo be packed with solid

advice every month. Rather than becoming

thinner and thinner with more advertise

ments. Open Applejust seems to get better

and better.

Michael fisher

Milwaukee, Wise.

f
s.

_ Yes, here's my S24 for tjissues

Z Maybe, send me a couple of issues
and bill me III don't pay, cancel

my subscription at no costto me
□ No,but send me information on your

mdeted volumes ol back issues

Visa/Mastercard

toll-free order line:

1-800-445-4943
Adcode:MU74

£

^^ ^^m a- Aiiowarob weeksror aeiiueryoriirstissue nee airmail *oncwfCe
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ProDOS File
Stamper
Louis-Eric Simard

No need for a clock card when you have this

program handy. Run it each time you start your

Apple //+, He, or lie, and it automatically stamps

files as they're saved or changed. Use only with

ProDOS.

Type CATALOG, and ProDOS shows you

information ranging from the names of files to

their lengths. Two columns, Modified and Cre

ated, however, are usually filled with the label

<NO DATE>. These columns should show the

date and time each file was created, and the

date and time of the last change to that file.

Dates and times can be important, es

pecially when you want to know which version

of a file is the oldest (the original, in other

words) or which version you most recently al

tered. "ProDOS File Stamper" fills in the miss

ing dates and times for you automatically.

Stamp Those Files

File Stamper is a short BASIC program. Type it

in with "Apple Automatic Proofreader," our er

ror-checking utility published in this issue.

Automatic Proofreader makes typing mistakes

almost impossible.

Once you've entered File Stamper, save it

to a ProDOS-formatted disk using any filename

you want. FILE.STAMPER would be a good

choice.

Note: If you want File Stamper to automati

cally run whenever you boot the disk, save it with

the name STARTUP.

To run File Stamper, type RUN

FILE.STAMP (or whatever other name you

might have given it), or use the ProDOS smart

run option: Enter -FILE.STAMP and press Re

turn. You'll see the default values for the cur

rent day, month, year, hours, and minutes.
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The first time you run File Stamper, the

screen will show 06-DEC-86 and 18:30. Line 110

in the program uses those values. As you're

typing in File Stamper, you can change them to

create a more recent date if you wish.

The second and subsequent times you run

File Stamper, the last entered date and time are

displayed.

Note: File Stamper is unnecessary with an

Apple IlGS since that machine includes a battery-

driven clock which time and date stamps all files.

Date By Default

Press the Y key if you want to use the default

date and time. If not, press N, and you'll have a

chance to supply both date and time.

The date format is DD-MMM-YY, where

DD Date from 1 to 31. When entering dates 1-9, add

a preceding 0, as in 01.

MMM Month, in the form of a three-letter abbreviation.

Months are JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN,

JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, and DEC.

YY Year. Use the last two digits of the year, as in 87.

The time should be entered as HH MM,

where

HH Hours expressed in military time. For example, 4

p.m. should be entered as 16, midnight as 24.

Hours 1-9 should be preceded by 0, as in 05 for 5

a.m.

MM Minutes from 1 to 59. Precede minutes 1-9 with

0.

You have to manually cursor across the hy

phens when entering the date. (You can use the

space bar to move from one part of the date en

try to another; though this erases the hyphen, it

doesn't affect the result.) Acknowledge the new

default values and the messages UPDATING

PRODOS and PRODOS UPDATED will appear.

Any files you save or create from this point

on will have date and time supplied under

MODIFIED and CREATED columns.



How Stamper Works

ProDOS stores date and time as binary infor

mation in several memory addresses. Addresses

49040 ($BF90 in hexidecimal) and 49041

($BF91) of the MLI Global Page contain the

date in YYYYYYYMMMMDDDDD format. The

time is stored at addresses 49042 ($BF92) and

49043 ($BF93) in 000HHHHHO0MMMMMM for

mat. (The 0s stand for unused bits.) The trick is

to code values in that manner.

Lines 470-550 do the job for the day,

month, and year by converting all necessary

values to the binary format and concatenating

them all to create a 16-bit string. That string is

split into two eight-bit substrings and converted

back to decimal.

Data for the hours and minutes is POKEd

into memory, since each part of the information

exactly fits in two bytes.

Lines Function

Lines 100-130 Check if DATESTAMP (a file which con

tains default date/time values) is on the

disk.

Lines 140-150 Create DATESTAMP if it's not already

on disk.

Lines 180-240 Display defaults and asks if they need to

be modified.

Lines 280-390 Modify the default settings and stores it

on disk.

Lines 450-560 Set ProDOS date and time values.

Line 590 Contains data used for the creation of

DATESTAMP.

Lines 600-650 Do base conversion.

ProDOS File Stamper

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elseivhere in

this issue, to enter the following program.

73 5 REM COPYRIGHT 19B7 COMPUTE! PUBLICATI

ONS, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

75 10 DIM M0*(12)

53 20 TEXT : HOME

6fl 30 REM

55 40 REM <> MAIN PAGE <>

6D 50 REM

68 60 HTAB 11: PRINT "PRODOS FILE STAMPER"

37 70 HTAB 13: PRINT "Copyright 1987"

52 80 HTAB 7: PRINT "COMPUTE! Publications

, Inc. "

6E 85 HTAB 11: PRINT "All Rights Reserved.

7? 90 FOR A = 1 TO 40: PRINT "-";: NEXT :

PRINT : POKE 34,5

2F 100 DNERR GOTO 140

Eft 110 HO = 18:MI = 30:MM = 12:DD = 6:YY =

B6

EE 120 PRINT CHR* (4)"VERIFY DATESTAMP"

?7 130 GOTO 170

24 140 FOR A = 1 TO 12: READ MO*(A): NEXT

fli 150 POKE 222,0: PRINT CHR* (4)"STORE DA

TESTAMP"

EC 160 PRINT

34 170 PRINT CHR* (4)

B« 1B0 VTAB S: PRINT

5E 190 VTAB 10

5C 200 PRINT "DATE : "DD"-"MO*(MM)"-"YY

Bl 210 PRINT "TIME : "HO":"MI

IA 220 VTAB 13: PRINT "USE EXISTING SET-UP

'RESTORE DATESTAMP"

'CURRENT SET-UP IS:

? (Y/N) "j

29 230 VTAB 13: HTAB 29: GET A*: IF A* < >

"Y" AND A* < > "N" THEN 230

81 240 IF A* = "Y" THEN PRINT "YES": GOTO

440

8D 250 REM

AF 260 REM <> CHANGE SET-UP <>

91 270 REM

84 280 PRINT "NO"

57 290 HOME

5E 300 VTAB 10: HTAB 15: PRINT "DD-MMM-YY"

: VTAB 10: HTAB 15

A5 310 INPUT "";N*:DD = VAL ( LEFT* <N*,2>

74 320

77 330

3A 340

32 350

57 360

13 370

2B 380

YY = VAL ( RIBHT* <N*,2>)

IF DD < 1 OR DD > 31 OR YY < 1 THEN

300

(N*,4,3)

TO 12: IF M* < > MO*(A) T

GOTO 300

PRINT "HH MM": VT

2?

67

2F

as

M

19

4A

FE

36

8fi

E3

Bi

n

47

EE

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

530

540

M* = MID*

FOR A = 1

HEN NEXT

MM = A

VTAB 12: HTAB 17:

AB 12: HTAB 17

INPUT MI1;N*:HO = VAL ( LEFT* (N*,2)

):MI - VAL < RIGHT* (N*,2)>: IF MI

< 0 OR MI > 59 OR HO < 1 OR HO > 24

THEN 370

PRINT CHR* <4>"STORE DATESTAMP"

RUN

REM

REM <> UPDATE PRODOS <>

REM

VTAB 15: PRINT "UPDATING PRODOS..."

POKE 49042,MI: POKE 49043,HO

REM ++ CALCULATE DD-MMM-YY VALUES +

ST* = "":N* = STR* <YY)

IF LEN (N*> < 7 THEN M*

= 1 TO 7 - LEN (N*>:M*

NEXT :N* - M* + N*

ST* = N*:N* = STR* <MM)

IF LEN (N*> < 4 THEN M*

GOSUB 610

= "": FOR M

» M* + "0":

GOSUB 610

"■': FOR M

<N*):M* = M* + "0":

N*

(DD>: GOSU

IA 550

= 1 TO 4 - LEN

NEXT :N* = M*

ST* = ST* + N*:N* = STR*

B 610

IF LEN (N*) < 5 THEN M* = "": FOR M

= 1 TO 5 - LEN (N*):M* = M* + "0":

NEXT :N* = M* + N*

ST* = ST* + N*

N* = RIGHT* <ST*,8>: GOSUB 630: POK

E 49040, VAL (N*>

N* = LEFT* (ST*,8>: GOSUB 630: POKE

49041, VAL (N*>

PRINT : PRINT "PRODOS UPDATED."

END

REM ++ MONTH DATA ++

DATA JAN,FEB,MAR,APR,MAY,JUN,JUL,AU

G,SEP,OCT,NOV,DEC

REM ++ DECIMAL->BINARY ++

A = 10:B = 2: GOSUB 650: RETURN

REM ++ BINARY->DECIMAL ++

A = 2:B = 10: GOSUB 650: RETURN

REM ++ GEN. PURPOSE BASE CONVERTER

7D 650 N = 0: FOR M = 1 TO LEN (N*):C = AS

C ( MID* (N*,M,D) - 48:N = N * A +

(C > 9> * (C - 7) + (C < 10) » C:

NEXT :C = 0:N* = ""

E4 660 FOR M = 1 TO 0 STEP 0:C = C + 1:D =

N/B^C+1E- 4:M = INT <D):R =

INT ((D - M) * B)iN* = CHR* (CR <

F9

9B

6E

5E

65

Ef

64

560

570

580

590

600

610

620

630

640

10) * (R + 48)

> + N*: NEXT :

+ (R > 9)

RETURN

* (R + 55)
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Hardball
David Florance

Programming Assistant

Baseball is an American phenome

non, one that embodies the tradi

tional American spirit. Where else

but at a ball park can you find a

Wall Street broker and' Wall Street
sweeper sitting side by side, both

eating hotdogs and drinking sodas?

Baseball's vernacular is as uni

versal as its fans. Three strikes and

you're out!, getting to first base, and

out in left field have meanings far

removed from the sport.

Now from Accolade comes a

game for your Apple II+ , He, lie,

IlGS, or Macintosh computer that

comes close to literally bringing

the sport into your home. It's not

like watching the game on TV.

You're involved. With Hardball,

you can instantly become player

and manager. You call the shots

and get the hits—or strike out.

Hardball looks realistic enough to

make you smell the roasted pea

nuts. Play a friend or foe, or play

the computer.

The Apple II version lets you

use the joystick to choose the

home-field advantage and decide

which type of game you'll play.

The Macintosh version uses the

mouse and is completely menu

driven. Macintosh Hardball also

features digitized sound. When

you first hear the umpire yell

S-T-R-I-K-E, you'll think you're at

the ball park.

The Defensive Game

Baseball is a strategic game. So is

Hardball. The program allows you

to select pitchers, substitute hit

ters, and keep track of statistics on

which you can base your strategic

decisions.

Choose your pitcher carefully.

Some have plenty of off-speed

stuff, some have plenty of hard

stuff, and some have a mixed bag

of tricks. They're all good once

you learn how to work over the

batters. A helpful hint: A high

earned run average (ERA) doesn't

mean that the pitcher can't get

batters out. Some of the pitchers

may have just come up from the

minor leagues. Others may have

been through a slump recently.

The more you play Hardball, the

more you'll see that each pitcher

has his own strengths as well as

weaknesses.

You can pitch the ball any

where you like. Your catcher has

the inhuman (but handy) habit of

not allowing passed balls or wild

pitches. He'll catch anything you

throw at him.

Once the ball is hit, the nearest

defensive player begins to blink.

That's the player currently under

joystick or mouse control. After

fielding the ball, throw it to the

base or player desired: Move the

joystick right for first, up for sec

ond, left for third, or down for

home on the Apple II version.

The Macintosh game has a dia

mond insert at the bottom of the

screen that highlights the base

you're throwing to. Once the base

is highlighted, press the mouse

button to pump your toss.

You're On Deck

You can substitute not only pitch

ers, but other players as well. Re

member that a high batting

average doesn't always mean

automatic base hits. You can

swing the bat anywhere in the

strike zone—inside, outside, high,

or low. Timing is the most crucial

element here. Batting is tougher to

learn than pitching. The designer,

Bob Whitehead, must agree with

famous pitcher Don Drysdale,

who said that good pitching will

likely beat good hitting. It seems

only fitting, especially in light of

today's home-run extravaganzas,

that Hardball brings back a bit of

Great color graphics arc the trademark

of the Apple II version of Hardball. The

behind-the-mound perspective changes

to a view into the field once the ball is

hit.

the old game, with a clear advan

tage given to the pitchers.

Keep your eye on the ball. Prac

tice will yield better results than

anything else. Don't worry if the

hits come slowly. They're sup

posed to in the majors. Use

smooth strokes, wait for the ball

down the middle, and you'll

quickly be knocking it long. And

don't forget the steal and bunt op

tions. Should you get behind, re

member the words of Yogi Berra

(or was it Casey Stengel?): It ain't

over till it's over.

How Does It Stack Up?

Hardball has almost everything

you could want from a baseball

simulation. It stacks up well

against the computer-baseball

competition because it's a versatile

program. There are three types of

baseball software. In one, you're

the manager. In another, you're

the player. And in the third,

you're the statistician.

You get to do all three in Hard

ball. You must demonstrate man

ual skills for simulated fielding,

pitching, and batting. If things

look bleak (or unusually good),

you can instantly become man

ager and change the players

around to your liking. You can

keep up with the statistics as well.
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Macintosh Hardball offers crystal-clear

graphics, smooth animation, and superb

sound effects. The mouse controls pitch

selection and batting.

The exceptionally clear and pre

cise graphics are another big part

of Hardball's success. You've got a

clear view of the field from two

perspectives: right behind the

pitcher and high above home

plate. A clever divided-screen

technique provides a more pan

oramic view of the field.

Hardball's realism is outstand

ing—at a level unmatched by

other baseball software to date.

The game, like real-life baseball,

has endless variations. Each game

is different.

But then, that's baseball, isn't

it?

Hardball

Apple IJ-series computer with 64K

minimum; joystick required. Macintosh

requires 512K minimum.

Accolade

20813 Stevens Creek Blvd.

Cupertino, CA 95014

$34.95 (Apple II); $44.95 (Macintosh)

DiskFit
Gregg Keizer, Editor

You must back up your hard disk.

It's not just a good idea, it's the

law.

Or at least it should be. There

will come a moment when you

wish you had just finished back

ing up the disk. For whatever rea

sons—and they're almost legion—

all or part of the 20, or 30, or 40

megabytes of your hard disk will

be unreachable. A head crash;

garbled document files; a strange

System file that decided to go

south permanently—these things

have happened to others. It's only

a matter of time and bad luck

before they happen to you.

Preventing hard disk horrors is

as simple as regularly backing up

the data on your hard disk. Every

one tells you to do it. Following

through, though, is another mat

ter. Backing up a hard disk—one

that has enough data to fill 25 to

50 800K disks—can be time con

suming, tedious, and wrist

wrenching. That's why tape-back

up manufacturers are doing such

land office business. But if you're

like most Macintosh owners who

use the computer at home, school,

or in a small business, you may

not be able to afford an expensive

tape-backup system.

So you have two choices: Either

do not back up at all, or back up

to floppy disks. The second choice

is much more palatable, and al

most painless, if you use DiskFit, a

backup program for the Macintosh

from SuperMac Software.

SuperMac, best known for its

line of hard disks and large

screens, has published a backup

utility that's quite good at global,

or disk-wide, backups, and is su

perb at incremental backups. This

is how it should be. After all, few

people need to back up their en

tire disk more than a few times.

It's much more common to want

to copy only those files which

have changed or been added to

the disk since the last backup. An

excellent implementation of incre

mental backups is what makes

DiskFit stand above most every

other such program.

SmartSets

Once DiskFit is installed on your

hard disk (a simple process since

DiskFit is not copy protected), you

can run the program and begin

your first backup. DiskFit's screen

appears.

The hard disk device(s) con

nected to your Macintosh appears

in the window at the lower right.

If you've partitioned a hard disk

into several volumes, perhaps for

file-serving purposes, or on an

older hard disk, each volume ap-

Please select a disk.

Then choose either Backup or Restore.

jet

Rename

Erase

Options

□ Uerify Writes

£3 Sounds

□ Scan Euery Disk

□ Huto Format

□ Make Report

Free last Backup

DiskFit's screen shows the hard disk volumes available for backup, in the

window at the lower right. Select the volume, click on Backup, and insert a

floppy disk the drive to start your first backup. Note that you can erase or re

name any selected volume by clicking on the appropriate button.
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pears in the window.

Carrying out your first backup

is similar to most other hard disk

backup utilities. Select the hard

disk volume, click on the Backup

button, slap a floppy disk into the

drive, and hit Return. From then

on, it's just a matter of feeding the

Macintosh floppy disks whenever

it beeps and asks for one. You

can, of course, set any or all of the

features listed under Options at

the lower left of the screen. They

range from verifying writes (un

necessary in most cases) to auto

matic formatting (nice if you're

using blank disks right out of the

box). Most of the time, the only

one option you need checked is

Sound. As you back up the vol

ume, make sure you label the

floppies correctly. That will be

come important when you begin

making incremental backups later.

With the backup successfully

completed, you now have your

first SmartSet, a term SuperMac

uses to describe the entire set of

floppies and its corresponding

hard disk volume. A SmartSet

knows what files are on which

disks in the set. Store the floppies

in a safe place.

But as soon as you change just

one file on your hard disk, you

make your SmartSet obsolete. Not

to worry. Incremental backups are

where DiskFit shines.

What's Different?

An incremental backup should be

able to do one thing well: find

and copy only those files which

have been changed or added since

the last backup was done. DiskFit

does that easily, it seems, once

you feed the Macintosh the first

disk in the correct SmartSet.

Most backup utilities, however,

pretty much leave it at that. They

create new copies of the changed

files, leaving the old—and now

useless—versions intact. This

means that as you continue to

make incremental backups, your

floppy collection will become enor

mous. If the first global backup

takes 18 disks, and the first incre

mental backup finds 900K of new

and changed files, you'll have 20

disks. The next incremental backup

might add another disk or two,

and the next incremental another

couple of floppies until you have

more floppies occupied in backing

up your hard disk than you

thought imaginable. The solution

is to do another global backup,

freeing up most of those floppies.

But global backups are, by nature,

the most time consuming.

DiskFit solves this problem ele

gantly. Instead of just making

new copies of altered files, it

copies the new version atop the

old, or deletes the old before

copying the new version—de

pending on how much room is

available on the appropriate disk

in the SmartSet. DiskFit is also

smart enough to know that it can

safely delete a file from the

floppy-based SmartSet if you've

deleted that same file from your

hard disk. It scans the hard disk

volume, compares it to the

SmartSet, and adjusts everything

accordingly.

You don't have to tell the pro

gram what to back up and what

to leave alone. DiskFit simply

backs up everything that's

changed since the last backup. It's

a small time-saver that you

quickly take for granted.

Select the hard disk volume, pop

the first floppy in the SmartSet

into the drive, and the incremental

backup begins. DiskFit's intelli

gence is apparent here, too, for it

will ask only for those disks that

contain files which were changed

or deleted since the last backup.

This is why labeling the floppies is

so important.

The result is a fast and efficient

backup. Even extensive changes to

a volume often take only a few

minutes. Consider, for instance,

my hard disk which is divided into

several volumes. DiskFit was

usually able to do an incremental

backup of even the largest volume

(8 megabytes, 6Vz of which were

filled) in less than four minutes,

even after several weeks of con

stantly shifting and changing files.

Better yet was the size of the

floppy disk collection—it never got

larger than nine disks, no matter

how much the volume changed.

Backup Bells And Whistles

Backing up a hard disk doesn't do

much good if you can't easily re

store the disk when things go

wrong. DiskFit does its job here,

as well, requesting each disk in

the right SmartSet, reading the

files, copying them to the disk,

and ejecting automatically.

Another big plus of DiskFit is

that it copies files to floppies in

the normal Macintosh format, not

in a compressed or special form as

do some other backup programs.

In the worst case, then, when you

have to replace or repair your

hard disk, you can still access the

files and applications on the back

up floppies.

Other features include automat

ically splitting files that are too

large for one floppy into pieces

placed on two (or more) disks,

substantial error-recovery powers,

and the ability to recreate a disk

in a SmartSet should you lose or

damage it. You can even mix

400K and 800K disks in your

SmartSets.

DiskFit is an outstanding back

up utility. I've used several in the

last two years, and none of the

others has the quickness and ease-

of-use of DiskFit. It actually makes

me want to back up my hard disk,

not dread it.

And that makes it easy to fol

low the law of hard disks: Back

up now, back up often.

DiskFit

Macintosh (512, Plus, SE, and 11); one or

more HFS-format hard disks

SuperMac Software

295 N. Bernardo Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043

$74.95
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PPLICATIONSCOMPUTES's

All the fantastic programs from COMPUTEl's Apple

Applications on a fast, convenient companion disk.

COMPUTEFs Apple Applications Disk is the easy way to

enjoy the programs from the magazine.

This 5Vfc-inch floppy disk:

• Saves hours of typing time

• Loads quickly into the

Apple 11 +, lie, lie, and IIgs

personal computers

• Works under both DOS 3.3

and ProDOS

• Eliminates errors caused by

typing mistakes

• Includes many ready-to-use

applications, games, and

utilities, all ready to select

from a disk menu

Vulcan Mines

Deactivate swarms of mines

before they turn your sweeper

into jagged metal. This arcade-

style game comes with five

game boards and a program

you can use to make dozens

more.

Number Construction Set

Beat the clock as you build

numbers in this entertaining pro

gram that teaches basic

mathematics skills.

The Clipper

An impressive graphics system

that cuts images from any

Apple hi-res picture, saves them

in custom libraries, and pastes

them back down to create in

teresting and new artwork.

Menu-driven and packed with

features.

ProDesk

Tired of typing long ProDOS

pathnames to run programs?

Can't remember which sub

directory has that valuable file?

This program launcher uses a

file-folder interface to simplify

finding, running, and even

modifying files.

WindowMaker

This full-screen programming

editor for the Apple II also lets

you create, open, and close

customized windows from BASIC.

and morel

COMPUTEl's Apple Applica

tions Disk offers you some of

the best and least expensive

Apple software on the

market. The Disk costs only

$12.95 (plus $2.00 shipping

and handling) and is avail

able only through COMPUTE!

Publications.

Complete documentation for

the Disk is provided in COM

PUTE!"s Apple Applications.

Be sure to specify the

December 1987 issue.

To order your Disk, mail your

payment to:

COMPUTEl's Apple

Applications Disk 12/87

P.O. Box 5038

F.D.R Station

New York, NY 10150

For fastest service, call toll-

free 1-800-346-6767 (in NY

call 1-212-887-8525).

COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc.
Part of ABC Consumer Magazines, Inc.

One of the ABC Publishing Companies

825 7th Avenue. 6th Floor. New York. NY 10019
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Create A Calendar
Duncan R. league

Time is nature's way of keeping

everything from happening all at

once.

—A famous, but anonymous,

grafitto on the walls of a building

at the University of Arizona

Create a Calendar helps you keep

track of what happens when. This

program from Epyx produces

seven different chronicles of

events, ranging from a desktop

calendar whose pages you flip (or

forget to flip) each day to a one-

page calendar that displays the

entire year in one glance.

Each calendar can be created

from scratch, or you can opt to

use one of several master calen

dars. These contain a predefined

list of events and holidays auto

matically placed in your calendar.

Master calendars exist in several

forms, all of which contain some

common elements. The Holidays

master calendar includes federal

government holidays, like New

Year's Day, Memorial Day, Inde

pendence Day, and Labor Day;

widely-celebrated religious holi

days that affect department store

sales, like Valentine's Day, St.

Patrick's Day, Easter, Halloween,

and Christmas; gift-giving occa

sions such as Mother's Day, Fa

ther's Day, and Grandparents'

Day; and seasonal events such as

the spring and fall equinoxes and

summer and winter solstices.

The Holidays master calendar

contains 34 events for 1987. In

contrast, the Holidays.Plus master

includes 58 events. The events are

listed not only in greater number

but also in greater detail.

The Jewish master calendar has

46 events, 18 of which are reli

gious celebrations not appearing

on other masters. And the Histori

cal master boasts a whopping 98

events, a list that could serve as a

final exam for a social studies

class.

Moving Around The Calendar

The opening and all following

screens are presented in a consis

tent and logical format. The name

of the current operation or the se

lected date appears at the top. At

Figure 1: Daily Calendar
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One side of the daily calendar (on the right in this example) holds any graphic

and text already entered in the monthly format. The other side contains addi

tional text you type in.

the bottom is a prompting area,

which reminds you of the input

expected, the disk required, and

the keys used to make menu se

lections or editing maneuvers. The

center is used for menus and the

display of the current calendar

format.

From the main menu, you can

start a new calendar, retrieve a

previously created calendar, work

on the current calendar, or access

disk utilities. The last option is the

first choice you'll want to make.

Two-drive users can specify which

disk drive will hold the calendar

data disk and which drive will

hold the master program and/or

graphics disks. One-drive users

will likely lose their sanity in a

flurry of disk swapping.

To start a new calendar, the

program formats a disk dedicated

to hold all the information for a

single year. The master program

will access this disk to create

screen displays and hard copy in

whatever format you choose. It

will also access its own flip side or

some Print Shop compatible disks

for new graphics, borders, and

fonts for your calendar.

If you decide to use one of the

master calendar options, some

dates will automatically be en

tered. When you select the month

for which you want to enter new

events, you'll see the numerals for

those dates underlined.

Maneuvering around the

monthly calendar display high

lights individual dates. Pressing

Return selects one for an ex

panded view. If an event has been

entered by a master calendar op

tion, an appropriate graphic may
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be loaded from the program disk

and displayed in the top half of

the box. Text appears below the

graphics area.

Six lines of text will fit below a

day's graphic. About 14 propor

tional characters fit on a line. Text

entry includes global cursor move

ment (within the confines of the

date box), word-wrap, and charac

ter insertion and deletion.

Days, Weeks, And Months

It's possible to change the screen

display to show daily, weekly, or

monthly formats. Hard copy can

also include two different yearly

formats—single page or banner—

and a simple chronological listing

of events. The text, graphics, or

both are resized to fit each format.

The daily calendar allows you

to enter another 12 lines of text.

One side of the daily calendar

shows any graphics and any text

already entered in monthly for

mat. The other side, left or right

at your option, can hold addi

tional text, which will appear only

in this format (see Figure 1).

Graphics

When you select a date from the

default monthly calendar screen,

you have the option of including

a graphic with any text you type.

Graphics are not just a cute idea.

They're attention getters—they

tell you at a glance what's signifi

cant about that day's events (see

Figure 2). You can load graphics

from side B of the program disk or

from another disk.

Side B of the program disk con

tains 81 graphics, some of which

are included with some of the

master calendar events. Epyx has

also produced three additional

graphics disks, called Graphics

Scrapbook Collections. Sports, Off

the Wall, and School are the cate

gories. Each contains about 100

new graphics, a couple of fonts,

eight borders, and several full-

panel displays.

It's also possible, according to

the documentation, to load graph

ics from any Print Shop compat

ible disk. However, Print Shop

Graphics Library disks did not

work. Print Shop Companion

graphics, though, did load, as did

graphics from Beagle Minipix Disks

1, 2, and 3.

Figure 2: By The Month
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In the monthly format, Create a Calendar can display up to six lines of text

and an eye-catching graphic for each date.

Repeat That Day

The most useful function of Create

a Calendar is its ability to repeat

an entry. You may schedule

events that occur at regular inter

vals—the first Monday of each

month, every other Tuesday, and

so on. The Repeat this date option

lets you copy a single event and

duplicate it over a selected range

of dates in subsequent or previous

months, on the appropriate day of

the month.

The program correctly identifies

each date by its ordinal position

within the month. Thus, you can

schedule staff meetings on the

third Friday of each month, fac

ulty meetings every first Wednes

day, a beauty shop appointment

every Tuesday, and aerobics exer

cise every second day.

If a repeated event conflicts

with one previously entered, you

have the option of replacing the

first event or skipping that date.

Some careful planning eliminates

many conflicts, which most often

occur with events included by a

master calendar option.

Hard Copy

Create a Calendar supports a vari

ety of printers and interfaces for

hard copy. Before printing, you

can customize the calendar with a

title printed in the font and

graphic of your choice. While

there is no choice of graphic size,

repetition, or placement, you can

choose what type of calendar to

print, can add a credit line at the

bottom, and can specify how

many copies you want printed.

The print routine is excellent,

properly maintaining the line-feed

count to bring the top of the next

page to the correct position. It

avoids using a form feed, which

does not take into account the

1/9-inch spacing used by graphics

mode.
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A Red-Letter Day

The end result is quite nice, but as

in the creation of any database

(which the calendars are), the en

try process is tedious. Master cal

endar options save some of the

labor, but some of the events they

automatically add are of marginal

importance.

I was especially impressed with

the treatment of leap years and

seasonal events. The program cor

rectly shows that the year 1900

was not a leap year, but the year

2000 will be. It also differentiates

between the traditional dates on

which seasons begin (the 21st)

and the actual dates on which the

seasons begin according to the

precise configuration of the Earth

and the Sun.

There are several features that

detract from the program. The

screen font, which I call bold pecu

liar, has an unusual m character.

It's easy to confuse it with an n.

The documentation is not always

in agreement with the actual pro

gram. The 16-page booklet omits

one font present on the disk, and

it incorrectly states that Control-Q

will take you back to the main

menu from any screen in the pro

gram, instead, the Escape key is

used to back your way to the

menu. And the program could not

read Print Shop Graphics Library

disks.

One additional flaw was the in

ability of the master Historical cal

endar to find the graphic for

Hanukkah. The source of the prob

lem was found in a screen message

that declared HANUKAH graphic

not found. Note the missing k.

An electronic calendar is more

elegantly corrected than a paper

one. Create a Calendar is easy to

learn, text entry is versatile, and

the ability to include appropriate

graphics for each date is a clever

idea. Educators and families will

probably find Create a Calendar

output a useful addition to their

bulletin boards and refrigerator

doors.

Create a Calendar

Apple Il-series computer with 64K

minimum

Epyx, Inc.

600 Calveston Dr.

Redwood City, CA 94063

$29.95

Stepping Out

Keith Ferrell, Features Editor

I've always found the Macintosh

screen to be confining. For all the

conveniences of format and orga

nization the Macintosh delivers,

its inability to display a full page

or more of text, graphics, or

spreadsheet columns can be frus

trating and annoying. Expensive

add-on screens are available, but

at prices that verge on the prohib

itive. Now, Berkeley System De

sign offers an affordable way

around small screen frustrations.

Stepping Out: The Macintosh

Screen Extender, provides an ex

tended screen environment for the

Macintosh 512K, Macintosh Plus,

and Macintosh SE. The program

resides in memory and offers a

variety of features in addition to

screen extension. With Stepping

Out, you can enlarge screen im

ages from 1 to 16 times, select the

screen image size with which you

are most comfortable, and change

the format of the screen from

black on white to white on black.

Easy Installation

It's a simple matter to start Step

ping Out. The program is not

copy-protected, and it can be

placed on a working disk.

Stepping Out itself needs ap

proximately 80K of RAM—and

more to hold the screen size

you've selected. The program's

manual suggests that Stepping Out

needs 648 bytes of memory for

each square inch of the oversize

screen image it holds.

While the memory required to

hold a larger screen in memory

can be restrictive with huge pro

grams, the fact that Stepping Out

is in RAM makes its features im

mediately accessible, eliminating

scroll delays and jerky transitions.

Installation, as you might expect

with a Macintosh-specific pro

gram, is mouse-driven. Upon

hooting up. Stepping Out's instal

lation screen offers the opportu

nity to change the default screen

size (576 X 720 pixels, the size of

a MacPaint document) to the size

you desire. The program's brief,

well-organized manual gives

information on several screen

sizes, including full-page display

(640 X 864 pixels) and work

station display (1024 X 1024

pixels). Of course, you can select

your own screen display size,

bearing in mind that the larger the

display, the more memory the

program requires.

Memory Intensive

The amount of memory required

for a particular size screen is dis

played in the lower right-hand

corner of the installation window.

It's handy to have this infor

mation, especially if you have a

sense of the amount of memory

your applications will require. If

you're not careful, Stepping Out

may not leave enough RAM for

those applications.

For example, a full-page display

requires about 70K, plus the 80K

that Stepping Out takes. The work

station display consumes a whop

ping 207K (program and screen

memory combined). If you define

a screen that won't fit into mem

ory, the program tells you that

there's not enough RAM available.

Stepping Out does not automati

cally display your full page of

text. Unless you invoke Stepping

Out, the Macintosh's screen dis

play remains unchanged. Stepping

Out features are accessed from the

keyboard, with access conven

iently confined to combinations of

Command/Option and letter or

numeral keys. When not in use,

Stepping Out terminates, but re

mains resident in RAM, ready to

step out when you are.

Suppose, for example, you are

writing an article and wish to see

a full page of text. Press the Com

mand and Option keys and the

spacebar, and your screen divides.

The left half displays a portion of

the traditional Macintosh screen;

the right half of the screen shows

the full-page image reduced by a

factor of either two or four

(selectable from the keyboard).

Both halves have cursors, and you

can continue to enter text, with

new characters reflected on both

halves of the screen.

Since the left (Macintosh) sec

tion of the screen is only a partial

screen, you must wait for the im

age to scroll as you enter text.

This scrolling is slow and un

wieldy, depending upon the size

of the Stepping Out screen you've
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m File Edit Search format Ton! Oiicunienl Window Work

Using. Nemuoom

-whether ti s seen Dy your family or everyone in your company—better

looking and petter read Its not just the news that counts. Out also now the

news looks

Be Imaginative

One of tie keys to creating a gooo-looking newspaper is your imagination

Mo other Newsroom-produced newspaper or newsletter will looV exactly

like yours Vouil put your ideas into Us design, lay it out according to what

you think your readers went to see. ana change it when you think it's not
working

Be creative and imaginative in how you lay out your paper Better yet, use

that creativity ana imagination long Before, when you're building panels ana

selecting photos

Creativity and imagination usually mean a lot of hard work Few

publications ore designed and laid out perfectly the very first time You'll

proDBDly have to use trial and error to arrive at your final newspaper design

Sketch out your ideas on page dummies Try things out by taking existing

panels, modifying them to fit the layout and design you're alter, and printing

sample pages Fine lune those pages as many Itmes as it takes until you have

b paper that looks its Dest in every story and every page

Then, once you think it's finished, look at it agsin Ask your readers (if

you cenl what they liked (or didn't like) about how things were organized in

the paper and arranged on the page II ihe suggestions make sense, use them

to create a new design Print out 3 page or two ana see if you like whet you

see If things aren't working, you can always go back to your paper's old look

The rest oi this chapter presents some design ideas you may want to iry

Not all of them will Ge appropriate to your newspaper use these ideas as a

starling point for your own experimentation You've got nothing to lose, and

a better-looking paper to gam

Two-Column Stones

Newsroom's panels are only a column wide when you lay them out on a page

That's why most Newsroom users lay out stories in single columns, like

Figure 6-15 Single Column Layout

Ust of files Banner Here

Another interesting feature of Stepping Out is that any

screen dump to disk (accomplished by pressing

Command-Shift-3) transforms an area up to 576 pixels

wide by 720 pixels high into a MacPaint file.

selected. Likewise, the right side

of the screen shows the whole

page, but because the image is re

duced its characters can be hard

to read.

To return to the full view, sim

ply repeat the Command-Option-

spacebar sequence.

Applications

I doubt if word processing will be

one of the major applications for

Stepping Out, For simple text pro

cessing, the program's advantages

seem a little limited, although it's

convenient to be able to see a full

page or more in order to tell how

long a subsection is, or how a se

ries of paragraphs appear in rela

tion to one another.

But where Stepping Out really

begins to shine is in desktop pub

lishing and graphics applications.

Here, the advantages of being

able to see a full page or more at

a time become obvious.

Equally effective is the pro

gram's ability to extend the width

of a page, making it

possible to scroll eas

ily across even a wide

spreadsheet or

drawing.

Scrolling is fast—al

most too fast. It's easy

to over-scroll, and

simply brushing the

mouse can move you

a long way from your

home image. (This

can be confusing if

you're at a point re

quiring interface with

a dialog box. Stepping

Out's manual suggests

that in such a situa

tion you either use the

mouse to scroll

around the display or

call up a reduced view

of the whole page.

Neither solution

seems particularly

efficient.)

The Big Picture

In addition to offering

screen reductions,

Stepping Out can ex

pand your screen im

age from 2 to 16

times. This function

gives users the oppor

tunity to magnify the

area where your cursor rests.

Again, the screen divides, with

normal view on the left and en

larged view on the right. Magni

fied areas can be resized using a

combination of keyboard input

and the mouse.

Enlargements of areas of the

screen are particularly useful for

some graphics packages that don't

otherwise permit easy close-up or

detail work. Stepping Out's charac

ter enlargement also reflects an

other Berkely System Design

product, inLARGE, aimed at mak

ing the Macintosh more accessible

to the visually impaired.

Stepping Out also lets you alter

the screen format to project white

images on a black background, al

though the black-on-white Macin

tosh screen is so readable that it's

hard to think of too many situa

tions where such a reversal would

be advantageous.

I like Stepping Out. It's an hon

est program that does what it sets

out to do. Were I in constant need

RENT
SOFTWARE

• Nation's largest collec

tion ofcommercial

Apple software . . .

Over 2500 titles

• Rent softwarefor a frac

tion of the retail price

• 21 Day Rental Period

• Rent applied to purchase

. SELL & SWAPsoftware

• One time $20.00 mem

bership fee with Money-

Back Guarentee!!

Black Sun, Inc.

1988 Chestnut Street
Emmaus, PA 18049

(215) 967-3300

of a full-page screen image, I'd

consider getting a larger monitor.

But for occasional applications, or

frequent previewing of large docu

ments or images, Stepping Out

makes a lot of sense.

Stepping Out

Macintosh 512K, Plus, and SE

Berkeley System Design

1708 Shattuck Ave.

Berkeley CA 94709

$95
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Writer's Choice Elite
fun Trunzo

Writer's Choice Elite, an Apple IIgs

word processor from Activision,

offers a generous glimpse into the

world of the Macintosh. As a mat

ter of fact, the program bears

more than a passing resemblance

to MacWrite, and uses many fea

tures that could once be found

only in the Macintosh environ

ment. Windows, dialog boxes, and

mouse-activated menus are all

part of Writer's Choice Elite.

Writer's Choice Elite possesses

all of the standard editing fea

tures—cut and paste, automatic

insert, find and replace—that one

expects to find in any word pro

cessor. But where does the pro

gram exceed expectations, break

new ground, or take advantage of

the IlGS's capabilities?

The first place the program

shines is in its use of the desktop

environment. Writer's Choice Elite

can place 16 open documents on

the deskcop at one time and let

you manipulate them in a number

of ways. You can change the size

of documents, move them to dif

ferent locations on the screen, and

have multiple versions of the

same document open and on the

desktop at once. This feature is in

valuable if you want to compare

two drafts of the same piece of

writing, move material from one

document to another, or create a

notepad for ideas and memos.

However, the more documents

open on the desktop, the slower

Writer's Choice Elite operates. This

becomes noticeable when more

than three documents are open at

one time.

Cutting And Pasting

Cut and paste is another standard

word processing feature that's in

cluded in Writer's Choice Elite.

With the program's Clipboard (a

special offscreen location that acts

as a holding area for material

you're editing or moving) you can

cut and store one piece of material

at a time, pasting it into the de

sired portion of your document.

A final editing option is the

Cross command. This feature

crosses out unwanted text rather

than erasing it. Cross can be used

in two ways—first, it can show

changes that have been made in a

document you've edited. Second,

it can simply mark off an area

that doesn't fit in its current posi

tion but which will be used later

in the document.

Writer's Choice Elite makes ex

cellent use of color, and cross

marks (solid horizontal lines) can

be shown in black, red, or white.

The color you choose will depend

on the color of your text and

background—those colors also be

ing selectable.

Rules

The program uses Rulers to help

lay out a page. The ruler controls

left and right margins, automatic

indention of the first line in new

paragraphs, tab stops, decimal tab

stops {for easy alignment of num

bers containing decimals), line

spacing, and alignment. To make

changes in the formatting de

faults, simply click the mouse on

the appropriate icon shown on the

current Ruler.

Rulers are quite powerful, and

once mastered, can be used to

speedily and accurately format

complex documents. Writer's

Choice Elite manages its Rulers by

having you assign a name to each

new Ruler. The Main Ruler

usually governs the majority of

the document. If formatting

changes are needed, a new Ruler

or Rulers must be created and

named; this naming process is the

key to using Rulers effectively, as

the following example illustrates.

The default name of any new

Ruler created is LOCAL. Any

ruler named LOCAL never affects

more than one paragraph. All

paragraphs typed after a para

graph affected by a LOCAL ruler

are formatted according to the

Main Ruler. This, in itself, is a

powerful and useful feature. But

what if you know that you're go

ing to repeatedly use a specific

nonstandard format? You might

wish to single space and double

indent long passages of quoted

material, for example. Rather than

create new Rulers every time you

want to format long quoted pas

sages, name a Ruler as LONG-

QUOTE. Then, when you wish to

use that particular format, select

the Change Ruler option and

choose LONGQUOTE from the

list of rulers.

Head To Foot

Headers and footers also fall un

der the province of formatting,

and these features play a special

role in Writer's Choice Elite. Not

only do they determine where,

when, and how headers and foot

ers are used, they also determine

top and bottom margins.

Activate headers and footers by

selecting the Header or Footer op

tion from the pull-down Format

menu found on the Main Menu

line.

Headers and footers default to

margins ranging from zero to six

lines, with six lines equaling one

inch. You determine the margins

by hitting the spacebar the desired

number of times. If you wish to

use larger top or bottom margins,

the header and footer windows

can be expanded beyond one inch

by enlarging the window.

Page numbers, dates, and even

the time are easily placed any

where within a header or footer

by positioning the pointer on the

appropriate icon, clicking and

holding down the mouse button,

and dragging the icon to the spot

where you want the item located.

Writer's Choice Elite can also des

ignate a page as a Title Page.

When you do, the program auto

matically skips the first page

when it places its headers and

footers, and begins numbering

with page 2.

A Picture Is Worth...

The G in IIGS stands for Graphics,

and the designation hasn't es

caped the people at Activision.

Pictures created with either

Paintworks Plus or Draw Plus can

be copied into Writer's Choice Elite

with a special function called

Copy Image. Just insert the disk

containing the picture and select

Copy Image from the Edit menu.

Next, use the mouse to draw a

marker box around part or all of

the picture, depending upon your

needs. Click the word COPY in

the dialog box and your selection

is placed on the Clipboard. From

there it can be placed anywhere in

your document. Pictures can be
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further manipulated by creating a

LOCAL ruler for them, giving you

the ability to center or justify the

picture as you see fit.

The last stage of document

preparation is printing. Writer's

Choice Elite can mix 12 different

fonts with 7 different styles, in

cluding bold, italic, shadow, and

outline. Several different styles can

be used at the same time. For in

stance, you might select the New

York font and want it to be printed

in both boldface and italics.

Writer's Choice Elite uses the

WYSIWYG (What You See Is

What You Get) approach to word

processing, so most of the guess

work is eliminated before the final

copy is printed—most of the

guesswork, but not all.

Writer's Choice Elite for the Apple

llGS uses a graphic interface very

similar to that seen on Macintosh

software. The program can also im

port graphics from a variety of

sources and print them (and text) in

color using an imageWriter 11.

Here's an example. Fonts can be

printed in different point sizes.

Eight points produces a small

print; 16 points is twice as large.

On the pull-down Style menu,

Writer's Choice Elite always bold

faces the smallest point size that

will still be clear on the screen.

There are fonts, though, so de

tailed that when you use them in

a point size smaller than recom

mended, the image on the screen

is not clear. This isn't the the pro

gram's fault; it's the fault of the

RGB monitor. The resolution, as

high as it is, still doesn't compare

with the capabilities of the

ImageWriter or LaserWriter print

ers. Therefore, although the print

will appear clear and readable on

paper, its monitor appearance

may be anywhere from blurry to

unreadable.

Styles and fonts are selected

from the Style and Font menus

found on the top line of the

screen. Clicking on the name of

the font you wish to use activates

that font; clicking on the style you

wish to use, as well as the size,

further defines the appearance of

the print. Anything typed after the

selections have been made will

conform to the prior selections.

Fonts and styles can be changed

as often as you like, even within

sentences. Furthermore, none of

the selections you make need be

permanent. Fonts and styles can be

changed at any time by highlight

ing the words or sentences and

then selecting a new font or style.

Printing

You've composed your document,

edited it, and formatted it. Now

you want to print it. Before actu

ally printing, however, you might

want to identify your printer type

and do a Page SetUp. Writer's

Choke Elite supports the

ImageWriter printer and the Ap

ple LaserWriter. Several impres

sive options are available when

using either printer. Paper types

may range from standard US Let

ter (8V2 X 11) to International

Fanfold (8# X 12).

Special effects are also possible.

With an ImageWriter you can se

lect a 50 percent option; condense

vertically, printing text in normal

density but at half height; or print

the document in the Wide mode,

which prints the text sideways on

the page. Additionally, print qual

ity can range from draft to near

letter.

If you're printing with a

LaserWriter, you can select several

other options. More control over

the vertical sizing of the print is

available, for one thing; a process

known as Smoothing (having the

printer add extra dots between

points that form a line, producing

a higher resolution copy) can be

employed. Finally, LaserWriter us

ers can either reduce or enlarge

text between 25 and 400 percent.

One or all pages can be printed,

regardless of printer choice, and up

to 99 copies can be designated

prior to printing. Also, printing can

be done in color if you have an

ImageWriter II and a color ribbon.

Caveats

Obviously, Writer's Choice Elite

has many excellent features. It

also has several weaknesses, some

of which are minor annoyances,

others which are compromises

forced by the program's special

features.

The program's biggest drawback

is its speed, or rather its lack of it.

The program is slow. It takes

three minutes to boot from the

time the disk is inserted in the

drive to the appearance of a docu

ment screen. It takes 15 or 20 sec

onds each time a new font or

style is used. These are tolerable.

You only load once, and if you

want to fancy up your document,

there's a price to pay. However,

where speed becomes a major fac

tor is in the actual typing.

Writer's Choice Elite keeps up

with your typing until it comes to

the end of a line. At that point,

the wordwrap process delays the

appearance of any text for several

seconds. This may not seem like

much, but put it in perspective:

You can type a portion of the next

line before the actual print begins

to appear on the screen.

Equally bothersome is the lack

of speed during backspace deletes.

When the cursor is to the right of

the letter you want to delete, you

simply press the Delete key. De

lete doesn't keep up with key

strokes—you can easily press

Delete four times before two let

ters are deleted. The tendency is

to keep pressing the Delete key

until the letters disappear. What

you're doing, however, is Deleting

ahead (just as you typed ahead)

and before you know it, a whole

line's erased.

Another problem is that only

two printers are officially sup

ported. Apple did not, under

standably enough, provide print

routines for other printers. Any

printer that's ImageWriter compat

ible should perform admirably.

However, other printers may not

allow Writer's Choice Elite to oper

ate to its fullest capabilities.

The program is not copy pro

tected, but to use a copy of the

application, you must have the

original (called the Master) disk

available. On one hand, this

method seems fair—it lets you

protect your master disk from
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HIGH SCHOOL MATH. . .

WE'LL HELP YOU MASTER IT!
THE MOST EFFECTIVE HIGH SCHOOL MATH SOFTWARE EVER DESIGNED

^Unintelligent
^mTUtor

APPLE II SERIES « IBM PC/PCjr « COMMODORE 64/128

Each package in the Intelligent Tutorseries is complete and self-contained. Each is designed to help students review

and master basic principles and concepts, develop theirpmblcni-sohing skills, and buiid their confidence.

HIGH SCHOOL MATH SERIES

149.95 TRIGONOMETRY & ADVANCED TOPICS 149.95

Comprehensive coverage ofall topics contained in a one-

year count in trigonometry, jnd other topics taught in

higher level high school math courses

ALGEBRA I

Comprehensive coverage of all topics contained in a one-

year course m elementary algebra.

GEOMETRY 149-95

Comprehensive coverage of all topics contained in a one-

year course in geometry

ALGEBRA 2 (49.95

Comprehensive coverage of all topics contained in a one-

year COUlK in intermediate algchra

The set of five titles above is available at the special price of S199-95.

SAT MATH J69.95

Comprehensive coverage of the problem types and skills

emphasized on the SAT exam Contains simulated tests,

forecasts OfStudents' scores, and outstanding practice for

the SAT exam

ALSO AVAILABLE

PRE-ALGEBRA (49.95

Comprehensive coverage of junior high school mathe

matics and the topics which form ihe foundation for

algebra.

INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS *49.95

Comprehensive coverage of all topics contained in an in

troductory courcc in differential and integral calculus

TO ORDER, CALL:

(800) 521-4518
IN INDIANA: 219-923-6166

When nrdcniiR itid t\10 (hipping ind handling

Indiana rt-ulcnl- adi! 11. >jIc- cj\

INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE, INC.

9609 Cypress, Munster, IN 46321

A COMPLETE PERSONAL FINANCE PACKAGE

Moneywrw,
m

Over 30 financial options

Combined on one simple menu driven disk

Complicated financial planning and analyse be

come enjoyable without spending hours study

ing a lengthy users manual.

Gam control of your financial future now. Plan
ning, organizing, and measuring results are the

keys lo effective moriey management

just boot and see how Moneyworks

for you!

ALL FOR ONLY $39.95

I-600 362-2421 ex 161 Kama. RewJenis

or send erteefc or money order to

University Software
6019 Ogdcn Forest Drive

Houston. Texas 77088

plus $3.00 shipping and handling

Texas residents add 6.I2S% sales lax

Including

Complete loan analyzer package

' Checkbook balancer
' Income statements

1 Balance sheets
1 Track Taxable Items
' Telephone/address list prints mail labels
' Sortable record Tiler lor all financial accounts
and transactions including chocking, sav

ings, credit cards, stock market, real estate
and mere

i Memo writer, an easy to use word

processor

> Complete analysis package for savirtgs,
annuities and investments (present and
future values)

Compatible with Apple and IBM
Computers

UniVen'ity

Apple It * a registered iraderarfe of Apple Ctwptfen Inc MoneyworksAJnivcrWy Software irvJ the University
Software togo are trademarks erf Umvervty Software Houston. Texas 77088

wear and tear and protects

Acttvision from being cheated out

of potential profits. On the other

hand, it's a nuisance to do the

disk swapping.

To end on a positive note—be

cause the program deserves a

strong finish—Writer's Choice Elite

can edit ASCII text files from

AppleWorks or other word proces

sors. It also permits interaction

with AppleTalk if you use a mo

dem. Frills such as a Clock and

Memory Check are available by

clicking on the Apple symbol on

the Main Menu line.

Finally, although the program

makes very good use of the

mouse, many of the most fre

quently used commands can be

accessed through the keyboard.

Writer's Choice Elite requires at

least 512K of memory but works

better with more. If you use only

512K, you must preselect pictures

you wish to use, and store them

before you do anything else. Writ

er's Choice Elite then reserves

memory for the images, rather

than assigning that memory to

other tasks.

Writer's Choice Elite has many

features which make it a strong

entry in the word processing field,

especially among those currently

available for the Apple IlGS. Its

drawbacks are acceptable when

compared to the flexibility offered

by the program, especially if your

priorities include graphics, fonts,

and styles.

Writer's Choice Elite

Apple IlGS, 512K required, 1 megabyte

recommended

Acttvision

P.O. Box 7287

Mountain View, CA 94039

$79.95
EH
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After 7 years

of gripes,

complaints and

suggestions from

more than 50,000

DB Master users...

... you bet I know what you

want in a data base manager!

Sure DB Master was great back in 1980 when we first

introduced it. After all. il was the Sirs! serious data base

management program for the Apple //. In fact, two years later,

Sofialk magazine reported that "many Apple dealers are

selling a copy of DB Master with every computer they sell."

And yes. we fixed it and added to it and improved ii over the

years, as we watched all of the serious software development

move to other computers.

But when the time came to improve the program one more

dme, we decided it just wasn't worth it. If we were going to

the trouble, then the only thing to do was throw it away, and

stan over. After all, we've learned a lot in the last seven years,

and the Apple // has improved a lot. too. This time we'd really

do it right.

So we set out to write the ultimate data base manager for

the Apple //!

It had to be powerful, with features and capabilities

exceeding any other program you could find.

And it had to be easy to use. But not just easy-—-it had to be

convenient to use. Fast. Efficient. Forgiving. And compatible.

In a word, it had to be elegant.

Specifications

Hardware Requirements:

ADPie lit (Enhanced, with extended 80
column tardl. /'as. '/c or Laser 128 At
least !wo 5 VV (loopy disk drives, or any
combination of 5 1/4' and 3 V2' floppies.

ProDDS compatible hard disk, or RAM
disk NOT COPY PROTECTED.

Capacities:

• 2000 bytes/record
• 200 liefds/record

• 30 screen pages/record

• 250 characters in alphanumeric fields

• Hard disk dies—up to 40 Megabytes

• Floppy disk files—up to 50 Disks

Field Types:

• Alphanumeric. 1 to 250 characters
• Numeric—3 types

• Dollar/cents, to 599,999.999.999.999 99

• Yes/No—only accepts "V or TT
• Date—11 formats available

• Add Date—date when record was added

• Edit Date—last date when record edited
• Add Time—time when record was added
• Edit Time—time wtien record last edited

• User Defined—for phone & social

security njmbers. pan #'s, etc., 2-20

Charac:ers. control over type oi
characters allowed in eacn position

• Label Only—no input area—useful (or

customizing screens

Computed Fields:
Floating point numeric, dollar & date fields

can be computed fields.
Enmities <;he F tunas lor f,t ci

F10.F7.FB-.F9.WH2

F5 - [F10.100 ANO F20< 1000) Ofl {f2T > F»)

Report Generator:

■ report width: 20 - 255 characters

• up to 255 lines/record on up to 3 pages
• up to 255 fields per report

• print labels up to 5 across

■ header and footer lines, separate lines of

text (including normal and computed

fields) at beginning/end ol report, page.
group of records, and/or column

• column subtotals and totals page'$,
record fs. & date or time report is

printed can be printed anywhere on the
page or in header and'or footer lines

■ set justification, prmtstyies. case con
version, number formatting, statistics,

date formats, etc on field-Dy-field basis

• statistics: count, total, average, mm..
max. 5 standard deviation

■ complex computed deld formulas.

including calculalions based on column

totals and subtotals
■ son on up to 9 fields at a time: case sen

sitive^ nsens rt ive ascend i n (^descend i n g

• print to printer, disk (text file), or screen

Barney Stone

So we took everything

database management and

about wlial you like and

ter programs, about making

and convenient to use and as

Designer, DB Master

we'd learned about

report generators,

don't like in compu-

sof'tware easy to learn

flexible as possible...

And we wrote DB Master Version Five—The Data Base

Manager You've Always Wanted for Your Apple //!

You're going to love il!

AppleWorks Users —
Take advantage of DB Master's higher power, capacity, and

superior report generator. DB Master can convert your

AppleWorks data base files to DB Master files. It's easy!

Coming Soon—

DB Master Version Five Professional
All the features of Version Five, plus multi-file relational

capabilities, keystroke macros, and much more! Call or write

for information.

DB Master
VERSION FIVE

The Ultimate Data Base Manager

for the Apple //

List price: SI79. Demo version: S10.

Available now from your local dealer or direct from:

Stone Kdge Technologies, Inc.

P.O. Box 200, Maple Glen, PA 19002

(215)641-1825

13 ir.ia-.Mutk nT vl. Cmiipuler. In



Apple MLX
Machine Language Entry Program

Tim Victor, Editorial Programmer

"Apple MLX" is a labor-saving utility that allows

almost fail-safe entry of machine language pro

grams on the Apple computer. It runs on the II,

7J+, lie, and He, with either DOS 3.3 or ProDOS.

A machine language program is usually listed

as a long series of numbers. It's hard to keep

your place and even harder to avoid making

mistakes as you type in the listing, since an in

correct line looks almost the same as a correct

one. To reduce the problems associated with

typing in machine language programs, we've

presented them as MLX listings which can be

entered using the "Apple MLX" editor.

MLX checks your typing on a line-by-line

basis. It won't let you enter inappropriate

characters, and it won't tet you continue if

there's a mistake in a line or even if you're try

ing to enter a line or digit out of sequence. You

don't have to know anything about machine

language to use it. In other words, MLX makes

machine language program entry almost

foolproof.

Using MLX

Type in and save MLX to disk (you'll want to

use it to enter programs in this and future is

sues of COMPUTE'/s Apple Applications Special,

as well as programs in COMPUTE! magazine and

Apple-specific books from COMPUTE! Publica

tions). It doesn't matter whether you type it in

on a disk formatted for DOS 3.3 or ProDOS.

Programs entered with MLX, however, must be

saved to a disk formatted with the same operat

ing system as MLX itself.

If you have an Apple He or He, make sure

that the key marked Caps Lock is in the down

position. Type RUN. You'll be asked for the

starting and ending addresses of the machine

language program. These values are given at

the beginning of the machine language program

listing and in the program's accompanying arti

cle. Find them and type them in.

The next thing you'll see is a menu asking

you to select a function. The first is (E)nter

Data. If you're just starting to type in a pro

gram, choose this function. Press the E key, and

the program asks for the address where you

want to begin entering data. Type the first num

ber in the first line of the program listing if

you're just starting, or the line number where

you left off if you've already typed in part of a

program. Hit the Return key and begin entering

the data.

Once you're in enter mode, MLX will print

the address for each program line for you. You

then type in all nine numbers on that line,

beginning with the first two-digit number after

the colon (:). Each line represents eight bytes

and a checksum. When you enter a line and hit

Return, MLX recalculates the checksum from

the eight bytes and the address. If you enter

more than or fewer than nine numbers, or if the

checksum doesn't exactly match, MLX erases

the line you just entered and prompts you again

for the same line.
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with Flight Simulator

ADVENTURES

This collection of flight guidebooks helps you get the

most out of flight simulation software. Designed to be

used with Flight Simulator, Flight Simulator II, F-15 Strike

Eagle, and other fighter-jet simulations, these books

contain scores of scenarios that lead you across the

U.S., around the world, into battle, and back to your

favorite landing strips.

Flying on Instruments with

Flight Simulator
Jonathan M. Stern 251 pages

Here's fascinating hands-on instruction on fly

ing with instruments In Flight Simulator and

Flight Simulator II, How to fly In all kinds of

weather—when the cloud celling is low or the

visibility is reduced. How to read and fly the in

strument approach charts that instrument-

rated pilots use. How to take off, fly to

another airport, and land—all while the clouds

are a mere 200 feet off the ground. And how

to navigate by using the impressive In

struments available in Flight Simulator and

Flight Simulator II. More than 130 actual In

strument approach procedure charts. For all

versions of Flight Simulator and Flight Simu

lator II (Apple, Amiga. Atari, Atari ST, Com

modore. IBM PC and compatibles, Macintosh).

Flight Simulator or Flight Simulator II required.

Perfect-bound edition:

$9.95 ISSN 0-87455-091-2
Split-wire-bound edition:

$12.95 ISBN 0-87455-103-X

COMPUTEl's Flight Simulator Adventures

for the Macintosh, Amiga, and Atari ST

David Rorance. Tom R. Halfhill, and Philip I.

Nelson 227 pages

Fly through mists into mystery. This collection

of 48 exciting, new, customized simulator

scenarios for the Macintosh, Commodore

Amiga, and Atari ST personal computers puts

you in the pilot's seat. The new generation of

Flight Simulator and Flight Simulator II offers

better graphics, easier-to-use controls, and

more airports. With this book, you'll experience

hair-raising rescue missions, dangerous night

landings, sightseeing side trips, and one-of-a-

kind flights of fancy. Make COMPUTE!'s Flight

Simulator Adventures your copilot and thrill to

hours of flight.

Flight Simulator or Flight Simulator II required.

$12.95 ISSN 0-87455-100-5

Learning to Fly with Flight Simulator

John Rafferty

Learn to fly like a simulator expert in the

Imaginary world of Flight Simulator and Flight

Simulator II. You'll learn all the fun

damentals—from takeoffs to landings—in a

single, detailed flight. Then you'll develop

those flying skills by practicing standard rate

turns, executing a flight plan, navigating from

point A to point B. and more. Learn how to

make precision landings and use the more

advanced instruments in your aircraft. To cap

your training—and turn you into a professional

simulator pilot—you'll learn how to read and

use the actual FAA approach charts commer

cial pilots fly with. This complete flight-instruc

tion tutorial was written by a professional pilot.

$12.95 ISBN 0-87455-115-3

40 Great Flight Simulator Adventures

Charles Gulick 152 pages

This bestselling volume offers 40 exciting, cus

tomized flight simulator scenarios for Flight

Simulator and Flight Simulator II on the Apple

II, IBM, Commodore 64, and Atari personal

computers.

$ 10.95 ISBN 0-87455-022-X

40 More Great Flight Simulator

Adventures

Charles Gulick 236 pages

Forty more challenging flight simulator scenar

ios for Microsoft's Flight Simulator and

SubLOGIC's Flight Simulator II. Explore the

world from the air. For the Apple II. IBM, Com

modore 64, and Atari personal computers.

$ 12.95 ISBN 0-87455-043-2

Jet Fighter School: Air Combat

Simulator Tactics and Maneuvers

Richard G. Sheffield 177 pages

learn actual combat maneuvers and much

more with this hands-on book for popular jet-

combat simulators like F-15 Strike Eagle, Jet

and Ace. information about jet fighter pilots

and their aircraft, especially the F-15, provides

an excellent introduction to the subject.

There's even detailed data about the weap

ons available to jet-combat simulator pilots.

The heart of the book demonstrates, step-by-

step, numerous offensive and defensive com

bat flight maneuvers, from the Hi Yo-Yo to the

Defensive Spiral Drive. Tactical tips on F-15

Strike Eagle scenarios round out the book. F-

15 Strike Eagle or other jet-combat flight simu

lator required.

Perfect-bound edition:

$9.95 ISBN 0-87455-092-0
Split-wire-bound edition:

$ 12.95 ISBN 0-87455-104-8

Ask (or COMPUTE! Books ot your local book or computer store.

To order direct, coll toll free 800-346-6767 (in N.Y. call 212-887-8525) or write COMPUTEI Books. P.O. Box

5038. F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10019.

Please Include S2.00 shipping and handling In the U.S. or $5.00 airmail. NC residents add 5 percent sales tax and NY

residents add 8.25 percent sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc.® COMPUTE1 books are available outside the Unrtea States from subsidiaries of

McGraw-Hill international Book Company



Invalid Characters Banned

MLX is fairly flexible about how you type in the

numbers. You can put extra spaces between

numbers or leave the spaces out entirely,

compressing a line into 18 keypresses. Be care

ful not to put a space between two digits in the

middle of a number. MLX will read two single-

digit numbers instead of one two-digit number

(F 6 means F and 6, not F6).

You can't enter an inappropriate character

with MLX. Only the numerals 0-9 and the let

ters A-F can be typed in. If you press any other

key (with some exceptions noted below), noth

ing happens. This safeguards against entering

extraneous characters. Even better, MLX checks

for transposed characters. If you're supposed to

type in AO and instead enter OA, MLX will

catch your mistake.

MLX also checks to make sure you're typ

ing in the right line. The address (the number to

the left of the colon) is part of the checksum re

calculation. If you accidentally skip a line and

try to enter incorrect values, MLX won't let you

continue. Just make sure you enter the correct

starting address; if you don't, you won't be able

to enter any of the following lines. MLX will

stop you.

Editing Features

MLX also includes some editing features. The

left- and right-arrow keys allow you to back up

and go forward on the line you're entering so

that you can retype data. Pressing the Ctrl (Con

trol) key and the D (Delete) key at the same

time removes the character under the cursor,

shortening the line by one character. Pressing

the Ctrl key and the I (Insert) key simulta

neously puts a space under the cursor and shifts

the rest of the line to the right, making the line

one character longer. If the cursor is at the right

end of the line, neither Ctrl-D nor Ctrl-I has

any effect.

When you've entered the entire listing (up

to the ending address that you specified earlier),

MLX automatically leaves Enter mode and

redisplays the functions menu. If you want to

leave Enter mode before then, press the Return

key when MLX prompts you with the address

of a new line.

Display Data

The second menu choice, (D)isplay Data, exam

ines memory and shows the contents in the

same format as the program listing. You can use

it to check your work or to see how far you've

gotten. When you press the D key, MLX asks

you for a starting address. Type in the address

of the first line that you want to see and hit Re

turn. MLX displays program lines until you

press any key or until it reaches the end of the

program.

Save and Load

Other menu selections are provided to let you

save programs to disk and load them back into

the computer. These are (S)ave File and (L)oad

File. MLX asks you for the name of the file

which contains the program. The first time you

save a machine language program, there won't

be a file on the disk containing the program.

Whatever name you type in will be the name of

a new file that's created.

The message DISK ERROR appears during

a SAVE or LOAD if a problem is detected. If

you're not sure why a disk error has occurred,

check the disk drive. Make sure there's a

formatted disk in the drive and that it was

formatted by the same operating system that

you're using for MLX (ProDOS or DOS 3.3). If

you're trying to save a file and see an error

message, the disk might be full. Either save the

file on another disk or quit MLX (by pressing

Q), delete an old file or two, and then run MLX

again. Your typing should still be safe in mem

ory. If the error message appears during a load,

you may have specified a filename that doesn't

exist on the disk.

Quit

The (Q)uit menu option has the obvious ef

fect—it stops MLX and enters BASIC. (Of

course, you can also press Ctrl-Reset to get out

of MLX.)

The Finished Product

When you've finished typing all the data for a

machine language program and have saved

your work, you're ready to see the results. The

instructions for loading and using the finished

product vary from program to program. You'll

almost always load and run an MLX-generated

program by typing BRUN filename (or some

times just BLOAD).

An Ounce Of Prevention

By the time you finish typing in the data for a

long program, you may have several hours in

vested in the project. Don't take chances—use

the "Apple Automatic Proofreader" to enter

MLX, and then test your copy thoroughly before

first using it to enter any significant amount of
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APPLE

Me, He, lies

DESIGN SOFTWARE

discoverCAD-S209.00 - l«A19901

128K, 2-51'." Drives req'd Access puli-down

menus with mouse Printers Plotter capable

CNC Lathe Simulation - S89.95 -

(#A375) Write a program & see it cut a

workpiece thru realistic on-screen animation

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Call today Toil-Free 800-622-1000

OH & AK call Collect 513-324-5721.

jaC"3 HEARLIHY& CO.
: 714 W Columbia Si • P 0 Box 869

J C"D L Springfield OH 45501

. . . Software Developers . . .

develop your software to work

with most of the desktop printers

on the market!

DOT DIASY LASER COLOR JET

CARDINAL POINT INCORPORATED has published

(3) three volumes of the PROGRAMMERS' HAND
BOOK OF COMPUTER PRINTER COMMANDS ...

Each book contains the ESCAPE and Control Code

sequences for most of Ihe personal printers made by

leading manufacturers both old and new. Eacfi book

is 5V6 x 8Va". spiral bound, and contains an easy to

use table-format. Codes are listed in text-form with
hex and decimal equivalents and detailed function

descriptions. The information s not duplicated from

one volume to the next.

LVoll-'M J37.95 *. Vol III ■'M J26.95

Z. Vol II - '85 $26.95 5. 3 Vol S»l S77.35

3.2 Vol S*I(I4 II)_i5B.9S 6 ! Vol K-s ill & 111) S49.95

(fndiana revoenls aOO 5% sates ai Please aea S3 s n

IUPS reg ) per orOe< Quanrny Orders or Dea'er Inquiries

may call collect 10 ORDER CALL (B12)B76-7B11.

(M-F. 9-5 EST) For more ObIB'IW information, virrte

INCOPP0R4TED

P O Boi 596-Dept-A. ElletiStfiiio, IN 47429

Wo accept HC. VISA. MO. P O s-satne day Slipg

CKs-altoi»1*da*5 CODs- extra UPS Blue-$5 sl*eg

/
Discover the secret personalities of friends,

business associates, or celebrities.

$49.95

Use the illustrated manual to answer easy multiple-

choice questions, then choose either a quick <ir a

detailed report. Amazingly insightful.
Great for parties, personal relation

ships, and business deals. Ask for it at

your local store or buy direct (check.

Visa, or Mastercard—money back

guarantee.).

IBM PC or Apple II

Ciasa

2017 Cedar St.

Berkeley, CA 947QO

(4151 644-2771

T

$ WIN $
THE LOTTO

With Your Computer!
Forget random numbers. This program

for home computers does an actual

analysis of the past winning numbers.

This amazing program will quickly pro

vide you with all the data you need to

predict which numbers will likely

come up in subsequent drawings. All

consistent lottery winners use some

kind of system based on the past win

ners. Using the real power of your com

puter gives you a definite edge. It's

menu driven and all you do Is add the

latest winners each week and the pro

gram does the rest In seconds. On

screen or printer it shows hot and cold

numbers, frequency, groups, sums-of-

digits. odd/even, wheels numbers and

more. No thick manual to read. It even

has a built-in tutorial.

Ask your software dealer or call or

write:

SOFT-BYTE
P.O. Box 556 F. Park

Dayton. Ohio 45405

[513) 233-2200

THE LOTTO PROGRAM is designed for all

6 & 7 draw lotto games (up to 49 numbers)'

DON'T PLAY LOTTO WITHOUT IT!
APPLE&M/SDOSIBM 24.95

COMMODORE & ATARI 21.95
TRS-80&MODIII.IV 21.95

MACINTOSH (super version) 29.95

Pleas* add 12 DO shipping

handling. Fa«l »ervlce on

charge cards.

DUST COVERS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

it CUSTOM MADE TO FIT

* HEAVY 32-ai. VINYL ANTISTATIC

* EXTENDS EQUIPMENT LIFE

■jlr Choice of Colors Light Ton or Brown

COMPUTERS

Apple II E . SI 3.00

Apple II E w/D Drive &

Monitor (Model) ..28.00

Apple II C Kiyboard. 7.00

Apple II C

w/monilo' E*t. Otive

(■locked) 28.00

Apple MAC Keyboard 7.00

w/monitor/CPU 'mouie

(stocked) 34.00

DISK DRIVES

Apple II Single Drive 8.00

Apple II Dual/Drive 13.00

Apple MAC Sinai" D.. 8.00

VIDEO RECORDERS 13.00

Slote Make & Model

and opT'Onal clock cut-out

SIX OUTLET

SURGE PROTECTOR

S19.5Q ' 2 00 Shp. & Hdl.

PRINTERS

Apple Imaoewriter 13.00

Star 10 . 13.00

Ponoionic 1090/91 13.00

Epion F«8S F.IB5 13.00

Epion Fx245 . 16.00

Eptan JxBO 13.00

Okidata 170 192 .13.00

Okimote 10'20 10.00

Citizen MSP 10'20 13.00

Comre* 220 ...13.00

Okidoto 92 ... 13.00

Gemini&Stor IO'i ...13.00

Gemini & Star 15'i 16.00

Atori 1027 13 00

MONITORS

Color MoniTor II E 19.00

Amdek 300 - 700 19.00

Video 300 A/G ... 17.00

Princeton HX9 12 19.00

Princeton RGB 19.00
Toion (State Model) 19.00

Zenith (Slate Model) 19.00

Tekniko (Stats Mod.) 19.00

ThompionCM 365-6 19.00

NEC 1225 19.00

Order bi Sitting VMl. MODft end COLOR CHOICE Tlrl or IROWN ittk

chtik or munti order plus 11 JO per item (S4iO m«.) shipping and handling

Calif. Res. Irtlude i'- * local lax. APO. IWitan. Foreign 3JM ilftn

SPECIAL COVERS WILL BE MADE TO YOUR

DIMENSIONS. SEND YOUR REQUIREMENTS

FOR OUR LOW PRICE QUOTES.

Crown Custom Covers
24621 PAIGE CIRCLf DEPT. AP

LAGUNA WHS. CA 92653

(714)472-6362

Need Math

Software?

MCP has it!

Now in our seventh year, MCP

has more than 200 programs to

complement in-school instruction

in these subjects:

• Arithmetic Grades 5-8

• First Year Algebra

• Plane Geometry

• Second Year Algebra

• Trigonometry

• Computer Literacy

MCP programs are designed to

fit specific needs:

• Introductory

• Tutorial

• Skill-building

• Developmental

• Enrichment

Try this high-quality, inexpensive,

but appropriate, software!

Send $20 for a four-disk sample

set of 18 programs.

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED!

MICRDCOfVlPUTER

CURRICULUM PROJECT

Price Laboratory School

University of Northern Iowa

Cedar Falls, IA 50613

(319) 273-6259



data. Make sure all the menu options work as

they should. Enter fragments of the program

starting at several different addresses; then use

the Display option to verify that the data has

been entered correctly. And be sure to test the

Save and Load options several times to insure

that you can recall your work from disk. Don't

let a simple typing error in MLX cost you sev

eral nights of hard work.

Line 100 of MLX traps all errors to line

610. If MLX is typed in correctly, only disk er

rors should be encountered. A disk-error mes

sage when you're not trying to access the

drive—for example, when you first start enter

ing data—indicates a typing error in the MLX

program itself. If this occurs, hit Ctrl-Reset to

break out of MLX and carefully compare your

entry against the printed listing.

Apple MLX: Machine Language Entry Program

Be sure to use "Apple Automatic Proofreader," found elsewhere in

this issue, to enter the following program.

81 100

CC 110

8C 120

E3 130

20 140

B5 150

AE 160

ft

AF

Al

60

92

C2

35

F2

94

CC

48

M

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

N = 9: HOME : NORMAL : PRINT "APPL

E MLX": POKE 34,2: ONERR GOTO 610

VTAB 1: HTAB 20: PRINT "START ADDR

ESS11;: GOSUB 530: IF A = 0 THEN PR

INT CHR* <7): GOTO 110

S = A

VTAB 2: HTAB 20: PRINT "END ADDRES

S ";s BOSUB 530: IF S > = A OR A

= 0 THEN PRINT CHR* (7): GOTO 130

E = A

PRINT : PRINT "CHOOSE:(E)NTER DATA

";s HTAB 22: PRINT "(D>ISPLAY DATA

11: HTAB 8: PRINT "(L)OAD FILE (S)

AVE FILE (Q)UIT": PRINT

GET At: FOR I = 1 TO 5: IF A* < >

MID* ("EDLSG",I,i> THEN NEXT : GOT

0 160

ON I GOTO 270,220,180,200: POKE 34

,0: END

INPUT "FILENAME: ";A*: IF A* < > "

11 THEN PRINT CHR* (4) j "BLOAD" ; A*j "

,A";S

GOTO 150

INPUT "FILENAME: ";A*: IF A* < > "

" THEN PRINT CHR* <4);"BSAVE";A*;"
A" . c • " I " . tr — 6

GOTO 150

GOSUB 590: IF B = 0 THEN 150

FOR B = B TO E STEP 8:L = 4iA = B:

GOSUB 580: PRINT A*;"s ";:L - 2

FOR F = 0 TO 7:V(F + 1) = PEEK (B

+ F): NEXT : GOSUB 560:V<9) - C

FOR F = 1 TO N:A = V(F): GOSUB 580

: PRINT A*" ";: NEXT : PRINT s IF

PEEK (49152) < 12B THEN NEXT

POKE 49168,0: GOTO 150

GOSUB 590: IF B = 0 THEN 150

FOR B = B TO E STEP 8

HTAB 1:A = B:L = 4: GOSUB 580: PRI

NT A*;": ";: CALL 646&8:A* « "":P

= 0: QOSUB 330: IF L » 0 THEN 150

F9

27

72

BE

22

it

55

7B

£6

Cl

5B

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

8A 410

Cl 420

5F 430

SA 440

93 450

9D 460

37 470

EF 480

5F 490

IS 500

17 510

B5 520

AB 530

4F 540

2D 550

28 560

2B 570

GOSUB 470: IF F < > N THEN PRINT C

HR* (7);: GOTO 290

IF N = 9 THEN GOSUB 560: IF C < >

V(9) THEN PRINT CHR* (7);! GOTO 29

0

FOR F = 1 TO 8: POKE B + F - 1,V(F

): NEXT : PRINT : NEXT : GOTO 150

IF LEN (A*) = 33 THEN A* = O*:P =

O: PRINT CHR* <7>;

L = LEN <A*):O* = A*:O = P:L* = ""

! IF P > 0 THEN L* «■ LEFT* (A*,P)

R* = "": IF P < L - 1 THEN R* = RI

GHT* <A*,L - P - 1)

HTAB 7: PRINT L*;: FLASH : IF P <

L THEN PRINT MID* (A*,P + 1,1>;: N

ORMAL : PRINT R*;

PRINT " ";: NORMAL

K = PEEK (49152): IF K < 128 THEN

380

POKE 49168,0:K = K - 128

IF K = 13 THEN HTAB 7: PRINT A*;"

";; RETURN

IF K = 32 OR K > 47 AND K < 58 OR

K > 64 AND K < 71 THEN A* - L* + C

HR* <K) + R*:P = P + 1

IF K = 4 THEN A* = L* + R*

IF K = 9 THEN A* = L* + " " + MID*

(A*,P + 1,1) + R*

IF K = 8 THEN P = P - (P > 0)

IF K = 21 THEN P = P +■ (P < L)

GOTO 330

F = 1:D = 0: FOR P = 1 TO LEN <A*>

MID* (A*,P,1): IF F > N AND

THEN RETURN

1 " THEN GOSUB 520:V(F)

<D ■ 1) * V(F):D = D +

OR D = 2 THE

- 1

* <J >

:C*

C* < > " "

IF C* < >

= J +■ 16 *

1

IF D > 0 AND C* =

N D =* 0:F = F + 1

NEXT : IF D = 0 THEN F = F

RETURN

J = ASC (C*):J = J - 48 - 7

64): RETURN

A = 0: INPUT A*:A* = LEFT* (A*,4):

IF LEN (A*) = 0 THEN RETURN

FOR P = 1 TO LEN <A*):C* = MID* (A

*,P,1>: IF C* < "0" OR C* > "9" AN

D C* < "A" OR C* > "Z" THEN A => 0:

RETURN

GOSUB 520:A = A * 16 + J: NEXT

ETURN

C = INT

- 255 t

> 255)

FOR F m

<B / 256):C = B - 254

<C > 127):C = C - 255

R

C

<c

DA 580

1TOB:C=C*2- 255 * (

C > 127) + V(F)sC - C - 255 * <C >

255): NEXT : RETURN

I = FRE (0):A* = "": FOR I = i TO

L:T = INT <A / 16):A* - MID* ("012

34567B9ABCDEF",A - 16 * T+ 1,1) +

A*:A - T: NEXT : RETURN

IF 590 PRINT "FROM ADDRESS ";: GOSUB 530:

> A OR E < A OR A = 0 THEN BIF S

0: RETURN

ID 600

B4 610

B =

URN

PRINT

S + 8 * INT (<A - S) / 8): RET

'DISK ERROR": GOTO 150
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Leroys Cheatsheets ®

PLASTIC
LAMINATED

DIE-CUT lie Keyboard Overlays-Reference Cards for lie & GS
Our Applewcrks Cheatsheet shows ALL the commands for the word

processor, database and spreadsheet, grouped separately for easy

reference, making Appleworks a breeze to work with. Leroy's

Cheatsheets help you get into your program right away. Now use your
software more easily and more effectively. With Leroy's Cheatsheets

you'll never have to hunt lor a program command again!!! Cheatsheets
also available (or: Newsroom, Elite, Flight Simulator II, Applesoft
Basic (3.3 or ProDOS), ProDOS Utilities a many others (over 25
available).

When ordsr.ng, please specify lie Die-Cut Overlay or Reference Card

Add 75
square inches

ofusable space

to your AppleHe

Get your reference material off your lap and

put it where it does the most good - - right on the

computer. Leroy's Docu-Tray™ is made of Sturdy
vacu-formed plastic. Supports heavy manuals or our

own reference cards. Does not block the air flow.

$12.95

UPTO$1Q $2.00

S10-525 $3.00
S25-S50 $4.DO

S50-UP $5.00

PA Res. add 6% saies &■

CHEATSHEET PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 111368 Pittsburgh, PA. 15238

Circle Reader Service # or Write lor FREE Software & Accessory Catalog

I AppleWorks Video: The First Step

A video's worth a thousand manuals

SEETHE
VIDEO,
THEN READ
THE BOOK!

AppleWorks Video: The

First Step is a supplement

to the manual and tutor

ial. It is the easy first step
that gives an overview of

ApploWorks.

By understanding what

the program is supposed to

do and seeing someone
else use it, the viewer

learns how to use the pro

gram.

Any manual, no matter

how well written, gives
equal emphasis to every

word and idea. The

learner is overwhelmed
with all the information
at one time. By seeing
an overview of the

program on video, the

important features tend

to pop out. Then when

the manual is used, it
will be more meaningful.

$39.99 ea

plus $3.00 shipping. MA residents

add 5% sales lax. MasterCard &
Visa accepted

Dealer & Quantity

Pricing Available

PCR Video, Inc.

45 Pond Street

Norwell, MA 02061

(617) 871 - 5398

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

BBVJ
37 S. Broad St.

Fairborn, Ohio 45324

ORDERS ONLY PHONE: 1-<800)-282-0333

XfS&iSiS™ 1-(513)-879-9699

LASER 128 PERSONAL COMPUTER

APPLE 11E/11C

COMPATIBLE

$379.00

LASER 128 ACCESSORIES & PERIPHERALS

60 NEW GRAPHICS FOR

PRINTSHOP & NEWSROOM
■;■■■■■■■■■»ff^BW^WWi'WWWIt

I CREATIVE « g

3 GRAPHICS |

I® DELUXE 3

1295

By CREATIVE SOLUTONS

5%" DISK DRIVE I160K)

3Ji" DOUBLE SIDED

DISK DRIVE I800K)

2-SLOT EXPANSION BOX

LASER 128 MOUSE

LASER 128 JOYSTICK

TV INTERFACE

PRINTER CABLES

(PARALLEL OR SERIAL)

MODEM CABLE

RGB MONITOR CABLE

TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUAL

NEW LASER 128 EX

NOW AVAILABLE

CALL FOR PRICES AD -AP-117

SOFTWARE ONLV - Prnpmdo

add 12 orcfeit under ISO. Hmdi

joct lo aridi Iron ill freight chnrg

lid by ciedit cud. orlifirMl of

sand all ordari

Add SS tor COO c

mhippmg via UPS rnconurwnial U.S. rle;

ing ihipmont via U.S. Poll Ollico arc ii

. Charge Card orders ,ul I S2 snrviCB chan

e n three-weak wailing pfrriod. No wain

. All iturns subject to availability and pi

dungs. PLEASE CITE AD NUMBER WHEN ORDERING. WE CHECK FOR STOLEN CHARGE CARDS

ALL RETURNS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER.

Public Domain & User Supported Software

NEW TOP TEN FOR APPLE S5.00/DISK

D 037 FREEWR1TER wordprocessor (Apple I! -^ needs paddles)

D 038 BUSINESS/HOME MANAGEMENT checkbook, calculator, more

□ 039 BEST OF BUSINESS general ledger, payroll, much more

□ 056 BANK'n SYSTEM check balancer, write & print checks

D 057 OMNI FILE data base with instructions

□ 064 BEST OF EDUCATION math drills, spelling, typing, etc.

□ 085 BASIC MATH DRILLS fractions, multiple choice, work problems

□ 118 GAMES fast action space arcade games

□ 195 PASSTIME, a potpourri of programs

□ 213 BEST UTILITIES diskcat, krunch, diskcheck, diskmap, etc.

NEW TOP TEN FOR MAC S9.00/DISK

D 005 CODE CRACKING, FEDIT edit file blocks in ASCII or hex

D 006 ResED and ReED edit menu bars, icons and I.D. numbers

D 007 SWITCHER edit multiple Microsoft BASIC files

D029 COMMUNICATIONS Red Ryder. MacTep

D 037 SLIDE SHOW

D 039 FONTS Font catalog

D 045 DESK ACCESSORIES Minifinder, timer

□ 062 GAMES Dungeons of doom, baseball

D067 GAMES Billiards, volleyball, juggling

D 086 BEST OF MAC MacWfortd 86

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE EXCHANGE

Authorized Dealer

Add $4 shipping & handling per order.

CA residents add 6.5% sales tan

Amount enclosed S □ Check

□ VISA □ MasterCard

Card No

S«jna!ure Exp. Date

Phone i I

Name

Address

Crty

Call toll tree 800-431-6249

in Calif. 415-952-1994

-State. Zip.

BlACKSHIP
COMPUTER SUPPLY
P.O. Box 883362

San Francisco, CA 94188



Apple Automatic

Proofreader
Tim Victor, Editorial Programmer

It's easier than ever to enjoy programs for Apple

H-series computers. "Apple Automatic Proof

reader," an error-checking program for the Apple

II, //+, lie, and lie, with either DOS 3.3 or

ProDOS, alerts you to almost every typing mistake

you might make.

"Apple Automatic Proofreader" will help you

type in program listings without typing mis

takes. It's a short error-checking program that

hides itself in memory and attaches to your

Apple's operating system. Each time you press

Return to enter a program line, this routine dis

plays a two-digit checksum at the top of your

screen. If you've typed the line correctly, the

checksum on your screen matches the one in

the printed listing—it's that simple. You don't

have to use the Proofreader to enter listings, but

doing so greatly reduces your chance of making

a typo.

Getting Started

First, type in the Apple Automatic Proofreader

program following this article. The Proofreader

can't check itself before it's done, so you'll have

to be extra careful to avoid mistakes.

The Proofreader checks which operating

system you're running before it hooks up the

checksum routine, so you can type it in with

either DOS 3.3 or ProDOS. If you want to use

the Proofreader with both operating systems,

you won't have to retype it. All you need is a

utility to copy a file between disks with dif

ferent formats, such as the one provided on the

ProDOS User's or System Utilities disk.

As soon as you finish typing the Proof

reader, save at least two copies. This is very im

portant, because the Proofreader erases the
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BASIC portion of itself when you run it, leaving

only the machine language portion in memory.

Now, type RUN and hit Return. The Proof

reader clears the screen, loads the machine lan

guage routine, displays the message PROOF

READER ACTIVATED, erases the BASIC

portion of itself, and ends. If you type LIST and

press Return, you'll see that no BASIC program

is in memory. The computer is ready for you to

type in a new BASIC program.

Entering Programs

Once the Proofreader is activated, you can be

gin typing in a BASIC program as usual. Every

time you finish typing a line and press Return,

the Proofreader displays a two-digit checksum

number in the upper-left corner of the screen.

Compare this checksum with the two-digit

checksum printed next to the corresponding line

in the program listing. If the numbers match,

you can be pretty certain the line was typed

correctly. Otherwise, check for your mistake

and type the line again.

A common mistake when entering BASIC

programs on the Apple occurs when you acci

dentally press a key while holding down the

Control key. This adds an invisible control

character to the line you are typing. If you don't

find it before you run the program, this stray

character may cause a SYNTAX ERROR or

other mysterious behavior. Fortunately, the

Proofreader detects the presence of these in

visible control characters and displays a

checksum that doesn't match the one in the list

ing. So it's always a good idea to retype a line if

the checksums don't match, even though you

might not see any difference in the lines

themselves.



The Proofreader ignores space characters,

so you can omit spaces between keywords and

still see a matching checksum. Spaces are im

portant only between the quotation marks of

PRINT statements or string assignments. The

only mistake the Proofreader won't catch is if

you accidentally type too many spaces or leave

some out. For this reason, be extra careful when

you're entering text within quotes.

Before running another BASIC program, it's

a good idea to turn off the Proofreader by hold

ing down the Control key while pressing the

Reset button. The machine language part of the

Proofreader is kept in memory starting at ad

dress 768 ($300 hexadecimal). This location is

out of BASIC'S way, but a lot of other programs

use this same place for their machine language

subroutines. Disable the Proofreader to avoid

conflicts.

How It Works

When the Applesoft BASIC interpreter needs to

get a line of input from the keyboard, it calls a

machine language routine in the Apple's read

only memory (ROM) called GETLN. GETLN, in

turn, calls the operating system to get a single

keypress, which it stores in an input buffer. If

the Return key was pressed, GETLN ends, leav

ing one new line for the BASIC interpreter in

the input buffer. Otherwise, it repeats the pro

cess, asking for another keypress.

The operating system normally gets in

dividual keystrokes from a ROM routine called

KEYIN, but the Proofreader changes this. When

the Proofreader is installed, the operating sys

tem calls the checksum routine instead, and the

checksum routine asks KEYIN for a character. If

any key other than Return was pressed, the

checksum routine just passes it on to the

operating system, which gives it to GETLN. But

if Return was pressed, the checksum routine

examines the contents of GETLN's input buffer,

which now contains an entire line of input, to

calculate the checksum that it displays at the

top of the screen.

A common typing mistake is trans

position—typing two successive characters in

the wrong order, like PIRNT instead of PRINT.

A checksum program that merely adds the

codes of the characters in a line can detect only

the presence or absence of a character, not

transposition errors. Because the Apple Proof

reader uses a sophisticated formula to compute

checksums, it alerts you to transposed

keystrokes.

The Apple Automatic Proofreader detects

almost every possible typing mistake, including

transpositions, missing or extra characters, ac

cidental control characters, and incorrect line

numbers. Typing COMPUTERS Apple Applica

tions Special programs into your Apple com

puter has never been easier.

Apple Automatic Proofreader

10 C = 0: FDR I = 76B TO 76B + 68: REA

D A:C = C + A: POKE I,A: NEXT

20 IF C < > 7258 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN

PROOFREADER DATA STATEMENTS": END

30 IF PEEK (190 * 256) < > 76 THEN POK

E 56,0: POKE 57,3: CALL 1002: SOTD

50

40 PRINT CHR* (4);"IN#A*300"

50 POKE 34,0: HOME : POKE 34,1: VTAB 2

: PRINT "PROOFREADER INSTALLED"

60 NEW

100 DATA 216,32,27,253,201,141

110 DATA 208,60,138,72,169,0

120 DATA 72,189,255,1,201,160

130 DATA 240,8,104,10,125,255

140 DATA 1,105,0,72,202,208

150 DATA 238,104,170,41,15,9

160 DATA 48,201,58,144,2,233

170 DATA 57,141,1,4,138,74

180 DATA 74,74,74,41,15,9

190 DATA 48,201,58,144,2,233

200 DATA 57,141,0,4,104,170

210 DATA 169,141,96

Apple Disk

All Apple II programs in

this issue are available on

the companion Apple

Applications Disk. Format

ted for both DOS 3.3 and

ProDOS, the Disk costs

$12.95, plus $2.00 ship

ping and handling, and

can be purchased only

through COMPUTE!

Publications. See page 109

for details.
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Talking Rabbit

Teaches Children

The Learning Company has in

troduced Reader Rabbit, an educa

tional software program for children

ages 5-7, using digitized speech tech

nology that produces human-quality

speech, without extra hardware.

Four games teach children the ba

sics of early reading, spelling, and

vocabulary. The program includes a

vocabulary of more than 200 three-

letter words and is designed to build

thinking, problem-solving, and

analytical skills.

Reader Rabbit is part of a series of

educational software programs for

children ages 4-14 and is available for

the Apple II + , lie, and He at a sug

gested retail price of $39.95. A School

Edition for the Apple IIgs is available

for $79.95 and without speech for

$59.95. Each School Edition includes

a program disk and a backup disk, a

teacher's guide, blackline masters

with student activities, and a scope-

and-sequence chart.

The Learning Company, 545

Middlefield Rd., Suite 170,'Menlo Park,
CA 94025

Circle Reader Service Number 150.

Thunderscan For Apple II

Thunderware has released an Apple II

version of Thunderscan, a scanner

which transfers any image on paper

into an Apple II computer, where it

can be modified with a computer

painting program or combined with

text in a word processor. The scanner

has previously been available for

Macintosh computers.

Thunderscan is an optical digitizer

that fits into Apple Computer's

ImageWriter printer in place of the

ribbon cartridge. It scans images line

by line as they feed through the

printer. Images produced by the sys

tem can be used with programs that

accept standard Apple II screen files.

The program runs under the

ProDOS operating system and works

on any Apple He, He, or IlGS com

puter with an original ImageWriter, a

wide-carriage ImageWriter, or an

ImageWriter II. Thunderware recom

mends a second disk drive, a 3V2-inch

Thunderscan for the Apple II replaces the ribbon cartridge in the

ImageWriter for easy scanning. Images can be saved for use with such

programs as PaintWorks Plus and Deluxe Paint II.

drive, ramdisk, or hard disk.

The scanner retails for $219.

Thunderware, 21 Orinda Way,

Orinda, CA 94563

Circle Reader Service Number 151.

HyperCard Stackware Head

Activision has announced Focal Point

and Business Class, two of the first

Stackware programs for Apple

Computer's HyperCard, a personal

information toolkit for the Macintosh.

Focal Point is a time- and infor

mation-management system that fea

tures a daily appointment calendar,

address cards, outgoing and incoming

phone logs, a spreadsheet, graph and

invoice generator, phone dialer, and

other desktop accessories. The pro

gram allows the user to search for

data between features, transfer infor

mation back and forth, and create

custom accessories. An applications

launcher allows for jumps between

any other Macintosh applications or

between documents. Suggested retail

price is $99.95.

Business Class turns the Mac

intosh into a powerful desktop travel-

planning tool that provides access to

helpful and practical travel facts on

countries around the world. Travelers

have access to currency exchange

rates, transportation schedules, the

current time, climate, holidays, tip

ping, customs, language, and much

more. A built-in telephone interface

allows connection with phone

reservation systems of airlines, hotels,

and car rental agencies. The pro

gram's customization and linkage al

lows the traveler to print out complete

intineraries, maps, and other travel

documents. It has a suggested retail

price of $69.95.

Activision, P.O. Box 7286, Moun

tain View, CA 94039

Circle Reader Service Number 152.

Apple CAD System

Learn CAD basics on the Apple II

with Hearlihy & Co.'s discoverCAD.

This entry-level CAD package runs on

any Apple II with two 5V*-inch disk

drives, 128K RAM, an extended 80-

column card, and an AppleMouse.

With the AppleMouse you can

use Mac-like pulldown menus to se

lect commands and draw virtually any

mechanical, architectural, or electrical

drawing. Features include zoom, pan,

autodimensioning, draw text, move,

mirror, and rotate copy. There also is

a grid-locking system and 128 layers

to achieve different line weights and

multicolored plots.
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discoverCAD has printer dump

capabilities and will automatically

drive the Houston Instrument,

Hewlett Packard, Roland, and Apple

plotters. Price is $209.00.

Hearlihy & Co., P.O. Box 869,

Springfield, OH 45501

Circle Reader Service Number 153.

AppleWorks And

Desktop Publishing

The Q-mar group has added desktop

publishing capabilities to AppleWorks

with Publishing Company, which uses

macros to add layout functions such

as columnar format, justified columns

onscreen, text wrapping into columns,

and other layout tasks.

The macros are designed for the

three available AppleWorks macro pro

grams: Super MacroWorks by Beagle

Bros, Key Player by Pinpoint, and

AutoWorks by The Software Touch.

The program does not require any

rebooting, and it uses AppleWorks data.

The publisher recommends the

addition of a font downloading pro

gram for the Apple II, such as

FontWorks from The Software Touch,

Print Quick by Third Wave Technol

ogies, or Power Print from Beagle

Bros, which adds more power, includ

ing the ability to change fonts within

a publication.

The program is currently avail

able for Super MacroWorks macros and

will soon be available for Key Player

and AutoWorks. Suggested price is

$24.95.

The Q-mar group, 5677 Oberlin

Dr., San Diego, CA 92121

Circle Reader Service Number 154.

Apple-Compatible Laser 128 EX

Video Technology Computers has in

troduced the Apple-compatible ex

panded Laser 128 EX, a transportable

personal computer that offers a built-

in triple-speed processor that's key

board selectable at 1 Mhz, 2.3 Mhz,

and 3.6 Mhz.

The computer's built-in RAM has

been expanded to 192K and is expand

able to 1 megabyte via a fully-socketed

internal RAM board, enabling it to rec

ognize AppleWorks software.

The Laser 128 EX still packs the

features found on the original model,

including a built-in 5V4-inch disk

drive, but a universal disk controller

has been added to support either a

3!/z-inch or 5'A-inch external drive. A

new card cover for the expansion slot

has been added to allow an additional

card to be plugged in without losing

portability.

Other features include 40/80 col

umn text displays, 16-color capability,

double high-resolution graphics up to

560 X 192, mouse interface, parallel

and serial interfaces, modem interface,

numeric keyboard, and expansion slot.

Suggested retail price is $579.00.

Video Technology Computers, 400

Anthony Trail, Northbrook, IL 60062

Circle Reader Service Number 155.

Legal Documents On Disk

Common legal documents can be pre

pared at home with Microlawyer by

Progressive Peripherals & Software.

The disk library is designed to work

in conjunction with your word proces

sor and can save attorneys' fees.

Attorneys can also use the disk as a

library of common forms.

Over 100 documents are included

in the library, which is divided into

personal, business, and corporate sec

tions. Documents include: power of

attorney, premarital aggreements,

leases, real estate contracts, wills, and

notary public forms. All forms were

designed by an attorney, and the man

ual included with the software is writ

ten in clear English, not legal jargon.

Progressive Peripherals & Soft

ware warns that Microlawyer is in

tended to supplement, not replace,

legal counsel.

Microlawyer is available for the

Macintosh and the Apple II and re

tails for $59.95.

Progressive Peripherals & Software,

464 Kalamath St., Denver, CO 80204

Circle Reader Service Number 156.

Mac-Laser Videodisc Connection
The Voyager Company has an

nounced a new product line to sup

port HyperCard, which allows users to

connect a Macintosh to a laser

videodisc player. Laserstacks are

HyperCard stackware that control laser

videodiscs, turning still photos and

motion pictures stored on many exist

ing videodiscs into visual databases.

The first title to be released will

be The National Gallery of Art

Laserguide, which is designed to work

with The National Gallery of Art disc.

The user can design a tour of the

National Gallery of Art in Washington

D.C. Works of art can be organized

and then presented according to cate

gories, including artist, nationality,

school, date, medium, and subject.

The suggested retail price is $49.95.

The videodisc retails for $95.00. Other

titles to be released later this year in

clude: Apollo 17: Last Mission to the

Moon, Vincent Van Gogh, and The Bio-

Sct Disc, which is a visual library for

the study of biology. The correspond

ing videodiscs are also available.

The Voyager Company, 2139 Man

ning Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

Circle Reader Service Number 157.

Understanding The Constitution
Mindscape has announced Under

standing the United States Constitution,

a new software package for Apple II

computers.

The program is designed to help

students understand the meaning of

the Constitution of the United States.

It allows students to test their knowl

edge of the Constitution, to learn

about the political system, and to ex

pand their range of civic awareness. It

is designed to help students get ready

for the Constitution test that is re

quired in some states and to prepare

for the U.S. citizenship examination.

The flip side of each disk contains a

Spanish-language version of the

program.

Understanding the United States

Constitution has a suggested retail

price of $49.95.

Mindscape, 3444 Dundee Rd.,

Northbrook, IL 60062

Circle Reader Service Number 158.

MultiScribe Desk Accessories

StyleWare has released MultiScribe

Desk Accessories for online use with its

MultiScribe 2.0, a Macintosh-like word

processing program. The package fea

tures several accessory programs,

which can be installed on a pull-down

menu and called from MultiScribe.

The accessories include a full

scientific calculator, which provides

users with trigonometric functions,

memory, inverse functions, and all

math functions. A clock lets users

time-stamp MultiScribe documents in

addition to displaying the current time

and date, and a calendar helps users

plan their day with a day-by-day

notepad. A control panel provides

sound-control and cursor-adjustment

capabilities as well as up to eight sets

of eight macro sequences, which

allow users to reduce multikeystroke

passages to a single keystroke. A puz

zle is also included to provide a break

from work.

Suggested retail is $39.95.

StyleWare, 5250 Gulfton, Suite 2£,

Houston, TX 77081

Circle Reader Service Number 159.

Cigarette-Lighter Adapter

Roger Coats has introduced a ciga

rette-lighter adapter that allows the

Apple He to be used in an automobile

with a 12-volt negative ground elec

trical system. The adapter features a

ten-foot cord with a two-color LED to

indicate safe power status. If power is

incorrect or reversed, the LED glows

red. A DIN plug at one end and a

cigarette lighter plug with power sta

tus indicator at the other allows
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TERMINAL

EMULATION
COMMUNICATIONS

SOKTERM2
Emulates 24 popular

terminals

Conversational and Block

mode including:

DEC VT52. VT100. VT102

TELEVIDEO 910. 925. 950

HEWLETT PACKARD 2622A

DATA GENERAL D200

IBM 3101 MODEL 10 & 20

LEAR SIEGLER ADM-3A. ADM-5

HONEYWELL. HAZELTINE.

ADDS, and DATAPOINT

ALSO:

• FILE TRANSFER IN 4 FORMATS:

DOS 3.3, ProDOS, CP/M. PASCAL

• KEYBOARD MACROS

• PHONE BOOK WITH AUTO-DIAL

SDFTRONICS
800/225-8590

303/593-9540 TELEX 450236

' J^ j&r .^r -^r ^^ ^r .^r ^^- -^

BOOKS!
for your Apple:

• Apple Ik: Tech Ref Man — $21.00

- Applesoft Tutorial — $25.25

• ProDOS 8 Tech Ref Man — $25.25

-IIGS Firm Ref v1 or 2 —$21.00

• Advanced AppleWorks — $15.00

• ProDOS Inside & Out — $15.00

shipping on the above: $2/book

Apple II GS Reference Pack:

• Technical Intro to II GS

■ If GS Firmware Ref

• II GS Hardware Ref

. II GS ProDOS 16 Tech Ref

• II GS Toolbox ref (vol 1 & 2)

All for only $115 (shipping $8)

Prices in US$; add 1x shipping surface

S&H, 2x for US air; 4x overseas air.

Gift Certificates available.

Hieroglyphic

Communications

Box 951, Station B

London, Ontario

CANADA N6A 5K1

519/672-9658 ext. 68

connection to the Apple He. List price

is $25.00.

Roger Coats, P.O. Box 171466, San

Diego, CA 92117

Circle Reader Service Number 160.

The Big Scoop

Target Software has released Scoop, a

high-end desktop publishing package

for the Macintosh 512K Enhanced and

up. It is designed with the desktop

publishing features consumers have

come to expect, as well as features

previously available only to pro

fessional typesetters and mechanical

artists.

Scoop lets the user select type

sizes from 5 points to 127 points, vary

space between words (interword spac

ing), change space between letters

(fractional kerning), and vary the

space between lines (fractional lead

ing). If you want to wrap text around

images, slant margins, elongate a

typeface, or rotate images in as little

as one-degree increments, Scoop can

handle it with the click of a Mouse.

Scoop accepts scanned images and

PostScript files and is compatible with

MacPaint and other graphics pack

ages. It comes complete with a word

processing program and a 140,000-

word spelling checker. Suggested re

tail price is $495.

Target Software, 14206 S.W, 136th

St., Miami, FL 33186

Circle Reader Service Number 161.

Cotton Tales For The Apple II

MindPlay has released Cotton Tales,

an introduction to word processing

and desktop publishing for beginning

readers. This easy-to-use word proces

sor features writing with 192 pictures

and 616 words. Cotton, the friendly

"bunny" cursor, hops along to help

youngsters scroll, insert, copy, and

delete. Pictures and menus guide chil

dren through the picture and word

libraries and disk utilities.

A Challenge Upgrade option al

lows a parent or educator to enter 168

additional words into the library, se

lect specific pictures and words for

use, and allow children to type if de

sired. A worksheet function is avail

able for creating worksheets with

Cotton Tale graphics. Printing options

include color printing, a picture-to-

text translator, and adjustments to

printing layout and size. The Home

Edition sells for $39.99, while the

Teacher's Edition (with backup disk)

is available for $49.99.

Methods and Solutions, 82

Montvale Ave., Stoneham, MA 02180

Circle Reader Service Number 162.
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Agreettagcard
5minutes?Easy

nlM.islfr Plus does oiltmiars, Inn.

Truly original

calendars, cards,

posters, banners and

stationery are so

much easier with PrintMaster Plus.

In fact, the process you see here is

impossible with other specialty

printing programs. And PrintMaster

Plus gives you terrific

artwork—not outline

art but highly detailed,

one-of-a-kind graphics

with a difference.

Accept no substitutes. Ask

your dealer for PrintMaster Plus and

the Art Galleries today. Or use the

convenient order form. For more

information, call

Unison World at

415-848-6666. Unison World
I , .. >." ■, r. Al . , . i I : -■ i ■ - ■ .V -L:. i. .■■■.«■. I . . . IK«k™.i

KytxITnllniHin Inn

n.|raiiil mail tii Unison World Box 3(66, Berteln: California. 9fiD3

liu

YES! Send me Ihe best. Please rush me the following:

H955

Art C>sllrry li—HO ritra ijencfjl Ihenw graphics I29i6

Tut.il

Chn-li . Momy Order V

STAIF HI

Easily the best.



PresentingQneMusiealGroup
ThatMNeverMake

TheCoverOfRollingStone.
While most musical

groups would love to be

on the cover of Rolling

Stone, The Music Class™
will settle for an appearance on

your Apple computer.

Its playful graphics and
challenging tests will guide
you through the principles

of music. All you need to run

The Music Class software is
an Apple ITor IIGS'V computer

with 64K memory.

The five programs are:

Fundamentals: Make sense of
those skinny lines with blobs

and tails. All the basics from
rhythm to note reading. $49.

Rhythm: What the exact dif
ference is between waltz,

polka, jazz, rock, ragtime,

and more. A comical guy

by the name of Mr. Metro
Gnome is the teacher. $49.

Ear Training: How to hear

exactly what's

happening in

a piece of music.
"\bu'll never listen to The Rolli u Srone^ quite the same way

again. $49. Music Symbols: No, they aren't called squiggles, blips,

slashes and dots.%u'll learn up to eighty musical symbok $39.
Note Reading: Know what the differences are between an

Flat eighth note and a B-Flat quarter note.This is where.
beginners or child pmdigks. you>u ]earn to reacj musjCi $39. So order by calling toll

free 1-800-843-1337 Or collect 612-854-9554. Ask about our Coda Catalog'
with just over 600 music software products. And get your music career rolling.

WengerMusic Learning Division, 1401E. 79th Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420-1590
;■■-. w. ,;-■ i ■,,,


